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Abstract   

 Social movement activism throughout the 1960s and 1970s provided space for feminist 

concerns in a variety of arenas.  Women's movement activism and women's scholarship in 

history challenged the ways in which women’s experiences had been marginalized or omitted in 

school history programs and curricula. Women's organizations developed and broadened 

networks, created and published resources, and lobbied governments and institutions. Their 

widespread activism spilled into a range of educational circles and influenced history teachers in 

altering curricula to include women in course materials. Advocating for women, on a curricular 

or professional development level, however, was complicated because of entrenched neo-liberal 

systems in place within education institutions. Although the Ontario Ministry of Education and 

the Toronto Board of Education demonstrated clear support for a wide range of gender equity-
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based initiatives, they committed to implementing a 'piecemeal' approach to curricular change. 

The fundamental work to include women in history curricula relied heavily on grassroots 

networks that allowed for women’s experiences to leak into classrooms, and were responsible for 

bringing women’s voices into the history curricula. This study explores the initiatives of the 

Toronto Board of Education from 1968-1993, with particular analysis of women’s committees, 

teacher/librarians in resource centers, Affirmative Action representatives, individual teachers and 

administrators. Within the broader public sphere, the contributions of concerned parents, 

activists, small independent publishers, educational reformers, political leaders and women’s 

history organizations lent their voices to ideas about how the inclusion of women in history 

curricula should take shape in Toronto schools. Ministry gender equity policies and history 

course guidelines provided incremental and therefore politically safe responses to educational 

change. The Toronto Board's "add-on" approach to including women in course examinations 

avoided instituting major "top-down'" curricular change, which kept the integration of women’s 

history within classrooms on the periphery of most course work. The substantive grassroots 

activism and the commitment of women’s organizations and individual teachers, however, 

allowed women’s history to flourish within individual classrooms in Toronto and demonstrates 

the ways in which "bottom-up" initiatives can be a powerful force in curricular change.    
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Chapter 1  

 

The Times They are 'A-Changin': Social Change, Women’s History and 
Curriculum Reform in the 1960s and 1970s 

 

 
Come gather ’round people 

Wherever you roam 
And admit that the waters 
Around you have grown 
And accept it that soon 

You’ll be drenched to the bone 
If your time to you is worth savin’ 

Then you better start swimmin’ or you’ll sink like a stone 
For the times they are a-changin’ 1 

 
 

 

Introduction 

 The opening lines of the now famous 1964 Bob Dylan song, "The Times They are A- 

Changin'," reflect the hope and expectations that social movements activism of the decade would 

usher in a changed world, which would shed post-war conservatism, prejudice and inequalities 

and open the possibility for greater freedoms and social justice. Dylan ends this song with the 

words "The order is rapidly fadin' "--suggesting a new political and economic order. He wrote 

the song as a kind of anthem for the times, reaching out to the youth movements to rally for 

change. He was not alone. That same year, Martin Luther King Jr. gave his "I have a Dream" 

speech on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial during the march on Washington for jobs and 

freedom and Simon and Garfunkel released their powerful anti-establishment song, "The Sounds 

                                                 

1
 Bob Dylan, The Times They are A-Changin' album was released by Columbia Records in 1964 and reached gold 

status. This quote is from the opening verse. http://www. bobdylan.com 
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of Silence."
2
  The folk rock music of Joan Baez, Pete Seeger, Bob Dylan and others, contained 

powerful social justice lyrics in their songs- reflective of the social movement activism of the 

period. Bob Dylan's "Blowin' in the Wind", Barry McGuire's "Eve of Destruction" and John 

Lennon's "Give Peace a Chance" were protest songs over the Vietnam War and the immediate 

dangers of nuclear war. 
3
 Joan Baez ended the decade by singing "We Shall Overcome" at the 

1969 Woodstock Music Festival to half a million people, of what would become an iconic 

representation of the decade. 
4
 

 Social movements that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s supported "New Left" political 

ideologies and developed organizations to mobilize resources outside state systems, in the hopes 

of redistributing wealth and creating equal opportunity. Independent organizations fought for the 

removal of discriminatory policies that affected individuals or groups.
5
  The Gay Rights 

movement, the Civil Rights movement and the Women's movement all gained ground during 

these two decades, some of which was fueled by public protests.
6
 

                                                 

2
 Simon and Garfunkel, The Sound of Silence album was released by Columbia Record in 1965 and became the 

number one single in America that year. http://www.simonandgarfunkel.com. Canadian musicians such as Buffy 
Saint-Marie (Universal Soldier), The Who (American Woman), Gordon Lightfoot (Sit Down Young Stranger), Joni 
Mitchell (The Fiddle and the Drum) and others, also wrote anti-war protest songs during the 1960s and 1970s.    

3
 John C. McWilliams, The 1960s Cultural Revolution (Westport: Greenwood Press, 2000) see the chapter: "Sex, 

Drugs, Rock 'N'Roll," 16-21.  

4
 McWilliams, The 1960s Cultural Revolution, 74-75. The Woodstock festival included performers Joan Baez, The 

Who, Arlo Guthrie, Canned Heat, Jimmy Hendrix, the Grateful Dead, Jefferson Airplane, Janis Joplin, The Moody 
Blues and Crosy, Stills, Nash and Young. McWilliams notes that despite the limited security and supplies, almost no 
police protection and fierce thunderstorms, only three deaths were reported: two from drug overdoses and a third 
from a tractor accident. In honour of the festival, Joni Mitchell wrote the song "Woodstock" which was performed in 
1969. On the effect of rock music on youth culture see Andrew August, "Gender and 1960s Youth Culture: The 
Rolling Stones and the New Woman," Contemporary British History, 23 no.1 (March 2009): 79-100. 

5
 Simon Hall, "Protest Movements in the 1970s: The Long 1960s," Journal of Contemporary History 43, no.4 

(2008): 655-672. Brown versus the Board of Education argued that segregated schools in the United States were 
"inherently unconstitutional". Schools were mandated by the court to bus children to schools outside of their local 
districts, which Hall notes was extremely controversial. The term "New Left" was created to make a distinction 
between the socialist movements that took place earlier in the 20th century (Old left). 

6
 There is evidence that the government was also pro-active on a number of issues: redistributive progressive taxes 

such as income tax, spending on health and welfare measures, and on arts and culture. Some of these were the result 
of protests, but many of these came from policy-led initiatives following the Depression and post-war. See Bryan 
Palmer, Canada's 1960s (Toronto: University of Toronto, 2009) and Robert Brenner, The Economics of Global 
Turbulence, 1945-2005 (London: Verso, 2006).  
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 The growth and militancy of grassroots organizations challenged traditional state 

systems. As Dominique Clément argues, legal, political, social and cultural shifts became part of 

the expectations of the time. Clément notes, "Education programs, women's centres, gay pride 

parades, civil disobedience and a multitude of other forms of activism forced Canadians to 

confront new ideas about equality." 
7
 Doug Owram notes that the "turmoil" of the 1960s and 

early 1970s were influenced by what had become a clear "crisis in Western social and political 

institutions" which, through a series of events, had undermined its credibility. He adds that 

citizens remained loyal during the Cold War creating a "relatively closed ideological system" 

that resulted in a "black and white imagery of the East versus the West." He adds, however, that 

doubts about the Cold War "in turn encouraged doubts about the vast military arsenal that had 

been assembled in the name of anti-communism…. A dissenting segment of the population 

challenged the moral certainties that had been part of the Cold War rhetoric." 
8
 Historian Bryan 

Palmer agrees. He notes that global polarizations of power were "configured as they were around 

the colonization of the world's resources and the menace of nuclear arms, which threatened 

humanity. They made inevitable revolutionary movements of opposition." 
9
 Social change and 

political action would only take place as a result of public protest movements and a redistribution 

of power.  Palmer notes that "The New Left wanted a new and self-directing order" as the old 

power systems had failed to address domestic and international issues, and people felt 

alienated.
10

 

 Michael Maurice Dufresne suggests that the threat of nuclear war was central to student 

activism in Canada. He argues that the historical experience of Canadian students was different 

than that of American students, who were focused on the struggle for civil rights for Blacks. The 

"awakening" of Canadian students, he notes, was stimulated by the Diefenbaker government's 

decision to acquire nuclear missiles. Peace groups opposed to the 'Bomarc B' nuclear missile 

                                                 

7
 Dominique Clément, Canada's Rights Revolution: Social Movements and Social Change, 1937-1982 (Vancouver: 

UBC Press, 2008), 30-35. 

8
 Doug Owram, Born at the Right Time: A History of the Baby Boom Generation (Toronto: University of Toronto 

Press, 1996), 164-165. 

9
 Bryan Palmer, "New Left Liberations: The Poetics, Praxis and Politics of Youth Radicalism", in M. Athena 

Palaeologu, ed., The Sixties in Canada: A Turbulent and Creative Decade (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 2009), 73. 

10
 Palmer, "New left Liberations," 73. 
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purchase from the United States formed organizations in the early 1960s such as the Canadian 

Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CCDN), the Toronto Committee for Disarmament and the 

Canadian Voice of Women for Peace (VOW), which engaged in student activism. 
11

  Dufresne 

suggests that the Canadian peace movement of the early 1960s provided students with a 

"legitimate area of political activity" with demonstrations providing a tool for their activism and 

the impetus for the "multi-issued" student movements in the mid to late 1960s.
12

   

 Social movements drew heavily on public tactics such as sit-ins, demonstrations, public 

protests, rallies and marches. Greenpeace, a Canadian organization formed in 1971 by activists 

who campaigned aggressively on environmental issues, for example, represents the kind of social 

movement activism of the period. 
13

 The organization evolved from an ad hoc citizen's group, 

called the "Don't Make a Wave Committee" that challenged state systems through militant 

demonstrations that brought world-wide attention to the effects of industrial pollution. In support 

of their work, one underground newspaper columnist noted, 

We can end our surrender to this death-oriented government and industry by massive 
non-acceptance of the "values" and non-cooperation with their structures ('defence', 
consumer economy, co-opting mass media ... ). Or we can devote our bodies and our time 
working cooperatively to meet our real needs … The present system threatens our 
survival now and, if not detoxified, will destroy us. This system cannot be reformed by 
trying to operate within its rules. We must accept the responsibility for creating new 
institutions - political, cultural, economic - which encourage people to live creatively and 

in harmony with the environment.
14

 

 A few key events gave support to the emergence of social movements in Canada during 

the 1960s and early 1970s. The passing of the Canadian Bill of Rights in 1960 gave Canadians 

                                                 

11
 Michael Dufresne, "Let's Not Be Cremated Equal: The Combined Universities Campaign for Nuclear 

Disarmament," in M. Athena Palaeologu, ed., The Sixties in Canada: A Turbulent and Creative Decade, 9-10. 

12
 Dufresne, "Let's Not Be Cremated Equal," 10. Dufresne adds that this experience "facilitated the acceptance of a 

more radical and holistic criticism of Canadian society that would lead to students questioning everything from the 
nature of the university to the legitimacy of parliamentary democracy." 

13
 www.greenpeace.org  The website notes: "In 1971, a small group of activists set sail from Vancouver in a fishing 

boat they named Greenpeace. Their destination was Amchitka where the United States was set to detonate a nuclear 
bomb. The activists feared the underground explosion, the third on the island, would trigger devastating earthquakes 
and tsunamis. Amchitka was also the last refuge for 3,000 endangered sea otters, and home to bald eagles, peregrine 
falcons and other wildlife. The activists hoped to halt the controversial test with their presence and failing that, bear 
witness to the event." 

14
 www.greenpeace.org 
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rights under the law to freedom of speech, religion and assembly. 
15

  In an act of Canadian 

nationalism, Canada constituted a new Canadian flag (1965) and held Centennial celebrations in 

Montreal at Expo '67.
16

 Canadians seemed poised to move in new and independent directions 

that would weaken their ties to Britain. Beginning in 1968 under the leadership of Pierre Elliot 

Trudeau, the governing liberal party began making substantial change to Canadian society. 

Trudeau's "Just Society", his unconventional style, charismatic character, and new approach to 

politics offered hope to many on the Left.
17

 Canada's passage of the Official Languages Act and 

Multicultural Policy initiated changes to immigration policies and parts of the criminal code. 

This active time period also saw the publication of the Report of the Royal Commission on the 

Status of Women in 1970.
18

  Issues of separatism also emerged with the development of the Parti 

Quebecois, under the leadership of René Lévesque. A wave of New Left politics was prevalent 

on student university campuses, supported by expanding labour union activism and the women's 

movement. Human rights activism seeped into all areas of engagement. The New Left, 

supportive of Marxist theories and critical of corporate hegemony, played a predominant role in 

arguing for fundamental institutional and social change. Their activism came together in the 

                                                 

15
 Canadian Bill of Rights, 1960, c.44 section 1 (a) notes, "the right of the individual to life, liberty, security of the 

person and enjoyment of property; (b) the right of the individual to equality before the law and the protection of the 
law; (c)freedom of religion; (d) freedom of speech; (e) freedom of assembly and association; (f) freedom of the 
press." (www.justice.gc.ca). 

16
 The Expo'67 program, "Man and His World," included a woman’s hospitality exhibit, "Woman and Her World." 

Information from the Women's exhibit notes, "The Hospitality Pavilion provides a centre for women and their 
families on a convenient site close to Place d'Accueil entrance gate.  Its theme is Woman and Her World. 
Attractively situated, it has a spacious main lobby leading to a comfortable lounge, rooms for receiving important 
visitors and an assembly hall.  In the assembly hall exciting programs are presented: fashion shows, instant theatre 
and special handicraft demonstrations such as Eskimo carving. The pavilion is the headquarters for International 
Hospitality.  This project, planned by women throughout Canada, provides an opportunity for members of women's 
organizations and their families, or visitors from foreign countries, to meet Canadians in Montréal and other parts of 
Canada.  A Hospitality Hostess is on duty at all times to help arrange such meetings."  (See: 
http://expo67.ncf.ca/expo_67_hospitalitypavilion_p1.html) (website accessed July, 2012). 

17
 Pierre Elliot Trudeau, Memoirs (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1993), 87. Trudeau noted that he based his 

campaign to win the Liberal party leadership on the theme of a Just Society. He added, "Achieving such a society 
would require prompting equality of opportunity and giving the most help to those who were the most 
disadvantaged." "Trudeaumania" swept the country as many youth believed Trudeau's "hip" approach to government 
would generate change. 

18 Government of Canada, "Official Languages Act," 1971, "Multicultural Policy," 1971 and Act, 1988, and the 

"Immigration Act," 1978, were all based on a number of white and green papers. The implementation in 1962 to the 
points system changed immigration policy. Divorce and birth control was removed from the Criminal Code in 1969.  
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development of the socialist New Democratic Party (NDP) and the more radical Waffle party. 
19

 

As a more extreme Left element of the New Democratic party, the Waffle, lead by James Laxer 

and Mel Watkins, gathered support for the far Left.  John Bullen writes that "The Waffle hoped 

to transform the NDP into a radical agent that would spearhead the struggle for an independent 

socialist Canada." 
20

  

 The New Left found support from labour unions and radical labour newspapers and 

magazines.  Radical student groups exploded across the country, groups like The 

Internationalists, SUPA, The Trotskyites, Maoists, Marxists and other radical groups produced a 

strong Left movement that saw recurring activism on university campuses. University students 

read both Marx and Mao, joined Left- thinking Consciousness-Raising groups, wrote and 

published in local newspapers such as The Nation and Canadian Forum and protested with 

placards, buttons and marches on the streets of cities across Canada.
21

  The New Left 

revolutionary activism was most evident in the province of Quebec, with the Front de Libération 

du Québec (FLQ) taking radical action to end "colonial exploitation." These struggles were tied 

to workers’ rights, issue of unemployment and language rights: leftist narratives were directly 

linked to radical social movements.
22

   

                                                 

19
 The New Democratic Party (NDP), a Federal social democratic political party in Canada was founded in Ottawa 

in 1961, under the leadership of Tommy Douglas. It evolved from a merger of the Canadian Labour Congress (CLC) 
and the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF). (http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com). 

20
 John Bullen, "The Ontario Waffle and the Struggle for an Independent Socialist Canada: Conflict within the 

NDP," Canadian Historical Review, 64, no. 2 (1983), 188. For further discussion see also, Robert Hackett's, "Pie in 
the Sky: A History of the Ontario Waffle," Canadian Dimension, Oct. /Nov. 1980 and Desmond Morton's NDP: 
Social Democracy in Canada (Toronto: S. Stevens, 1977). 

21
 Bryan Palmer, Canada's 1960s: The Ironies of Identity in a Rebellious Era (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

2009), 249. Palmer notes,"The slogans of the time were a uniquely dualistic mix of Mao's materialism and anarcho-
surrealistic graffiti of a metaphorical Parisian Left Bank." For a full discussion of group activism, radical 
organizations and other Left activities, see chapter 8: "Radicalism, Revolution and Red Power." The Canadian 
Forum, a left-wing literary, cultural and political publication, was founded in 1920 at the University of Toronto as a 
forum for political and cultural ideas. 

22
  See: Pierre Vallières's, Nègres blancs d'Amérique (White Niggers of America ) trans.Joan Pinkham (Toronto : 

McClelland and Stewart, 1971) and Leandre Bergeron's Petit Manuel d'histoire du Québec (Québec Editions 
Québécoises,1970) both reflected the mood in Québec to liberate French Canadians from oppressive American 
"imperialist exploiters." For discussion see: Bryan Palmer "Quebec: Revolution Now!" in Canada's 1960s; Dennis 
Smith, Bleeding Hearts...Bleeding Country: Canada and the Quebec Crisis (Edmonton: Hurtig, 1971); Dan Daniels, 
ed., Quebec, Canada and the October Crisis (Montreal: Black Rose, 1973); William Tetley, The October Crisis, 
1970: An Insider's View (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2007).  
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 In a similar fashion, this cultural moment was resonating through the feminist scholarship 

that was emerging from academic milieus. The growth in feminist scholarship and the 

introduction of women's studies and women's history courses within the universities was directly 

tied to the women's movement of the 1960s and 1970s. 
23

 Recent publications provide further 

support of the strong links between the feminist movement and women's personal and 

professional lives in the period under study here.  Two major Canadian collections include Minds 

of Our Own: Inventing Feminist Scholarship and Women's Studies in Canada and Quebec 1966-

1976 edited by Wendy Robbins, Meg Luxton, Margrit Eichler and Francine Descarries and a 

collection by the Feminist History Society, entitled Feminist Journeys edited by Marguerite 

Andersen. 
24

  These collections, and others, are proof of the strong relationship that scholars note 

between feminist activism and feminist scholarship in the 1960-1980 period; the scholarship 

emphasizes the importance of support networks and demonstrates that feminist scholarship 

provided new perspectives in a wide range of fields.  

                                                 

23  Judith Lorber, Gender Inequality: Feminist Theories and Politics, 4th ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2010), 1-4. Lorber defines Feminism as "a social movement whose basic goal is equality between women and men." 
She notes that in the 1970s and 80s many feminists concentrated on "increasing women's legal rights, political 
representation and entry into professions dominated by men." Other feminists worked to eliminate sexual 
harassment and sexual violence, others in "changing language, knowledge and history." 1970s second wave 
feminism stressed the binary framework of male versus female. By the 1980s many feminists were beginning to 
challenge earlier narratives that situated women in a unified category. Feminist theories and identity politics 
suggested that women’s voices were not unified, instead representing multiple and complex hierarchies that placed 
gender within other "strands of oppression" such as race, class, ethnicity as central to gender analysis. Lorber argues 
that feminists that emerged in the 1990s argued that there were many sexes, sexualities and genders. Her book 
categorizes Feminism according to theories: "Liberal, Marxist, Social, Postcolonial and Asian, Radical, Lesbian, 
Psychoanalytic, Standpoint, Multiracial/Multiethnic, Social Construction, Postmodern and Queer Theory, Studies of 
Men and Third-Wave Feminisms". Wendy Kohli examines in Feminism and Educational Research (New York, 
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2012) the range of understandings and positions feminists have taken over time 
noting that second wave women's movement contained a political commitment to end oppression which heavily 
influenced understandings of the term. She notes that by the 1990s, "feminist solidarity politics were no longer 
persuasive as class, race, ethnicity and sexuality provided for a more complicated, disrupted view of women and 
women's experiences". (5) See also C. Lesley Biggs, Gendered Intersections (Halifax & Winnipeg: Fernwood 
Publishing, 2011). 

24
 Wendy Robbins, Meg Luxton, Margrit Eichler and Francine Descarries, eds., Minds of our Own: Inventing 

Feminist Scholarship and Women's Studies in Canada and Quebec, 1966-76 (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University 
Press, 2008), 112; Marguerite Andersen, ed., Feminist Journeys/Voies Féministes (Ottawa: Feminist History 
Society, 2010). For a history of feminism in Québec, see: Micheline Dumont, Feminism à la Québécoise (Ottawa: 
Feminist History Society, 2012). 
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 Women's groups, many of which had strong historic ties amongst themselves,
25

 

mobilized thousands of members to pressure governments for greater social, political and 

economic equity. Historic ties meant that many organizations had networks already in place. The 

Fédération des femmes du Québec (FFQ), for example, with historic roots in the province, 

formed a new coalition in 1965 in conjunction with the 25th anniversary of winning the right to 

vote in Quebec.
26

  Various women's groups joined together in the 1960s to provide a stronger 

and more public voice. The committee for the "Strategy for Change" conference held in Toronto 

in 1972, for example, included established and newly formed women's groups.
27

  Women 

expanded and solidified networks throughout the 1960s and 1970s and this helped shape the 

movement and affected women's personal and professional lives. This political movement also 

created a shift within history scholarship. Sheila Rowbotham's groundbreaking book, Hidden 

from History: 300 Years of Women's Oppression and the Fight against It demonstrated that 

women were predominantly absent -- as both authors and subjects -- from historical scholarship. 

28
 The explosion in women's history scholarship within universities, and within broader 

educational communities, resulted in a wider range of publications. As this study will reveal, 

however, changes taking place within academic post-secondary institutions to include women's 

history were not paralleled in history programs in public secondary schools, although committed 

educators within the public school system worked hard to include women in history courses.     

 This study is about history curricula, women's history, women's movement activists and 

their influence on education, as well as the work of the Ontario Ministry of Education and the 

Toronto Board of Education to respond to the women's movement’s demands. It is about the role 

                                                 

25
 A number of Canadian women's organizations that developed in the late 19th century or early 20th century were 

able to maintain and build membership such as The Women's Christian Temperance Union (1874), The National 
Council of Women (1893), The National Council of Jewish Women (1897), The Canadian Federation of University 
Women (1919) To see a fuller list: Wendy Robbins et al, Minds of Our Own, 2-3. 

26
 Robbins et al, Minds of Our Own, 12-13.The editors note that in 1966 two church based groups, L’union 

Catholique des femmes rurales and the Cercle d' économie domestique combined to form the Association féminine 
d'éducation et d'action sociale (AFEAS) Both FFQ and AFEAS supported women's issues in Québec. 

27
 For details about the Strategy for Change Conference see the NAC files at Canadian Women's Movement 

Archives, University of Ottawa. Wendy Robbins, Minds of Our Own, 18-20. Robbins provides examples of 
women’s groups such as The Ontario Women's Abortion Law Repeal Coalition, The New Feminists and the VOW.  

28
 Sheila Rowbotham, Hidden from History: 300 years of Women's Oppression and the Fight against It (London: 

Pluto Press, 1973). 
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of school boards in curriculum development, the role of teachers in history classrooms and the 

ways in which they access resource materials, as well as the ways in which communities impact 

what takes place in classrooms.  Evidence of 1960s activism was central to this research. 

Teachers in this study were aware of social movement activism; many were active participants at 

protests taking place throughout the city, writing letters and taking part in public marches and a 

number of teachers were active in community and school organizations. They were also involved 

in projects to develop and disseminate more relevant educational materials, design new courses 

or support alternative schools. One teacher noted, "At the time, there was so much excitement, 

no question about that…there were all kinds of people who came together at that point." 
29

 

Interested educators in this study were motivated by the spirit and energy of these movements. 

One educator summed up what many noted in this study,  

Everything we talked about had been built within the context of a women’s movement, 
nothing was just done because we worked for the Board of Education or the Ministry – 
we wanted to be accessible to the population. But we were also working within a feminist 

movement, so that inspired all our acts, it gave us a direction and a vision.
30

  

 

Thesis Outline and Chapter Overviews 

 The fall 1989 edition of The History and Social Science Teacher focused on women and 

teaching women's studies: a first for the journal.  Paula Bourne, the guest editor, lamented that 

even though there was a wealth of resource materials available for teaching about women, very 

little of the new scholarship or learning materials was finding its way into classrooms.
31

 Until the 

                                                 

29
 Teacher S. Interview by author, Toronto: June 13, 2010. This study includes a wide range of educators, some who 

are identified and some whose names have been left out. I have not included the names of any of the teachers who 
were interviewed. They have been identified alphabetically for classification purposes. The educators who are 
named are predominately those who had an administrative role in the education system and/or had published 
materials-which provided the basis for much of this study. The majority of the educators in this study worked for the 
Ontario Ministry of Education or the Toronto Board of Education during the time of this study 1968-1993. This 
study also includes a wide range of educational communities that were in some capacity linked with women's 
history resources used in classrooms, such as women’s history organizations and independent publishers.  
30

 Teacher G. Interview by author, Toronto: April 9, 2010. 

31
 Christopher Moore, ed., History and Social Science Teacher 25, no. 1 (Fall, 1989), 5. The magazine was 

published, 1974-1990. There were a number of government reports in the late 1980s that recognized failures in 
Affirmative Action outcomes, for example, The Status of Women and Employment Equity in Ontario School Board's 
Report to the Legislature by the Minister of Education, 1989 which noted that the government recognized the lack of 
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1970s, the Ontario history curriculum had been dominated by male, political, industrial and 

military narratives: the textbooks celebrated Canada’s British heritage and inculcated respect for 

constitutional law and citizenship. 
32

 Although the Canadian Studies movement and the focus on 

social history altered history education and lessened the impact of this British discourse in the 

1960s and 1970s, women remained largely marginalized in history curricula. Scholars and 

practitioners alike argued that students were, as a result, deprived of viable historical female role 

models while conventional – and hierarchical -- historical discourses were sustained. The public 

activism of the 1960s and 1970s women's movement helped draw attention to demands for what 

was termed the greater “validation” of women's experiences and feminist scholars and women's 

organizations pressed school boards to include women in course materials.
33

 Women's groups 

and feminist presses proliferated across Canada, and their work influenced teachers to alter 

school curricula.
34

   

                                                                                                                                                             

progress in gender equity within school boards in Ontario, and "were developing more specific goals, targets and 
timetables" as part of a stronger focus on accountability." 

32
 See: Mary Sodonis, Discourse and Politics of Canadian History Curriculum Documents Used in Ontario 

Secondary Schools 1945-2004 (Toronto, University of Toronto, Ed. D Thesis 2005). Sodonis argues that Canadian 
history curriculum documents were highly political, sanctioning certain moral and ideological stances and 
constructing a vision of the ideal citizen that students were expected to emulate. See for example, Canada-A Nation 
written by A.R.M. Lower (Toronto: Longmans & Co.1948). See also D. Morton, "Canadian History Teaching in 
Canada," in Ruth Sandwell, ed., To the Past: History Education, Public Memory and Citizenship in Canada 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006).  Morton notes, "Public education was a 19th century invention, 
designed to create loyal, dutiful citizens and history was its sharpest blade."(26). As well, in 1970 a Canadian 
textbook study examined national themes of importance to Canadians: women were totally absent. See: Canadian 
History Textbooks: A Comparative Study by Marcel Trudel and Geneviève Jain (Studies of the Royal Commission 
on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, Ottawa: Government of Canada, 1970).  A 1989 OISE textbook study found 
only small changes. See: Beth Light, Pat Staton and Paula Bourne, "Sex-equity Content in History Textbooks," The 
History and Social Science Teacher, 25, no. 1 (Fall, 1989). 

33
 This study uses the term "women's movement" to specifically refer to the "second wave" women's movement that 

began in the 1960s. A number of scholars provide definitions for the "women's movement." The editors of Minds of 
Our Own argue "a movement is by definition plural and diverse. The women's movement is transhistorical, inter and 
transnational, large scale and amorphous and comprised of individuals, groups and organizations with the general 
goals of promoting change to improve women's situation." (See Robbins et al, Minds of Our Own, 37). Wendy Kohli 
argues that although the history of feminism is often described in terms of first, second and third "wave 
movements," it is not a term that all historians support, noting that many scholars see the continuity of narratives 
over time. (See: Wendy Kohli, ed., Feminisms and Educational Research, 23-32)  

34
 Canadian Women's Educational Press, later known as Women's Press (WP) was Canada’s oldest English-

language feminist publisher, founded under collective ownership in 1972. (Files are currently held at the Canadian 
Women's Movement Archives (CWMA) University of Ottawa). 
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 Influenced by wider egalitarian, pro-feminist currents influential throughout western 

society and supported by women's committees and organizations in the 1960s and 1970s, 

education reformers were influential in ensuring that history curricula in Ontario secondary 

schools included women. Set in the context of the diverse fields of the history of education, 

curriculum development, Canadian women's history and a rich and recent body of work on the 

history of social and political activism in Canada and Toronto in the 60s and 70s, this 

dissertation traces the attempts of historians, educators, women's organizations, activist groups 

and small publishers to include women as active historical players in history courses in 

secondary schools. Reformers of various kinds saw the inclusion of women in history courses as 

a way of furthering broader social changes related to women and equality that had been part of 

both the feminist movement, and other movements focused on increasing equality in society. 

 This study assesses to what extent reforms in history curricula met the early objectives of 

the various reformers and focuses on the active participants in the development and inclusion of 

materials about women. It argues that education reformers were instrumental in including 

women in history classrooms but that subsequent curricular reforms fell short of meeting the 

goals of the early educational reformers. In examining the history of history curricula 

development, this study documents the number of feminist educators who challenged this 

educational gap and who were actively engaged in bringing about change. This study therefore 

seeks to find answers to why it was that some women at this particular time and place came to 

believe that equality for women generally, and their inclusion in the history curriculum in 

particular, were goals worth working toward--and why they chose to work towards ensuring that 

the new scholarship in women's history became integrated into school history programs. 

 In seeking to trace the development of curriculum to include women, this study draws on 

a wide range of sources – curriculum documents, Ministry correspondence, private collections 

and oral history- to uncover the complex layers embedded in school structures, teacher training 

and pedagogy, educational reform and the multi-layered relationship between parents, 

governments and teachers in their shared responsibility of educating students. As a result, this 

study opens a number of doors for further research: explorations of issues of equity in subject 

curricula, further examinations of the relationships between subject curricula and teacher 

pedagogy and the role of broader social and political movements on educational reform.   
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 Debates over history curricula in Canada during the 1960s and 1970s were influenced by 

social movement activism and issues of equality. 
35

 Social movement activism spilled over into 

educational reform in general, and into history education reform more particularly, and most 

particularly, into a kind of history educational reform that declared that gender inequality in the 

larger society could be remedied by including women in the history curriculum. In other words, 

to examine the study of why/how women were included into history curriculum in schools is to 

also examine the intersections between social and feminist activism and education.  

 There are six chapters in this study. Chapter One provides a brief overview of the 1960s 

decade with some observations about the overall social activism that centred on making systemic 

change and the parallel focus in Canada on re-defining a Canadian identity.  The National 

History project and the Canadian Studies Foundation, edged on by the views of George Grant, 

Northrop Frye and Hilda Neatby 
36

 argued that history studies had lost its intellectual basis. 

Curriculum developers, such as A. B. Hodgetts, John Porter and George Martell argued that 

curriculum left little opportunity for critical thinking and discussions surrounding identity. 
37

 The 

focus on identity was further supported by changes taking place within curriculum in Ontario 

through the introduction of the "Hall-Dennis Report" and by social advocates who publically 

challenged inequalities within Canadian society. Situated within 1960s debates about individual 

rights and identity, the women's movement publically challenged the treatment of women within 

                                                 

35
 This study uses both the terms equality and equity. It is difficult to make a clear distinction between the two 

terms. The Oxford Dictionary defines equality as the state of being equal, especially in status, rights, or 
opportunities: an organization aiming to promote racial equality (http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/equality) 
and the term equity as the quality of being fair and impartial: equity of treatment. 
(https://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/equity).(websites accessed July, 2012) . Lorna Marsden, Canadian Women 
and the Struggle for Equality: The Road to Gender Equality Since 1867 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2012) 
examines the constitutional and legal ways in which these terms have been used in Canada. She notes, "Throughout 
the history of the Dominion of Canada, the terms equality or equal or equity have been used to express the 
relationship between men and women in society." She quotes Judge Rosalie Abella in her explanation of The 
Charter, Sections 15 and 28, which dealt with equality rights. Judge Abella stated, "Equality is, at the very least, 
freedom from adverse discrimination." (17).  

36
 See: George Grant, Lament for a Nation: the Defeat of Canadian Nationalism (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 

1965); Northrop Frye, ed., Design for Living (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962); Hilda Neatby, So Little 
for the Mind: An Indictment of Canadian Education (Toronto: Clarke Irwin, 1953). 

37
 See: A.B. Hodgetts, What Culture? What Heritage? A Study of Civic Education in Canada (Toronto: OISE, 

1968); John Porter, "Social Change and the Aims and Problems of Education in Canada," McGill Journal of 
Education, I no.2 (Fall, 1966): 125-130; George Martell, ed., The Politics of the Canadian Public School (Toronto: 
James Lewis and Samuel, 1974). 

http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/equality
https://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/equity
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all aspects of society. From the 1960s onward a growing number of feminists argued for the 

inclusion of women as an equal part of society, and feminist scholars argued that women were a 

central part of studies of the 'human condition.'  Reflecting on the situation of gender inequality 

within larger contexts of inequality that were being decried by a vast array of social activist 

groups, many of these feminist academics were also social activists. By the 1970s, history 

scholarship explicitly reached out to include a number of contemporary concerns.
38

  This first 

chapter examines the interplay of social activism and educational reform in changing curricula 

and schools in the 1960s and 70s and the impact these changes had on history teaching in 

Toronto. This chapter demonstrates that the integration of women’s history within classrooms 

was driven by a number of factors: the expanding scholarship in women's history, a changing 

curriculum focus, less restrictive course option policies, the interest of teachers with a strong 

drive for social justice and a variety of feminist networks and organizations.  

 The Second Chapter examines how social movement activism affected women, 

governments and educators. Public discussions centred on educational goals, the function of 

schools, pedagogy, equity and curriculum development.  Feminist activists joined organizations, 

developed networks and lobbied governments and institutions against regulations. The Ontario 

Ministry of Education, followed by the Toronto Board of Education, responded by taking initial 

steps to address "Sex-role stereotyping" in schools and curriculum.
39

 At the same time, the 1970s 

                                                 

38
 Feminist historians, such as Gerda Lerner, political theorists such as Susan Brown, and sociologists such as Mary 

O'Brien argued that gender inequities existed and were damaging to society, questioning traditional political, 
economic and social landscapes in the process. Feminist educators, such as Alison Prentice and Elizabeth Smyth 
offered detailed examinations of what they argued were the gendered politics of educational policy. See: Angela 
Miles, Feminism in Canada: From Pressure to Politics (Montreal: Black Rose, 1982); Jeri Dawn Wine, School Sex-
role Socialization (Toronto: Group for Research on Women, OISE, 1978), Mary O'Brien, "Feminism and the 
Politics of Education," Interchange, 17 no. 2 (1986): 91-105; Alison Prentice's, Children and Schools in 19th 
Century Canada (Ottawa: Museum of Man, 1979); Ruby Heap, Wyn Millar, and Elizabeth Smyth, Learning to 
Practise: Professional Education in Historical and Contemporary Perspective (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 
2005); Ruby Heap and Alison Prentice, eds., Gender and Education in Ontario (Toronto: Scholar's Press, 1991). 

39
 The term "Sex-role stereotyping" was used to refer to the behaviours, interests and roles assigned to individuals or 

groups on the basis of sex. This term was replaced in the 1980s with gender equity. Government documents during 
the 1960s and 70s used this term to refer to discriminatory practices related to gender. This study uses the terms, 
Sex-role stereotyping, gender equity and women's studies to refer to specific issues related to women. Historically 
women' studies referred only to studies related to women. Gender studies apply critical thought to the conceptual 
categories of women, gender, and sexuality. The shift to gender from women studies has been much remarked upon 
by scholars. See Mary Evans, "The Problem of Gender for Women's Studies," Women's Studies International 
Forum, vol. 13, 5, 1990: 457-462. Evans claims it's a shift away from talking about women's subordination to 
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saw the implementation of the credit system which made secondary school education more 

accessible, allowing students more options. The greater flexibility provided space for more 

diverse course studies, but made only limited space for women's history in schools.
40

    

 The Third and Fourth Chapters provide considerable evidence to suggest that attempts to 

include women into the secondary school history curricula in Toronto emerged out of links 

between researchers, educators, feminists, teachers and the public through venues such as 

conferences and professional activities.  These broadly based communities built up a momentum 

that, by the 1970s and 1980s, resulted in pressure on schools and school boards to respond. 

Public activism, coupled with support from local feminist teachers, resulted in the Toronto Board 

starting a series of reforms that reflected more generalized concerns with inequality that had 

percolated through society.  The Third and Fourth Chapters examine specifically how the 

Toronto Board of Education responded to demands for gender equity and the subsequent impact 

this had on history teaching. Major projects, committees work, newsletters, conferences, learning 

resources and promotions reflected two decades of action as the Toronto Board engaged 

employees in a wide range of committees and initiatives to address Ministry equity policies.  

 Chapter Five examines the role that individual teachers working in Toronto schools 

played in their attempts to alter history curricula to include more women. This chapter 

incorporates evidence from thirty-nine history teachers, educators and scholars who were 

interviewed specifically for this study and demonstrates the ways in which individual teachers 

made – and defended – independent decisions to stray from what they termed the “traditional” 

treatment of women within the formal history curriculum. These teachers made independent 

decisions to add women to the teaching of history in their classrooms. Toronto teachers were 

influenced by a number of factors, both professional and personal, and a school board that 

provided substantial support through the establishment of women's committees that were 

                                                                                                                                                             

differences between the sexes. See also Judith Butler, and Elizabeth Weed, eds., The Question of Gender: Joan W. 
Scott's Critical Feminism (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2011). 

40
 This study examines the former Toronto Board of Education (Toronto Board). Toronto schools were established 

and expanded in the 19th century as Ontario was the first province to legislate compulsory attendance (The Common 
School Act, 1871). The Toronto Board increased its number of schools throughout the 20th century. At the time of 
this study the school board had approx. 166 schools. In 1998, The Toronto Board amalgamated with the six schools 
boards that were part of Metropolitan Toronto to form the Toronto District School Board (TDSB). The term, "course 
examinations" is sometimes used to refer to course syllabi or course studies. 
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extremely active and influential. The interviews reflect in what ways secondary school women 

history teachers in Toronto, during 1968-1993, incorporated women into their history teaching, 

and what that can tell us about the history of social and educational reform in Ontario.  A wide 

range of educators were consulted for this study, some of whom are identified and some of 

whom are anonymous. Educators who are identified were either administrators or had 

publications that referenced their educational work. This is not a quantitative study: data was not 

collected in order to assess particular patterns or categorize teachers into types.  Materials were 

collected in order to reflect a particular place at a particular time and to get a sense of how 

women’s movement activism and scholarship in women’s history has influenced history 

education.  

 Finally, Chapter Six documents how curriculum change was the result of dedicated and 

purposeful work carried out by special interest groups who deeply believed that changes within 

the education system were essential components of broader social amelioration, from the local to 

the international level. For example, women's organizations, such as the Ontario Women's 

History Network (OWHN) and the Federation of Women's Teachers Association of Ontario 

(FWTAO) lobbied for change through their attendance at local school board meetings, through 

posters, pamphlets and conferences, through publications and through networking.  Although 

driven by common concerns about gender inequality, women's committees and organizations 

focused on local issues and ways in which to make local change. Independent publishers 

responded to these two enterprises – the recovery of working-class history and women’s history - 

with publications on Canadian working-class history that included women. 
41

 The results were a 

wealth of resource materials on working women's experiences. Women's groups and feminist 

presses proliferated across Canada and their work provides some insight into the ways in which 

the grassroots activism of the 1970s and 1980s influenced school curricula.   

 This study makes a contribution to two major fields of history: women’s history in 

Canada, and the history of curriculum in Ontario, specifically the history of women's history 

curricula.  As a study of women's history in Canada, it seeks to uncover the ways in which 

                                                 

41
 See: Greg Kealey and Ian McKay, A Guide to Working Class History (Summerhill, Mass: New England Free 

Press, 1974); Greg Kealey, Working Class Toronto at the Turn of the Century (Toronto: New Hogtown Press, 1974); 
J. Acton et al. al, Women at Work, Ontario, 1850-1930 (Toronto: Women's Press, 1974). 
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second wave women's movement activism, scholarship in women's history, and grassroots 

women's organizations collaborated to alter curricula in school classrooms. Changes that took 

place in the 1960s prompted educational reforms that supported social, progressive doctrines 

focused on child-centred learning and issues of social justice.
42

  Early Canadian feminist 

scholars such as Alison Prentice, Joan Sangster, Joy Parr, Veronica Strong-Boag, Mary O'Brien, 

Angela Miles and Dorothy Smith brought together the fields of women's studies and education. 

The feminist scholarship that followed was substantive, encompassing multiple aspects of 

schooling and curricula that examined more closely the particular educational experiences of 

diverse women and girls.
43

   

 Scholars have examined the inequalities embedded in educational systems: examining the 

hierarchies in the social structures of school boards and in school procedures; the gendered 

relations between men and women teachers and in teacher practice; and the gendered divisions of 

curricula and school programs. 
44

 Feminist scholars have raised questions about relations of 

                                                 

42
 See: Ken Osborne, "Teaching Canadian History: A Century of Debate," in Penney Clark, New Possibilities for the 

Past: Shaping History Education in Canada (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2011), 55-81. 

43
 This is a small sampling of the extensive scholarship: Alison Prentice. The School Promoters: Education and 

Social Class in Mid-Nineteenth Century Upper Canada (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1977); A. Prentice, The 
History of Women and Education in Canada (Toronto: Canadian Scholars Press, 1992); Marta Danylewycz and 
Alison Prentice, "Teachers Work: Changing Patterns and Perceptions in the Emerging School Systems of the 
Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century Central Canada," Labour/Le travail 17 (Spring, 1986): 59-82; Jeri Dawn 
Wine, School Sex-role Socialization: Female Children's Rights (Toronto: Group for Research on Women, OISE, 
1978); Angela Miles and Geraldine Finn, eds., Feminism in Canada: From Pressure to Politics (Montreal : Black 
Rose Books, 1982.); Joy Parr, ed., Childhood and Family in Canadian History (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 
1982); Jane Errington, "Ladies and Schoolmistresses: Educating Women in early Nineteenth Century Upper 
Canada," Historical Studies in Education 6, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 71-96; Ruby Heap and Alison Prentice, Gender 
and Education in Ontario (Toronto: Canadian Scholar's Press, 1991); Frieda Forman and Mary O'Brien et al, 
Feminism and Education: A Canadian Perspective (Toronto: OISE, 1990); Joan Sangster,  Earning Respect: The 
Lives of Working Women in Small Town Ontario, 1920-1960  (Toronto: UofT Press, 1995); Jean Barman, et al, 
Children, Teachers and Schools in the History of British Columbia (Calgary: Detselig, 1995); Michele Dumont, 
Girls Schooling in Quebec, 1639-1960 (Ottawa, CHA, 1990); Janet Guildford. “Separate Spheres: The Feminization 
of Public School Teaching in Nova Scotia, 1838-1880," Acadiensis 22 no.1 (Autumn 1992): 44-65; Afua Cooper 
"Black Women and Work in the Nineteenth Century Canada West: Black Woman Teacher Mary Bibb:" in  'We're 
Rooted Here and They Can't Pull Us Up.': Essays in African Canadian Women's History coordinated by Peggy 
Bristow et al., (Toronto: UofT Press, 1994); J.R. Miller.' Shingwauk's Vision': A History of Native Residential 
Schools (Toronto: UofT Press, 1996). 

44
 This is a small sampling of the extensive scholarship: Joy Parr and M. Rosenfeld, eds., Gender and History in 

Canada (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1996); R. Heap and A. Prentice, eds. Gender and Education in Ontario (Toronto: 
Canadian Scholars Press, 1991); Toward Gender Equity in the Classroom (Albany, NY: Suny Press.1994); R. 
Sanders, "Gender Equity in the Classroom: An Arena for Correspondence," Women's Studies Quarterly, 28, no.3/4 
(Fall, 2000); Ann Clark and Elaine Millard, Gender in the Secondary Curriculum (New York: Routledge, 1998); T. 
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power, the production and dissemination of knowledge, and access to higher education.  Building 

on the insights of feminist historical scholarship, this study fills a much needed gap in that it not 

only recognizes gender inequalities in schools and in curricula, as revealed by scholars such as 

Ruby Heap, Alison Prentice, Helen Lenskyj, Rebecca Coulter, Dorothy Smith, Elizabeth Smyth, 

Mona Gleason and Jane Gaskell, to name a few, but it also reflects on how educational reformers 

worked to address gender inequities in history course examinations.
45

 

 This study is uniquely set apart from others, in that it investigates teacher practice, and 

explores the linkages between women’s history curriculum development and the reality of 

classroom practices. The majority of educators included in this study were educated and began 

their teaching careers in the 1950s and 1960s in Toronto, and their teaching practices are 

embedded in this history. Their background in 1960s and early 1970s social movement activism 

played a part in their commitment to social justice, equity and systemic change. Left on their 

own to implement school board equity policy directives into course studies, these teachers were 

also well equipped to expand their networks, beyond the classroom, into broader academic and 

activist communities, in order to access additional resource materials for their classrooms.  

 This study also looks at changes to history curricula that began in the late 1960s to 

examine in what ways women's activism affected "official" curriculum documents and 

                                                                                                                                                             

Frawley, "Gender Bias in the Classroom: Current Controversies and Implications for Teachers in Childhood 
Education," 81 (2005); A. McLaren and J. Gaskell, "Now You See It, Now You Don't: Gender as an Issue in School 
Science" in Gender in/forms Curriculum: From Enrichment to Transformation  (Toronto: OISE Press, 1995); K. 
Hanson, "Does all mean all? Education for Girls and Women," Women's Studies Quarterly, 28 no. 3/4 (Fall, 2000), 
249; J. Blackmore, J. and J. Kenway, "Changing Schools, Teachers, and Curriculum: But what about the girls?" in 
D. Corson, ed., Discourse and Power in Educational Organizations (Toronto: OISE Press, 1995); M. Wells, "From 
Margin to Centre: Interventions supporting Gender Equity in the Toronto Board of Education," Women’s Studies 
International Forum, 19 no.4 (1996), 371-38. 

44 For course subject areas see: R. Heap and A. Prentice, eds., Gender and Education in Ontario: An Historical 
Reader (Toronto: Canadian Scholars Press, 1991); A. McLaren, and J. Gaskell, "Now you see it, now you don't: 
Gender as an Issue in School Science," Gender in/forms Curriculum: From Enrichment to Transformation. 
(Toronto: OISE Press, 1995); C. Morton, "Whistle Daughter, Whistle and you Shall have a Man" Sexism in 
Children's Song Materials," Feminism and Education: A Canadian Perspective  2 (1994); Helen Lenskyj, "Training 
for True Womanhood: Physical Education for Girls in Ontario Schools, 1890-1920," Historical Studies in Education 
(Fall, 1990); C. Reynolds, "Hegemony and Hierarchy: Becoming a Teacher in Toronto, 1930-1980,"  Historical 
Studies in Education, 2 no. 1 (1995): 95-118; Sharon Anne Cook, Lorna R. McLean, and Kate O'Rourke, Framing 
Our Past : Canadian Women's History in the Twentieth Century (Montreal : McGill-Queen's University Press, 
2001); D. Gerin-Lajoie, "The Issue of Diversity in the Canadian Educational Context and What Next: Official 
Discourse and School Reality,"  Educators Discourses on Student Diversity in Canada: Context, Policy and 
Practice (Toronto: Canadian Scholars Press, 2006). 
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textbooks. The curricula debates of the 1960s and 1970s bear some resemblance to earlier 

curricula debates in that questions of childhood, citizenship, nationhood and gender occupy the 

narratives of educational reformers. In this regard, this study contributes to the growing field of 

the history of history education. Historically, history education in schools has spurred public and 

academic debates about what and how history should be taught in schools. The term "History 

Wars", used to describe these debates, has taken on a global dimension, reflected most recently 

in an edited volume of essays by international authors entitled History Wars and the Classroom: 

Global Perspectives.46
  Recent debates have resonated strongly in Canada as evident in a number 

of current publications such as the collection of essays by well-known Canadian history 

educators entitled, New Possibilities for the Past: Shaping History Education in Canada.
47

  This 

dissertation adds to the historical underpinnings of these debates as it reflects on earlier debates 

initiated by feminist academics and reformers in the 1960s about why history curriculum did not 

include women and why that mattered. The topic 'women in the history curriculum' became a 

politicized issue because traditional school history courses did not include women in course 

guidelines or textbooks. This omission, so troubling to a range of feminists and educators at the 

time, became part of broader discussions by feminist educators about the inequities contained in 

all subject curricula. Some of these concerns were addressed by a number of social historians, 

who emerged in the 1960s and 1970s, and published on a broader range of historical narratives.   

                                                 

46
 Tony Taylor and Robert Guyver, eds., History Wars and the Classroom: Global Perspectives (A volume in the 

Studies of History Education: Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing, 2012) This publication includes scholars 
from Argentina, Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, New Zealand, Russia, South Africa, The UK and the U.S. Ruth 
Sandwell, University of Toronto, wrote the Canadian essay, "We Were Allowed to Disagree, Because We Couldn't 
Agree on Anything": Seventeen Voices in Canadian Debates over History Education". According to Taylor, the term 
"history wars" was "first coined in public debates by U.S. historians Edward Linenthal and Tom Engelhardt" in their 
1996 edited collection History Wars: the Enola Gay and Other Battles, xi 

47
 National and international history education debates reflect on what history should be taught (content) and how it 

should be taught (pedagogy). Ruth Sandwell examines these debates in To the Past: History Education, Public 
Memory and Citizenship in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006), introduction. She asks, "Whose 
history counts? What people, events and issues get to be included in history classrooms? And who decides these 
things?" Furthermore, Sandwell asks, if it is possible to teach history in a more "sensitive, critical, interactive and 
disciplined way?" See also: Penney Clark, ed., New Possibilities For the Past: Shaping History Education in 
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 As historians of education such as Margaret Conrad, Ken Osborne and Penney Clark 

have argued, Canadian educational reformers throughout the 1970s demanded more inclusive 

curricula that encompassed multiple narratives, a demand that included women. 
48

 By exploring 

the work of educational reformers to include women, this study adds to debates about the 

purpose or role of history curricula.
49

 This study looks at why, prior to 1970s, it was deemed 

acceptable for governments, textbook publishers and educators to continually omit or 

marginalize women from historical examinations in schools and, in the process, why it was so 

difficult for reformers to ensure that women were included; thus this study engages with the 

contentious question about what kind of history should be taught in schools.
50

 

 Finally, this project adds to oral history studies by including interviews of educators who, 

because of their beliefs in the equality of women generally, and women’s inclusion in the history 

curriculum in particular, sought curricular change. Beginning in the 1970s, and largely in 

response to women's activism, the government of Ontario developed "sex-equity policies" for 

school boards and supported women's initiatives through school board women's committees. In 

order to establish who was instrumental in activating change, this study collected and analyzed 

oral histories from history educators, some of whom took part in these initiatives. Educators 

responded to calls for the greater inclusion of women in the curriculum through their work as 

individual history teachers, as members of women's organizations, as participants in the school 

board women's committees, as curriculum writers and publishers, and as students and 

administrators. Their work was a central part of affecting long term change. Scholars such as 
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Sherna Berger Gluck and Daphne Patai, Susan Armitage, Nancy Janovicek and Joan Sangster 

have noted that incorporating oral history into research work provides opportunities to uncover 

alternative perspectives as well as to connect with those directly or indirectly linked to the 

research. 
51

  

 One of the biggest challenges for feminist educators was to bring the growing and 

substantive women’s history scholarship into the history courses taught in secondary schools. 

Oral history as a methodology can provide further insight into individual experiences omitted or 

marginalized from formal archival documents and records. The thirty-nine interviews in this 

study help provide further understanding into the ways in which some teachers responded to 

gender imbalanced history curricula and how this translated into specialized teaching practices, 

evaluation methods, and the acquisition and use of women’s history materials. The interviews 

provide another lens into the ways in which history teachers, concerned with what they perceived 

as gaps in curricular content, found ways of making their mark on the content and process of 

history teaching and learning in their classrooms.
52

  This study begins with a brief examination 

of the historiographical changes taking place by the late 1960s and into the 1970s to help situate 

this work. 

 

Historiography of Canadian Women's History as it Relates to Education  

 An outpouring of scholarship in women’s history resulted in a number of scholars who 

examined women and education. Except for a few prominent British Queens, the experiences of 

Canadian women had been absent from nation-building narratives that embraced the successes of 

elite and public men. Scholars, such as Gerda Lerner noted that, "history as a profession spoke in 

the voice of exclusion, in which small elite of trained male intellectuals interpreted the past in its 
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own image and in its own voice." 
53

  Women were absent from history because early history 

curricula recognized only public, political and economic events, derived from historical 

documents found in public archives and records, published personal papers and resources 

produced by the state. But as Sylvia Van Kirk’s ground breaking 1980 work Many Tender Ties: 

Women in Fur-Trade Society, 1670-1870 noted, women were not absent from the history of 

economic development.
54

  Feminist scholarship throughout the 1980s exposed the limitations of 

traditional history curricula and provided scholarship that challenged traditional norms. They 

argued that women played an essential role in nation-building narratives. The work of feminist 

scholars to expose the narratives about women was clearly one of the essential forces for changes 

in history curricula in schools and is explored in this study. 

 The growth in social history and the Canadian studies movement began in 1960s. Social 

historians gained a prominent place in helping shape new historical examinations. Greater 

numbers of historians broadened examinations to include women, children, the family and 

household, grassroots organizations, unions and the working-class.
55

  Margaret Conrad notes that 

until the 1960s brought a shift to what could be used as a basis for historical scholarship, 

"historians argued that the discipline of history should be restricted to archival sources and 

therefore literate people." 
56

 This left out the study of Aboriginal societies, minorities and 
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women, all of whom were not typically found in public narratives. 
57

 Narratives of the working 

class established a more prominent place in academia, with the pioneering work of a number of 

scholars such as David Bercuson, Donald Avery, Desmond Morton, Greg Kealey and Bryan 

Palmer,
58

 and British and American feminist historians such as Sheila Rowbowtham, Gerda 

Lerner, Susan Mann Trofimenkoff, Joan Sangster, Veronica Strong-Boag, Linda Kealey and Joy 

Parr.
59

   Conrad points to significant shifts in Canadian historiography during the 1960s and 

1970s when "the academic study of history underwent a sea change." She notes that historians 

focused on the "new social history" by "exploring Canada's limited identities" of region, class 

and ethnicity," which included women and racialized minorities.
60

 Conrad argues that it was this 

context that resulted in a new depth of analysis and new historical texts. A number of Canadian 

journals and book series launched in the late 1960s and early 1970s reveal the scope and depth of 

interest in Canadian social history.
61

 But as Chad Gaffield has argued, the growth in history 

research during the 60s, taking place in universities across the country, was not paralleled in 
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schools. He argues that this created contradictions that fuelled future debates about history 

education.
62

 Veronica Strong-Boag also argued that women's history "has been fortunate in 

finding- in the 'new social history'-an ally in the reconstruction of historical scholarship in this 

country."
63

  She adds that women's history and social history "tackled critical variables long 

under-rated in conventional accounts. Both identify sex and class as crucial to the understanding 

of historical development. Neither interpretation can stand alone." 
64

   

 The inclusion of gender as an important category for historical work raised new questions 

and resulted in re-examinations of history curricula. A number of history teachers in this study 

noted the inclusion of women in history studies through the lens of working-class history. 

History curricula had been grounded in concepts of citizenship and focused on political and 

military leaders, lawmakers and industrial giants who helped shape the national polity. 
65

 Social 

and labour historians challenged standard interpretations of the past and focused on the 

experiences of working-class and marginalized groups of people.
66

  One teacher in this study 

stated, "I would say that I approached history as social history. It was about dealing with groups 

that were marginalized in history and marginalized in the texts. I spent as much time focusing on 

labour, and the family, and the poor working-class as I did talking about women." 
67

  The impact 

of social history on the writing of educational history in Canada began with collections such as 

Donald Wilson's Canadian Education: A History in 1970,
68

 which Paul Axelrod notes provided 
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a "bridge" to the new educational historiography,
69

  as the authors noted that educational history 

needed to be regarded as social history. Feminist scholars examined educational institutions, the 

experiences of women teachers, of girls in schools, and of curriculum and school programs. 

 An outpouring of scholarship in social history with a feminist perspective resulted in a 

number of bibliographies, beginning with Veronica- Strong Boag and Beth Light's True 

Daughters of the North. 70
 Strong-Boag wrote several articles that discussed the “burgeoning” 

scholarship that had emerged from feminist research.
71

  The history of women's work was 

explored in early collections such as Women at Work: Ontario, 1850-1930 and The Neglected 

Majority by Trofimenkoff and Prentice. 
72

 Throughout the 1980s scholarship expanded with the 

publication of collected articles such as Veronica Strong-Boag and Anita Clair Fellman, eds, 

Rethinking Canada: The Promise of Women's History and Alison Prentice et al, Canadian 

Women: A History, which were used in university history courses.
73

  As this study reveals, these 
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texts, especially those which focused on working-class women, found their way into history 

course studies. Furthermore, a number of teachers in this study were enrolled in women's studies 

and women's history courses; there they were exposed to this new scholarship, which they were 

able to bring back to their classrooms. One teacher noted, 

Through the 1980s I was doing graduate work and I was teaching. The work I was doing 
for my MA thesis was about immigration and urban nativism and the PhD thesis was 
about eugenics essentially. So in my Master’s course work, and resources, I did lots of 
social history and feminist analysis of history and so that percolated into my teaching and 

it ended up in the classroom.
74

  

Teachers would have also found scholarship which addressed the gendered history of their 

profession. Alison Prentice’s pioneering work, The Feminization of Teaching in British North 

America and Canada 1848-1875, published in 1975,
75

  examined public school women's 

teaching experiences and pointed to the major challenges faced by female teachers in both their 

private and their professional lives. 
76

  As Prentice notes, the study explained "two related 

phenomena: the movement of women into state school teaching in large numbers in the 

nineteenth century; and women's apparent subordination and exploitation in the occupation."
77

  

Furthermore, feminist scholars examined the limitations placed on women who tried to enter the 

established academic world of Canadian history.
78

  These studies focused on the experiences and 
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challenges faced by female academics and teachers, the restrictions imposed on immigrant and 

native women, university women and the gendered divisions of labour. 
79

  

 Scholars also wrote about the ways in which school systems controlled and directed the 

learning and working opportunities for female students and women teachers. Alison Prentice, 

Jane Errington, Angela Miles, Jeri Dawn Wine, Mary O'Brien, to name only a few, noted how 

schools systems were embedded with deep historical gender inequities. 
80

 Jane Gaskell and 

Arlene Tigar McLaren's edited collection of essays examined women's access to knowledge in 
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academies and in educational curriculum. 
81

 The essays argued that gender issues were 

historically constructed and embedded in patriarchal societies.
82

  This study is deeply indebted to 

their scholarship, although it differs from their conclusions. The teachers involved with this 

study truly believed that the school system was a transformative place, and that curricular change 

would happen because they were deeply committed to it. These teachers did not see themselves 

as victims of a patriarchal structure and believed that as professionals, curricular change would 

take place because of the work they did and the investment they had in their classrooms. These 

teachers saw their teaching as an extension of their agency. 

 Elizabeth Smyth and Paula Bourne’s edited collection, Women Teaching, Women 

Learning, revealed issues of discrimination as well as economic constraints within education 

systems. 83
  Other scholars explored issues of gender stereotyping in schools: the ways in which 

girls were underrepresented in school textbooks and segregation in specific subject curricula.
84

 

Helen Lenskyj’s work "Training for True Womanhood:" Physical Education for Girls in Ontario 
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Schools, 1890-1920 85  for example, examined the gender inequities of girls in physical 

education programs and noted that physical education and sport programs in school were "sites 

of training in sex-appropriate behaviour."
86

  Further research revealed that women in different 

parts of the country had different experiences.
87

  

 The gendered divisions within education systems were historically entrenched. This may 

have played a role in the resistance to curriculum change. These historians of education 

demonstrated that the very notion of education is gender prescribed; education for women has 

historically been an education for a particular social role. Therefore, to characterize the struggle 

for equitable curriculum as a battle between those who opposed gender equity and those who 

supported it simplifies the issues and the history. One cannot analyze educational systems 

without understanding that historically education served to demarcate areas of gender exclusion, 

and was never intended to promote inclusion. In other words, the inequalities so prevalent in 

school systems and school curriculum are fundamentally a reflection of what takes place within 

society. As my interviews with teachers demonstrate, liberal education systems, although 

supportive of eliminating fundamental inequities of racism, sexism and class never addressed the 

essential role that inequality played as a major component of the system.  
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 A number of feminist scholars have demonstrated how schools systems were embedded 

with deep historical gender inequities. 
88

 Mary O'Brien proclaims, 

When we speak of feminism and education we are immediately confronted by a 
contradiction. On the one hand, education is seen as a necessary and important part of 
action directed towards social transformation. On the other hand, educational systems and 
school curricula are structured hierarchically and are profoundly conservative: 

educational institutions are bastions of male supremacy."
89

 

This scholarship supports this study; teachers I interviewed reported that they faced major 

resistance in their work to bring women into history course examinations in schools. The 

resistance may have stemmed from the long standing precedent that omitted, limited or 

marginalized women throughout the school system, and did not stem just from a refusal to 

support gender equity. Second wave feminism also situated women as a "sisterhood;" the 

discourse at the time framed gender as a binary opposition, men versus women, which 

underscored the differences, evident in educational institutions.
90

 

 Ruby Heap and Alison Prentice’s anthology Gender and Education in Ontario: An 

Historical Reader focused on the relationship between gender, education and social changes in 

Ontario; 
91

 it reflected the growth in the fields of women's history and educational history. 
92
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These studies and others suggested that gender segregation in the school curriculum promoted 

notions of “women's work” and female specific skills that helped solidify gender differences in 

the work place.
93

  Elizabeth Smyth's work examined private girl’s colleges noting that changes 

in curriculum that took place during the 1870s and 1880s brought into question the "appropriate 

curriculum for young women."
94

  Feminist scholars such as Alison Prentice, Marta Danylewycz, 

Ruby Heap and Susan Gelman noted that secondary schools in Ontario were designed to prepare 

young men for the professions, while girls’ secondary education was centred on domestic and 

household training for their future roles as wives and mothers. "
95

 Girls were often not enrolled 

in academic subjects such as mathematics and science and advanced level courses in history or 

English. 

 Ruby Heap and Alison Prentice further divulged the restrictive environment in which 

women experienced education as both students and as professionals in the teaching field.
96
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Susan Gelman noted the links between the feminization of high schools with the increase in 

female teachers and the subsequent decrease in the respect given to the teaching profession.
97

  

Women enrolled in academic programs in the first half of the twentieth century were denied the 

academic support to obtain positions in graduate schools or placements in universities.  Alison 

Prentice's essay Laying Siege to the History Professoriate focused on female historians as 

undergraduates, graduates and faculty, at six universities, before 1950.
98

  She argues that heads 

of history departments were always concerned that too much female input within the program 

would undermine its status. 
99

  Both Prentice’s pioneering work on women in higher education 

and, more recently, the work of Donald Wright, demonstrates that the history profession created 

clear barriers between the work of male professionals and what women historians did as 

"amateurs". Wright notes "boundary work was very much a gendered process as male historians 

eager to enhance and to defend their status, authority and privileged access to the academic 

labour market, excluded women."
100

  Some universities barred women from historical societies, 

leaving them to make their own professional links.  This put women historians at a disadvantage 

for being hired to teach history.
101

  This historical scholarship that speaks to the gendered nature 
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of the professionalization of history reflects the lived experience of many of the teachers I 

interviewed for this study, who spoke about being marginalized as students pursuing their history 

degrees. 

 By the 1990s, scholarship in women's history in Canada had expanded, as reflected in the 

appearance of new bibliographies. In Changing Women, Changing History: A Bibliography of 

the History of Women in Canada, 102
 Canadian feminist historians expanded scholarship in a 

wide range of areas; they wrote about the interplay of race, gender and class and thus broadened 

the general discourse in Canadian history.  Joan Sangster in her collection of essays, Through 

Feminist Eyes suggests that writing on women and gender has been "intimately connected to, and 

stimulated by, movements of social change, most notably (but not only) the women's movement" 

and that women's studies have both "sustained and been sustained by women's history and has 

created a space for interdisciplinary dialogue."
103

   

 The overall interplay between "sex equity" policies and women's history inclusion in 

various curricula in Ontario education was slowly taking shape, as educators became aware of 

the need to address holes in the curriculum and social history provided an appropriate lens.  

History educator Sharon Cook notes a historical "moment" when "both the first wave of women's 

history as a sub-set of social history in Canada aligned with much interest in this province about 

equity issues." 
104

  That historical ‘moment’ was real: the teachers in this study spoke at length 

about the spirit of the time, when they felt they were affecting great change within the classroom. 

Fundamentally, however, integrating women was not a priority for governments or mainstream 

publishers and most history departments were also reluctant to change. While these structures 
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hampered the overall impact of new scholarship, teacher practice reveals another story. Teachers 

who were interested in including women in their history courses actively networked outside the 

school for supplementary resources and were in contact with feminists in various communities 

and through membership in women's organizations.  

  The impact of all this scholarship was substantial, playing a key role in the development 

and expansion of university women's studies departments and women's history courses. 

However, as later chapters will reveal, women's studies courses in public schools appeared as 

isolated and stand-alone courses at only a scattering of schools, and a course in the history of 

Canadian women did not officially appear in Ontario.  

 

Historiography of Canadian Curriculum Reform and its Links to Women's History 
Scholarship 

 Battles over curriculum are not new. Questions about content, pedagogy and resource 

materials have been contentious throughout the history of education in Canada. Curriculum 

theorists have long argued that school curriculum must be understood in terms of its broad social 

context. It is a product of a wide range of ideological perspectives: regional and national; 

economic, social and political pressures as well as subject to the influence of educational 

scholars.  George S. Tomkins, in his influential study of the history of Canadian curriculum, 

draws on noted scholarship in a variety of fields to reflect on the fluctuation between "stability 

and change" in Canadian curricula over the past one hundred and fifty years. 
105

 Tomkins argues 

that "cultural conflict" and "cultural survival" are basic characteristics of Canadian social and 

educational history. In seeking to promote socialization in order to support religious, social, and 

cultural norms, school promoters battled over cultural survival in order to argue for a particular 

group or regional identity. Tomkins notes, "Cultural conflict in Canadian education had 

characteristically been curricular conflict. In few nations had the course of study prescribed for 
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schools engendered more conflict in the wider society."
106

  Throughout the 19th and 20th 

century, these two themes, he argues,  dominated and defined educational policy, as various 

groups fought to preserve minority rights against the dominant Protestant Christian and British 

patriotic norms. Tomkins argues that cultural conflicts inherent in Canadian education can be 

understood through examinations of the curriculum conflicts that focused on debates over what 

schools should teach, over the objectives and aims of curricula content, and over the resources 

that should be used in the classroom.  In other words, shifts in curriculum have tended to reflect 

social, political and economic changes that took place in Canada and battles for cultural survival. 

The changes to curricula that began in the late 1960s with the Hall-Dennis Report were part of a 

long history of curriculum reforms in the province. Using Tomkins’ idea that curricula is linked 

to the larger cultural sphere, this study builds on that foundational premise in order to argue that 

the cultural conflicts that were at play in the larger social sphere in the 1960s and 1970s were 

present in the classroom. 

 History curricula and textbooks in Canada valued studies in British and European history 

and Canadian national narratives that celebrated the achievements of commerce and 

statehood.
107

  Ken Osborne notes that history was taught "as the authoritative story of what 

happened in the past….in the belief that this would promote patriotism and national pride."
108

 

Margaret Conrad notes that the rise of nationalism in the 19th century "inspired an 

unprecedented interest in the past". 
109

 Nationalist themes, many of which focused on Canadian 
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economic history and geography, shaped school history textbooks until the 1960s. 
110

 Duncan 

McArthur's book History of Canada for High Schools celebrated the geographical structure of 

the country which "had greatly influenced the course of Canadian development." Canada-a 

Nation, written by A.R.M. Lower, also noted the essential relationship between Canadian 

economic history and geography. Lower wrote, 

Our strong and confident nation of to-day is very different from the feeble infant of 
Confederation days. It was a combination of north and west with technical invention that 
made modern Canada: of timber, minerals, pulp and paper with wheat and meat; of 
hydro-electricity with the chemistry which showed how to extract metal from complex 
ores and paper from spruce trees. In 1900 these developments were just beginning; the 

country was standing on the threshold of its future.
111

 

 School promoters in the 19th century embraced scientific progressivism and advocated 

for publicly funded schools that would address the needs of an emerging industrial society. 

Children were sorted into grades and classes that employed a common curriculum through the 

use of uniform texts.
112

  Paul Axelrod argues, "Canada confronted the challenges that change 

unleashed. While encouraging ‘progress’ society's middle class leaders sought ways of 

protecting themselves from its most unpalatable consequences and schools were seen as 

instruments of both order and stability." 
113

  The role of public schools changed by the 1920s to 

address increases in urbanization and industrialization; this further supported a gendered 

structure of curricula. Tomkins notes that by the mid-1920s vocational education schools had 

been accepted as a "legitimate function of secondary schooling in most provinces (and) Ontario 

led the way, enrolling half of all vocational students throughout Canada."
114

  Part of the reason 

for this change came from the large federal and provincial grants, part of the post-war Technical 
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Education Act. 
115

  Curriculum in Ontario was divided between students who took the academic 

stream and those enrolled in the vocational stream. 
116

  As feminist scholars have noted, many 

girls were channeled into domestic science curricula and commercial training.
117

  Robert Stamp 

suggests that despite 1920s initiatives "the regular studies of the day" changed little as most 

schools maintained traditional academic programs.
118

   

 History education throughout this period continued to support national narratives, 

although it was being broadsided by those who argued for local or regional histories and child-

centred learning theories. Both Margaret Conrad and Ken Osborne noted that nation-building 

narratives always had its critics as narratives were difficult to maintain in a country that 

supported strong regional histories, and teachers often focused on local and contemporary 

issues.
119

  Some of the rejection of national political and economic narratives came from 

education reformers who, influenced by theories of Dewey and Froebel, argued for child-centred 

focus.
120

  Osborne and Conrad and other scholars noted that the spread of progressive ideas in 

history education, those advocated by Fred Morrow Fling and Mary Sheldon Barnes who 

believed that students of history should actively engage in research through examinations of 
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primary documents and offered new ideas in the teaching of history in schools.
121

 Tomkins 

suggests that progressive ideas in education, however, had a limited impact on curriculum in the 

first half of the 20th century because of "ingrained conservatism,"
122

  and the presence of 

mandatory provincial exams.
123

 Robert Stamp agrees, arguing that most Ontario high school 

teachers "felt more comfortable serving the demands of traditional scholarship than responding 

to new social challenges." 
124

 Osborne also agrees, arguing that history curricula in Ontario 

continued to support traditional narratives, taught and organized within "chronological and 

descriptive narratives."
125

 Although, the late 1950s and early 1960s saw an expansion of schools, 

programs and courses in Ontario, with the development of adult education programs and new 

course offerings,
126

  Robert Stamp argues that despite progressive changes, high schools 
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Teaching in Canada” in P. Clark, ed., New Possibilities for the Past.  Historian Isabel Skelton objected to the male 
biases of nation building narratives, Mary McCullum argued that narratives supported the status quo. Scientists, 
feminists, labourers, immigrants, and French Canadians noted the ways in which nation building narratives excluded 
many Canadians and threatened their identity. A number of scholars have explored alternative ways in which history 
course studies might be presented, one that is not chronological and descriptive; one that is multi-voiced, as opposed 
to descriptive, and one that engages students in critical thinking skills. See: Peter N. Stearns, Peter Seixas, and Sam 
Wineburg, Knowing, Teaching, and Learning History (New York: New York University Press, 2000). 
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remained quite traditional. 
127

 He notes that many teachers taught by "taking textbook in hand 

and proceeding carefully through it, chapter by chapter, from September to June." 
128

  This 

remained standard history teaching throughout the decade.  In order to enter university, students 

in Ontario had to pass Grade 13 Departmental exams. Stamp adds that the curriculum focused on 

these exams as early as Grade 9. He confirms, "From the September of his[sic] grade 9 year, no 

student was allowed to forget that the entire academic program was designed to prepare him[sic] 

to write those dreaded "Departmentals." 
129

  The dichotomy between reformers pressing for 

curricula change and traditionalists, who were content to maintain the status quo, came to the 

fore in the 1960s as social movement activists impressed their demands increasingly on the 

school system. 

 This dichotomy can be understood by examining the process to achieve gender equity in 

schools. Education scholar C. E Phillips sagely noted in his 1957 book The Development of 

Education in Canada, the history of education in Canada is largely "a record of a struggle to 

achieve parity for everyone" within a system where the "aspirations of everyone" is up against 

the "resistance of those who sought to maintain the superiority of forms advantageous to the 

group with which they identified themselves." 
130

 Interestingly, he states this at the beginning of 

a chapter on the history of girls and women's education, which might suggest he was already 

aware that new efforts to achieve gender equity would be difficult to implement. Phillips noted 

the ways in which limited educational opportunities for girls had been orchestrated by the 

government to maintain societal practices. Looking at this history as a historical document itself, 

it becomes clear that Phillips was aware that change was taking place. He asserts that by the late 

1950s girls had obtained access to "nearly all" educational institutions and courses. Clearly new 

thoughts about the role of women and girls in society were beginning to influence educational 
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 C.E. Phillips, The Development of Education in Canada (Toronto: W.J. Gage and Co. Ltd, 1957), 375. 
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institutions. Historically, public educational opportunities for girls in Canada had been highly 

restricted by governments who argued that women's "proper sphere" was in the home, which 

meant that there was little reason for the state to invest in women's education. The two world 

wars changed this and by the 1950s and 1960s, women's employment had expanded to a wide 

range of fields.  Viewed in this way, the 1960s became a period of real transition, between the 

traditional and restricted view of women as unsuited for professional training and a new 

perspective that supported equal opportunity. The increase in women's scholarship, in feminist 

theory and activism, certainly heighten the urgency for educational change. The 1960s brought in 

a new Premier, a new Ministry of Education and saw greater demands by a wide range of 

reformers, which resulted in change to curricula in Ontario schools. 
131

 Some teachers in this 

study were torn between support for child-centred education, which reappeared in the 1960s, and 

the pressure to continue to deliver traditional history course studies. Having been exposed to a 

predominantly Socratic pedagogical method as students, several teachers in this study found the 

shift to more student-centred curricula difficult to deliver. 

 The 1960s brought a wide range of public criticism and dissatisfaction that schools no 

longer addressed the needs of a changing society.
132

  The early 60s saw the introduction of the 

federal government’s "Technical and Vocational Training Assistance Act", which was designed 

to provide economic stimuli. The Ontario government, like other provinces accepted large 

federal government grants to expand and construct new "institutes of technology and trade 

schools."
133

 The "Reorganized Programme" (also known as the Robarts Plan), was introduced in 

1962 and created three "equal-status" branches within secondary schools in Ontario, called Arts 
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and Science, Business and Commerce and Science, Technology and Trade.
134

 A variety of 

programs provided support for students to remain in school until grade 12. The program seemed 

to work as enrollment increased and more students graduated.  

 Simultaneously, as Ontario was supporting vocationalism and the expansion of options 

for those students interested in trade and technology, another force pushed for the expansion of 

students’ intellectual opportunities. The 1962 report of the joint committee of the Toronto Board 

of Education and the University of Toronto entitled Design of Living focused on the provision of 

more options for students to pursue professional careers. Sweeping changes took place to 

eliminate provincial departmental exams, allow for greater student course options and increase 

teacher training. The 1968 "Hall-Dennis Report," released by the Provincial Committee on 

"Aims and Objectives in Education in Ontario", resonated with many parents and many 

educators as its main focus centred on the belief that systems of education should revolve around 

individual student needs. Schools, the report stated, "should be built for human beings interested 

in learning," and, "viewed as a place of personal growth and development based on a learning 

process of self-discovery." 
135

  The report recommended individualized programmes of 

instruction, the de-emphasis of "competition in the classroom and rote learning."
136

  Curricula 

were to provide a greater variety of learning opportunities for students.  

 Tompkins adds, "In its emphasis on a greater socializing role for schools, Hall-Dennis 

was in the spirit of American progressivism of the 1920s, with the significant and characteristic 

Canadian difference that progressive ideology was enshrined in an official government 

document." 
137

 Teachers were required to "guide each child along his [sic] own critically 
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determined path". The report spent a great deal of attention on how to best "modernize" the 

curriculum, recognizing that new technologies and societal demands had shifted away from 

traditional curricula.
138

  The report suggested an abolition or alteration of the graded system, the 

use of individual timetables for senior students, a move to broaden core subjects to include 

"multidisciplinary learning opportunities" and a focus on Canadian studies. 
139

 But the report did 

not provide detailed curriculum guidelines, appealing to teacher professionalism to implement 

recommended changes. This, however, proved difficult and the report was widely criticized.
140

 

Despite this, the central tenet of the report provided support for teacher autonomy. This was well 

supported by some teachers in this study who, throughout their careers, rejected school board 

interference in their ability to deliver curriculum. When Affirmative Action policies were 

implemented within the Toronto School Board, many teachers felt that their autonomy to deliver 

curriculum was being challenged. The "Hall-Dennis Report" reaffirmed the fact that teachers had 

flexibility because they were addressing individual student needs: perhaps this opened up the 

potential for teachers to see Affirmative Action as limiting their ability to teach tailored content. 
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On the other hand, for other teachers, such policies were a welcome invasion because they were 

already doing this kind of work in their classrooms.
141

 

 Concerns about Canadian identity were quite dominant during this period; the Report 

supported the implementation of Canadian studies into curricula, the recognition of the National 

History Project, and concerns over using American materials in Canadian classes. A number of 

scholars have examined the educational demands for a National History project; they have been 

critical of the dismal state of history teaching.
142

  With new scholarship taking place in Canadian 

women's history, the focus on Canadian studies helped provide space for women's history in 

school curriculum. Sociologist William Carroll links the development and focus on Canadian 

studies to social moment activism. He notes, "In English Canada, the intellectual forces that 

collected together to press for "Canadianization" in the late 1960s and that consolidated into the 

field of Canadian studies…were themselves part of a social movement opposing the 

continentalizing impact of Americanization."
143

  Historians have argued convincingly that the 

focus on Canadian identity in the 1960s brought forth a unique scholarship in Canadian history. 

Social historians, many with ties to the political Left, examined the past through the inequities of 

class, region, gender, race and identity. Collective responses to social justice issues, such as 

those espoused by the women's movement or those espoused by Quebec separatists, were tied to 

ideas about the meaning of being  Canadian, and the ways in which political and economic 

hegemonic structures had spurred social movement activism. Collective resistance to state 

domination or economic hegemonic systems was central to social movement activisms; feminist 

scholars such as Smith, Armstrong, Luxton and O'Brien argued that the women's movement 

mobilized to make major systemic change.
144

 The shift to social history in the 1960s, the impact 
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of social movement activism and the focus on Canadian studies all played a part in providing a 

space for women as a historical subject in history studies in schools. These aspects of the 1960s 

provided unique opportunities for women's experiences to appear in history textbooks, in history 

guidelines and learning resource materials. In summary, this chapter demonstrates that there is a 

long history of curriculum reform, of scholarship in women's history and education, and the 

gendered nature of education itself.  

 Curriculum is driven by continuously changing government policies, but in most cases, 

teachers will have had little input into textbook creation or course materials. In practice, 

curriculum policies act only as a guideline, as teachers find ways in which to deliver curriculum. 

Ontario teachers have historically been able to bring a wide range of outside resource materials 

into their classroom. Ministry guidelines in Ontario act as foundational guides for teachers who 

make professional decisions concerning the resource materials implemented in their classrooms. 

This is profoundly different than teaching practices in other parts of the world – including the 

United States where textbook contracts with schools and compulsory nationwide testing ensure 

that there is considerably more uniformity in what is taught, and in other countries like France 

that legislate what is taught --providing a unique opportunity for teachers in Ontario. 
145

 The 

following chapter provides further insight into the ways in which professional decision-making 

can make a difference in the ways in which history is taught in schools. 

                                                                                                                                                             

Organizing Dissent (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1992), 82. Kellough notes, "Although human activity has been 
constructed from a male standpoint, the narratives themselves have depended upon work undertaken by women but 
depicted as a universal resource devoid of human agency." Kellough argues that women have never really been 
excluded from master narratives as "the narratives themselves have depended on the work undertaken from women." 
He adds that to engage in any political, economic or social examination of the past is to include the experiences of 
women, even if they seem invisible. See also Bonnie Smith, The Gender of History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1998). 
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Chapter 2 

 

"Women’s unique place?": Ontario Curriculum Policies and History 

 

At the height of the feminist movement in the late 60s and 70s, we were like a 
snowball rolling down a steep hill, gathering momentum, flinging new ideas into the 
air at reckless speed. Sexual harassment, glass ceiling, marital rape, no means no, the 
"click" safe touch, children's rights, Ms., bra burning, consciousness raising, primary 

caregiver, the personal is political, pay equity--none of these concepts had existed 
before the women's movement, and all of a sudden the new phrases were on every 

civilized person's tongue.
146

 

 
 

 

 Social movement activism throughout the 1960s and 1970s provided a space for feminist 

concerns in a variety of arenas: within academia, within larger communities, and within public 

spheres. Feminist activists joined organizations, developed networks and lobbied governments 

and institutions against regulations that restricted women's lives.
147

  In order to make systemic 

change, women's organizations implemented the same 60s tactics that were employed by other 

groups: organizing protests and rallies and lobbying governments. Women in Canada responded 

in increasing numbers to the inequities embedded within the workplace and at home. Many 

feminists abandoned mainstream political parties and organizations (trade unions for example) as 

they were unable to alter their colleagues' sexist and racist behaviour. Their activism, 

predominantly in women's committees and organizations, was instrumental in arguing for and 

obtaining change.  
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 Feminist activists established women's organizations, broadened networks and lobbied 

local governments. This chapter deals with this social activism's effect on various women, 

governments and educators and explores the multi-layered responses from these different groups. 

Although it was clear that the Ontario Ministry of Education had an agenda to implement steps to 

address Sex-role stereotyping in schools; interpreting the curricula and working to include 

women was carried out by individual teachers. Links between feminist scholars and educators 

were buttressed by the fact that governmental policies were so vague that interpretations were 

diverse and far-reaching.  At the central core of this study is a well-spring of feminist activism 

and a predominant belief by most educators in the educational system’s potential for change.  

 

Historical Overview of Feminist Communities 

 A number of women in Canada were active within a wide range of feminist communities. 

This was evident as well on a global scale as women around the world organized themselves.
148

 

Women formed the Feminist Party of Canada, wrote extensively in newspapers, magazines and 

books, formed "Consciousness-Raising" groups and lobbied a broad scope of institutions. The 

Political Economy of Women's Liberation, written in 1969 by Margaret Benston at Simon Fraser 

University, argued for a revolutionary transformation of society to end women's oppression. 
149

 

Bryan Palmer notes that Benston's article "fused Marxism and feminism, and, in a few pages, 

crystallized understandings that had been circulating in a nascent New Left women's movement 

in Canada...and reverberating around the world." 
150

  Dozens of feminist groups, aimed at 

making political and social change, formed discussion groups, founded women's organizations 

and published independent magazines.  

 In Canada, journalists, such as Michelle Landsberg, used newspaper columns to advocate 

for women's rights and gender inequities. Landsberg's feminist activism provided a space for a 

constellation of social issues which were also women's issues: advocating for childcare 
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programs, abortion, rape crisis centres, shelters and educational reform.
151

  Feminist publishing 

ventures sprang up across the country and produced dozens of community-based, often radical 

newspapers, journals and books. The number of publications in both Canada and the United 

States was substantial and included, The Velvet Fist, The Other Woman, We are Women by the 

Toronto chapter of Bread and Roses, Pioneers of Women`s Liberation, Women for Political 

Action, The Pedestal, 152
 The Feminine Mystique, Ms Magazine, and Chatelaine, as well as a 

wide range of community papers.
153

 Feminist educators, having experienced first-hand issues of 

sexism in universities and in the workplace, welcomed the publications, which also helped 

mobilize support for the women's movement.
154

  

 The Canadian Federation of University Women (CFUW) formed the "Committee for 

Equality for Women in Canada" (CEW) in 1966 and called on the federal government to 

establish a Royal Commission on the Status of Women (RCSW).
155

 Other groups, many of 

which grew out of leftist socialist political activism, formed like-thinking organizations such as 

"The Toronto Women's Liberation Movement," "The New Feminists," "The Feminist Action 
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League," "The Women's Caucus" and "Women's Press." 
156

  The 1970 report from the RCSW 

chaired by Florence Bird noted women’s subordinate place in Canadian society. It contained 

numerous recommendations to strengthen women's position in Canada. 
157

  Concerned that these 

recommendations would not be implemented, the National Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of 

Women was formed in 1971. Led by Laura Sabia, the committee held a conference in Toronto, 

which was attended by a number of women's groups.
158

  The Toronto Women's Caucus met 

regularly and produced an in-house publication, The Velvet Fist. 159
  In Canada, feminists 

mobilized on a number of issues: abortion, poverty, violence and education. Women's groups 

often combined their tactics by working within and against state systems: the history of the 

Federation of Women's Teachers Associations of Ontario is an example.
160

  Women wanted to 

be informed and demanded a place in discussions and decisions over all aspects of Canadian 

society.
161

  Scholar Nancy Adamson notes that the grassroots women's liberation movement was 
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"activist, optimistic and externally focused. Feminists talked about, wrote about, made speeches 

about, demonstrated about, and had meetings about everything."
162

 

 The widespread activism spilled into educational circles and influenced a number of 

women teachers to take radical social action to their professional lives as educators. This cultural 

moment reverberated through classrooms, as many of the women who took part in these 

activities, read this literature and attended events were teachers. One teacher noted, "I think that 

with all of these original ideas and exciting new initiatives a lot of things had to come together--

it's as if the planets were in a certain position and had to come together and that's what happened 

in 1975 for women-- and there was just a lot of excitement and support."
163

  Social movement 

activism also drew teachers into broader communities where they engaged in multi-generational 

networks. Frieda Forman, who was a teacher at the Ontario College of Art during the 1970s, 

noted the ways in which social change permeated education. She remarks, 

When you have a revolutionary matrix you can introduce things, because of that, so 
many things were possible that would not have been possible before. You had both a 
local change and transformation within the college itself…taking place during a period 
of great social transformation. And those worked and enhanced each other 

enormously.
164

 

 However, the plurality of visions for implementing change meant that the women's 

movement moved in different directions. Nancy Adamson, Linda Briskin and Margaret McPhail 

note in their book Feminist Organizing for Change, that the women's movement in Canada had 

two origins: the first was, the product of women who had long established links to organizations 

such as the Canadian Federation of University Women and the YMCA, and the other came from 

women who had initiated grassroots community-based organizations. 
165

  The first group 

included professional women who operated within traditional institutions and "wanted more 

opportunities within them" and the second group placed a stronger emphasis on collective 

organizing and consciousness-raising, reaching out to women within their communities. 
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Adamson notes that liberal feminists focused on working within state systems to implement 

change and "radical" left-wing feminists worked to radically change the system, arguing that 

government policies contained and re-directed the movement. One of the challenges facing those 

committed to the women's movement was whether to work within or out of established state 

patriarchal systems.
166

 

 As professional women who worked within a state institution, teachers were encouraged 

to work within the system in order to implement change, but they were also influenced by 

feminist networks that provided support for their work. This study reveals teachers and 

administrators held strong beliefs in the state school system to support feminist educators in their 

work to create space for diverse voices and actions. Myra Novogrodsky, Co-ordinator of the 

Toronto Board Equity Department noted, "What’s remarkable was how much cooperation I had 

and how well resourced the education system was prior to the Harris years. We could try things 

out-make some mistakes-analyze what we were doing-pick up the pieces and move on.  I worked 

there at an amazingly privileged time."
167

  In other words the system was both restrictive and 

flexible. What’s clear from this study is that most teachers did not see themselves as radicals: 

they did not necessarily oppose the system, but rather operated from within it-working towards 

change. Novogrodsky and others had faith in the transformative potential of the time and in the 

school board’s intentions.  

 Women's organizations and school board women's committees that emerged at this time 

in Toronto mobilized people and resources to improve curricula, but the relationships between 

these women's groups and within schools were often rife with disagreement about direction and 

vision. In their efforts to insert women as a way of furthering broader social change, ones that for 

a time were supported by school board sex-equity policies, teachers still faced entrenched 

understandings of gender and subject departments with clearly defined course expectations.  

                                                 

166
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Women's activism was often splintered. This was evident, for example, in the Toronto Women's 

Liberation organization that eventually split into two: one faction called for more radical action 

("The New Feminists"), and argued that all politicians ("Trudeau or Trotsky") were the same in 

their responses to women, while a second group continued to support the state Liberal agenda 

(Status of Women).
168

 In Canada, the movement was directed and driven more fully by the 

RCSW report, the subsequent recommendations and direct state funding. 
169

   

 Liberal feminist educators who worked within schools, sought curricula change from 

within. Dr. Lorna Marsden, former Liberal Senator, professor and former President of York 

University noted the importance of state support.  

The Royal Commission (RCSW) came out of many organizations such as The Federation 
of University Women and the National Council of Women.  I am sure there were many 
generations of women/people who were talking about it but now it was official. 
Recommendations by the RCSW meant something could be done about it.....170   

A number of feminists felt this way: that the links between state and the movement were 

essential for real and meaningful outcomes. This perspective drove the women's committees and 

Affirmative Action initiatives in the school boards.
171

 However, as this study shows, although 

Canada's liberal state education system passed Affirmative Action and sex-equity policies, it 

failed at making the kind of systemic change that would alter existing practices, thus making real 

change difficult to achieve. The social movement activism of the 1960s and early 1970s may 

have been too difficult to maintain as state systems, such as schools, were only willing to 
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implement limited change.
172

 In the short run, social movement activism did play a part in 

addressing systemic inequities. In the long run, inequities embedded in institutional practices 

continued to challenge state policies. 

 The challenge for many women's organizations was in finding ways to put into practice 

government equity policies. In education, the Ontario Ministry, followed by local school boards, 

responded by developing sex-equity policies in the 1970s but this did not necessarily translate 

into major systemic change. Significant challenges to implement school board policies rested on 

altering teacher practice. Teachers faced the challenges of how to alter behaviours, attitudes and 

practices within schools and subject departments once legislation was officially implemented. 

Major change rested on the work of dedicated individuals--their outreach and commitment was 

substantial--but it required significant dedication and energy which was difficult to initiate and to 

maintain.
173

  Scholars have acknowledged the depth of women's commitment and activism, 

especially in the development of education communities. Women gathered during and after 

work: to develop women's resources and new women's studies courses, access materials, open 

women's resource centres, write and publish newsletters. Wendy Robbins notes, while the 

women's liberation movement was international, "its organizational forms were typically small 

and local." 
174

 An examination of feminist activism in the city of Toronto provides some insight. 

 

Toronto 1970s Feminist Activism 

  The Toronto region provided opportunities for a broad range of networking nationally.  

Only recently have books been published that recognize the Toronto scene as a center for 

feminist activity. Some of this work has taken the form of biographies, wherein individuals 
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reflect on their personal experiences in the city.
175

  Toronto had an active and diverse feminist 

community in the 1970s.  There were dozens of feminist groups including The Feminist Fist, 

Bread and Roses and The Toronto Women’s Liberation Group, and the city published a number 

of feminist newspapers.
176

 Feminists in Toronto, like "sisters" in other parts of the country, 

supported abortion clinics, ran daycares, shelters, crisis centres and bookstores.
177

 A 

monumental number of books, newspapers, pamphlets, journals, booklets, art, music and films 

celebrated the unique voices of women and challenged the status quo.  

 The arts scene was extremely active as feminists embraced all areas of society, and 

celebrated women's contributions. Frieda Forman offered the first women's studies course and 

produced the OCA’s first women's art show. She notes in an interview for this study the mood of 

the times, "The course [that I taught] was a reading course. It was a very open environment 

because it was pass or fail; there were no grades. I read to them, I brought films; I did everything 

I could to bring the reality of the women’s movement [to the classroom], which was very young 

at that time." 
178

 

 Activist educators, parents and community members in Toronto demanded educational 

reform, a greater voice in school board policies, and options for alternative schools. The Toronto 

Community Schools Newspaper, for example, published 1971-1974, by the "Community School 

Workshop of Toronto" represented the voice of activist parents, students, teachers and concerned 

citizens who developed links for shared dialogue and action plans. The membership was drawn 

from across the city and included teachers. The editor noted, 
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The enrichment of our educational system through a process of decentralization of 
decision making, the creation of a system in which all elements of the school community 
take an effective part in determining educational policy and engaging in the educational 

process and the use of the community as a learning environment.
179

 

They shared a belief with other community groups in Toronto: the school and community-based 

approach would enhance their ability to make systemic change. One of the first papers comments 

on a need to "educate parents, teachers and students to speak up, to analyze critically and 

manipulate their own environment,"
180

 and demanded that local Trustees respond to their 

requests. Other community papers such as NOW Magazine and This Magazine is About Schools 

focused on the issues facing working-class and immigrant communities, making the links to 

school systems. 
181

  

 Concerns over traditional content- based and teacher- directed approaches to curriculum 

were challenged by parents and educators. Feminist educators were able to turn to a variety of 

interconnected community networks. Myra Novogrodsky, who was a Toronto feminist, 

community activist and educator, noted in this study the ways in which women networked. When 

developing materials for women's studies she comments,  

Where did I get the materials? Everywhere! I had a good relationship with the women's 
bookstore, women's press and groups in Toronto, some of the organizations in the US 
that were developing new materials about women in California. Lots of materials! It was 
the beginning of a robust feminist publishing. I bought novels with women as central 

characters-things to teach- research-and course work materials. 
182

  

As this quotation demonstrates, there was a wealth of materials available to teachers. 

Furthermore, it demonstrates that feminist educators were open-minded about what resource 

materials could be used in history studies and their potential in the classroom. Pedagogically, 
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feminist educators were equal opportunists. The Toronto scene was echoed in communities and 

school boards across the country, reflective of the national and international intellectual currents 

and activism of the time. 
183

  The women's movement activism in Toronto laid the foundation for 

institutional changes, but divisions within the movement's direction and challenges within 

established systems made progress difficult, often exposing groups to anti-feminist campaigns. 

184
  Despite the constant challenge to find common ground, Toronto women's groups and 

feminist activists played a role in shaping political, economic and social policies, especially in 

relation to education. Ontario teachers had the task of delivering curriculum, which provided real 

opportunities for implementing new narratives and perspectives. Educational reformers 

advocated for more equitable courses of study and the inclusion of women. A brief examination 

of Ontario curriculum initiatives that took place during this period will help explain some of the 

challenges social movement activists and educational reformers faced in making systemic 

change in schools and curricula. 

 

Overview of Curriculum Changes Taking Place in Ontario 1960s and 1970s 

 Social movement activism permeated the discussions taking place over educational goals, 

the function of schools, pedagogy and curriculum development.  Academics, educators and 

concerned citizens were pressing for an expanded curriculum. Paul Axelrod argues that the 

intensive campaigns on university campuses that began in the 1960s and focused on social 

equity. The response in the humanities and social sciences was a "bewildering range of courses" 
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in which students could choose to obtain a degree. It was during this period that universities and 

the public school system paralleled each other by expanding traditional disciplines to include 

new areas of studies such as communities, women's studies, urban studies, cultural studies and 

multicultural studies. Axelrod suggests that, like the public schools, this new curricula reform 

was later viewed, in the 1980s and 1990s, as a fragmentation and dilution of a traditional liberal 

education.
185

  Osborne notes that the social, political and cultural revolutions taking place across 

Canada brought debates about the role of history curricula to the fore. He argues that by the 

1960s educators began to question nation-building narratives that reflected only "white, Anglo-

Saxon Protestant, Political and Constitutional history." The focus on alternative narratives, such 

as women, workers, minorities and "ordinary" people quickly became part of the new history 

curricula in schools. Osborne notes, "Whatever the case, in the 1960s and 1970s, it seemed to be 

an open question whether history was a teachable subject in schools." 
186

 

 Ontario's Ministry of Education and local school boards were engaged in curricular 

changes that were also a response to societal demands. School boards responded with more 

services, larger numbers of school administrators and support staff as well as more varied 

programs. 
187

 The 1970s made secondary school education more accessible, providing a growing 

population with more options and more school alternatives. This affected all subject disciplines.  

Historians such as American Edwin Fenton argued for a new history which would broadened the 

study of history and embrace an interdisciplinary approach to curriculum.
188

  However, in 

Canada the process of curriculum change pitted the study of history against the broad focus of 

social studies. A number of government Ministries of Education across Canada took steps to 
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reshape history into more interdisciplinary social studies.
189

  As Osborne further notes, "The 

move from history to social studies was part of a wider trend that tied history more directly than 

ever to a present-oriented education for citizenship."
190

 According to teachers in this study, the 

ability to link historical examinations to the present made history studies appear more relevant. 

In the fight to maintain student interest, this was widely accepted as a necessary part of good 

pedagogy. In Ontario, High School Circular No. 1, (H.S.1, 1962-1963) included a four year 

program and students could choose new social science options such as Man [sic] and Society, 

World Politics, Theatre Arts, Creative Writing and Geology.
191

  School boards looked for ways 

to provide greater flexibility in course selection and in grading and school board reports drew 

attention to options for "individual development." 
192

  The shift had an impact on history 

teachers who were faced with a number of new challenges including accessing new resource 

materials and redesign course outlines for course studies. 

 Public demands for accountability over curricula materials grew. In 1972, the Ontario 

"Interministerial Textbook Committee" produced a report for the Ministry, a study that was 

initiated in 1965, by then Minister of Education William Davis. This report responded to 

complaints to the Human Rights Commission by "concerned citizens and organizations" over 
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prejudice and distortions in school textbooks.
193

  This document indicated that Canada, having 

followed the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, had established Human 

Rights legislation that recognized the role of education in preserving human rights.
194

  The 

chairman [sic] of the Ontario Human Rights Commission, Dr. Daniel Hill, and one of its 

members, Dr. Lita-Rose Betcherman, who also was a former Director of the Women's Bureau in 

the Ministry of Labour, saw a formidable link between human rights laws, women and school 

curricula.  The committee recommended that books and materials used in schools be free of bias 

and prejudice.
195

  This resulted in textbook and course guideline reform. However, teachers were 

gathering a wide range of supplementary materials and using them in their classrooms, much of 

which went unreported. This could range from newly developed equity materials to outdated 

resources, some of which might be seen as anti-feminist.  

 Steps to address human rights were further evident in Ontario with an Order- in- Council 

June 10, 1965 to establish a provincial committee on "Aims and Objectives of Education in 

schools in Ontario."
196

  Later referred to as the "Hall Dennis Report," the report was made public 

in May, 1968. It was hailed by many as a significant step forward in education, as it came out 

strongly in support of a child-centred philosophy of education.
197

  At a conference held in 1969 

to examine the newly released "Living and Learning" policy document, the Ontario Minister of 

Education, William Davis, noted the report's emphasis on individual learning.  He stated, "We 
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must ...not lose sight of the fact that we're dealing with individual children and students and that 

the human approach is still the single most important aspect of what we're attempting to do with 

education today." Davis acknowledged that the impetus for the new policy came from public 

advocacy when he noted, "The constructive advice coming from many segments of our society 

today," and adding that, "The taxpayers in particular have a certain message….and we can't 

accomplish the many things that need to be done without the support of the general public."
198

  

Education in the humanities seemed more firmly based within a liberal, individual, rights-based 

view of education.  

 To understand the ways in which educators responded to curricula changes in Ontario, it 

is valuable to examine the Ontario Association for Curriculum Development (OACD) annual 

Toronto conferences. The OACD manifested many of these changes, and provides a useful case 

study of how government organizations responded to curricula change.  The conference reports 

provide insight into the major concerns in education and the ways in which curricula altered 

direction. Keynote speakers at each conference provided updates on educational movements and 

trends; their talks provide a historical lens in which we can view educational expectations and 

challenges addressed during this transition period.   

 The OACD themes for the years 1964-1969 focused on changes taking place as a result 

of social movement activism and the shifts in curriculum focus. With departmental exams 

eliminated in 1967, the Ontario curriculum was free to focus on the development of critical 

thinking skills that involved research, observation and communication.  Documents from the 

1968 conference, for example, entitled "Reconciliation of Means and Ends in Education"
199

  note 

that Lloyd Dennis, spoke about a student-oriented philosophy.
200

  By adopting this report, 

educators at the conference recognized that the Department of Education had cut traditional reins 

with former curricula policies and had developed new expectations that teachers support 
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curriculum development within their own subject areas.
201

  Walter Pitman, President of the 

Ontario Education Association, noted that the most important aspect of the "Hall-Dennis Report" 

had been to provide “new horizons” in educational activity. 
202

 The spirit of "human rights" was 

clearly evident in his speech and in many of the conference workshops that focused on the ways 

in which schools could better reflect societal changes and provide students with the skills to 

address the future. In examining the "models of history" one Toronto teachers group noted, 

"History should be approached via the rise and fall of ideas, via social institutions, via culture 

and the arts- to open up the narratives and inquiry," 
203

 thus reflecting a broader approach to 

history studies. The 1969 OACD conference documents indicate the continued focus on human 

rights, as workshops explored ways to “humanize” schools and learning.  204
  Groups supported 

increasing the teacher’s active role in curriculum development.205
   What is clear from these late 

1960s curricula conferences was that the educators had become aware that schools and curricula 

had to change to better reflect a wide range of narratives and address individual student needs. 

The methods of implementation, however, were less clear.  

 The changes to curriculum had a disastrous affect on history course enrolment in Ontario 

as the increased course options and the expansion of the social sciences meant students were no 

longer attracted to traditional history courses. The shift to a new system was accomplished 

through a new form of school organization known as the “individualized system” or the “credit 
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system.”206
  First offered as an option in Ministry Circular for 1969-1970, then made mandatory 

by the 1972-1973 year, these courses were offered in the schools under four broad areas-

Communications, Social and Environmental Studies, Pure and Applied Sciences and the Arts.” 
207

 The grouping of subjects in these four areas could be done in a variety of ways, to reflect 

different objectives and approaches.
208

  The Ontario Department of Education had recommended 

a plan based on broad areas of study for secondary schools; Minister Thomas Wells pushed for 

community-school involvement. 
209

  Each Principal tabulated courses for their school under the 

broad areas of Communications, Arts, Pure and Applied Sciences and Social Sciences. The 

diploma requirements were that of 27 credits which included at least one course from each of the 

four areas in the first two years of high schools and at least one further credit in each in the 

following years, with 15 to be taken after that in the last years.
210

  History teachers in this study 

were thus forced to develop new pedagogical methods as well as seek new curriculum resource 

materials in order to compete in the credit system. 

 As expected, the new plan placed history into a broader category of social sciences; 

teachers voiced a desire to do away with traditional textbook lists which they felt limited them to 

outdated materials. 
211

  The shift provided an impetus for discussions over the development of 

history course materials. The critics of former history curricula were initially pleased to see this 

shift, as they felt dominant nation building narratives and mandatory provincial exams had made 

history “boring”. A number of reports before the late 60s had already recognized the flaws in 
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teacher directed pedagogy that focused on the memorization of facts.
212

  The curricula shift to 

respond to social movement demands for greater attention to individual needs and a broader 

recognition of diversity also incorporated new reflections about Canadian identities.  New 

scholarship that focused on individuals, ideologies and identities, including women, inspired 

curricula development in the Social Sciences and Humanities.
213

 

 The Ontario Association for Curriculum Development conference themes also focused on 

the issue of Canadian identity.  Educators advocated for a broader range of learning materials 

such as "jackdaws," films, and primary materials. 
214

  Committee groups suggested establishing 

stronger links between local museums, libraries and schools. 
215

 The focus on civic engagement 

and national identity was widespread within government and educational institutions during this 

period. The National History Project, launched in 1965, was initiated under this shift, as was The 

Canadian Studies Foundation, (CSF) with the objective of teaching young Canadians about 

Canada.   A. B. Hodgetts' report about the National History Project, published in cooperation 

with OISE in 1968, was the result of a two-year fact-finding investigation into the teaching of 

Canadian history, social studies and civics in the elementary and secondary schools of all ten 

provinces. 
216

  It was a highly critical study lambasting the state of history teaching as a 

collection of dry facts that were unrelated, with little real meaning to students in classrooms. He 

noted, "The rote learning of facts is short lived; facts, like tools, need to be used to develop 
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concepts." 
217

 The report criticized history educators who overemphasized constitutional and 

political developments and neglected to relate events of the past to current concerns.  

 Released at the same time as the "Hall-Dennis Report," Hodgett’s report added fuel to the 

debate that schools were not engaging students in meaningful discussions in order to become 

active citizens. Hodgett's established links with The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 

(OISE) which played a major role in the publication of the report as a joint venture with the 

National History Project. This resulted in the "Feasibility and Planning Study for a Canadian 

Studies Program" report and eventually a Canadian Studies Foundation, incorporated in 1970.
218

  

George Tomkins notes that the Foundation focused on professional development to improve the 

teaching and learning of Canadian studies. This view, he notes " anticipated the new recognition 

of the central role of the teacher in innovation" and focused on the "seeding" or supplementing of 

existing curricula, in preference to developing totally new curricula.
219

 Tomkins adds that the 

basic aim of the foundation was to develop "new opportunities for communication among 

teachers and students, both intra- and inter-regionally." 
220

 He also notes that the focus was on a 

"teacher-centred strategy", as opposed to a "top down" strategy. Teacher-centred strategies were 

consistent with the trend in Ontario to decentralize curriculum and provide additional flexibility 

for teachers.  By the 1970s, two clear agendas were at the forefront of education policy and 

curriculum initiatives: a focus on Canadian identity and a focus on human rights and individual 

freedoms. Osborne notes that by the 1970s the question increasingly became, "not how many 
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historical facts students knew or how patriotic they felt, but what the study of history could do 

for their intellectual development."
221

 

 What is evident from the Ontario curriculum conferences , the new Ontario curriculum 

policies, and the Canadian Studies Foundation initiatives, is that curricula policies, responding to 

social pressure, moved away from rigid homogenous approaches to learning to support flexible, 

innovative, teacher and student-directed learning.  Most teachers in this study welcomed the 

opportunity to incorporate new learning approaches. This period brought greater recognition of 

all narratives, which supported broader resource examinations in order to access and document 

alternative narratives, and this was supported by a number of educators.  Public demands were 

key to initiating change. The Canadian Education Association published a report in 1975 entitled 

"Education in Transition", which suggested that education systems in Canada had shifted to 

respond to social, economic and political changes taking place in Canada and worldwide. The 

report noted an increase in public involvement and public opinion concerning education systems. 

Citizen groups had not only become more interested, they noted, but were now "more vocal" as 

parents, teachers, students and communities expected to participate in discussions and decisions 

in local schools.
222

  Public school boards were required to address provincial human rights codes 

that prohibited discrimination based on race, class and gender, through the development of 

Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity policies in schools as well as in curricula. However, 

although it was clear on all sides that greater equity and a more diverse curricula was to become 

the new norm,  it was less clear how curricula would address an overwhelming number of 

omissions in historical narratives. It was also not clear what steps would be needed to reframe 

textbooks and course materials to reflect new narratives and perspectives.  

 

Government Steps to Address the Omission of Women in Curricula  

 While there is general agreement about the long term results of the social activism of the 

1960s, such as the implementation in Canada of "rights" legislation, historians do not agree on 
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what "went wrong" with the implementation of many of the initiatives that began in those 

decades.  Paul Axelrod examines the important influence of university student reformers in the 

60s and 70s to demand relevant courses within the Social Science and Humanities departments 

that reflected current societal concerns. He adds that students argued that liberal education 

"should contribute to social progress, particularly to the achievement of greater social 

equality."
223

  Axelrod notes that liberal education and the expansion of courses to include 

women, diverse cultures and racial groups came under attack during the 1980s as some scholars 

criticized what they saw the “politicization" of the curriculum.
224

  The debates found their way 

into discussions over the value of an expanded history curricula; this was taken up in Canada by 

scholars such as Jack Granatstein, Michael Bliss, Desmond Morton, Michael Ignatieff and others 

who argued over the purpose of history education in schools and the impact of the shift away 

from traditional history trajectories.
225

  Those who advocated for a more traditional framework 

in history studies continued to do so throughout this period, however, they faced rising 

opposition. 
226

 It seems that discussions over the inclusion of women's studies or women's 

history became entangled within broader discussions about the long term value of an expanded 

liberal arts education. Chad Gaffield examines the ways in which new scholarship in history, 

which included women and racial minorities, under attack for fragmenting established historical 

understandings. New scholarship in women's history fought hard to find space within established 
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curricula and debates about course options causing conflicts between groups of historians and 

history educators.
227

 

 The particular ways in which governments responded to new scholarship in women's 

studies also played a role in the lack of implementation of new materials into established 

programs. The Ontario government initiated four major responses to feminist demands for more 

equality in society. These constituted an early and fairly effective response that at the time held 

considerable promise for wide-scale, systemic social change for those in education and other 

sectors in society. In these early responses we can, with the advantages of hindsight, also now 

see the seeds of the provincial government’s failure to fulfill that promise, as the state response 

did not challenge its own established hegemonic structures and routed feminist demands through 

established government bureaucracies.
228

  

 As we have seen, an important response was the establishment of the RSWC, which 

called for the creation of a Status of Women Council as a permanent body with a national scope 

and function. 
229

  Similar organizations were recommended at the provincial level. The federal 

government also established a Minister Responsible for the Status of Women and named Robert 

Andreas, a male, to the position.  In fact the first four ministers were all male.
230

   Ontario 

reviewed the recommendations of the Royal Commission and in 1973 produced a Green paper 

on women, entitled "Equal Opportunity for Women: A plan for Action", endorsing the need for a 
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provincial Status of Women Council.
231

  The document included specific sections on education: 

focusing on guidance and counseling, as well as other school related issues. The office of the 

Coordinator of the Women's programs provided support services to the Minister. The director of 

the office had Deputy Minister Status and co-ordinated programs relating to women across 

federal departments. The establishment of an office addressed the demands for action-the 

appointment of part-time staff created inevitable limitations.  

 The Women's Bureau of Ontario was established earlier in 1963 within the Ministry of 

Labour and acted "to improve the status of women in the workforce through research and public 

education and by preparing studies and policy recommendations relating to both legislation and 

enforcement for government consideration." 
232

 Historian Joan Sangster notes that the Tory 

government aimed to reach out to women voters and offered the Women's Bureau as a response 

to women's organizing and the increased participation of women in the workforce. She argues 

that the creation of the Women's Bureau was central to the government because employment 

policy was "absolutely crucial to government claims to be promoting gender equality." 
233

 The 

Women's Bureau had three major program areas: an Affirmative Action Counseling Service, a 

Community Outreach, and Research and Information. Sangster's examination of the Women's 

Bureau reveals that, although it was not initially set up to make alterations to already existing 

sexual divisions of labour, the Bureau eventually produced the Women's Equal Employment 

Opportunity Act (WEEO) in 1970. This Act, which addressed gender discrimination in 

employment actively promoted "anti-discrimination initiatives based on equal rights concepts of 

employment equity."  That same year, the Ontario government established the provincial Royal 

Commission on the Status of Women, modeled on the federal government committee.  Sangster 

notes, 

The WEEO Act was conceived within a paradigm of "equal opportunity not equality of 
outcome"; this emphasis on individual rights and the integration of women into the 
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existing workforce did reinforce a liberal and limiting view of economic and social 
change. The government was not interested in fundamentally challenging the sexual 
division of labour in the workplace or the broader structural relations of wage labour, 
indeed, the bill contained significant loopholes to soften the negative economic 
implications for small, and to a lesser extent, large employers. In some ways, the bill 

simply reflected emerging political and economic realities. 
234

 

This tension between competing visions of what equality meant, as discussed earlier, played out 

in the actions of teachers at a classroom level. For some teachers this meant providing their 

students with the same opportunities; others challenged the embedded bias in resources and 

subject disciplines, as well as the systemic inequality in the school system itself.  The Equal 

Opportunity and Affirmative Action Unit of the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Skills 

Development worked closely with the Ontario Women's Directorate (OWD) to develop policies, 

short term and long term strategies, and coordinate programs and initiatives to work towards 

achieving equal opportunity in Ontario schools.  

 The Ontario government's second step involved plans for action and conferences and 

publications to publicly recognize the work of the Women's Bureau and Women's Directorate 

(OWD).  In 1979, the government published a report entitled "Today and Tomorrow" that 

assessed the progress of equal opportunity policy initiatives implemented between 1973 and 

1978.
235

  The OWD, which reported to the Minister Responsible for Women's Issues was then 

established to "coordinate the development and communication of programs and policies for 

women..", and included educational policies. Headed by an Assistant Deputy Minister, the OWD 

reported to the minister responsible for women's issues. The organization coordinated the 

development of policies and programs "with the aim of social and economic equality for women 

in the province of Ontario." 
236

  The Directorate assumed the responsibility for the Ontario 
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Women's Bureau (founded in 1963), the Women's Crown Employees Office (founded in 1974) 

and the Ontario Status of Women Council (1974). 
237

  

 The United Nations had designated 1975 as International Women's Year and 1975-1985 

the Decade for Women in order to recognize the important contributions women had made to the 

development of nations and to also promote economic, social and political equality between men 

and women. 
238

 An international United Nations-sponsored conference was held in Mexico City, 

and produced: "The World Plan of Action."  The plan contained guidelines for each nation to 

follow over the next decade 1975-1985. In the fall of 1977, the Canadian government undertook 

the preparation of a "Canadian Plan of Action," which contained an educational component.
239

 

In April 1978 the Ontario Cabinet requested that a report be prepared that detailed provincial 

strategies, targets and priorities to address the Canadian Plan and an Inter-Ministerial Committee 

was established to prepare the document. 
240

 The following year an "Advisory Council on Equal 

Opportunity for Women" was established and chaired by the Director of the Women's Bureau. 

Council members representing business and labour advised the Minister of Labour on the best 

methods to promote Affirmative Action for women. In addition to formal government structures 

which existed for women, many ministries and agencies provided services for women, such as 

the employment branch of the Ministry of Labour, which investigated equal pay cases, 

community services, women on welfare and childcare. The Minister of Education "provided 
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services to women through the development of bias free curricula."
241

  This provides evidence 

that the government responded to women's demands through traditional governmental structures.  

 The Ontario government made frequent declarations about women's new role in public 

documents. One government report noted that the "role of women in our society has shifted 

dramatically. Their full participation in all aspects of our society will continue to grow, 

especially in non-traditional fields."  Published in 1982, this report stated "projections recently 

published by the Federal Ministry of Employment and Immigration predict that by the year 2000 

equality of male and female in the workforce will be achieved."
242

 The report also noted the 

responsibility of schools to provide "similar educational opportunities for both sexes and offer 

role models to compliment and reinforce school programs."
243

   

 The third step involved making change to educational systems; this included policy 

changes, educational conferences and curricular government publications. The Ontario Ministry 

of Education Affirmative Action policies evolved throughout the 1970s; first as a series of 

official memoranda and letters requesting school boards to establish voluntary programs and 

improve the status of women within their boards, and then through the official appointment of 

individuals and committees. 
244

  In 1973 the Ontario government created a seventeen member 

council to address the "advancement of women" within the province. Laura Sabia was the 

committee chair and noted that "equal opportunities, equal responsibilities and choices-these 

were our goals." 
245

 In 1974, the Ministry, along with other Ontario ministries in the public 
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sector, introduced an Affirmative Action program for women. Statistics show however that many 

of these steps had only limited outcomes.
246

  

 In terms of curricula, a number of research studies took place throughout the 1970s to 

address issues of Sex-role stereotyping in textbooks and learning resource materials, such as the 

report produced by the "Ad Hoc Committee Respecting the Status of Women in the North York 

System", 1975, that revealed substantial Sex-role stereotyping in course materials.
247

 To address 

these results, government agencies organized a conference to "assist educators in the ongoing 

task of developing a learning environment that is free from Sex-role stereotyping of males and 

females and a curriculum that accurately depicts the roles of women."
248

  The "Sex-role 

Stereotyping and Women’s Studies" Conference was held at Queen’s Park in 1978 and was 

jointly sponsored by the Ontario Ministry of Education and the Toronto Board of Education.
249

  

The introduction to the report notes that the conference and resource guide for teachers will 

provide "Units" of instruction for teachers to use within their course studies and states that “Each 

section is complete in itself and flexible enough to be inserted into, or adapted for, course 

developed from a number of Ministry guidelines," adding, "The responsibility of the selection of 

units and resources remains at the local level."  This language is evidence of how gender equity 

was thought about: as an add-on. In a few easy steps, by plugging in these "Units," teachers can 

presumably achieve equity in their classrooms. Although this was presented as a first step, this 

became the standard for how women’s resource materials remained as add-ons. 
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 A resource guide, its cover printed in pink, was also developed from the conference 

workshops and published the following year. It contained stand-alone units and individual lesson 

ideas for each of the subject areas and also provided overall guidance for implementation within 

schools, a bibliography and contacts. 
250

  The suggested units were meant to be "inserted" into 

already established course examinations. The resource guide reaffirmed the central role of the 

teacher in implementing Ministry policies by noting, "The degree to which teachers will be 

successful in creating an educational environment free from sex stereotypes will be determined 

by their willingness to analyze it and affect changes where these are considered necessary." 
251

 

The resource guide provided numerous strategies for implementation and recommended resource 

lists, leaving the bulk of the work to educators. 

 The success of the conference and the follow-up resource guide is not well known, 

although several teachers in this study acknowledged that they were aware of government 

initiatives. One could argue that by making this conference optional and by promoting it as 

"women's" issues, the Ministry had clearly chosen to set gender equity apart from mainstream 

curricula.  By supporting the concept of "inserting" prepared "Units" within subject curricula and 

based on local approval, schools boards allowed educators the option to opt out: many of them 

did. The results were therefore local and included only minor changes to curricula materials.  

The government's intentions in addressing curricula change was, right from the beginning, to set 

women apart from the main curricula by allowing for stand-alone units and opportunities for 

supplementary additions. By developing independent units, schools boards demonstrated a 

response to feminist demands without making major overhauls to the curricula. The intention 

was to provide supplementary materials, not to create new textbooks.  

 By the 1980s the Ministry took further steps to address gender equity by placing a greater 

emphasis on opening doors for women to accept positions of responsibility. A conference held in 

March, 1984 and entitled, "Focus on Leadership: Affirmative Action in Schools," established a 

government "incentive fund" to "encourage school boards to develop and implement Affirmative 
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Action programs for female employees." 
252

  Not all school boards followed. The Toronto Board 

of Education was progressive in developing policies for its schools.
253

  The introduction to the 

1986 Status of Women Report noted that the Ontario Ministry of Education was "dedicated to 

the principle of equal opportunity for women both within the Ministry and all levels of the 

educational systems."
254

  These conferences were presented to the public as confirmation that 

school boards were doing their job in addressing systemic inequities. The output from the 

Ministry of Education around issues of Affirmative Action was substantial, and school boards 

ensured that parents received updates on a regular basis through newsletters and school 

pamphlets. 
255

  Equal opportunity meant opening more doors for individuals. It was certainly an 

important first step, but it also was limited in its outcomes. Just because female students had 

more course options or women teachers had more opportunities to become principals did not 

necessarily mean that systemic inequities were addressed.  

 By the fall of 1985 all publicly funded school boards were required to submit an annual 

report on Affirmative Action for women employees to the Minister of Education. 
256

  The 

Ontario Ministry of Education choose to address gender inequities within schools by attacking 
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inappropriate behaviour and biased curricula, as opposed to developing strategies for a major 

systemic change. The Ministry of Education continued to expand school board policies on 

guidance and counseling services, family studies and industrial arts in schools, and adapted 

guidelines for evaluating texts and resource materials on "bias and discriminatory stereotypes 

based on sex".
257

 All curriculum documents, policy circulars, guidelines and resources and 

support documents were rewritten or revised to reflect the Ministry's "growing commitment to 

the philosophy of sex-equity permeating all aspects of the schools' curriculum, policies, teaching 

methods and materials, and assessment procedures as well as attitudes and expectations of its 

staff and all of its interaction with students, parents and community." 
258

 The Ontario Ministry of 

Education published a wide range of support documents to assist teachers in translating policies 

into classroom practice. Documents included Changing Roles in a Changing World: A Resource 

Guide Focusing on the Female Student; Girls and Women in Society: A Resource List; Sex Role 

Stereotyping and Women's Studies: A Resource Guide; Sex-role Stereotyping: Incidence and 

Implications for Guidance and Counseling of Students; and  Sex Equity in Elementary 

Education: Bridging the Gap.259
 Individual subjects were examined and Ministry materials were 

designed to reflect a policy of non-sexist language.
260

  All textbooks listed on the Ministry's 

Circular 14 (approved texts for schools in Ontario) were to be examined for sexist language and 

Sex-role stereotyping.  
261

  For feminist activists the focus on individuals diminished group 

advocacy for gender equity.  
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 The fourth government step involved the publication of government support documents 

and curriculum packages for teachers.  Two policies, "The Formative Years" (1975) and 

"Circular H.S.1" (1979-81), recognized the need to include the experiences and contributions of 

women accurately within subject curricula. 
262

  In order to assist in the implementation of these 

policies, the Ontario government developed a number of support documents. Changing Roles in 

a Changing World: A Resource Guide Focusing on the Female Student, published by the Ontario 

Ministry of Education in 1975, noted that teachers faced the challenge of exploring new "trends" 

by coming to terms with the changes through and examination of attitudes towards the changing 

roles of women in society.
263

   The document discussed the changes taking place within society 

and the ways in which legislation had responded to ensure greater equity in the workplace. It 

raised practical and philosophical questions about the educational opportunities available for 

female students and focused on the responsibility of the individual teacher. The document 

contained a list of resources.  Girls and Women in Society: A Resource List by the Ontario 

Ministry of Education, 1977, was a further response and provided additional resource materials. 

The document noted, "This resource list stems from a growing concern that recognition be given 

in the curriculum to the roles of girls and women in Canadian society and the world at large, and 

to the contributions they have made to society in general." 
264

 The list of "non-sexist" learning 

resource materials in this collection received financial support from the Ministry of Education, 

the Federation of Women Teachers’ Associations of Ontario, and Teachers' Federations. Some 

materials were in French. The list included books, and audio-visual materials such as films. 

Although it was a limited list of resource materials, it reveals steps taken at that time to include 

scholarship in the field of women's studies and women's history.  

 The resource lists and publications in the 1970s were a hands-on response to address 

curricula demands by teachers. There was, however, limited directed follow-up by the Ministry 
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and individual teachers were expected to follow the initial lead presented by the government. 

The problem was that few teachers were aware of the documents and only a few interested 

teachers took further action. Many teachers noted they included women's narratives when it felt 

right. One teacher asserts,  

Materials about women just gradually got into history teaching—it seemed to be 
accomplished in the sense that it wasn't ever a crisis. I included women when examining 
the Industrial Revolution and of course the Royal Commission on the Status of Women. I 
used material from the Commission. In the 1980s we used material about race and so I 

included women in the Underground Railroad.
265

 

Teachers interviewed for this study indicated they were aware of overall Affirmative Action 

initiatives but felt that inclusion of women's materials was somewhat optional and, as well, were 

faced with adapting numerous board policies.
266

  Multicultural education, for example, involved 

policies that recognized and supported "cultural diversity."
267

  The interviews revealed that 

because teachers lived in diverse communities in the city of Toronto, multicultural education 

often seemed more pressing to them. One teacher who was part of a school board writing team in 

the 70s noted the wide support for materials to address the growing number of "visible 

minorities" in the Toronto school board. The teacher acknowledged,  

The school [where I was a teacher] was changing by then. We were getting a larger 
number of visible minority kids in the classrooms. People didn’t see girls as a minority in 
the same way that they saw Blacks. I would say at the school, race trumped gender every 
time, and you would identify people more, if you were talking about groups of students, 
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on the basis of their ethnic, cultural, or racial background than you would on their gender. 

I probably even tended to see it more that way too.
268

 

This teacher and others noted the challenges in negotiating through the wide range of equity 

expectations placed on them during this period by the school board. The Ministry of Education 

encouraged school boards to develop and implement equity policy criteria to govern the creation 

of curriculum guidelines and the selection of instructional materials resources to "reflect the 

realities of multi-racial/multicultural society and to demonstrate a commitment to equity." 
269

  

These policies might have provided an additional window in which to include women in the 

curriculum, but many teachers found little integration between policies; competing issues often 

caused tensions between teachers and programs. One educator asserted, 

I don’t think they’re entirely separate issues, [multiculturalism and gender equity] but 
they were treated as separate things and I’m not sure that they should have been—[we 
were] looking at stereotyping people. But it was almost as if, ‘Ok, let’s do 
multiculturalism now, let's do antiracism now, and not look at what we’ve learned and 
realize all the issues there for women were/are there as well in those other issues.’ For a 
lot of people I think multiculturalism and antiracism were much more legitimate issues 

than dealing with women’s issues and that’s too bad.
270

 

Teachers were left to the task of integrating policies with little support or guidance. Teachers in 

Toronto schools faced a wide variety of challenges that came with teaching in a large urban 

centre such as issues of class, cultural diversity and multiple languages. School board policies 

tried to address many of these challenges but the overlap of policies and lack of hands-on support 

often left teachers scrambling for resources and implementation tools. 
271

  Myra Novogrodsky, in 

her efforts as Affirmative Action Coordinator Programs (Women's Studies), provided substantial 

support and worked with communities to develop Affirmative Action materials that supported 

women, labour issues as well as multiculturalism--but it proved to be a major task. 
272
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 Competing initiatives were part of the issues facing feminist advocates to bring women's 

materials into the history curricula; the other concern was the ways in which the issues related to 

gender inequity were heavily weighted on issues related to job equity. The focus on the lack of 

women in positions of responsibility was central to Ministry and school board initiatives.
273

 

Affirmative Action forces, developed throughout the 1970s and 1980s set a precedent with 

concerns over equal employment opportunities and equal pay.
274

  Feminist activists and scholars, 

however, remained focused on changing curriculum: addressing concerns over the omission and 

marginalization of women in learning resource materials and demanding further board attention.  

Government policies, action plans and resource documents kickstarted the process of addressing 

gender inequities within schools and curricula but did so by setting low expectations and placing 

the responsibility predominantly on teachers. The school system focused on individual needs and 

broadening choice to reflect diverse student needs but retained traditional frameworks, thus 

explaining why Aboriginal narratives, women's narratives and those of minorities only received 

isolated placements within the new curricula. The governmental steps had an impact in initiating 

change and certainly highlighted women's studies and the need to address the omission of 

women in the curriculum. Governments addressed social movement demands by creating 

opportunities, and this was an important first step; however, there was limited regulated follow 

through and this narrowed the possibilities for gender equity curricula. 
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 Feminist theorists have analyzed the ways in which state systems responded to the 

women's movement demands, noting the ways in which a focus on the individual confirmed 

established social dominance based on gender.  This provides an understanding of how state-

based change has been interpreted within academia. Anne Philips argues that democratic systems 

focused less on group representation and more on the idea of the ideal citizen,
275

 which helped to 

maintain established social hierarchies. 
276

 Philips notes that abstract individualism imposes a 

unitary conception of human needs and concerns as society is structured around "systemic 

inequalities and recurrent exclusions." 
277

 Philips suggests that the “needs” of women, for 

example, became defined as a “special case” by state education systems.
278

 To address the real 

demands of the women's movement would require a considerable analysis of institutional 

frameworks that restricted or marginalized women. Phillips’ idea of the “special case” echoes the 

Ontario government’s decision to create special “Units” to “include” women in the curriculum.  

Resources distributed by the Ontario government in the 70s demonstrate the ways in which 

including women in the curriculum was viewed in this way.  The first Ministry Resource Guide, 

for example, noted" It is hoped that all teachers will find it [the guide] useful in the complicated 

task of developing a curriculum suited to the needs of both male and female students."
279

  This 

study demonstrates the government’s failure to provide appropriate integration of women; 

women's "Units" functioned as tokenistic add-ons that did not result in a holistic, fully integrated 

history curriculum.  

    Carole Pateman equates "individual" with masculinity embedded liberal notions related 

to sex and property. Capitalist systems supported male freedoms that included the subjugation of 
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women. 
280

 Pateman's arguments underlie a key issue in this study: the Ministry and the school 

boards as liberal state institutions, reflected in policies such as the Hall Dennis Report, 

demonstrated that the state supported equal opportunity for all individual students. However, 

providing all individuals equal opportunities is not equality.  The distinction between the 

individual and the collective is further explored by a number of scholars such as Mary O'Brien, 

Catherine McKinnon and Mary Hawkesworth. Liberal states have historically supported 

individual freedom and economic rights. O'Brien notes, "Liberalism has progressively 

substituted the notion of equality of opportunity for the putatively unattainable equality of 

worldly condition. Education is the structure in which all children are said to start equal. After 

that, they are on their own, and the state has done its duty." 
281

 Rebecca Coulter notes the ways 

in which a greater focus on individualism throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s resulted in 

changes to government sex-equity policies. She notes, "The emphasis on 'self-reliance' and 

rampant individualism threatened any systemic or structural interpretation of gender-equity 

policies." Coulter gives as an example of the ways in which sex-equity policies in the secondary 

school program of studies in Ontario were replaced in the 1990s with anti-discrimination 

statements that avoided references to gender.
282

   

 Susan Russell argues that social hierarchies existed in schools because they mirror male-

dominated, capitalist systems and she adds that "schools contribute to the social reproduction of 

class and gender" and do so through the social organization of the school, advice from guidance 

counselors and administrators, through teacher-student interactions and through the content 
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presented in the curriculum.
283

 If schools contribute to the social reproduction of gender 

divisions, then adequately addressing issues of gender means dismantling long established 

structures of power hierarchies tied to larger state economic outcomes.  This might explain why 

changes to curriculum focused on individual women and stand-alone units, rather than 

fundamental curricula change. But schools needed to demonstrate concern for gender inequities 

to maintain the myth of schools as the "great equalizers" of a liberal society, and therefore steps 

had to be taken to address the gender imbalances. In her book Teaching Community: A Pedagogy 

of Hope, bell hooks argues that capitalist systems adapt and maintain an interest in the diversity 

of individuals as a way to expand markets; schools play a part in maintaining market-based 

capitalism.
284

  

 

 

Chapter Conclusion 

 These examples and others demonstrate that state institutions implemented policies that 

officially made discriminatory practices unacceptable, while at the same time they kept 

differences intact and shifted the responsibility for change to those individuals working within 

state systems.  As Russell argues, schools, as representative of the state, seek to maintain 

stability through support of existing hierarchal systems and thus replicate the status quo. The 

feminist movement was certainly a catalyst in transforming systems of education to address 

blatant discriminatory practices. Angela Miles notes that women's activism was central to 

making women visible and valuable to the world. Feminists, she argues "consciously structure 

their practice to maximize personal transformation as both means and end of a struggle which 

explicitly refuses the separation of process and product and means and end." 
285

 In other words, 

women needed to find alternative systems that affirmed their own value and vision; one that 
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reflected their own experiences and practices. But with state institutions pushing back, it was 

difficult for reformers to make major systemic change.  

 Academic scholarship continued to bring gender inequities in curriculum to the attention 

of teachers and the public. History, a subject steeped in male experiences was targeted by 

feminist scholars who had been researching, writing and publishing throughout this period. 

Government steps indicate an effort to address societal demands and the social activism of the 

period, but also reveal a safe and non-invasive form of curricula reform. Their concept of change 

centred on individual student needs and broadening historical examinations in order to include 

more disciplines and make the past more 'relevant'. However, steps on how to ensure school 

historical examinations were more inclusive were unclear. Further work by teachers, 

communities and feminist scholars was required to initiate real change. 

 Under the guise of celebrating women's 'unique place' within the curriculum, the Ministry 

of Education in Ontario failed to provide the steps for real integration. While it was mandated by 

the United Nations, and there was social pressure to comply with equity policies, their actions 

were never sustained beyond the required initial responses. However, the women’s committees 

on the Toronto Board of Education, as the next chapter discusses, took on the colossal task of 

trying to expand and broaden the Ministry's initiatives of the late 1970s. 
286

  Their job would 

prove to be substantial, as committees and feminist educators took on the enormous task of 

educating teachers, parents, administrators and students to accept women's studies and gender 

equity in their schools and course examinations. The biggest challenge would be to change 
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prevailing attitudes and to deal with the slow reduction of school board support directed 

specifically to women's studies and women's issues.
287
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Chapter 3 

 

"Strategies for Change": The Toronto Board of Education’s Actions and 
Initiatives 

 

The study of  women is futurist in many ways, and, as such, cannot be ignored; 
the presently disadvantaged majority will not cease in their quest for equality of 

opportunity--changes will continue to take place and students should be 

educated for those changes
288

 
 
 

 

 Dozens of feminist groups founded organizations throughout the city of Toronto, 

especially during the years 1963-1973. The city’s thriving arts community served as a space for 

women's voices. Feminist materials were plentiful and accessible. "Consciousness Raising" 

groups were a common part of most city events and many organizations published locally 

produced newsletters and pamphlets.
289

  Women's studies grew out of this environment of 

inquiry, writing, discussion and publication. One feminist noted, "Everywhere you went people 

were exchanging material, reading newspapers, speaking with scholars, attending readings: we 
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were living in a period of revolutionary feminism." 
290

 As we saw in the previous chapter, the 

women’s movement had an active place in Toronto, which extended into educational arenas 

during the 1970s. Many groups embraced New Left political activism in the city, forming The 

Toronto Women's Liberation Movement, The New Feminists, The Feminist Action League, The 

Women's Caucus and Women's Press, to name only a few.
291

 Toronto chapters of the Canadian 

Voice of Women for Peace (VOW) responded to the potential threat of nuclear war and nuclear 

testing.
292

  As noted earlier, the 1970 report from the Royal Commission on the Status of 

Women contained recommendations to strengthen women's position in Canada. 
293

 The Toronto 

"Strategy for Change" conference was attended by a number of local women's groups.
294

  The 

Toronto Women's Caucus met regularly and published The Velvet Fist. 295
 Women wanted to be 

connected, organizing support for a wide range of local women's events, shows and issues. 

Toronto was a vibrant city of arts and culture and provided a wide range of opportunities for 

women to form networks.  

 The Toronto Board of Education therefore provides an important lens through which to 

analyze the effects of the women's movement on education, as it was the largest board in the 

province and was situated in a city where there was a large and active feminist community. 

Education reformers in Toronto, influenced and supported by a wide range of feminist 

organizations, tried to insert women into the curriculum because they believed that this would 

create greater gender equality within society more generally. The substantial work being done on 

an individual basis to affect change in the classroom is a crucial and an often underexplored part 
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of the history of the women's movement. When given options, some history teachers chose not to 

opt out and instead decided to change history curricula in their own classrooms. These educators 

had an impact on their students, their subject departments, and their communities- including the 

ways in which they were able to alter the course of curricula development and impact the ways 

in which students think critically about the world, and in the case of history, the past. If attempts 

to include more women into the history curriculum were part of a wider movement of social 

activism, evidence for this can be found in the various women’s committees within the Toronto 

Board of Education, who argued that school boards were responsible to provide materials to 

support gender equality. As Linda Briskin notes in her reflections of the women's movement, "I 

remember the early discussions about how women's studies would be the educational arm of the 

women's movement"
296

 and Thelma McCormack adds that women’s studies “would be a 

measure of academic freedom."
297

 The link between women's activism and women's studies was 

clearly there. 

 This chapter explores two overall aspects of developments within the Toronto Board of 

Education between the 1968-1993 period. The work of the school board to implement 

progressive social movement ideas through the development of initiatives and opportunities for 

students and staff as well as the work of the Toronto Board's women's committees to support 

teachers who saw their work within classrooms as a means to infuse social justice beliefs are 

examined in this chapter.  My focus is on curricula development and support and, specifically, 

the inclusion of women as historical subjects in the history curriculum. I investigate how board 

initiatives directly or indirectly affected teacher pedagogy, teacher professional development and 

access to learning resources.  The work of the school board to affect change was confined to the 

work of the women’s committees, and feminist educators who already had an interest and were 

already active in promoting women. Change took place from within and reflected the work of 

teachers and educators who were interested in educational reform. 

                                                 

296
 Linda Briskin, "Socialist Feminist and Activist Educator," in Wendy Robbins et al., eds., Minds of Our Own, 

297-303. Briskin adds, "I continue to believe that women's studies can offer a vehicle to promote not only 
consciousness, but also activism. I fact, I have argued that women's agency should be central to the vision for 
women's studies in the twenty-first century." 
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 Canadian Woman Studies, 6 no.3 (Summer/Fall, 1985). 
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 The Toronto Board provided both a supportive and a restrictive environment in which to 

advocate for change. This chapter provides further evidence to support the work of scholars who 

argue that state institutions were embedded in systems of power and were reluctant to change.
298

 

The "entrenched sexism," as Deborah Gorham argues, meant that minor changes that took place 

within state institutions also left numerous ways in which women's experiences were also 

undermined. Gorham notes, "The establishment of women's studies degree programs may have 

looked like solid recognition, but often it served to disguise our continued marginalization and 

dampen the power of our initial demands." 
299

  This quotation reflects the paradoxical nature of 

the creation of women-specific courses or programs, often once women have been isolated, be it 

in educational units, or academic departments, it reinforces a separateness that could ultimately 

make them expendable. Wendy Brown recognizes this paradox as well when she asks "Can the 

same juridical discourse obscure and articulate social inequality, serve as an instrument of 

entrenching inequality and as a means of redressing it?" 
300

 In other words, do the mechanisms 

that have entrenched socioeconomic inequality in neo-liberal institutions such as schools and 

within capitalist societies also act as a barrier to state initiatives that seek to provide 

opportunities for greater equality? 

 Scholars have suggested that modern Western feminism was constructed within accepted 

understandings of liberal individualism in which women had been marginalized or excluded. 

Mary O'Brien notes that liberalism regards the state "as an organizational device to maintain 

stability" and she adds that a liberal ideology of education, although "posited as an affirmation of 
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 See for example, Sheila Rowbotham, Hidden from History: 300 Years of Women's Oppression and the Fight 

Against it (London: Pluto Press, 1977); Nancy Adamson and Linda Briskin, Feminist Organizing for Change 
(Toronto: Oxford Univ. Press, 1988); Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of History (New York: Columbia 
University, 1988) and more recently Women’s Studies on the Edge (Duke University, 2008) Gerda Lerner,  The 
Creation of Patriarchy ( New York: Oxford University Press, 1986 ) and Living with History/Making Social Change  
(Chapel Hill: North Carolina Press, 2009). 
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 Deborah Gorham, "Transforming the Academy and the World," in Minds of Our Own, 120-125. See also Mary 

O'Brien, "Feminism and the Politics of Education," Interchange, 17, no. 2 (summer, 1986): 91-105. O'Brien noted 
that educational systems and school curricula were structured hierarchical, profoundly conservative, and "bastions of 
male supremacy and ruling class power." 
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 Wendy Brown, "The Impossibility of Women's Studies," Differences: A Journal of Feminist Cultural Studies. 

9.3 (Fall, 1997). Brown argues "forms of power that produce gender or class are themselves saturated with that 
production "...We are not simply oppressed but produced through these discourses, a production that is historically 
complex, contingent, and occurs through formations that do not honor analytically distinct identity categories." 
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individual freedom" has, in practice, continued to be "highly sensitive to the workforce and the 

ideological needs of a capitalist mode of production." 
301

 Academic institutions, such as school 

boards, may espouse universal liberalism and support for individual freedoms but they also 

contain entrenched inequities. The women's movement challenged liberal state systems' failure to 

recognize women equally and this further challenged the very core of what the institutions 

represented.  

 Geraldine Pratt asserts, "We need to worry about the ways that contextualized 

geographies work in relation to each other to create conditions for ‘double positions’ taken in the 

name of universal norms. Often these ‘doubled positions’ emerge because there are competing 

universalisms at stake (women's equality versus economic liberalism)."
302

  This “double 

position” is apparent when examining the history of the Toronto Board of Education's response 

to women's activism in the 1970s. As a liberal state institution, the Toronto Board had to respond 

to the blatant discriminatory practices that violated labour laws and human rights legislation. It 

also had to establish clear Affirmative Action plans in order to support provincial legislation 

requirements. The implementation of programs or changes to curricula were decided and enacted 

by the Toronto Board because of the pressing needs to comply with state legislation. This chapter 

examines the Toronto Board's responses to the legislative demands to include women in course 

studies and suggests that the board's decisions reflect the broader issues and difficult choices 

embedded within the women's movement. The Toronto Board advocated for equity, but by virtue 

of its position as a state institution, issues of equity were still marginalized. 

 

Toronto Board of Education: A "Progressive" School Board 

 Having taken initial steps to address the women's movement's activism through a series 

of governmental policies, provincial conferences, and the establishment of women's committees, 
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 Mary O'Brien, "Feminism and the Politics of Education,  Interchange, 17, no. 2 (summer, 1986): 91-105 See 

also Ruth Pierson, "The History of Women and Paid Work" in Paula Bourne, ed., Women’s Paid and Unpaid Work: 
Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (Toronto: New Hogtown Press, 1985). 
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 Geraldine Pratt, Working Feminism (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2004), 90. Pratt, a professor of 

human geography, notes that 'double positions' are often part of universal liberal norms, such as Canada supporting 
sexual harassment legislation while accepting the rights of US or Canadian firms to operate outside these norms of 
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the Ontario Ministry of Education left follow-up steps to individual school boards. As the 

Ministry had not fully developed any strategies to ensure the implementation of resource 

materials about women into history curricula, it was incumbent upon each school board to 

provide access to resource materials about women to support teachers through professional 

development days and/or learning resource libraries. The Toronto Board of Education took on 

this responsibility in a proactive way by providing support for the development of women's 

committees, women's outreach programs and collaboration with educators to develop and 

disseminate learning resource materials for the humanities and social sciences and provides a 

case study for this chapter.  

 The Toronto Board was viewed as “progressive” by many educators working within and 

outside of the board. Individual teachers in this study used the term “progressive” to mean that 

the school board leaned towards the political Left, was open to a range of new initiatives, and 

provided teachers with networks of support and resources in order to implement a wide range of 

liberal educational ideas. 
303

 The majority of trustees on the Toronto school board were Left-

leaning supporters and a large number were women.  Fiona Nelson, a leading force for women's 

rights, was first elected to the Toronto Board in 1969 and remained in her position until the mid-

1970s.
304

  In his examination of the history of the Toronto Board equity initiatives, Tim 

McCaskell suggests the progressive reputation of the school board began in the late 1960s when 

a new batch of progressive trustees, actively engaged within communities, were elected in order 

to implement change. He notes   

In the elections of late 1969, reformers became a significant voice at the Toronto Board 
of Education for the first time. The genie was out of the bottle. The days when trustees 
were expected to do little were over. Unlike most of their predecessors, these new reform 
trustees …were in close contact with schools and well acquainted with local school and 
parent communities….Progressive trustees could carry concerns forward to formal board 
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 Teacher N. Interview by author, Toronto: October 13, 2009. This teacher notes "The Toronto Board was a head 

of its time. It had lots of money. It had two Coordinators, two History and two Social Sciences…People open to new 
ideas-people who wanted to work on things had an opportunity." What she is stressing is that the Board provided 
numerous avenues of support for those interested. 
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 For details about the work of NDP Trustees at the Toronto Board of Education see: Marie Hammond, Sexual 

Equity for the Schools: Women's Studies and Affirmative Action at the Toronto Board in the 1970's  (M.A. Thesis, 
University of Toronto, 1990) and Tim McCaskell, Race To Equity: Disrupting Educational Inequity (Toronto: 
Between the Lines, 2005). 
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committees. Under the influence of the reformers, the Board began to experiment with 

real democracy."
305

 

The Board's "progressivism" relates to its liberal mindedness, support for social movement 

activism and willingness to respond to public concerns. The Toronto Board was situated in one 

of the most culturally and ethnically diverse cities in Canada and as such, one might argue, had 

little option than to demonstrate progressive initiatives that supported the changes taking place 

within local school communities. But it is important for this study to differentiate between the 

term progressive to mean liberal minded, and progressivism as a more wide-ranging force. 

Although the school board itself may have offered a wide range of broad minded options for 

progressive minded educators, it did not necessarily enforce many of these initiatives-choosing 

instead to provide opportunities to those educators seeking them. Teachers in the school board 

and parents in the community were made aware of new policies, new resource options and 

educational opportunities but teachers acted independently: the Toronto Board did not act as 

curriculum police. Individual teachers delivered curriculum based on pedagogical decisions of 

their own and those based on a variety of influences and ideas. Debates about 'progressive' 

versus 'traditional' pedagogy, examined in Chapter One, continued to be disputed throughout this 

period and teachers, even in a "progressive" school board, could choose not to deliver curriculum 

in a "progressive" manner.  

 As Ministry equity policies provided limited direction to guide boards on the specific 

steps to integrate women into course studies, the Toronto Board initiated a number of specific 

programs to address the inequities facing girls and women in its school board. It also addressed 

the development of curriculum materials and authorized the purchase of resources. These overall 

initiatives reflected the Board's approach to gender inequity: address human resources issues and 

address curriculum resources. The Board focused on three specific areas: the formation and 

development of women's committees; the support of feminist educators' work in developing and 

purchasing Board resource materials; and, outreach initiatives which helped support feminist 

networks and provide opportunities for curricular development. Although Board initiatives were 

often situated within different branches of the school board, this chapter, and the next, will 
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illustrate there was enough in common to suggest a clear Board response in addressing women's 

issues in Toronto. 

 Many Toronto Board teachers were active in local women’s groups who argued that Sex-

role stereotyping, the lack of strong female role-models and narratives about women were factors 

contributing to women’s inequality.306
  The Toronto Board had a long history of parental 

involvement which had resulted in the opening of a number of alternative schools in the city. 

These were schools in which parents were directly engaged in decisions about the school and the 

curricula. 
307

  Many parents in the city core were active in their local communities, working with 

local schools to advocate for more democratic programs and environments. Parents in Toronto 

attended Toronto Board meetings and volunteered at their local schools, sitting on parent 

councils and advocating for greater equity and social justice. The Toronto Community Schools 

Newspaper, for example, published between 1971-1974, represented a group of parents, students, 

teachers and other community members who were concerned about the quality of education in 

Toronto and who believed that a community paper would provide an important communication 

link for shared dialogue and action plans within their communities and beyond.  Similar to others 

during the 1970s, the paper contained articles about current issues in education and provided 

important updates on legislative changes in education; many of the articles examined issues 

related to gender, race and class in the city.   

 A number of Toronto parents supported the establishment of alternative schools. In the 

first edition of the paper, for example, "Parents for a Hall-Dennis School" opened an alternative 

school, MAGU, in North York.
308

 In January 1972, MAGU was featured in the Ontario 

education journal, New Dimensions, which noted the schools designation as an "ungraded 

                                                 

306
 During the 1970s several research studies were conducted. See: Ad Hoc Committee Respecting the Status of 

Women in the North York System, 1975; Elaine Batcher, Alison Winter, Vicki Wright, The More Things Change-- 
the More they Stay the Same (Toronto: Federation of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario, 1987) Conference 
on Sex-role Stereotyping and Women's Studies and Report (Toronto: Ontario Ministry of Education, 1978)  

307
 Toronto Alternative schools included Alpha, Seed, Contact, Downtown and Quest, to name a few. 

308
 Myra Novogrodsky: private collection.  Toronto Community School Newspaper was published 1971-1974. 

MAGU stood for Multi Aged Group Unit and was an open concept school. The community newspapers are in a 
bound book with no page numbers. It is a collection of the Community School newspaper and other 
documents/articles related to community news from this period. 
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experimental project." Most adults at the school were volunteers and students learned through 

discovery and experimentation. Defined as a "free school" MAGU, like other alternative schools 

in Toronto, allowed children to choose activities and work collaboratively with little 

competition.
309

  The city supported a large number of community advocacy groups whose 

concerns about schools and education in general were widely published through local papers.
310

 

The Board funded events, workshops and publications that included the work of well-known 

scholars within various fields such as sociology, curriculum, philosophy, race relations and 

noting these initiatives through public newsletters and media releases.
311

 Parents, students, 

teachers, union leaders, trustees and others were prominent at various times as school activists to 

ensure that children's needs were being addressed.
312

   

 This Magazine is About Schools, a local community paper, advocated that schools should 

reflect changes taking place in the city as it grew in diversity and size. NOW, another large local 

paper, examined the specific needs of working-class and immigrant communities. 
313

 The active 

parental community and expanding ethnic communities began to have a more powerful public 

voice over curricula in schools. Educators and parents demanded a more inclusive curriculum 

that better reflected the changing demographics and growing population in Toronto. The Toronto 

School Board therefore faced major expectations from the city teachers, parents and educators 

who demanded that schools reflect a greater diversity in programming and curricula, address 

both immigrant and "inner-city" children's needs, provide alternative schools or programs to 

better reflect specific student needs, and reflect social moment concerns over race, class, gender, 

peace and the environment. Feminist educators, many of whom were parents, who worked for 
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 Toronto Community School Newspaper collection, "Ontario Education New Dimension," January 1972, 8-9. 

This article notes, schools were set up as a three year project by the North York school board.  
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 Toronto, as the largest immigrant reception city in Canada, supported a significant immigrant student population. 

Between 1971-1986, close to 30% of all immigrant arrivals to Canada were children. Dozens of studies, reports, 
booklets and papers reviewing and assessing best practices in educational programs were published for Ontario 
during this period. (see: 1986 Census of Canada). 
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 Toronto had a population of approximately 2 million in the 1970s. The Toronto Board had approx. 166 schools. 

(see: StatsCanada). 
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 For a history of parent/ school community activism see: Kari Dehli, Parent Activism and School Reform in 

Toronto. (Toronto: OISE, October 1994). 
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the Toronto Board sought support to improve opportunities and conditions for girls and women 

in schools. Their activism was instrumental in pushing for Affirmative Action, women's studies, 

and the development of curricula materials. However, education reformers were often restricted 

in their activism due to board hierarchies and a constantly shifting political and economic 

environment.  

 By the mid 1970s public awareness of gender, class and race issues were growing, with 

research studies advocating for 'non-sexist' materials for classrooms. 
314

 Feminist posters and ads 

were prominent throughout public institutions in Toronto and at public events.
315

  In the mass 

effort to develop new perspectives, women`s educational materials evolved, supported by work 

taking place within universities. 
316

 The growth in research in women's studies and women’s 

history helped support decisions by university institutions to establish women's studies 

programs.
317

 Many Toronto teachers took women's studies courses in either undergraduate or 

part-time masters' degrees, thus exposing themselves to new scholarship in the field. 

                                                 

314
 TBE Archives/File: Dept. of EOO-Affirmative Action to 1979 (volume 1 no.2, Dec.1981) noted a province wide 

computer listing of Resources and Teaching aids as well as program development and in-serve training. The Ontario 
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Toronto Board of Education: Women's Committees 

 The first area in which the Toronto Board placed its focus was in the development and 

support of board women's committees, responding to pressure from activists within the city. One 

teacher noted, "We [feminist educators] would spend a lot of time getting together and talking 

about what we could do and this was the early feminist movement-it was the times-a lot of us 

had been to Consciousness-Raising groups.” 
318

 The influence of feminist educators was central 

in pushing the Board to take action. Myra Novogrodsky notes that the decisions by the Toronto 

Board often involved a compromise between what educators wanted and what the school board 

could accommodate. She notes,  

The position I had in 1984 was Assistant Co-ordinator of Social Studies with the special 
responsibility of Women's Studies and Labour Studies- within the curriculum division. 
Because of the political pressure to create a Women’s Studies position there was a decision 
made to locate it within the Social Studies department…[T]his was an uncomfortable 
location for Women's and Labour Studies as it was to have a cross-curricular focus, but it 

was a political compromise. 
319

  

This quotation illustrates the political nature of how women’s studies was placed within an 

established educational structure: women’s studies, by being shunted into social science, was 

reflective of the isolationist conceptualization of where to place women in the curriculum. 

Furthermore, it divorced women’s studies from the discipline of history. Trained women 

historians often taught social science courses, as history courses were viewed as the purview of 

male teachers only. 

                                                                                                                                                             

Zemon Davis offered HIS348H: "The History of Women" at the same time that a teaching collective developed the 
first introductory interdisciplinary course. Conway discusses the development of feminist inquiry at Uof T in her 
autobiography, True North: A Memoir (Toronto: A.A. Knopf Canada, 1994). Natalie Davis. Interview by author: 
Toronto: Feb. 8, 2010. Davis notes "I wanted the students to have primary materials and went to every library and 
rare bookstore in Toronto." See also Kay Armitage, "Blood on the Chapel Floor: Adventures in Women’s Studies," 
Minds of Our Own, M. Eichler, F. Descarries, M. Luxton, W. Robbins, eds. (Wilfred Laurier Press, 2008). York 
University offered a "Women in Canada Course” in the Department of Social Science, Atkinson College, in the 
1970s, and explored ways in which to expand scholarship in women's studies-offering a four year degree in 
Women's Studies in 1983-84. 

318
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 Toronto Board committees focused on a number of key areas identified as central to 

leveling the gender inequalities standard within the school board. The areas included four major 

spheres of Affirmative Action. The first encompassed expanding job opportunities and positions 

of responsibility for women working for the school board; the second established new Sex-role 

stereotype standards for curricula materials that resulted in a re-examination of learning 

resources used in classrooms and schools; the third area included restructuring school activities, 

such as sports and guidance, that had forced gender specific options for students and staff; the 

fourth involved developing resources in order to deliver curriculum that was more gender 

equitable. All of these areas were presented through an elaborate form of Toronto Board 

networking that focused on reaching out to the Board's community. One of the major forms of 

networking involved regular women's newsletters that were sent to all school board employees. 

 The Toronto Board's women's committees published a number of weekly and monthly 

newsletters that kept employees- staff, teachers and students- informed of changes to policies, 

upcoming events, opportunities and issues of relevance. Speakers within the community were 

featured and educators and board employees were made aware of departments to contact for 

further information, access to resource materials and for support. The flyers and newsletters were 

central in bringing the board community together and demonstrated the Toronto Board 

objectives. The newsletters reveal this broad community focus, endorsing the promotion of 

women, recruitment, curriculum and daycare.  

 Affirmative Action kits were also developed and in-school workshops ensured that 

schools were informed and accountable for Affirmative Action practices.
320

  Affirmative Action 

was initially part of a broader aim to provide greater opportunities for women to find leadership 
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 TBE Archives/ File: EAO-Affirmative Action envelope #5: Kit from Awareness Workshops Nov. 1979- This kit 

was designed by the Affirmative Action Committee and Women’s Liaison Committee for workshops to be held in 
schools for teachers and school employees. Susan Hunter-Harvey (chairman of the AAC) notes in the workshop 
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"work with schools to ensure that 45-60 minute workshops be undertaken in each school and board department with 
assistance of the Awareness Workshop Coordinating Committee before June 1980." The Board felt that materials 
and ideas would flow from the school board to the schools. 
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roles, and for women to find equal representation within the curriculum.
321

  Board employees 

were inundated with invitations to events, workshops and opportunities to take part in Board 

activities. Much of this was led by women who held positions within the Toronto Board's 

executive.  Although women had served as school trustees in Toronto before the 1970s, women 

had not held positions of responsibility until 1973 when the Board elected two women: Judy 

Jordan as Chair and Fiona Nelson as Vice-Chair.  These were the top two positions at the Board; 

it was the first time in history that women held both positions. Both women took seats on the 

Board by 1970. These appointments signified the Board's focus on placing women into positions 

of responsibility. The next two decades focused on increasing the number of women as 

principals, vice-principals, superintendents and in positions of responsibility on the Board 

executive.
322

 The forerunner to the Status of Women committee came into being on May 4, 

1972; it was chaired by Nelson at a Toronto Board of Education meeting when a delegation 

appeared before the board representing the Ontario Committee on the Status of Women, the 

Steering Committee of the National Action Committee on the Status of Women and the OSSTF 

District 15. 
323

 At this meeting the Board passed two resolutions: to develop a programme of 

Affirmative Action selection for qualified women in order to eliminate the imbalance that existed 

in supervisory positions of the Board, and "to examine the Board's guidance, curriculum, 

textbooks and ancillary services in the light of sex role stereotyping and advise change."
324
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being hindered in, or prevented from doing so by discriminatory practices." (Status of Women, Canada, 1977). 
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Issues at the Toronto Board of Education." 
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 A special committee was then formed to address these commitments. 
325

 In its first two 

years, the agreement was called The Special Committee on Selection of Qualified Positions of 

Responsibility, (POR) with a mandate to look at matters related to the selection of qualified 

women for positions of responsibilities. In September 1972 the committee was re-constituted as 

the Women's Advisory Committee, and in November 1976 as the Women's Liaison Committee.
326

 

Over eight years, the committee was created to "consider all matters related to the selection of 

qualified women for positions of responsibilities;" it included representatives from teachers' 

federations and organizations such as the Ontario Government’s Women’s Bureau. 
327

 The 

Committee expanded to included employee reps and outside groups. To add yet another layer of 

complexity, it then divided into two groups: to "investigate hiring and promotion and to study the 

question of socialization of children." The committees organized Professional Development (PD) 

days for educators to “examine the problem of Sex-role stereotypes in depth” and made 

recommendations to endorse the promotion of women and other issues such as the promotion of 

women, recruitment, and daycare. Finally, the committee prepared a response to the provincial 

government’s green paper, Equal Opportunity for Women in Ontario.”328
  Workshops and kits 

were developed to ensure that schools were accountable for Affirmative Action. Affirmative 

Action was part of a broader aim to provide greater opportunities for women to find leadership 

roles, and for women to find equal representation within the curriculum, which resulted in 

numerous materials being published throughout the 1970s and 80s.
329
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 Tim McCaskell notes the additional complexities embedded within the expanding 

influence of the women's committees. He argues that other board departments "dominated by 

men" demanded to be part of committee decision making, which caused further complications 

and power struggles. He notes that when trustee Fiona Nelson left her position on the Status of 

Women committee to become the Chair of the Toronto Board in 1974 "the resulting vacuum 

worsened the situation" and much of the earlier work was diverted. However, the new Women's 

Liaison Committee became "less structured and more open to the public," providing more 

freedom for the committee and allowing for a greater networking with feminists within the 

city.
330

 The shifting of control of the Women's Liaison Committee may have also reflected the 

Board's decision to place women's committees outside the dominant power structures within the 

Board in order to maintain the status quo. 

 The school board had a vested interest in ensuring the work taking place within 

committees did not interfere with its fundamental structures and therefore made sure that 

committee decisions were overseen. 
331

 Feminist scholars have noted that governments 

supported and encouraged Affirmative Action programs in order to restrict and direct change. 

Heather Maroney notes in her examination of increased numbers of working-class women that 

"for governments, Affirmative Action promised a trendy, low-cost legislation; selective 

promotion of a few both promotes individualism and serves the interest of formally qualified 

professional and managerial women."
332

  Walter Benn Michaels notes that state support of 

feminism was "what you appeal to when you want to make it sound as if the women of Wall 

Street and the women of Wall Mart are both victims of sexism." He notes it helps maintain the 

status quo because these are not just issues of sexism, but issues of economics and maintaining 

capitalist structures.
333

  bell hooks agrees, when she notes that capitalist systems embrace an 
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interest "in others" as a way to expand markets and a further way to maintain power in a global 

marketplace.
334

  The directions imposed by the Toronto Board seem to support these positions.  

 The Status of Women report in 1970s and International Women's year in 1975, however, 

had a major impact on government agencies. With educators and trustees supportive of feminist 

initiatives, 1975 proved an opportunity for public celebration; thus a wide range of Toronto 

Board policies and events were planned. In April 1975 the Toronto Board appointed a Women's 

Studies Consultant to Curriculum and Program Division. The Women's Advisory Committee 

took on the responsibility of organizing most of the events and activities, with an initial focus on 

a conference for high school students held at OISE. The conference, held April of 1975 and 

entitled "New Directions for Women," used materials from the newly developed "Women's Kit" 

and a wide range of resources from the women's collection in the library, which reflected 

feminist scholarship in history and sociology as well as the local Toronto feminist community. 

The focus was on Sex-role stereotyping and Affirmative Action, with workshops focused on 

women's experiences. 
335

  Board committees, newsletters and events focused on the removal of 

Sex-role stereotyping in schools and learning materials.  The Ministry published a report, "Share 

In on Women's Studies", produced by the Curriculum Department that reflected the Ministry's 

strategy, noting that "presentations and discussion centred on methods of removing from the 

educational system discrimination, sexism, and Sex-role stereotyping." 
336

   

 Established in April 1976, the Affirmative Action Task Force brought in its report in 

November of that year. After additional consultation, submissions and revisions, the resolutions 

in the report were approved by the Toronto Board in March, 1977.
337

 The Task Force noted a 

number of problem areas such as lack of career counseling within the Board, problems related to 

performance appraisal and management training, and hiring and promotion processes. The two 

parts of the report that dealt with curriculum addressed sex bias in the language of all Board 
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documents and the avoidance of stereotypes. 
338

 By May 1981 over 150 Affirmative Action 

Plans had been established, each one designed to meet the special needs of the individual school 

or Board department; revised plans were established in May 1982. A second Affirmative Action 

Task Force (renamed the Review Group) was established in January, 1983; its mandate was to 

make recommendations regarding career development and equal pay of equal value. The final 

recommendations of the Review Group were reported in 1984. School action plans included the 

development of objectives to alter curriculum or addressed particular school issues, but were 

predominately focused on establishing committees in schools, in communicating policies and 

initiating activities that supported the Affirmative Action programs. Each of the 166 Toronto 

schools had a Women’s Studies representative, some of whom also served as Affirmative Action 

representatives in the schools. Each school responded differently; their responses depended on 

individual teacher activism within the school. Schools were expected to develop women’s 

studies action plans but not all schools complied.
339

 

 The escalation and number of Affirmative Action "plans" caused some confusion for 

educators who were often unclear of Board policy and the implications that policies had on their 

work. Scholars have examined how Affirmative Action responses often lacked a clear vision, 

leaving individuals unclear as to the implications. Laura Weintrub notes, "Assumptions about 

and attitudes towards the meaning of 'Affirmative Action' are by no means uniform, although the 

concept frequently elicits responses that are not only embedded in misunderstandings and 

misapprehensions, but also in unarticulated uneasiness about an unaltered work force and 

transfigured administration."
340

  This argument extends to the Toronto Board and is further 

supported by the interviews in this study; teachers responded to policies in different ways, which 

suggests that there wasn’t a clear direction provided by the school board. 
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  Others have argued that altering attitudes and behaviours required much more than 

government policies as Affirmative Action was often highly divisive. Dominique Clément noted 

in his examination of the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association (BCCLA)  that ideas of 

developing programs to favour particular groups in order to counter discrimination did not 

conform to the ‘groups’ concept of civil liberties. Clément notes that in this case "Affirmative 

Action expanded the concept of rights beyond what most civil liberties advocates…were willing 

to accept."
341

  In some respects, this highly divisive policy approach to women, which involved 

siphoning women into groups and committees, or unitization, served to re-entrench inequality 

and difference. While the Toronto Board and those operating within it may have seen this as 

progressive, these steps to eliminate discrimination were in some ways re-affirming it.  

 The Women's Committees' role was to provide the support to implement Affirmative 

Action policies. The two most important were the Women's Liaison Committee (WLC) and the 

Status of Women Committee.
342

 The WLC was to "increase staff, student and public 

involvement in women's issues and to provide a forum for people to express their concerns about 

these issues."
343

  The committee’s responsibilities were “to deal with Affirmative Action and 

issues such as sexist practices in the schools, Sex-role stereotyping and other issues of concern to 

women.”344
  In January 1979 the Toronto Board appointed an Equal Opportunity Advisor and a 

year later an Equal Opportunity Office was established with two advisors-Affirmative Action 

and Race Relations-with responsibilities for both race and women's issues. By June, 1984 the 

board approved reports by the Affirmative Action Review Group which then became policy.
345

  

By 1985 there was a wellspring of board activities: committees, co-ordinators, librarians and 
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representatives were all engaged in the promotion of women’s studies within board schools. But 

Myra Novogrodsky, at that time the Assistant Co-ordinator of Social Studies for the Toronto 

Board, notes the difficulty of implementing policies and in presenting Affirmative Action 

initiatives in particular schools. She recounts,  

There was quite a bit of resistance. In staff meetings some people would hold newspapers in 
front of their faces, making snarky comments-really nasty- oozing hostility. Hostility from 
some men, but also some women, who were quite happy with their position and it didn't sit 
well with their world views. I think we did a lot-we were part of a movement- many people 

were impacted by this work." 
346

   

Clearly, the creation of Affirmative Action policies did not necessarily result in teachers 

embracing the ideas embedded within the policy, and in turn, embracing change within 

curriculum. As this quotation demonstrates, there was resistance at the day-to-day level which 

suggests that bringing women into course examinations was probably not taking place. As later 

chapters will demonstrate, taking on the work of including women met with opposition. With so 

many issues, it is difficult to evaluate the success of Affirmative Action programs, but clearly the 

task of the committees to make change was enormous. 

 The Women's Advisory Committee was divided into two groups: to investigate hiring 

and promotion and to study the "question of socialization" of children.
347

  The committee was 

responsible for inspecting the school system’s guidance procedures, curriculum, textbooks, and 

"other services to avoid the appearance of channeling girls." The Advisory Committee prepared 

reports and responses to the Ministry of Education, including the provincial government’s green 

paper, Equal Opportunity for Women in Ontario. 348
  In a continued effort to demonstrate 

"progressivism" the Toronto Board of Education expanded the work of the committees. The 

Women's Liaison Committee was open to parents, students, employees and taxpayers within the 

jurisdiction of the Toronto Board of Education. The number of women's committees and the 
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placement of committees and committee functions reflect changes taking place in the provincial 

government but they also reflect the Board's lack of vision on how best to address gender equity 

issues. The Board was eager to appear to address public demands and demonstrate a commitment 

to equity but the lack of a clear plan indicates an ongoing question on how best to address 

change. 

 The number of committees at the Board was quite staggering. Although not all 

committees were directly linked to decision making at the Board, they provided a space for 

specific examinations and provided recommendations for specific subjects and issues. For 

example, the Health and Fitness Committee, an advisory committee of the Board, dealt with 

sexism in physical education, the fitness level of students, especially women, and other health-

related issues. The Awareness Workshop Co-ordinating Committee was formed to co-ordinate 

activities relating to the Affirmative Action Report and the Race Relations and Multiculturalism 

published reports about employment and promotion. The Women' Studies Subject Council was a 

committee made up of persons interested in teaching or already teaching.
349

 The committees 

kept increasing both in size and number. The Teachers Advisory Committee on Sex-role 

Stereotyping in the Curriculum (TASC) was a committee of teachers who assisted in choosing, 

previewing and reviewing materials in order to evaluate and ensure the placement of positive and 

realistic images of women and men. The Committee on Women's Suffrage, a curriculum 

committee, was made up of elementary and secondary teachers who assisted in providing 

materials and workshops on the topic of suffrage; a topic incorporated in historical examinations 

in schools.
350

  

 In addition to a variety of committees, the Toronto Board also supported a full time 

Women's Studies Consultant who dealt with women's studies and Sex-role stereotyping in the 

curriculum, as well as a Women's Studies Representatives (teachers) from each Toronto school 

who assisted the Women's Studies Consultant, an Affirmative Action Representative from each 

school or employment area who assisted the Affirmative Action Advisor. The Board supported 
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The Organization for Women in Leadership (OWL), a social and professional development 

organization for women interested in furthering their careers.
351

  

 The increase in women's committee work during the 1980s, especially in terms of 

curriculum development, also marked a new direction for the Toronto Board. Greater attention 

was focused on race equity. Board minutes in the late 1970s indicate recommendations to expand 

Affirmative Action work to include race as well as gender and to broaden the focus on overall 

issues of discrimination, noting that Affirmative Action "needed to be seen to accommodate the 

needs of all the constituencies and be compatible with Human Rights Codes."
352

  A number of 

educators found potential problems with this framework as they saw women's issues become less 

of a priority than race relations.
353

  Women's issues and race issues continued to compete for 

attention as the Board created distinctions between the two. The bifurcation of women’s issues 

from multicultural issues by state policies has been examined by scholars. Jo-Anne Lee and 

Linda Cardinal note "state policies and programs help to divide issues, groups, and individuals 

into separate fields for policy treatment." 
354

 But as Myra Novogrodsky notes, "There were also 

many members of all of the equity-seeking communities who were willing to work together and 

understood that each category of oppression was both unique and universal."
355

  

 The committee work provided an important network for teachers. Many women in this 

study were active in the women's committees, sharing resources and information with 

colleagues, attending board committee meetings and events and networking with a wide range of 

educators as a result of committee contacts. The networks also provided opportunities for 

professional development. One teacher noted, 
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I was very active in the Women's Liaison Committee and on the Status of Women 
Committee, and the Bias Review in Education Committee. I worked on lots of 
curriculum documents such as the curriculum documents about classrooms and girls. I 
did workshops on women and I worked on a lot of projects for the Board. I did 
summer writing projects. When I started at the Toronto Board in 1974 there were lots 
of younger teachers and lots of women, so it was a very receptive environment. The 
Toronto Board was ahead of its time. It had lots of money. People were open to new 
ideas-people who wanted to work on things had an opportunity. I liked to develop 

curriculum and was interested in women's issues.
356

 

 All topics of interest were explored, which reflects the pioneering nature of their work. 

The Women's Liaison Committee minutes, for example, reveal discussions and initiatives related 

to a very wide range of topics. The diversity of the topics, and the application, dedication and 

leadership of the committee members is a testament to the extraordinary work taking place at the 

school board during the 1980s. It also suggests that the committee might have been trying to 

accomplish too much.  For example, at one meeting, the committee heard reports concerning 

guidance department and business representatives’ development of Affirmative Action game 

plans, participation in the Ontario Women's Directorates Open Doors program, they committed 

to cosponsor the "Invisible Filter" Conference, followed up work in updating and monitoring 

board course selections for girls, supported schools in keeping statistics on extra-curricular 

activities of girls and held Affirmative Action workshops in schools. It also asked for updates on 

the committee’s work for themes such as computers and girls, activities related to fitness and 

self-defense (a series of Wen-do courses were available around the city), and changes to the 

curriculum especially in physical education, guidance, social studies, math and sciences." 
357

 A 
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WLC year- end report indicated that the committee addressed the following issues: non-

traditional jobs within the Board, lack of courses in Women’s Studies, support for the Public 

School Athletic Association (PSAA) regarding the participation of girls on boys teams, support 

for "Your Horizons in Mathematics and Science Conference", equal pay for equal work, 

computer education for women and girls, Formation of Reference committees for Women’s 

Studies and Affirmative Action, speakers lists for Affirmative Action,  Globe and Mail-protest 

ads for pornographic videos, meetings with Guidance Departments concerning issues affecting 

counseling of girls, policies for the purchase of materials for school libraries, and the 

implementation of non-sexist titles in all directories.
358

 

 These examples demonstrate the depth and breadth of the committee's work. The work of 

the committees was clearly substantial, and meant to provide opportunities for Board employees. 

How influential this work was in altering curricula still depended on individual teachers. In her 

examination of the ways in which state policies interacted with school organizations in the hiring 

of women principals, Cecilia Reynolds noted that "despite state rules, other rules of control 

within the school organization merely adapted to such political pressures and ensured that very 

little overall change in women's place in the teacher hierarchy would occur."
359

 In other words, 

this flurry of committee activity did not necessarily translate into course curriculum.                     

 In summary, the dozens of women's committees, beginning in 1972 with the development 

of the WLC, and expanding through the 1980s with the enormous work of the Affirmative 

Action and Women and Labour Studies Committees formed the basis for what would become 

major equity initiatives in the 1990s and the development of a Toronto Board Equity 

Department. The work of the committees was instrumental to future work in equity, but the 

decision to place a wide range of issues and topics onto the women's committees created, in 
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many ways, an almost impossible task and limited the overall impact of committee work on 

curricula. By marginalizing the work of these committees and making the outcomes optional in 

schools, one has to question the Board's original decision to organize and continue to support 

women's committees in a way that tended to undermine the work of the committee members, 

which may have impacted the long term goals of gender equity. If the goal of feminist education 

reformers was equal representation as employees and in curricula, then steps should have been 

taken to eliminate gender distinctions, when in fact the Board seemed determined to make the 

distinctions stronger.  Mary O'Brien notes, "The goal of feminist education is the abolition of 

gender as an oppressive cultural reality. Education and labour must be "sexless" in this 

sense….An integrative curriculum must abolish gender, a socio-historical category which has 

really only marginally to do with sexuality."
360

  Situating women's committees outside the main 

structure of the Board may have provided opportunities for women to celebrate and share 

women's knowledge and experiences, but it also kept that work separate. Interested teachers 

therefore had to take steps to address this omission through the implementation of stand-alone 

courses. 

 

Development of Women's Studies Stand-alone Courses and Ministry Guidelines 

 In the mid-1970s discussions began at the Toronto Board of the possibly of introducing 

women's studies courses and the development of resources for those teachers who taught stand-

alone courses. Individual teachers within the board did not wait for board approval and, with the 

support of school principals, students and parents, offered stand-alone women's studies courses 

at their schools. These locally developed courses were viewed as "extra," they were not taken 

seriously by all teachers and were unique to each school. Since the Board did not officially 

provide support, teachers were left to create syllabi and develop resources on their own. The 

Share In On Women's Studies report recognized this potential when it noted that women's studies 

"might not be taken seriously" by various school departments. It further suggested that it would 

be better if subject departments found ways to recognize outstanding individual women to 

provide overviews of the important roles that women have played.  The focus on "great" women 
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did support the overall focus of "great" men within curricula examinations, but it also 

demonstrates the overall approach to altering the curricula, which was largely to add women 

within the existing framework. As noted earlier, this was similar to the ways in which other 

Affirmative Action policies were implemented. In response to demands for more women 

principals, for example, Cecilia Reynolds noted that government response was "to develop 

strategic rules admitting only a limited number of women to such roles as the principalship 

without significantly altering the overall ‘place’ afforded to most women or men in the 

organization."
361

  In an effort therefore to create a unique space for the study of women, many 

educators turned to the creation of a women's studies and women’s history courses. 

 Pat Kincaid, who was hired in 1975 to a full time position for the Toronto Board as a 

Women's Studies Consultant , notes "I applied to the Board office because of issues of 

discrimination, the omission of women in so many parts of the curriculum was crucial."
362

  

Kincaid singles out the work of feminist educators to try and implement a women's studies 

course for the school board which had already been used as a way to create space for women's 

history. She noted the work of Sheila Roy, Ontario Ministry Education Officer, who was first 

Affirmative Action Coordinator and then Director of Curriculum for the province and who was 

instrumental in producing learning materials as well as advocating for women's studies courses. 

Kincaid also acknowledged key individuals such as Dr. Lorna Marsden and the Ontario 

Teachers' Federations. When I asked Kincaid what the general response was to board initiatives 

to bring women's studies and learning resources into schools she stated, "It made people 

nervous." She then added that feminist educators,  

gently tried to insert women’s history, everything about women, into the curriculum, 
because the heavy handed approach was not going to work. For the Ministry to 
immediately change its policies, well, it happened, but it happened gradually. The 
Formative Years document was pretty upfront: Thou shalt not stereotype. These are the 
pieces from Sheila Roy and Betty Stephenson and Tom Wells- he was very supportive. 

They played a very important part. 
363
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The focus seems to have been to eliminate the 'bad parts' and to do it in a way that was forceful 

but not too offensive. Kincaid was given a budget and immediately began to expand the school 

boards resources about women.  

I went to a conference in Atlanta on equity issues, and there were things happening in the 
U.S. So we were able to get material like Free to be You and Me by Marlo Thomas, the 
whole kit. We were able to buy lots of materials, one year for the schools, because there 
seemed to be an excess of funds at the Board. At the end of the financial year I got a call 
saying we have this much money, can I spend it in two hours? I would say Yes, and just 
phone up Fitzhenry & Whiteside or the Women’s Bookstore. We did a series, "Women in 
Canadian Life"- Linda Dranoff Silver did one and Abbey Hoffman did another.364 

The last minute distribution of funds suggests limited planning. Kincaid adds that she felt the 

Toronto school board understood the importance of publically supporting the integrating women 

into curriculum. She notes that it was "good publicity for the Toronto Board to do work in this 

area, maybe just to move things ahead a little and it was obviously going to be advertised 

provincially. The Toronto Board was ahead of everyone else with women’s issues." 
365

   

 Perhaps Kincaid is suggesting that the Ministry had hoped the school boards would use 

the Toronto Board as a model. The plan was clear: the Ministry had done its part to develop 

policies and provide funding. School boards were to develop initiatives and teachers were to put 

initiatives into practice. Kincaid noted in an article on the importance of women's studies that 

"One of the goals of Women's Studies was that the inclusion of such courses would eventually 

become the norm in education, and not a fashionable exception."
366

  This is a curious approach 

to the creation of a separate women's studies strand, but consistent with Ministry and Toronto 

Board approaches. Kincaid is recognizing the importance of kick starting a way to include 

women in the curricula, and women's studies seemed the best first step, but the link between 

establishing separate women's studies courses or resource materials and curricula integration are 

less clear. This might explain why integration was not fully achieved. Like other liberal 
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educators at the Board, and Sheila Roy at the Ontario Ministry of Education, Kincaid believed in 

changing attitudes but one might argue the initiatives they developed provided further support 

for leaving women's narratives as separate and optional. Evidence of that can be seen in the fact 

that the stand-alone courses were, for the most part, gone, and the materials were not rescued for 

other courses. When the teachers left their school, the courses ended: few courses had any 

sustainability. 

 In response to Provincial Policy Review, which the Central Ontario region of the 

Ministry of Education presented to the Toronto Board Director in 1981, the Board declared 

curriculum implementation a major priority for the year 1982. 
367

 The Board was to review all 

subjects in the curriculum and create ongoing curriculum plans for each school. The report 

required curriculum development days (PD days) as well as staff seminars. Within the report it is 

stated that schools were to review their school policies in respect to bias in the curriculum, Sex-

role stereotyping and Affirmative Action. It added that schools had to arrange for staff seminars 

to "deal with these matters" and include a review of all existing textbooks and curriculum 

materials with respect to bias. Each subject area had to develop a program statement which 

included a focus, content, materials, methods and evaluation. This was provided to the principal 

and for family of schools and parents to view. A "Guideline for Women’s Studies" programs and 

"Family Studies" programs were developed by the Board for the intermediate and senior grades 

9-13.
368

  The Board prepared a small book for teachers to act as a guide and resource "from 

which to formulate instructional objectives." The book provided a general description of a 

suggested program for a women's studies course, which could include the development of a 

"critical awareness" of the role of women in society as well as a study of the "role of women in 

the past, an understanding of socialization processes in the home, in school, in society at large, 

                                                 

367
 TBE Archives/File: The Curriculum Implementation Plan, September 1982 to September 1985. This plan 

included the creation of a senior curriculum council and the new position of Associate Director: Program. This also 
led to the development of a "family of schools" concept where local schools, staff and the community worked 
together. The report states that it was avoiding centrally standardized designed programs which are "teacher-proof" 
with "uniform materials teaching methods and standardized tests as this has not often produced good results."  

368
 TBE Archives/ File: History Collection Guidelines for Observing the Women’s Studies Program and Family 

Studies Program: Intermediate and Senior Divisions grades 9-13, 1982. 
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and their relationship to the perpetuation of sexism."
369

  The suggested examination provided 

categories that underscored traditional notions of the role of women.
370

 

 "Guidelines for Observing the History Program: As a Resource for Curriculum 

Implementation" also published in 1982, suggested a range of goals for teachers in women’s 

studies. Goals included being aware of issues related to women in society and spending time 

developing units with women in one specific area of work. It also suggested teachers attend 

courses, conferences and workshops, bring in guest speakers and organize career day sessions. It 

also advocated the integration of women’s studies with another subject; the use of audio-visual 

and school board resources, student interaction during sessions, evaluation of students’ written 

and oral language and of student participation; and the involvement of students in research. 

Principals were to provide support for teachers, expand available resource materials and ensure 

that “boys and girls participate in women’s studies programs.” 
371

 One might question how 

integration is possible when women’s studies and women's history are relegated to particular 

speakers, special days or special events. 

 The Ministry also published a Resource guide entitled "Sex-role Stereotyping and 

Women’s Studies," to provide support for teachers for the development of individual units on 

women. Suggested units of study were provided and included a variety of topics such as women 
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 TBE Archives: Guidelines for Observing the Women’s Studies Program and Family Studies Program: 

Intermediate and Senior Divisions grades 9-13, History Collection 1982, 2. 
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program meets expectations regarding course planning as outlined in the Ministry guidelines, and that staff in-
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studies 1978, Girls and Women in Society Resource list 1976, and Changing Roles in a Changing World, 1975. 
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and law, women in the past, women in the arts, technological and science education, family 

relationships, advertising, Sex-role stereotyping, communication and the school environment. 
372

 

Each unit contained suggested research background materials, lesson suggestions and full 

bibliographies. The resource materials were created in conjunction with the launching of a 

women's conference on curricula and schools. In discussing the first women's studies conference 

and resource guide, Kincaid notes, "Sheila Roy was in charge. She was originally an Education 

Officer and then Affirmative Action Coordinator and then was Director of Curriculum for the 

province. She was instrumental in getting this together. The province paid for this, probably 

because there was such a drive to get materials for the curriculum." 
373

 

 Most courses taught under the umbrella of "women’s studies" included examinations of 

"women in the past and present". The guideline book noted, "One of the major aims of women’s 

studies was to alert students to the expanding and changing roles of women and men in today’s 

society by analyzing changing values which, in turn, initiate changes in the traditional roles and 

representations of both sexes."
374

  Women's studies, in this approach, could become part of any 

subject or the bridge that linked one subject to another. The guidelines for women's studies 

courses also suggested that the emphasis be placed specifically "on units which promoted the 

achievements and contributions of women in the building of this nation."
375

  The focus on 

"great" women, pioneer women, and the suffragists were common themes for women's 

studies/history curriculum units. 
376

  

                                                 

372
 The Ontario Ministry of Education Resource Guide Sex-role Stereotyping and Women’s Studies: A Resource 

Guide for Teachers. Feminist historiography made radical breakthroughs in redefining gender and patriarchies. 

373
 Patricia Kincaid. Interview by author, June 13, 2010. 

374
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375 Kincaid, "Long Term Effects", 4. 
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 A wide range of organizations recognized and supported the work taking place at the 

Board to develop resources about women for specific subject courses. For example, The Ontario 

Secondary School Teachers Federation (OSSTF) magazine Forum featured women in their 

spring 1981 journal, the first for the magazine.  Margaret Wilson, president of OSSTF, noted in 

her editorial the need to increase the number of women in positions of responsibility and featured 

articles on sexual harassment, new developments in curriculum and career changes for women. 

Gail Posen and Joyce Peterson, both active in women's committees at the Toronto Board wrote 

an article for the magazine entitled "The power to change" which focused on changes to the 

Business curriculum to redress the shortcomings in the curriculum for girls in their training in 

clerical or secretarial work. At this time, the Toronto Board Education Centre, area offices, and 

all schools were asked to demonstrate their commitment to Affirmative Action by setting down 

their plans for curricula change. 
377

  The Toronto Board had approved the release of two teachers 

to rewrite the business curriculum. The importance of demonstrating that the school board was 

addressing blatant inequities within the curriculum was evident but the emphasis on revamping 

the secretarial curriculum was questionable and, I would argue, somewhat safe for the school 

board. The female labour force had increased and computers were beginning to impact clerical 

work. Although the change was meant to highlight analytical skills and strengthen 

communication skills, it also focused on ways to improve the working conditions for the 

students, who were overwhelming female, instead of discovering ways in which to work towards 

integrating male students into clerical or secretarial studies.  

 These were not necessarily bold steps by the Toronto Board, rather they suggest the 

Board chose to continue to support traditional notions of gendered notions of curricula and 

provide an acceptable path for Affirmative Action. Members of the school board re-wrote parts 

the clerical and secretarial business courses to remove blatant discriminatory material but did not 

                                                                                                                                                             

exceptional individuals still marginalized Black society as a whole. To a large degree, these exceptional people are 
viewed in a vacuum, separate from the rest of the Black community."  

377
 TBE Archives: Affirmative Action/ Files: Examples of Affirmative Action activities in schools. Examples 

included eliminating sexist jokes and remarks. Many schools and the Education centre as well were offering Wen-
Do Self Defense courses. Women who had been promoted were published in Affirmative Action newsletters under 
the column "Women on the Move." Gail Posen. Interview by author, Feb. 25, 2010. Posen was instrumental in 
developing materials and advocating for girls/women and technology at the Toronto Board. See: "New Technology 
and the Education of Female Students" in Frieda Forman, Feminism and Education: A Canadian Perspective. 
(Toronto, OISE, 1990: 311-349.  
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go as far as to develop a plan to overhaul the business curriculum to better reflect gender equity 

that the feminist movement was advocating. In fact, Affirmative Action was a legal concern for 

the board, especially with active and powerful teachers unions; the school board faced issues 

from all areas.
378

 In 1982, for example, the Board hired the law firm, Shibley, Righton and 

McCutcheon, to respond to the policy and guidelines for dealing with sexual harassment that had 

been proposed by the women's committee. The firm reviewed the policy, and provisions of the 

revised Ontario Human Rights Code as well as collective agreements of the Board and the 

Education Act and the Students Right and Responsibilities handbook.
379

  Their report 

acknowledged that the school board had a basic duty and responsibility to students "to provide 

for their health, safety and comfort and well-being while the students are in attendance at 

school." 
380

 They made a number of suggestions concerning Board policies.
381

 The report noted,  

Affirmative Action must continue to be interpreted as the advancement and promotion 
of women. It is not a neutral approach. Because women in the Toronto Board are 
disadvantaged in almost every category, this special program is essential if equal 

opportunity for women and men is to be achieved in the long run. 
382

   

The focus reiterated the Board's position: to find all areas within the school board and within 

schools where women were "disadvantaged" and "even out" the playing field.  There was no 

shortage of materials on combating bias and stereotyping in curriculum. "Bias and Stereotyping 

Report-Phase Two" addressed some of the following issues: multiculturalism, Sex-role 
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stereotyping and women’s studies and "Race, Religion and Culture in Ontario schools".
383

  

Areas of particular concern were: computer services, accounting, administrative services, and the 

secretaries association. 

 Despite Board initiatives, schools were slow to respond. The Toronto Board took further 

steps by drafting a sexual harassment policy, adopted non-sexist language manuals, and provided 

funding for schools to purchase non-sexist instructional material for libraries and fitness 

programs.   By 1988, the Board had approved two full time positions: an Affirmative Action 

Advisor, and a Race Relations Advisor.
384

  An Equal Opportunity Office of the Toronto Board 

of Education was eventually established in 1991.
385

 Annual events brought together Affirmative 

Action activists within the Board. Although these initiatives provided important steps in 

supporting equity, events continued to attract the same participants, predominantly feminist 

teachers who sought shared communities. One has to question the Board's decision to continue to 

offer separate women's events, which may have acted as a reinforcement of women's separate 

spheres.  

 The decision to keep women's issues, curriculum and events separate remained consistent 

throughout this period, supported further by the allowance of individual stand-alone women's 

studies courses. Interested teachers approached school principals, where the option of adding a 

course was discussed with school department leaders and parents. Teachers were required to 

create a syllabus and obtain course resource materials. The majority of these courses had 

women's history units within the course outlines and was often the only space where women's 

history was examined. Many of these courses grew out of women's studies and women's history 

units that had been developed by Board consultants and interested teachers, influenced by 

                                                 

383
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feminist academics and made available from Board women's consultants. For example, an article 

in the Toronto Women's News dated December 1981 noted that grade seven and eight students at 

Gabrielle Roy School in Toronto and the school librarian, Women's Studies Consultant Pat 

Kincaid, along with interested teachers, had together designed a five month course about women 

that was presented in the library once a week. The article begins, "Students at Gabrielle Roy 

School were a bit skeptical about a unit on Women's Studies, however, by the time we had 

finished moving from a historical look at women to a look at roles in our schools today, the 

students eagerly launched into presentations."
386

 The article also noted that "the historical 

perspectives gave reason to the present day quest for changes in the ways society views women." 

The course involved a number of films and various readings. The "final phase" of the course 

consisted of "mini-lectures" on various careers given by parents and other invited guests."
387

  

This isolated approach to women's studies and women’s history was quite common throughout 

Toronto schools. Most women's studies courses in schools combined historical examinations 

with current women's issues, used films and other forms of media, and involved inviting 

speakers. Scholar Mary O'Brien would argue that decisions to address women's issues through 

the separation of women's studies, work and initiatives were executed deliberately by school 

boards who were mandated to address equity concerns but committed to the maintenance of 

existing systems. She notes, "Education as a mode of social control is dedicated to the 

justification of the present by the past, and this all forms of patriarchal education, irrespective of 

their political labels and differences, are in terms of gender, radically conservative." 
388

 The 

Board’s ongoing decision to present women’s narratives as separate from men’s, as operating 

within a gender-prescribed sphere, served to re-enforce patriarchal social systems within the 

curricula, albeit cloaked in the name of 'equity' thus strengthening the existing status quo.  

 Teachers responded to student and parent requests to add women to course materials. 

Several schools in Toronto had Women and Society courses. “Women and Society”- a full grade 

12 credit- was one of the first women’s studies courses, implemented in North Toronto 
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387
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Collegiate Institute, a school in a middle class community of central Toronto in the summer of 

1974. The course outline stated that it "endeavoured to give students insight into both the 

historical and contemporary scene in Canada." 
389

  The "Women and Society" course was 

developed in response to the Ministry approved "Man and Society" course. Toronto educator, 

Margaret Wells, taught a class of predominantly grade 12 girls that were "quite incensed to be 

examining world history through the lens of man and society," and wanted a course that included 

their voices. Wells adds that she realized that the Board allowed teachers to add curriculum 

material but that teaching a social science course that specifically looked at the ways in which 

women's focus was central to historical narratives allowed her an opportunity "to make a 

political statement."
390

  Central High School of Commerce also offered a course beginning in 

1975, which was still offered ten years later when the women's committees at the Toronto Board 

celebrated with an anniversary party in the school library.
391

 Written up in the TWEN 

newsletter, the article noted, 

The school library had been decorated with posters of prominent Canadian women, 
slogans and newspapers, quotes from the Suffrage period and pictures of other important 
moments in women’s history. There were bulletin board displays and book displays with 
samples from the library’s women’s studies collection... All teachers who taught the 
course were there as well as former and current students. Catherine Smibert (former 
Principal and originator of the idea of the course) explained why she supported 
implanting the course in her school, noting the need for young women to raise their 
expectations and aspirations about their futures. Myrna Mather, Pat Kincaid and Myra 

Novogrodsky attended and so did former students.
392
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 Some courses were offered only as night courses. In the minutes from WLC meeting 

Monday, March 18, 1985, for example, Myra Novogrodsky noted that a proposal had been put 

together to run a night school course called “Evening Women”. 393
  The course was held at 

Monarch Park School and started in September of that year. Another course, entitled "Evolving 

Women" was a full grade 12 credit offered during the day at Monarch Park Collegiate also in the 

1980s. A 1985 copy of the syllabus reveals the collaborative work between interested teachers at 

Monarch Park School and the Toronto Board women's committees and consultants in preparing 

the syllabus, one of the few such collaborative attempts.
394

  The course included several units on 

the history of Canadian women. "Men and Women in Society" was another course offered by the 

History Department at West Toronto Secondary School.
395

  Teachers who taught these courses 

tended to have public links to feminist activism and had returned to universities campuses where 

women's studies and women's history were prevalent.  Most courses combined investigations of 

contemporary society and historical examinations,"
396

 and required that teachers seek resources 

through board resource centres such as The Women's Resource Centre located at Dundas Public 

School, with its "extensive collection of books, kits and audio-visual materials of women and 

women-related topics." 
397

  

 Clearly opportunities to develop courses were there for interested teachers, but there is 

little evidence of school board follow-up. Isolating courses in libraries, as night-school options 

and for female students alone, reinforced the marginalized space given to women's studies and 
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women’s history. One also has to question how these experimental courses, most of which lasted 

only a few years, were to act as a template for other schools-most of who would have little 

knowledge of their existence. The introduction of a women's course was viewed as a progressive 

response to social movement equity demands and as such, it was enough to quell demands by 

education reformers. However, it also demonstrated the division between traditional mainstream 

studies and the experiences of women.
398

 

 On January 30, 1986, the Toronto Board celebrated the opening of a Women’s and 

Labour Studies Resource Centre at Monarch Park secondary school. The party took place in the 

resource room which housed a collection of single copies and class sets of books as well as 

posters, filmstrips, kits, audiotape and vertical files on Women and Labour Studies. It was open 

for students and staff every Thursday afternoon. There was a circulating collection and a 

catalogue of holdings. 
399

 Interviews for this study indicate how little traffic the Resource Centre 

produced. Pat Staton who worked at the Resource Centres, noted that mostly students came to do 

research at the centres and interested teachers would phone and ask for materials, which she 

would then forward to their schools. But the Resource Centres never became hubs for the 

acquisition of resource materials, despite the wide range of materials available. 

 

Chapter Conclusion 

 In closing, the stand-alone courses and separate units provided an acceptable and 

approved space for interested teachers to present a study of women. Many curriculum writers 

noted the importance of including women for all students. Jan Coomber, who wrote a Canadian 

women's history unit for the grade 10 Canadian History course entitled "The Role of Canadian 
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Women in the Second World War" notes "To integrate women's history and the feminine 

perspective into the curriculum can be a liberating experience for both girls and boys."
400

  

Teachers who wrote curriculum units or courses accepted the notion that "units" were an 

acceptable form of integration, recognizing the "omissions" in the curriculum and seeking to 

develop and share materials. 
401

 The resources were clearly there and so was some form of 

support-- all it took was interested teachers. Despite these steps, the Ontario Ministry of 

Education and the Toronto Board of Education did not officially develop a women's studies or 

women's history course for credit, but continued instead to support stand-alone courses as a 

public demonstration of its commitment to gender equity.    

 A number of teachers in this study, however, indicated that administrative support was 

essential to the process of offering stand-alone courses. Some teachers had supportive 

administers who provided funds for resources and others did not offer courses as they were 

unable to obtain approval. These teachers also noted the vulnerability of these courses, as they 

were often dropped because of staff changes or new school board initiatives. This reflects the 

school board's real position about women's place within the curricula. By placing the 

responsibility on individual teachers, the Board was removing itself of all real responsibility 

while maintaining the appearance of being a supportive participant in this process. Rebecca 

Coulter notes, 

Why Sex-role socialization theory remains dominant in education can in part be 
explained by the fact that it is a form of critique easily accommodated within existing 
state arrangements and liberal notions of equality of opportunity. It sits very 
comfortably with a view of the state as a relatively benign institution, and one that is 
inherently fair. Coupled with this explanation is the force of a common understanding 
of teaching, an understanding shaped overwhelmingly by educational psychology and 

its emphasis on the individual.
402
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Most courses ended when the interested teacher left the school or changed course teaching loads, 

leaving syllabi and resource materials unavailable to others. 
403

 Nevertheless, despite the limited 

opportunities to implement women's curricular resource materials, the government and the Board 

continued to develop and share resource materials. 

 By the end of the 1980s, women’s experiences had clearly entered educational narratives. 

The Ontario Ministry of Education Curriculum guidelines encouraged all school boards to 

address the issue of sex equity by integrating the study of women into the curriculum.
404

  In 

order to integrate women into curriculum, the Board developed a series of piecemeal strategies to 

address the lack of women in course studies.  The regular committee meetings, Board and school 

events, workshops and newsletters provided professional development for interested teachers. 

Developing stand-alone courses provided the only opportunities for teachers to fully incorporate 

women's experiences and these were difficult to initiate and to maintain. The Board provided 

numerous options but they remained supplementary and optional, and for many teachers this was 

not enough. In an effort to do more than add a unit or story about women, and in their 

determination to change curriculum, teachers reached out to grassroots organizations, women's 

groups and other venues where they could access further course materials. This is examined 

further in the next chapter. 
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After High School: Changing Roles in a Changing World" which saw 250 secondary students and 25 teachers come 
together to "discuss the issues women are encountering and to explore ways in which women are organizing to solve 
their problems." 

404
 The Ontario Ministry of Education Curriculum Guideline- Ontario Schools: Intermediate and Senior (OS:IS) 

Document addressed the issue of sex-equity in the curriculum. This was evident in the History and Contemporary 
Studies Guidelines. (1985). 
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Chapter 4 

 

A Separate Sphere: The Toronto Board of Education’s Women’s History 
Resource Materials 

 

A spirit of inquiry and competence to find the answers to one's questions are 
important goals of women's history. We [workshop participants] also 

agreed, however, that historical inquiry is itself distorted, if the category of 

women is ignored. 
405

 
 
 

 

 The summer/fall edition of Canadian Women’s Studies published in 1985 contained 

reports about the state of Women’s studies in Canada and included a selection of papers from the 

"Women’s Studies in Canada: Research, Publishing, and Teaching Conference," held at York 

University April 1985, as well as a selection of papers and reports from other women’s 

conferences taking place during this period. The editor, Shelagh Wilkinson, noted that the 

women’s conferences had become "a vital and integral part of the discipline." 
406

  She 

recognized the importance of the conference as a forum in which to network, develop projects, 

and share resources. Myra Novogrodsky gave a paper that focused on the range of resource 

materials available at the Toronto Board of Education. She noted that teachers looked to a 

number of places to gather curricular resources about women to include in their course studies. 

She acknowledged the work of the Toronto Board Women’s committees, Affirmative Action 

representatives and feminist educators in Toronto to develop and provide “human, print and 

                                                 

405
 The Board of Education for the City of Toronto and The Ministry of Education, Ontario, Report of Explore and 

Develop: Integrating the study of Women into the Curriculum: A Working Conference (Oct. 21-23, 1976). This 
quote stems from the report provided by the "History: Senior" workshop participants who consisted of history 
teachers and history scholars. 

406
 Shelagh Wilkinson, ed., Canadian Women’s Studies 6, no.3, 2 (summer/fall, 1985).  
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audio visual resources"
407

 to support the integration of women’s studies within Toronto schools. 

As resource materials provided an essential element in the work to bring women’s experiences 

into classroom history course studies, this chapter will outline the various publications, films, 

texts and historical resources that were made available to teachers who were interested in 

accessing supplementary materials for their students.   

 Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, the provincial government funded the development of 

curricular materials and guides about women. The women working on these documents ensured 

the work represented the best available resources for teachers. Some excellent examples include, 

Changing Roles in a Changing World: A Resource Guide Focusing on the Female Student by the 

Ontario Ministry of Education (June 1972) and Girls and Women in Society: Resource List, 

(1977), provided resource lists containing materials about women for teachers in Ontario 

schools.
408

  Teachers argued there were few resources easily available that provided narratives 

by or about women and so the Ministry, working with school boards, published resource lists to 

form a core of learning materials. The Toronto Board also allocated funds to purchase materials 

for its Education Resource Centre as well as for Board school libraries. Individual teachers could 

access these resources directly, through their department heads, principals or teacher-librarians.  

 The resource guides included a number of government materials that contained current 

publications on non-sexist materials for schools, such as Status of Women materials.
409

  These 

resource lists helped guide the Toronto Board librarians on available books, kits, audio-visual 

materials, tapes and films. The guides acknowledge the government's part in addressing the 

                                                 

407
 Myra Novogrodsky, "Generating Women’s Studies Programs in the Public Schools: The Use of Human, Print 

and Audio-Visual Resources," Canadian Women’s Studies, 6, no. 3 (summer/fall 1985): 34-35. 

408
 Ontario Ministry of Education , Changing Roles in a Changing world : A Resource Guide Focusing on the 

Female Student  (Toronto : Ontario Ministry of Education,1975-1988); Girls and Women in Society: Resource List. 
(Toronto: Ministry of Education, 1977?); B.C. Department of Education, Resource Guide for Women's Studies for 
High School Students (Victoria: Dept. of Education, 1976?). The Teacher's Federations developed a number of 
women's studies resource documents for example, OSSTF, Business Education: A Resource Booklet. (Toronto: 
Ontario Secondary Education Commission, 1972). The list of learning resource materials in these collections 
received financial support from the Ministry of Education, the Federation of Women Teachers' Associations of 
Ontario (FWTAO) and various other Teachers' Federations. 

409
 Information Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women in Canada (Ottawa: Information 

Canada, 1970); Ontario Status of Women Council: Annual Reports, 1974-79 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer).  
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"special needs of young women" and the "growing concern" that recognition be given in the 

curriculum to the roles of girls and women in Canadian society and to the contributions they 

made to society in general. 
410

 The second compilation of materials was more comprehensive 

than the first, an indicator of the increased scholarship in the field of women's studies and 

women's history. Some of the resources listed in the second guide included academic materials 

such as Flint and Feather, the complete poems of E. Pauline Johnson. The Toronto Board 

Curriculum Department published a Women's Studies Resource in 1977, which was revised 

several times and which included both Ministry of Education documents and Board of Education 

resources.
411

  

 But in many ways these resource guides did not resonate with teachers or administrators 

in schools, as women's studies courses were few and the integration of women's materials were 

not common. Teachers in this study seemed to be aware the Toronto Board had developed 

resource materials but only a few could recall any specifics, except those teachers who were 

either part of the development teams or active within women's committees or organizations in 

the school board. Many women teachers in this study found the committees and resources 

supportive and networks welcomed, but they also noted that resources were not widely 

disseminated across schools. Mary O'Brien argued that school board objectives did not support 

major overhauls of the system, instead offering girls only a "re-arrangement" of options. 

Although helpful in providing information about curricular materials, the resource guides 

continued to isolate women's resources; at the very least they demanded that teachers have 

expertise to understand how these resources could be integrated into course work.  

 Women's kits and support workshops, however, were very popular forms of curricular 

development during this period.
412

 Writing women "back into history" provided a focus for 

                                                 

410
  Information Canada, Report of the Royal Commission.  Ontario Status of Women Council: Annual Reports, 

1974-79.  

411
  TBE Archives/ File: Curriculum-Women's Studies, Women's Studies Toronto Board of Education: Curriculum 

Department Resources Available, revised 1979. See also Ontario Ministry of Education, Girls and Women in 
Society: Resource List (Toronto: Ministry of Education, 1977); Rolly Fobert and Patricia Kincaid, Explore and 
Develop, Oct. 21- 23, 1976 (Toronto: Ontario Ministry of Education and Toronto Board of Education, 1977). 

412
 TBE Archives/ File: EAO-Affirmative Action envelope #5. Kit from Awareness workshops Nov. 1979.The 

Awareness Kit contained a suggested Bibliography with some of the following titles: P. Bourne, Women in 
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initiatives to reform Sex-role stereotyping in schools and curriculum and brought current 

scholarship in history to the attention of history teachers.
413

  "Current Curriculum", an annual 

report from the Toronto Board Curriculum and Program Division, dated Sept. 1977 included a 

list of women's studies resources for history: under “kits” they listed "Women at Work in 

Toronto;" under films, the1976 film,  Free to Be…You and Me, and Women in Canada. They 

included a list of kits that contained books, cassettes and teachers guides such as "Women Who 

Win" and "Women Behind the Bright Lights" as well as the film The Visible Woman.
414

  One of 

the most influential resources was "The Women's Kit" and proved to be one of the more well 

known and integrated resources that contained specific materials about women. The majority of 

teachers in this study had heard of the Women's Kit, had seen documents from the kit or had 

implemented materials from the kit. The Women's Kit, a copy of which is in storage at OISE/UT, 

is a large box filled with primary source materials about and by women and, due to its clear 

historical significance, is worth examining here. 

 

The Women's Kit 

 Beginning in the late 1960s, the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education partnered with 

various groups to develop educational kits. The "boxes", as they were referred to, (except for the 

women's box, which was called the women's kit) included an Ecology Box, Ten Years One Box, 

language boxes and the Women's Kit. "The Ten Years One Box", 1968, contained a variety of 

documents, photos, art, records, filmstrips and slides that focus on the decade of the 1930s. 

Members of the advisory panel included Canadian historian Ramsay Cook as well as professors 

                                                                                                                                                             

Canadian Society (OISE 1978), V. D’Oyley, Black Presence in Multi-Ethnic Canada (1978), H. Troper: Native 
Survival (OISE 1973), B. Kane and P. Harris, The Women’s Kit (OISE 1974), C. Pasternak, Breaking the Mould: 
Lesson Aid Plans (1977) and A. Wolfgang, Education of Immigrant Students: Issues and Answers (1975).  

413
 "Writing Women Back into History" was also the theme of the National Women's History project (NWHM) for 

2010. Various states responded by holding special events. The Governor’s Office for Women’s Initiatives and 
Outreach (GOWIO) and the Ohio Department of Education (ODE), for example, invited eighth-grade students to 
"write an essay about a woman who has made –or is making – history. Why the woman is an historic figure."  

414
 TBE Archives/ File: "Current Curriculum" from the Curriculum and Program Division, Sept. 1977 The annual 

report noted in the introduction that the publication was intended "to provide teachers of the TBE with as much 
information as possible concerning the resources available to them for teaching their courses." Teachers were 
encouraged to access board recommended resources and/or to contact the Consultants concerning required materials 
for their classes.  
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of English and superintendents of curriculum. The "Ten Years: teacher’s guidebook begins with 

a quote from Ezra Pound, "history ain't all slush and babies' pink toes," and continues, "This kit 

is completely unstructured. The aim is to excite the curiosity and interest of your students to give 

them some idea of what it felt like during the 1930s."  This was reflective of a new approach to 

history education.  The Ecology Box weighed fifty pounds and was filled with textbooks, 

journals, letters, documents, slides; it was free for the 500 schools that received one in 1972.
415

  

The Box also contained an original full size parachute, donated from the RCAF. Women were 

included in the documents. Finally, other "Kits" included "Men and Women in Sports, People at 

Work in Toronto, Sex-role Stereotyping and Advertising, Women at Work in Toronto." These 

kits all contained slides, photographs and teacher guides. A wide range of kits followed: some 

developed through the Department of Curriculum at OISE, some through Ministries of 

Education, and others through teachers' federations and resource centres. 
416

 

 Produced in 1972, "The Women's Kit," the only kit focused completely on the narratives 

of women, is a giant cardboard box full of materials such as pamphlets, photos, poems, copies of 

newspaper articles, filmstrips, records and historical documents. The box of materials included 

roughly 150 items and weighed about twenty pounds. It included a booklet with an inventory of 

the enclosed materials, introductions about women's history, a bibliography and helpful 

suggestions for teachers. The introduction to the booklet stated that "history has dismissed what 

women have done as trivial and unrelated to the real forces that have shaped our past." The 

intention of the kit was to "foster a new awareness of women's role in society, both past and 

present, and help people look at new questions." During 1973-1974, 170 of these kits were 

distributed to high schools and community colleges (mostly in Ontario) for field testing, with an 

additional twenty kits circulated within another 200 schools and community groups. The kit 

guide asked the users to use the materials to provide a platform for further research and inquiry. 

                                                 

415
  OISE Library, The Ecology Box [kit] (Toronto: OISE Media Group, 1972). The Ecology Box was created to 

support student understanding about ecology and was designed for teachers to use for a three week program which 
ended in an ecology exhibition. The Atkinson Foundation and Ontario Hydro provided the funding for the 500 
boxes. 

416
 Kits and boxes of resource materials were popular with teachers in the 1970s and 1980s as curricula support for 

course work in Ontario. Kits included a wide range of resources, films, photos, slides, written materials and were 
appealing because the materials were all contained within the box, accompanied with teacher’s guides.   
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History, they suggested, had relied on answering questions that continued to focus on the lives of 

men. How, they asked, can women gain a sense of their own history?  

 The Kit was created to bridge the gap between the work taking place in the academic 

community and the demand for materials for the high school and college level.
417

  The Kit 

addressed the demand for accessible, engaging and diverse materials about Canadian women. In 

the conclusion, the authors noted that although the Kit will no doubt be "ridiculed and 

criticized", their hope was that within several years "a Women's Kit" will no longer be 

necessary." 
418

  The popularity of the Kit was evident with schools and several participants in 

this study still had parts of it. Unfortunately the expectations for the Kit as a springboard for 

greater integration of women's materials never totally materialized, but the Kit did provide an 

excellent resource of materials for interested teachers. 

 

Toronto Board Outreach: Conferences, Newsletters and Forms of Communication 

 The Toronto Board of Education was active in its efforts to reach communities interested 

in women's issues, employing a variety of methods for communication. Conferences in the 1970s 

were viewed as a kick start for discussions and initiatives related to curricula development 

concerning women, not as regular venues in which to provide ongoing networking opportunities. 

Instead the Board focused on providing regular newsletters, produced by women's committees at 

the school board, and distributed through the schools and board offices. This section of the 

chapter provides an overview of the two major women’s conferences held at the end of the 1970s 

and the newsletters that served as essential follow-up networking between the Board and 

teachers in schools. These conferences provided important public displays of the work of the 

school board committees and served as important public responses to women's movement 

demands as well as provided resource ideas for teachers. The newsletters provided a way to link 

                                                 

417
 Pamela Harris with Becky Kane and Donna Pothaar, "The Women’s Kit," 1-5 (Toronto: OISE, 1973). A copy of 

the Women’s Kit is in storage at the OISE/UT library. Some teachers in this study retained parts of the Kit. The 
quotes used here were taken directly from the Teacher Guide found within each Kit. Authors of the Kit referred to 
this gap by stating that "publications about the role of women are 'heavily intellectual' or analytical, geared to the 
middle class, urban educated North American, often superficial, often full of rhetoric and anger." 

418
 The Women’s Kit: Teacher’s Guide, 4. 
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initiatives taking place at the Toronto Board with teachers in schools. Since teachers were left to 

access materials and information about women on their own, then forms of communication were 

important. Few teachers were accessing resources and information from the internet until the 

mid-1990s and relied on the materials they received in their school mailboxes or through 

department leaders. Newsletters played a central role in keeping Toronto Board employees 

informed and played a significant role as a networking tool for Canadian women educators.   

 Women scholars had established a number of newsletters which provided important 

source for current scholarship and some teachers had subscriptions. Publications, such as the 

Canadian Newsletter of Research on Women, Resources for Feminist Research (RFR/DRF), 

created in 1972, responded to the growing field of women's studies and women's history and 

provided a forum for scholars, educators and interested others to connect and stay informed 

about events, conferences and publications.
419

  The Canadian Women's Studies Journal was 

another resource for teachers that provided articles, information and bibliographies, as was 

Canadian Woman Studies/les cahiers de la femme, founded in 1983. Teachers in this study read 

feminist newsletters and used some of the newsletter articles in their classrooms. Newsletters 

kept them informed on women's scholarship and publications, and also gave them a chance to 

publish their own work.  A significant number of articles were written by Toronto teachers and 

educators, and this provided an excellent forum for collaborative work and opportunities for 

networking between feminist scholars and feminist teachers in Toronto. 

                                                 

419
 Canadian Newsletter of Research on Women, Resources for Feminist Research/Documentation sur la recherché 

féministe (RFR/DRF) was created in 1972 when Margrit Eichler and Marylee Stephenson participated in the first 
women's studies session of the Learneds in Montreal, 1972. Associated with OISE it provided links with other 
feminist media such as Rites and HERizons. The format included discussion forums, articles, and abstracts of 
conference proceedings, book reviews and bibliographies. Special themes featured educational issues such as the 
1979 edition which included articles by Mary O'Brien, Angela Miles, Sylvia Van Kirk and others who looked at 
teaching and research. Two special editions looked specifically at Education and were edited by Somer Brodribb. 
See: Somer Brodribb, "A Valuable Teaching Tool," Canadian Women's Studies 6, no.3, 32-33. A significant number 
of articles were written by Toronto women educators, including special editions dedicated to women's studies in 
schools such as Women and Education 1, edited by Brodribb and O'Brien, focused on concerns of teachers and 
activists in the educational field. Articles also included the history of women, Sex-role stereotyping in schools, girls 
sports and science education. Toronto teacher and Board Coordinator, Myra Novogrodsky, wrote "The Use of 
Human, Print and Audio Visual Resources to Generate Women's Studies Programs in Public Schools," (CWS/CF 6 
no. 3 (spring/fall. 1985); CWS/CF 7, no. 3 and no. 4, 1987) which included two volumes devoted to examining 
Canadian Women's History and "Writing Women into History" which featured articles by prominent Canadian 
feminist historians, scholars and educators. 
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 A number of newsletters were published specifically by the Toronto Board of Education 

and reflected the work of various women's committees. These newsletters were sent to schools 

and made available to staff, teachers and administrators. They kept teachers informed of events, 

workshops, courses, speakers and learning resources.  A number of Toronto Board newsletters 

focused only on women. Women in Education (WIE), for example, began as a series of 

newsletters in recognition of International Women's year beginning in 1975 and each newsletter 

recognized a different prominent Canadian woman. The Toronto Women's Education News 

(TWEN) was a co-operative publication of the Affirmative Action Office and the Social Studies 

Department of the Board of Education for the City of Toronto and was published between 1981 

and 1986. Organization for Women in Leadership (OWL), which began its newsletter in 1982, 

provided a forum for women in education to develop leadership skills and network with other 

professional women.  

 Women in Education (WIE) provided biographies of prominent female educators and 

general historical information about the featured time period as well as a list of resources. By 

focusing on a prominent woman the newsletter supported the approved approach to history 

education, that which supported examinations of great individuals.  In this case the great women 

were educators.  As an introduction to the first newsletter, Gordon Cressy, Chairman of the 

Toronto Board of Education noted,  

In recognition of 1975 as International Women's year, the Toronto Board of Education is 
sponsoring this series of newsletters on Women in Education. I believe our Board has 
been reasonably progressive in giving opportunities to women, partly because of an 
active Women's Committee, now in its third year. It is also clear that the cause of women 
is one that extends far beyond the limits of one year. I realize that we still have far to go 
in giving many women the recognition they deserve and I hope this publication helps 

push us in that direction. 
420

 

This quote provides an excellent window into the school board's approach to including women. 

Cressy notes the Board's work is situated in the women's committees specifically and that this 

has had a limited outcome. His words are almost apologetic, acknowledging that the school 

board had been only "reasonably progressive". Given the great strides that were being made in 

other areas of equity education, particularly in terms of women's increase in positions of 
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 Private collection: Women in Education Newsletter (WEN), no. 1, April 3, 1975. 
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responsibility, there is a definite difference of tone, which might suggest his awareness of the 

lack of support for gender equity within all areas of education. This remained the Board's 

primary response to women's movement activism: to present initiatives gradually, which would 

be less jarring but also less effective. 

 The Toronto Women's Education News Newsletter (TWEN) produced by Marjorie 

Schliwa, Myrna Mather, Advisor Affirmative Action, and Pat Kincaid, Women’s Studies 

Consultant, were the key women behind this publication that had at its core objective to outreach 

more and create greater networks. Myrna Mather and Pat Kincaid worked as a team.  Mather was 

responsible for working on issues and developing programs related to women and employment; 

she also communicated with Affirmative Action representatives in every school and department 

in the board. Kincaid's responsibility lay with the development of curriculum that was non-sexist 

and still "met the needs of girls and young women in a rapidly changing society.” She also 

communicated with Women’s Studies Representatives. The newsletter published five issues each 

year and was sent out to all schools, education centre departments and area offices, as well as 

interested organizations and community groups. The newsletters published bibliographies of 

curriculum materials about and by women 
421

 and covered a wide range of topics.
422

  New films 

and learning resources were regularly featured and announcements about school board events 

helped provide important networking between Board initiatives and teachers. 
423

 Articles kept 

teachers up to date on research and scholarship.
424

  

                                                 

421
 TBE Archives/ File: Newsletters: Toronto Women and Education News (TWEN) vol.1, no.1 (October 1981): 1-

2. I examined volumes 1-5, 1981-1986. 

422
 TBE Archives, TWEN, vol. 2, no. 1 (Oct. 1982).  The newsletter celebrated the one year anniversary. Patricia 

Kincaid and Myrna Mather had moved on to new areas. Pat was working in the Curriculum Division as an 
Administrative Assistant to the Superintendents. The new team consisted of Gail Posen (Affirmative Action 
Advisor)  and Alwena Jones (Co-ordinator of Women’s Studies). During 1982-83 they planned to expand to eight 
issues, up from five a year. Judy Erola, Minister Responsible for the Status of Women, wrote a piece about the 
importance of Affirmative Action. 

423
 TBE Archives, TWEN, vol. 2, no.2 (Nov.1982), 1-2. One newsletter, for example, noted "Curriculum Day" 

(April 16) where "several women’s studies workshops" were presented at Dundas Street Public School. This school 
temporarily housed the Toronto Board’s Women’s Studies Resource Centre. The announcement noted that there 
would be a theatre production and materials about women to use in classrooms. 

424
 TBE Archives, TWEN, vol. 2 no.2, 1-2. Articles, for example, were written about the reasons girls had math 

anxiety and ways in which guidance councilors could provide more course options for girls. The newsletters also 
noted the work of women's committees at the Board and programs such as Boys for Babies program which was first 
offered at Kensington Community public school in the spring of 1982 to give boys skills in infant care. 
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  Organization for Women in Leadership (OWL) was another Toronto Board women's 

newsletter.
425

 Jackie Scroggie and Myrna Mather, two administrators for the Board approached 

the Women's Liaison Committee and had it put on the agenda in fall, 1980. The first dinner was 

held at the Westbury Hotel in Toronto on May 19, 1981 and featured Dr. Lorna Marsden as 

keynote speaker. The committee had planned for 200 respondents but instead got 400. The tenth 

anniversary of the organization, in 1990 was held again at the Westbury Hotel and highlighted 

ten years of activism. 
426

 One of the most important elements of the organization was the 

newsletter, which linked members together. However, although newsletters provided a vital 

forum for networking within the Toronto Board, teachers had to request the newsletters, read 

them, and then decide to respond; not all teachers made the decision to be connected in that way. 

 The first women's conference was spearheaded by Toronto Board of Education Women's 

Studies Consultant Pat Kincaid and Ontario Ministry Education Officer Sheila Roy, and was 

jointly sponsored by the Ontario Ministry of Education and the Toronto Board of Education in 

October 1976. The conference entitled "Explore and Develop: Integrating the Study of Women 

into the Curriculum" published a report of the workshops recommendations that same year.
427

  

Dr. Lorna Marsden was the keynote focused on the school system as a place in which to develop 

equity. She noted, "Teachers, parents, civic leaders-are concerned with the way in which equity 

                                                 

425
 TBE Archives, OWL File/OWL 10th anniversary program: September 26, 1990. The Women's Liaison 

Committee formed a steering committee, chaired by Jackie Scroggie, to see if a networking group would work well 
in Toronto, as it had in North York. The steering committee consulted a number of people such as Marie Smibert, a 
retired principal of Central Commerce School, Margaret Evans, teacher, and the Chief Superintendent of Field 
Services. The organization got approval by the Director of Education. Dr. Ned Mckeown, who allowed the group to 
use Board mail and gave them office space. The five women superintendents with the board in 1980 were made 
Charter Honorary Members. The program notes that the Committee decided to use the name OWL because it would 
be easy to remember and a symbol of wisdom and learning, noting "The Owl was one of the symbols of Athena-a 
prominent female figure of classical mythology noted for her intelligence."  

426
 TBE Archives/ OWL File/OWL 10th anniversary program: September 26, 1990. This program notes the goals of 

the organization: "to provide an opportunity for women in education to develop career potential and leadership 
skills; to meet other women in an informal setting; to present interesting speakers and subjects to women in 
education and to establish a communications network and support system." The 10th anniversary program lists the 
highlights of each year and includes a spectacular list of notable speakers such as June Callwood, Sheila Copps, 
Flora MacDonald, Judy Erola, Senator Anne Cools, Alan Borovy, Arlene Perly-Rae and Bob Rae, Rosemary Brown, 
Chaviva Hosek, Joan Green, to name a few. 

427
 The Ministry of Education, Ontario and the Board of Education for the City of Toronto, Explore and Develop: 

Integrating the Study of Women into the Curriculum: A Working Conference, October 21- 23, 1976. (MacDonald 
Block, Queen's Park, Toronto). 
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can be realized through the great instrument of equalization-the educational system in all its 

complexity."
428

  She argued that the goals for equality were too broad and that the situation of 

women in schools was changing but inequalities still existed. She noted, "Let's realize that action 

rests with us. A new curriculum must be a workable one in every sense, more than a response to 

a set of ideals. Everyday awareness is the best route to change."
429

  The speech confirmed her 

belief in the central role of the state school system in addressing equity issues; what was also 

clear was Marsden's support for government policies moving carefully with equity initiatives in 

efforts to alter prevailing mindsets. 

 The two and half day conference allowed subject groups to examine and discuss ways in 

which to include women. Most subject areas were represented at the conference, including 

history. The Intermediate history group, for example, focused on developing specific units on 

women, organizing workshops on methods to include women into history curriculum and 

removing Sex-role stereotyping from history texts. Historian Alison Prentice, assisted by 

researcher Beth Light, were facilitators for the Senior History group. Their conference report 

included recommendations that future history guidelines "have as articulated goals the 

integration of the history of Women and the history of the relations between the sexes into all 

history courses, and that the Ministry provide workshops to improve teacher-training through 

professional development."
430 The report included a bibliography of current resource materials. 

 Inviting Prentice, a prominent scholar in Canadian women's history, to take part, was an 

important public acknowledgement of the field, and a first step in bridging gaps between 
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 Rolly Fobert and Patricia Kincaid, Explore and Develop Report, Oct. 21- 23, 1976 (Toronto: Ontario Ministry of 

Education and Toronto Board of Education, 1977). In 1976 Marsden was at the University of Toronto and was also 
on the National Action Committee on the Status of Women. Her talk title was "Creating a New Role for Women 
through the Schools." 

429
 Kincaid, Explore and Develop, 5. Dr. Marsden is a university professor who has received a number of awards. 

She was executive member of the NAC, National policy chair of the Liberal party in 1975 and Vice-President in 
1980. In 1984, she was appointed to the Senate. In 1997, she was appointed President and Vice-Chancellor of York 
University. 

430
 Kincaid, Report of Explore and Develop, Senior History 1-6. The History workshop began by identifying 

problems and goals and followed with a discussion about whether women's history should remain a separate course 
or be integrated into the secondary school history courses. They noted that women's history should not be solely the 
history of great or famous women, arguing for the need "to study the past history of women of all classes, races and 
creeds." There were suggestions put forth on where, who and how to add women for the history courses offered in 
the Ontario curriculum: ancient, European and Canadian.  
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academia and public schools. The report's suggestion to include women in history course 

guidelines was implemented in the 1980s, but women were only added as one of the expectations 

for course examinations, similar to expectations to incorporate multicultural narratives. 

However, the report's more central point, to link the relations between men and women in 

historical examinations, which argued for full integration, did not take place. The workshop and 

report would have had a stronger impact if there had been more opportunities for ongoing history 

education conferences, perhaps to be held at the school board or the universities. However, this 

did not occur in Toronto. 

 The 1976 conference and report were followed two and three years later by two 

additional conferences. The Women's Studies Department of the Toronto Board of Education 

held a conference in 1978 entitled "Sex-role Stereotyping and Women's Studies" and one in 1979 

entitled "Free to Choose: An Evening of Speakers." Held at the Macdonald Block, Queen's Park 

September 1978, "Sex-role Stereotyping" was co-sponsored with the Ontario Ministry of 

Education and the Ontario Association Curriculum Development (OACD). The second 

conference was held at the Education Centre at 155 College Street and was sponsored by the 

Women's Studies Department. The 1978 conference offered thirty-six workshops held the first 

day of the conference and a variety of panels and discussion groups on the evening of the first 

day and the morning of the next day. The first keynote, given by Judge Rosalie Silberman Abella 

was about the major legal changes in family law that had affected women. Abella encouraged 

participants to know the law and to accept responsibility to ensure that the law continued to 

reflect and respect the integrity of the people.
431  This was the first time that the OACD and the 

Ministry had jointly sponsored and planned a conference; the report notes that a large number -

over 400- teachers and curriculum consultants attended. This large number of participants 

testifies to the work of the women’s committees at the Toronto Board; it also was the product of 

a strong support relationship between Pat Kincaid and Sheila Roy.  

                                                 

431
 Ontario Ministry of Education and the Ontario Association for Curriculum Development (OACD) Report: Sex-

role Stereotyping and Women's Studies Conference, Sept. 28-30, 1978, 5-20. The report includes a full transcript of 
Judge Abella's speech. Judge Abella was a provincial court judge, family divisions, served on the executive of the 
National Action Committee on the Status of Women National Council of Canadian Human Rights Foundation, 
Commissioner, Ontario Human Rights Commission and a number of other legal committees. 
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 John Storey, Director of the provincial Ministry of Education Curriculum Branch, spoke 

of the provincial Affirmative Action plan and urged the Canadian educational system to take a 

leadership role in this area. He discussed female staffing and increased positions of responsibility 

as well as textbook changes, noting that Circular 14 contained specific reference to support the 

removal of Sex-role stereotyping. 
432

 He added that the Ministry planned to continue to "develop 

and implement a curriculum and a learning climate conducive to the development of each 

individual student." 
433

  Dr. Marsden, the third keynote, spoke about "Sex-role stereotyping in 

educational materials, methods and programs." 
434

  She added that a review of the Ministry 

resource guide on Sex-role stereotyping suggested that the Ministry of Education "takes a 

position of what might be called a position of radical individualism," adding that the provincial 

documents suggest that the rights of individuals are weighted heavily against the interests of 

society which is expressed in law and custom. She added,  

This implies that within each child there is some potential which can be identified and 
developed from the constraints of custom and practice found within the society and 
that it is the duty of the teacher to identify that potential and develop it, or provide the 
atmosphere for its development.  

Marsden further added that those views were consistent with "North American progressivism 

and the positive evaluation of social mobility, the retardation of the crystallization of class 

inequities and with the Christian-Judaic ethic which governs our society." 
435

 

                                                 

432
 OACD Report, 26-27. Storey noted that changes to curriculum were important "because stereotyping has a 

social/psychological basis." He commented on changes to Family studies curriculum, physical and health education, 
and also the Intermediate History curriculum where he added "We have introduced a core unit in grades 7 and 8 on 
social reform, which includes women’s suffrage, so that it will be part of all programs at that level."  

433
 OACD Report, 25 Storey noted that both the "Formative Years" document and the H.S.1 policy included 

references to equal educational opportunity in the province. See: Ontario Ministry of Education, The Formative 
Years: Provincial Curriculum Policy for the Primary and Junior Divisions of the Public and Separate Schools of 
Ontario (Toronto: Ministry of Education, 1975) and Ontario Ministry of Education,  Report of the Provincial Task 
Force on H.S. 1: A Summary (Toronto, 1974). 

434
 Ontario Ministry, Sex-role Stereotyping and Women's Studies Resource Guide, Toronto, 1978), 2. The term 

stereotyping is described in this document as a process which "narrowly defines roles for males and females in our 
society. The role constraints deny the wide range of human potential based upon, and having undue emphasis on, 
biological sex." Marsden noted in her speech that the Ontario curriculum guidelines in the primary and junior 
division "should be conducted so that each child may have the opportunity to develop abilities and aspirations 
without the limitations imposed by Sex-role stereotypes." 

435
 Ontario Ministry of Education and the OACD Report, Sex-role Stereotyping and Women's Studies Conference, 

September 28-30, 1978, 5-20.  
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 These quotes demonstrate that right from the first public conferences about integrating 

women in schools, the focus for many was on the individual. There is nothing in Marsden’s 

speech about making foundational social change. She suggested that removing sexist 

discriminatory resources and behaviour was consistent with liberal values and customs and that 

people and social values can change through good education systems. The speech suggested that 

learning resources be more "realistic" and redefine the roles of women and men. Marsden added, 

"If beating Sex-role stereotyping into the ground involves facing the facts (and I believe this is 

the prime criteria with which we must deal) then our curriculum materials must deal squarely 

with generational change." But she also noted that there might be limits to examinations for Sex-

role stereotyping. In her final comments, Marsden stated, 

But what are the limits to this? Stereotyping is rampant and one could go stark raving 
mad dealing with all the issues. The Ministry guidelines, however, suggest some limits. 
They suggest that the primary concern is with educational, labour force and civic 
opportunities. This is limited in that it does not deal with religion, the family or several 
other major institutions, but I regard the limitations as appropriate. So a second major 
criterion is to concentrate on fitting the facts of talents to the opportunities that could 
become available in the labour force and community. This involves looking both at what 

is in the materials as well as what is omitted.
436

 

Such statements reveal a liberal philosophical position held by many educators, who believed in 

the education system’s capacity for change. The liberal focus on the individual in this case used 

as means in which to recognize the potential of girls, is well-intentioned. Marsden didn't address 

the larger issues advocated by "radical" socialist feminists: that adding women, within 

established curricula was not enough, as such actions continued to support male frameworks and 

patriarchal hegemonic systems. Focusing on the individuals and balancing individual rights 

against social group demands supported neo-liberal notions of democratic societies. By asking 

Judge Abella, Mr. Storey and Dr. Marsden to be the keynotes for the three day conference, the 

province had provided a clear message for school boards: all three speakers represented 

established liberal perspectives and although they argued for change, they clearly advocated for 

                                                 

436
 Ontario Ministry of Education and the OACD Report: Sex-role Stereotyping and Women's Studies Conference. 

The report includes a full transcript of Dr. Marsden's speech, 34. Scholars have examined the ways in which 
government policies are often at odds with different conceptions of equity based on the religious, familial and 
localized levels. See for example: Eric Fong, ed. Inside the Mosaic (Toronto: UofT Press, 2006). 
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change within established systems as opposed to radical change. 
437

  The overall educational 

path was clear: add women to curriculum, increase positions of responsibility and remove 

discriminatory materials. These were vital steps but do suggest a controlled response that 

incorporated little risk to established state systems.  

 The 1979 conference included speakers Marion Colby, Women’s Advisor for Centennial 

College who spoke about "Women in the Educational System: The Effect of Stereotyping;" Dr. 

Ouida Wright, Assistant Superintendent Curriculum divisions at the Toronto Board who 

addressed "Bias in Learning Materials" and a number of prominent women , such as journalist 

Jan Tennant and Abby Hoffman, Executive Officer of the Human Rights Commission, who 

spoke on women in law, in advertising, and on violence against women.
438

  The very public 

conference provided an opportunity for a number of prominent individual women who had 

achieved success within their own fields to share their stories. The idea of providing 

opportunities to hear prominent women continued to be a focus for the Toronto Board’s outreach 

work. The Board’s "Speakers Directory" contained lists of names of prominent women in 

different fields and was distributed to schools. Speakers names and bios were provided and 

required fees and contact information included.
439

   The Directory was co-sponsored by the 

Women's Studies Department and provided lists of individuals "who are leading authorities in 

their field and who have agreed to respond to invitations to speak to students, teachers and other 

interested groups within the Ontario education system." It included details about the speaker's 

experiences, subjects on which they spoke, and their fees and was organized by topic. The 

introduction to the 1982 directory stated, "The Directory is designed as a link between the school 

community and the community at large. It is intended to serve as a useful resource aid by 

drawing together information about speakers on a variety of themes that may enrich school study 

                                                 

437
 Judge Rosalie Silberman Abella, Canadian lawyer, and in the 1970s was appointed to the Ontario Family Court; 

Lorna Marsden was national policy chair, Liberal Party of Canada in 1975, vice-president in 1980, and a Liberal 
Senator. John Story was appointed to the Ontario Ministry of Education under Premier Bill Davis (Conservative).  
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 TBE Archives/ File/Curriculum: Women’s Studies folder, envelope #2: Conference: Free to Choose: An 

Evening of Speakers took place April 26, 1979. The conference poster notes that the 1978 conference was such an 
"overwhelming success" that they were offering another one the next year.  

439
 TBE Archives: File/ Curriculum-Women's Studies-Envelope #3.Speaker Directory Booklet: The Speakers 

Directory/Women's Studies Department, Fall 1982.  
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programs."
440

 Topics included Affirmative Action, career counseling, the arts, violence, law and 

technology. Many familiar names appeared in the directory.  

 In addition to the Directory, for several years the Toronto Board held a Women's 

Speakers Series at its Board offices. The 1980 "Winter Series of Women Speakers" was 

sponsored by the Women's Studies and Records and Archives Centre and had a number of 

prominent speakers. 
441

 Feminist educators made up the majority of the audience and attendance 

was reflective of the interests within the Board. The Affirmative Action Committee and WLC 

developed workshops to be held in schools for teachers and made available to all Board 

employees.  Each school, area, and central teaching and non-teaching department within the 

Toronto Board was mandated to develop its own Affirmative Action plan and schools were 

offered workshops with the assistance of the "Awareness Workshop Coordinating Committee". 

The Board expected that materials and ideas would flow from the school board to the schools.
442

  

 However, placing women speakers into schools or putting units on women into 

established curriculum relied on the initiative of interested teachers, which again provided an 

option for those who weren't concerned to opt-out. An article written in the Canadian Women's 

Studies Journal in 1985, entitled, "The Feminist Curriculum and the New Vocabulary" noted that 

the curriculum of women's studies had always been markedly issues-oriented. The author, 

Barbara Latham, argued that units developed on women and placed in sociology, history and 

business courses were often taught by feminist teachers who added these units but who also had 

little training in feminist analysis, thus they did not provide the proper context. The author noted 

"the woman content may exist in no context or a context hostile to feminism and to social change 

                                                 

440
 TBE Archives: File/ Curriculum-Women's Studies-Envelope #3. Speaker Directory included Margaret Evans, 

Joan Green and Yvonne Rosenberg (Toronto Board), Kay Sigurjonsson (FWTAO), June Callwood 
(Journalist/Activist), Sherrill Cheda (Canadian periodical publisher's director), Susan Colley (Coordinator Action 
Day Care), Judith Finlayson (Journalist), Frieda Foreman (Coordinator Women’s Resource Centre OISE), Alwena 
Jones (Coordinator Women's Studies Department),  Susan Lynch (Cross Cultural Community Centre), Mary O'Brien  
and Judith Posner (OISE); Ceta Ramkhalawansingh (Equal Opportunity Program Toronto). Historians included Gail 
Brandt, Linda Briskin, Beth Light. A directory for men was not found in the archives.  
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booklet included Fiona Nelson , Trustee and chairperson Toronto Board, Maryon Kantaroff, Sculptor, Madeleine 
Parent, Feminist labour leader,  Shelagh Wilkinson, Consultant in Women's Studies and Abby Hoffman, Olympic 
Athlete and Supervisor of Sports Services, Ministry of Culture and Recreation. 
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in general."
443

  In other words, the presence of women’s “Units” alone did not guarantee that 

teachers employed a feminist pedagogy. Offering conference workshops and resources materials 

were clearly only first steps. In order to properly integrate women within school curricula, 

teachers required more than an interest. A more extensive follow-up, something that involved 

course work, joint curricula writing projects, and annual conferences, might have provided the 

tools for integrating women into curriculum in a more meaningful way. 

 

Educational Films 

 Finally, teachers in this study indicated that one of the most used history classroom 

resources were films; it was one of major ways in which women's historical narratives entered 

history curricula. Learning to Read Between the Stereotypes was produced by Moira Armour and 

Margaret Evans specifically for the Toronto Board. The film raised some fundamental questions 

about the treatment of sex roles in many of the materials that were in use in schools. 
444

  Moira 

Armour, a Toronto feminist, activist, board employee and film maker, wrote a column for  the 

Toronto Sun where she argued for school boards to recognize women as "ordinary people, rather 

than as a special group with special interests." She challenged the status quo in which women 

were relegated to separate women’s columns, women's studies departments or women’s courses. 

Films, she argued should not be classified only as women's films, which the school boards 

continued to do. With Armour as producer and director, the Toronto Board then produced some 

of its own films, such as Is Anybody Out There Listening? A Study of Sexism in High Schools, 

which was used in social science classes, and A Woman’s Work is Never Done, a film about 

working women and issues related to the widening wage gap between men and women.
445

  

                                                 

443
 Barbara Latham, "The Feminist Curriculum and the 'New' Vocabulary," Canadian Women's Studies Journal, 6, 

no.3 (1985), 25-26. 

444 TBE Archives/ File: Moira Armour: Biography: "Learning to Read between the Stereotypes" Language Study 

Centre [and] Teaching Aids Dept., Toronto Board of Education, 1974. (Toronto Star newspaper article by Catherine 
Dunphy): When asked when she became a feminist, Moira Armour commented, "I was born one!" It adds, "Hailed 
as the "Archivist of the Women’s Movement," Armour responded, "I'm not the brains behind the movement. I’m the 
doer, the organizer. I get the halls rented and the flyers printed." Armour was one of the Founders of the NAC, of the 
Feminist Party of Canada, Women for Political Action and on the Toronto Board Status of Women Committee.  

445 TBE Archives/ File: M. Armour. Armour's film discussed some of the many examples of sexism that were 

prevalent in Toronto schools. A flyer for the film, "Is anybody listening?" included discussions and illustrations of 
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Armour produced a number of films and collaborated with others in the film industry to ensure 

that a wide range of films were available for teachers.   

 Studio D, at the National Film Board (NFB) produced dozens of films about women and 

most of these were available through the Toronto Board resources centre and school libraries. 

The Studio's original mandate was specifically "to address women's information needs as well as 

facilitate the framing of women's perspectives through the medium of film and to provide an 

environment of mutual support" 
446

 History and social science teachers were encouraged to use 

films in their classes and indicated the central role that films played in their course studies. In an 

article written in The TWEN, June 1982, noted that "films were heavily relied on" to introduce 

the topic of women."
447

  The Women's Studies department gathered "relevant" films, film strips 

and photographs on women's history to support course work for units on women.  

 Pat Kincaid, in her role as Consultant in Women's Studies at the Toronto Board, and 

several teachers at Monarch Park Secondary School had developed a three to four week History 

Unit on the "Changing Attitudes to the Role of the Sexes," designed for students in the general 

level grade 10 compulsory Canadian history course. "Make it Happen," a joint film by the 

Toronto Board and the Ontario Women’s Bureau examined the ways in which girls were 

indoctrinated at early years to be channeled into gender categories. In the fall of 1985, the NFB 

brought representatives from across the country to Montreal to form an ongoing Education 

Forum designed to coordinate the programming and marketing of educational films. As a first 

                                                                                                                                                             

guidance materials textbooks, teacher attitudes and subject budget allocations. The film was produced by Moira 
Armour and Marg Evans. In a Toronto Sun article, March 9, 1976, Armour notes that in 1973 full time women 
workers in Canada "earned an average $5,527 and men earned $10,072 and 44% of the adult female population 
worked outside of the home. A flyer, distributed by the Teaching Aides Department (TBE 1974) noted that 
Armour's film Learning to Read Between the Stereotypes raised fundamental questions about the treatment of Sex-
roles in many of the materials used in schools.  
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 Chris Scherbarth, "Canada's Studio D: A Women's Room with an International Reputation," Canadian Women's 

Studies Journal, 8: no.1 (spring 1987): 24-27. Media accounts of Studio D's history attribute its creation in 1974 to 
International women's year but NFB management failed to access federal fund. Instead establishing a women's film 
studio can be attribute to the work of filmmaker Kathleen Shannon who first championed the idea in 1971 when the 
NFB was producing grassroots films. Shannon was executive producer of the Studio. See, Gail Vanstone, D is for 
Daring: The Women Behind the Films of Studio D (Toronto: Sumach Press, 2007).  
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 T.B.E. Archives/ File: TWEN, Patrick Douglas, Monarch Park School, "Monarch Park Develops Women's 

History Unit", TWEN, vol.1 no.5, (June 1982). Some of the Films included in this Unit: The Visible Women, Killing 
Us Softly and Men's Lives.  
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step, the Film Board hosted a "Forum on Women's Studies in Secondary Schools" and the 

following year produced a report. The report noted that the National Film Board had initiated a 

number of activities to improve communications with educators in Canada. The films designated 

for educational purposes accounted for over 50% of all film bookings.
448

  

 A wide range of educators and filmmakers from across the country took part, including 

educators from Toronto. The report confirmed this study's findings as it noted, "Educators 

stressed that film and video are among the most frequently used resources in the classroom."
449

 

A number of recommendations included suggestions that more women appear in historical 

examinations and in non-traditional roles. One of the key comments in this report noted that, 

"Educators stressed that, given the tenuous position of women's studies as a subject and the 

limited number of courses offered in this area, the only realistic way to influence young people is 

to produce films that can easily be incorporated into established compulsory subjects." 
450

  

Subject areas were examined individually. The "Women in History" group recognized the 

dominance of "his" story and how women's contributions to society had been largely ignored or 

marginalized in film. They suggested more films that "focus on and exam history from a female 

point of view" and films showing "contemporary women involved in current events." 
451

 

 The substantial number of resources that were developed to include women reflects the 

colossal work by educators at the time but many of these resources remained on resource/library 

shelves and did not produce the kinds of results that feminist reformers had hoped. Unless 

resources had been made a mandatory part of course examinations, these materials always 
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 National Film Board of Canada, (NFB) Report on the National Film Board/Educators' Forum on Women's 

Studies in Secondary School, Montreal, April 20-22, 1986. Also see: Beyond the Image: A Guide to Films about 
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remained optional. The decision to make resource materials about women also suggests that 

women's experiences within curricula challenged established liberal institutions that supported 

individualism and universal liberal norms. The women's movement, and the resources that 

followed, challenged liberal state systems' failure to recognize women. These challenges are 

further evident in the efforts to alter history curricula to include women as national narratives 

embodied long established notions of citizenship and nationhood. 

 

History Teaching and History Resources 

 Although history resources about women were easily available through Board resource 

centres, teachers noted the pedagogical challenges of integrating new materials and the 

difficulties in making decisions of "what to leave out" of traditional narratives. Adding women's 

narratives often meant seeking support from history departments, where established course 

guidelines provided instructional frameworks. Some teachers found support from published 

Toronto Board resource guides.
452

  Changing Roles in a Changing World: A Resource Guide 

Focusing on the Female Student (1975) and Girls and Women in Society: Resource List (1977) 

provided the most comprehensive lists available at the time. The list of history and social science 

learning resource materials in this collection received financial support from the Ontario 

Ministry of Education and the Federation of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario. Some 

resources included French language materials. The list included books, audio-visual materials, 

and primary resources. Books and films featured prominent women framed within biographical 

sketches such as Nellie McClung, Agnes MacPhail and Suzanna Moodie and materials about 

women in the factories and during the First World War.
453

  Resources included many 

                                                 

452
 Teachers in this study stated that they added women’s content as an "extra," when possible, but not if it took 

them away from the required curriculum. Perhaps this is another reason why these resources weren’t being used—
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453
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Aberdeen, Nellie McClung, Agnes Macphail, a 1920s women pilot, factory worker, farm worker, a temperance 
parade, women army volunteers, Laura Sabia and Yvonne Saunders, a female athlete. There were also a number of 
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government publications such as the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women, which 

published a series of booklets, the National Council of Women and the Ontario Ministries of 

Labour, Education, and the Ontario Law Reform Commission and Human Rights Commissions, 

all which published materials about women for use in history and social science courses.
454

  By 

the 1980s, a wide range of resources were available that examined women's historical, political, 

social and economic experiences. 
455

 Nancy Adamson et al noted, "Feminists were hungry for 

reading material, and each new publication was eagerly seized and passed on from friend to 

friend” and this contributed to the "development of wide-ranging and deeply probing material 

and analysis."
456

  The number of available materials for teachers was staggering as national and 

local organizations, both grassroots feminists and institutional feminists, provided accessible 

materials that documented the experiences of women.  

 However, these resources remained off the Ministry Circular 14 list of approved texts and 

were not well known within schools. Publishers who wanted to include women provided a 

number of book series that were used to enhance historical examinations. One series, for 

example, “Issues for the Seventies,” dealt with current issues. History teachers indicated they 

                                                                                                                                                             

non-Canadian resources available to teachers as well as more materials such as Clara Barton: Battlefield Nurse by 
Peggy Mann (US) or Emmeline and her Daughters: The Pankhurst Suffragettes (1971) See also, Cleverdon, The 
Woman Suffrage Movement in Canada (Toronto: U of T Press, 1950); Grant McEwan, And Mighty Women Too: 
Stories of Notable Western Canadian Women (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 1975).  

454
 This is a small sampling of the many government resources listed in the guidelines for history/social science 

courses. The National Council of Women in Canada, Women of Canada: Their Life and Work (Ottawa: 1975); 
Ontario Human Rights Commission, Human Rights in Employment; Ontario Law Reform Commission Reports, 
Women in the Labour Force Series (Ontario Ministry of Labour and Toronto: Women's Bureau (1976) ; R. 
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M. Ann Hall and Dorothy Richardson, Fair Ball: Towards Sex Equality in Canadian Sport (1982). 
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See for example, J. Acton et al. eds., Women and Work, Ontario: 1850-1930 (Toronto: CWP, 1974); M.R. Beard, 
Women as a Force in History (Toronto: Collier Macmillan, 1971); M. L. Benham, Nellie McClung (Toronto: 
Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1975); Therese Casgrain, A Woman in a Man's World (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 
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Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1977); Linda Kealey, A Not Unreasonable Claim (Toronto: Women's Press, 1979). 
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often used contemporary issues in their history classes as the topics were engaging.
457

  Many of 

these books were written by history departments heads and contained short articles by experts in 

the field of each topic. Many of the "Issues" brought the narratives of women into the dialogue, 

both because they were included in the discussions and also because these were social topics 

which affected all people and therefore focused the discussions around policy makers and leaders 

in industry. Resources such as these were integral in opening the dialogue to women’s narratives 

in sociology, economics, politics, law and history courses.
458

  Materials were created specifically 

for history courses, many which focused on topics related to labour and social history.  One 

teacher noted,    

Until Canadian social history became the primary vehicle for an examination of the 
Canadian experience, there was very little opportunity for the inclusion of women‘s 
history. The studies and the primary foci were on the political, geographic, exploratory, 
economic and artistic experience of Canada. By the very nature of who did the writing of 
the history, the university training of history teachers for specialized classrooms and the 
setting of curriculum and for that matter by the very nature of the major trends in 
Canadian development, from colony to nation, the story and the study was destined to be 

a male one. 
459

 

A wide range of working-class history books included units on Canadian women's history found 

its way into school history courses. Learning materials also came from other regions of the 

country. The Vancouver Corrective Collective and B.C. Teacher's Federation published a 
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number of resources for teachers across the country.
460

 The most popular in Toronto classrooms 

was the 1971 She Named It Canada: Because That’s What It Was Called and Women's Press' 

Never Done: Three Centuries of Women's Work in Canada. They are brilliant illustrated histories 

of the lives of Canadian women through stories and illustrations. The books included important 

bibliographies that provided excellent resource materials for teachers in schools. 
461

  

 Toronto history teachers took additional university courses, attended workshops, 

conferences and shopped in university and women's bookstores-many were interested in social 

history narratives.  Popular books focused on Canadian working-class history and were used in 

history, women's studies and social science courses. Publications such as Alison Prentice and 

Susan Mann Trofimenkoff's edited collection of essays entitled The Neglected Majority,
462

 

Gregory Kealey's, Working Class Toronto at the Turn of the Century, Ramsay Cook and Wendy 

Mitchinson's, The Proper Sphere: Woman's Place in Canadian Society, Linda Kealey's, Not an 

Unreasonable Claim: Women and Reform in Canada 1880-1920 and Sylvia Van Kirk's  Many 

Tender Ties: Women in Fur-Trade Society.
463

  Some working-class studies materials were 

designed specifically for use in classrooms. The Toronto Board published a number of resources 
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specifically for history classrooms such as "Labour Studies in the Classroom".
464

  Teachers 

focused on women and children in factories, the lives of working-class mothers and women's 

fight to obtain the vote. They supported curriculum expectations as the Ontario Ministry 

guidelines for Canadian history in Grade 8 and Grade 10 required units on social reform, trade 

unions and women's suffrage. The senior social science curriculum, in subjects such as Business, 

Law, Man [sic] and Society utilized labour studies materials.  A number of supplementary 

booklets were published that provided additional materials for labour studies units. 
465

  

 Myra Novogrodsky, the Toronto Board Women's Studies and Labour Studies 

Coordinator worked to bring both fields together, which was challenging and sometimes 

difficult. She notes, 

When I came back, [to a position at the Toronto Board] I discussed with my Supervisor 
the possibility of bringing together gender and class-through a labour studies portfolio. 
Why weren't we dealing with all the equity issues in the same department?  And we 
called a meeting with the major groups at the Board that had an interest in different 
equity issues-race relations-status of women-native studies advisory board-labour studies 
committee-as well as some of the federation reps. Every group had been working very 
hard on their own issues and felt that the other groups would push their issues off the 
podium. When we created this department we did some hiring. The Equity Studies Centre 
in the1990s--those were very different years. In those years we did cross-curricular work-
not just with history and social studies-but much more sophisticated analysis of the 

relationship between the different isms.
466

 

Because of the Toronto Board’s move to splinter equity issues, there were internal disputes, 

which hindered the development of equity in the curriculum as a whole. As the teachers I 

interviewed related, there was a tension between those working on different equity issues. 

Women’s studies content was constantly in competition with other areas that were also deemed 

to be of ‘sub-set’ status: Working-class history, Race Relations and Native Studies. This did not 
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bode well for the engagement of equity issues in the classroom. Despite the challenges, a 

working-class lens helped provide a window for women's narratives in history studies. 

 Teachers were also able to access social history materials from the Women's History 

project at OISE, led by Alison Prentice, who published an Intermediate History Unit in 1977 

entitled "Family History: A Method for the Study of Social History." Although developed to 

support the grade 8 curriculum and specifically the unit on Labour Studies, it was used in 

secondary schools as a resource document.
467

 Alison Prentice and Beth Light also produced a 

unit entitled "Canada and the International Women's Movement: A Teaching Unit Developed for 

the Intermediate History Guidelines." 
468

 These resources were available to teachers through 

board resource centres and teachers in this study indicated they used some of them. It seems fair 

to say that by the end of the seventies most history teachers in Toronto were aware of the 

Toronto school board's initiatives to make available resource materials about women for teachers 

to implement into course teaching. Many stated they incorporated at least one of the resources 

listed in this chapter; others indicated only an awareness that resources existed.  

 The Toronto Board "Curriculum Implementation Plan for September 1982 to September 

1985" laid out plans for curriculum changes over that three year period.
469

 The Ontario Ministry 

document had recommended that the Supervisory Officers of the Toronto Board undertake a 

review and an analysis of existing curriculum implementation procedures. 
470

 The new 

guidelines emphasized four areas: Curriculum implementation, Language guidelines across the 

curriculum, Teacher performance review programs and the Co-ordination of staff development. 
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This lead to the creation of a Senior Curriculum Council, a new position of Associate Director-

Programs and the development of  a "family of schools" concept where local schools, staff and 

the community worked together.  The Toronto Board created Curriculum Observation Guides for 

Secondary schools in each subject area. The humanities guide included History, Geography, and 

Man [sic] in Society, People in Politics, World Religions, and Economics. Although women are 

included in a broad sense under equity curriculum initiatives-real equity would again, require 

further work.  

 The "Guidelines for Observing the History Program" contained goals for history teachers 

that suggested the development of a classroom learning environment that contained a variety of 

appropriate and current resources; activities that were tailored to meet individual needs, and 

opportunities for research using appropriate materials.
471

  The document, however, did not 

provide suggested resource materials. The report noted that the integration of women’s studies 

with another subjects could be achieved through the use of audio-visual and board resources 

involving students in research.  

 One of the key resources to find support during this period, in response to the emphasis 

placed on audio-visual materials, was a series of materials designed for history classrooms that 

utilized illustrations and scholarship on Canadian history, called "Canada's Visual History", 

jointly produced by the National Film Board and the National Museum of Man (now the 

Museum of Civilization). Ruth Roach Pierson's volume "Canadian Women and the Second 

World War" was made widely available to Toronto teachers and was used in the mandatory 

Canadian history courses in Ontario.
472

  After the implementation of new curriculum in the 

mid1980s the board produced a follow- up document entitled "Key Directions in Curriculum", to 

examine how teachers were implementing curriculum.
473

  Kincaid argued in an article she wrote 
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for the School Guidance Worker that there were several stages which were important to the 

development of women's studies within the Board. She suggested that major challenges in 

implementing women's narratives were related to attitude and motivation and that actual change 

would take place only once gender stereotypes were removed within society.
474

 In other words, 

these were challenges too big for just the school system; schools cannot be expected to be 

equitable places when society at large is not.  Nevertheless, faith in state education as a place in 

which to develop equity was initially broadly accepted. 

 Changes to history curricula therefore did not really emanate from the work of the 

Toronto Board of Education, despite the major work by women's Committees and the easy 

availability of resource materials. What would prove to be more effective was the ways in which 

scholarship in women's history slowly became more public. Scholarship in Canadian women's 

history expanded significantly throughout the 1980s and teachers in this study indicated they 

owned several resources. Some of these books included Veronica- Strong Boag and Beth Light's, 

True Daughters of the North which provided a solid first resource for history teachers and 
475

 

Canadian Women: A History, edited by Alison Prentice, represented a major scholarship in the 

history of Canadian women 
476

 This book became a standard text for Canadian university history 

courses and was easily available.
477

  These collections were used in history classrooms for 

                                                                                                                                                             

girls still choose different subjects in schools?" These were interesting questions for the mid 1980s, considering the 
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students working on independent research units. 
478

 Some individual schools purchased these 

books; interested teachers bought copies at bookstores often because they'd use them in 

university courses.
479

  The grade 13 Canadian history curriculum required an independent 

research project and this provided one of the central ways in which Toronto history teachers 

included women's historical narratives. The collections listed above, and others, provided 

resource materials for senior history students. Several teachers in this study noted that they kept 

file folders of resource materials about Canadian women for grade 13 student independent 

research work and sent students to the board resource centre. 

 A teachers guide "Women as Agents of Change" provided at the Toronto conference in 

1987, began by acknowledging that most history studies texts "gloss over or ignore the 

contributions of women with the result that students may complete their secondary school 

education having little or no knowledge of the female involvement in history" 
480

 The guide 

suggested adding Mary Wollstonecraft's The Vindication of the Rights of Women to school world 

history examinations. It also suggested examinations of the American women who were leaders 

in the Abolitionist movement, the Canadian and American women who were instrumental in the 

suffrage movement and the Famous Five who argued for the Person's case. The guide suggested 

themes be implemented as "case studies" or "units" within course studies. The guide provided 

strategies for teaching and biographical sketches with a resource list of suggested books, articles, 

films, filmstrips, videos, kits and women's organizations to consult. 
481

  This was an outstanding 

resource guide for teachers at this time, and expanded resource suggestions from previous 

guidelines. If made mandatory, it could have made significant change to history curricula in the 
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province.  There was, however, limited follow-up by the history departments. Again, interested 

individual teachers took action but an overall commitment to changing history curricula, 

although supported in principle by the Toronto Board, did not become practice for history 

departments in the city.  

The Education Centre-Library and Resource Centre- Outreach 

 As we have seen, the Toronto Board of Education Library and Resource Centre played a 

role in these developments. One of the main sources for resource materials for history teachers in 

Toronto, the Library and Resource Centre, had a large staff and a large budget and provided 

many services to support teachers working for the Toronto Board. These services included 

library displays, research materials and access to collections of print books, periodicals, 

pamphlets and newspapers articles and audio-visual materials. The Reference library offered 

research services for teachers which supported their requests for curriculum support. The Board 

Resource Centre staff responded to teacher requests by gathering materials and sending them off 

to schools. They also provided specialized bibliographies and the indexes were "augmented by 

computer-accessible databases which also indexed materials contained in periodicals. These data 

bases were part of the libraries' computerized search service, TOBERS." 
482

 

 A former Toronto Board of Education Resource librarian noted that the library/resource 

centre had been originally set up to help teachers, "not necessarily with curriculum, but with their 

own university studies and development." Therefore she noted that a large portion of the 

materials were at a university level, but could be used for Grade 13 independent research work. 

The library and research centre was on the 7th floor of the board offices on 155 College Street 

and opened in the 1960s. The library was founded by American Leonard Freiser who had a 

“vision of the perfect library" and who "hired whoever he wanted, it did not matter if they had 

the proper credentials because it was a time when there was money." The Resource librarian 
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noted that he set up a specialized program where he installed a phone in each classroom at 

Runnymede public school where children could use to call the library directly with their 

questions. The program gradually faded out but could have served as a template for all schools. 

Teachers called the centre and indicated topics they were researching and the librarian did 

research and recommended resources. Senior students did the same. They also worked with 

school librarians. She notes, 

The work we did with the librarians was a bit different because they all had vertical files 
of material in their libraries, and when they got requests from the teachers in the spring, 
they would send us lists of things they wanted researched over the summer so that they 
would be ready for the fall. They normally had a good idea of what they would need. 
They mailed in the lists. We worked on that over the summer. During the year, when the 
school librarians called us it was usually regarding something that they had not 

anticipated. A lot of it was for grade 13 independent studies. 
483

 

During my interview, I asked if she remembered particular requests for materials about women. 

She replied, "Not something that I remember. I think women being employed in factories during 

the war and not wanting to go back [to their homes] was a big topic." And then she added,  

We had a lot of women’s periodicals. Someone else who worked there would be better at 
that because I was never particularly interested in that topic. I was never a feminist but a 
lot of the people were. When the requests came in we would write out the requests and in 
the morning we would divide them up. So you took what you wanted to cover. The 

people that were interested in that would take that topic. 
484

   

Her response was probably typical for Board employees, as the self-defined feminists were 

clearly identified which set them apart from the others. The Centre usually took two weeks to 

properly respond to teacher requests but they often did "rush jobs." 
485

 She noted that the Centre 

got more questions on Canadian inventors and Black studies than women.  

 The Board Resource Centre ordered journals, newspapers, magazines, ‘JackDaws’, 

books, and audio-visual materials. Joy Thomas, Supervisor of the Reference library in the early 
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1980s, wrote an article for the TWEN that explained the library collection. She noted that the 

Reference library subscribed to approximately 1200 periodicals and sixteen of those were 

devoted exclusively to women's issues. The periodicals included Atlantis, Association of Women 

Electors of Metropolitan Toronto Newsletter (AWEN), the Canadian Women's Studies Journal 

and Status of Women News, Herizons, Ms, Working Women, and Women at Work. The Reference 

library also contained 58 indexes to periodical literature. Two of these, "Resources for Feminist 

Research" and "The Women's Studies Abstracts" were available for researchers. The vertical 

files in the library covered over 6,000 subjects, many of which included women's issues such as 

women athletes and women's surnames. The book collection at that Reference library was 

another major contributor of women’s materials for teachers within the Board. The collection 

included over 400 books on current women’s issues such as sexual harassment, minority women 

in North America, women artists, composers, executives, scientists, housewives pensions, wife 

abuse and employment discrimination against women. Many of these books were purchased 

through a special grant initiated by the boards Status of Women Committee in 1980. The library 

had a large, comprehensive reference section and very expensive reference books that school 

libraries could not afford. 

 The Archives of the Toronto Board of Education was another important component of the 

Reference library’s holdings. The books, reports and article holdings preserved in this collection 

provided original information on topics such as the history of Toronto women teachers. Three 

library consultants were available to assist school librarians to provide library services in 

schools: Joan Kerrigan, Library Consultant-secondary schools, Joan McGrath Library 

Consultant-Elementary schools and Philip Harver-French Language Library consultant. Joy 

Thomas was their Supervisor. 
486

 Jackie Ready, a reference librarian, noted that the Resource 

centre ordered the Canadian Historical Review, The Beaver, Social History/Histoire Sociale, the 

New Yorker, art magazines, Chatelaine, Evergreen, several feminist magazines such as Sign, 

Fireweed, Healthsharing and even Playboy.487
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 In response to demands during the 1980s, the Toronto Board also designated a Women's 

Resources Centre that was housed in different schools. The Centre was first housed at the 

Toronto Board central office on College Street, then it moved to Monarch Park Collegiate, a 

school in the east end of the city, then briefly to Dundas Public School, and then to Ursula 

Franklin School, an alternative school in the city's west end. The collection is currently housed at 

The Fran Endicott Centre at Central Technical High School, a school in the centre core of the 

city. Each time the collection moved, some materials were lost and others were added. By 

moving the resource centre around the city, the school board clearly hoped to make resources 

more easily accessible to teachers. The collection exposed the enormous work of the Board’s 

women's committees outreach program and the investment by the school board to purchase and 

supply teachers with resource materials about women. There was a wide range of materials from 

early elementary grades to senior level history and social science studies. The collection included 

an impressive audio-visual collection, documents and posters, an enormous collection of primary 

documents held in file-cabinets and a major collection of books, magazines and other printed 

materials.  Stamps inside of books and on documents at the Fran Endicott Centre reveal their 

past:  an amalgam of resources centres such as The Women’s Studies Department; Toronto 

Board resource centre; Monarch Park resource centre; Ursula Franklin School; The Fran Endicott 

Centre; and Central Technical School. Some materials were donated from private collections, the 

Toronto public library, and the Women’s Education Resource Centre (WERC) at OISE. There 

was also a significant collection of films about women. 
488

   

 Interested teachers could access the school board resources because they had full time 

staff to respond to teacher's curriculum requests. One teacher noted,  

When I was beginning a unit on social history, pre-Civil war America, the old Toronto 
Board had this service where you could call up the Board Resource library services, and 
tell them what units I was doing, and they would find resources. They accessed academic 
journals and had them in folders – all the material for labour, women etc. You could be 

confident in using the resources knowing they were appropriate. 
489
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Toronto teachers found lots of support if they went looking for it. Expected to access teaching 

resources on their own, they were able to find resources in a wide range of places. One teacher 

noted,  

I got material from the Women's Bookstore and from OISE for the history part from this 
[women's studies] course. There wasn't a textbook. We had to run articles and the copy 
machine was my best friend. It was really a course based on what was happening in 
Toronto. The Board had Fiona Nelson and she was wonderful-strong women totally 
behind us-with a woman Principal-Trustees-Director. I heard stories about people in other 
boards having to secretly pass resources and materials around but that was not the case in 
the Toronto Board. There was always resistance, but you know if some department head 
made some senseless joke it was dealt with. 

 The Toronto Board Education centre itself often showcased women. For example, a 

visiting exhibit about the history of women called “The Widening Sphere: Women in Canada, 

1870-1940" contained records from the Public Archives of Canada which depicted the 

experiences of Canadian women in the late 19th and early 20th century, and was made available 

for employees to visit during the year 1983. 
490

  A number of exhibits about women were 

featured at the Education centre as evident through the board minutes and newsletters but did not 

represent an annual project. The Women’s Liaison committee sponsored a celebration at the 

Education centre to commemorate "The Decade of Women 1975-1985, section 15 of the Charter 

of Rights" and the founding of a collection of materials relating to the history of women.  Moira 

Armour was honoured for her work at the Toronto Board to organize festivals for students and as 

a filmmaker. A number of other Education centre conferences included,  "Conference on the 

Charter: A Big Success" which was put on by the Equal Opportunity Office and the annual 

"Expanding Your Horizons" conference that focused on ways to increase girls' awareness of 

careers in math and science. As well, the Social Studies Department at the Board sponsored 

performances for students at the centre.
491
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 Finally, history resources were also developed specifically by the Toronto Board 

Curriculum and Program Division and incorporated numerous materials about multiculturalism, 

and some documents on women’s history. Resources included: The Story of Canada and 

Canadians, Canada’s Original People (which includes women’s rights under the Indian Act), 

Women’s Suffrage and Trade Unions. 
492

  Kits were also created for social studies/history 

classes, grades 7-12, and included Bread and Roses: The Struggle of Canadian Working Women, 

a kit that contained documents that portray the struggle of Canadian working women through 

historical perspectives.  Filmstrips and cassettes included, Pioneer Girl: the Diary of a Young 

Canadian Pioneer and Women in Music. Women’s Studies: A Multi-Media Approach also 

included videotapes and a teacher's guide. Resource Books were also available such as Breaking 

The Mold, developed by teachers in BC which provided non-sexist classroom strategies for 

students. The board also contained annotated bibliography lists of materials about women, 

including Canadian history documents.
493

  

 Numerous queries regarding books in which women had major roles indicated a need for 

the Women’s Studies department to prepare a bibliography of books by and about women. "A 

Non-Sexist Bibliography", published by the Women’s Studies Department, was available for 

teachers. Most of the resources listed were available in school libraries or at the Board Resource 

Centre. The bibliography was compiled by a team of writers who researched and reviewed 

numerous books in which females had significant roles. 
494

 Using resources from the Toronto 
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Board resource centres were essential to those teachers wanting to include women's historical 

narratives. Despite board policies, outdated school history textbooks and learning resources were 

often not removed. 
495

 Replacing textbooks and resource materials was expensive and subject 

areas competed in each school for limited funds.   

 A number of teachers in this study indicated they used textbooks that were ten to twenty 

years old and included blatantly discriminatory material, despite Ministry policies. Individual 

teachers were called upon to use their own judgement about which sections to exclude. D.C. 

Wilson noted in a report entitled, "Social Studies: Bias in the Social Studies Curriculum" the 

ways in which biased materials continued to find a place in classrooms. The report suggested that 

this "naturally" happened in social studies and history courses, in part because of "the subjective 

nature of social studies which focuses on the actions of people, both as individuals and as 

members of a group." The report examined the way classroom materials were often "distorted" 

and fostered "harmful biases" through a conscious or unconscious distortion of the facts.
496

 

Teachers were expected to make appropriate adjustments, to remove blatant discriminatory 

materials and biased textbooks, and research alternative resources to supplement history 

teaching. The Board resources centres provided more appropriate and current materials and 

counted on teachers to use their professional judgement when delivering curricula. 

 In the 1990s major changes took place within the government and within the Toronto 

Board of Education that set the earlier period apart. The Toronto Board established an Equity 

Studies Centre in 1991with a team that worked with the Curriculum and Program Division of the 

Toronto Board and as well in schools to implement Board equity policies and programs. The 

Centre worked closely with the Equal Opportunity Office to co-ordinate equity policies and 

programs and provided information to students and staff about equity initiatives within the 

Toronto Board of education and in the wider community. Four student program workers were 

                                                                                                                                                             

compiled this bibliography to meet the special aim of helping teachers ensure there is a good representation in 
classrooms and programs of acceptable books by and about females. If this aim is achieved, teachers will have 
contributed greatly to the elimination of Sex-role stereotyping and sexual bias from the curriculum."  
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cross appointed to the Equal Opportunity Office and the Equity Studies Centre.
497

 The Equity 

Office published a regular Bulletin that provided opportunities for networking between teachers, 

staff, the Toronto Board and students; Bulletins featured Board equity initiatives such as 

leadership camps, student retreats and equity programs. The Toronto Board also supported 

annual equity conferences held at York University.
498

 Shelagh Wilkinson notes, 

Myra Novogrodsky and I did a conference at York every year for high school teachers 
and students, and it was brilliant. We used to put five or six students up on the platform 
and ask them about the problems they saw regarding non-equity in the classroom. Myra 
made sure that it got back into the classrooms, and she got the money from the Board to 
run it. We had speakers such as Ursula Franklin. But the teachers themselves said what 

they wanted to do. 
499

 

 By the 1990s the resources available for teachers had expanded significantly. The 

newsletters and bulletins featured resources in women and work, history of trade unions, 

women's suffrage, women's art and music, women and issues of violence, several kits on equity 

including a women's kit, Black history month kit and anti-racist and anti-homophobia guides. 

Summer institutes on gender issues and schooling, a Lesbian and Gay studies course and a 

Native Studies course were also offered, along with a number of new initiatives developed 

through the Equity Studies Centre at the Toronto Board.  Focus on Equity, the board newsletter, 

was published three times a year jointly by the Equity Studies Centre and the Equal 

Opportunities Office. It highlighted board-wide and school based equity projects and initiatives 

and also featured new materials and resources on equity issues pertinent to educators.
500

 The 
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terms "anti-sexism" and Affirmative Action" no longer were popular and were replaced with a 

focus on gender equity. 
501

 

 The early 1990s also saw the publication of a number of new resource materials about 

women to be used in history classrooms. In 1992 the Canadian government designated October 

as Women's History Month and Status of Women Canada was responsible for selecting the 

annual theme. 
502

 They provided funds for poster development, resources and other learning 

materials to recognize the contributions of Canadian women. 
503

 The teachers' unions were also 

active in developing materials for teachers. 
504

 The Federation of Women Teachers sponsored a 

women's history month poster and published course materials for students. OSSTF held women's 

history month celebrations, and co-sponsored women's history month posters and published 

booklets for teachers of sample lessons. 
505

 By the 1990s there was increased scholarship in 

women's history, and this called for updated bibliographies and more detailed chronologies. The 

Toronto Board supported the development of Canadian Women in History: A Chronology by 

Moira Armour, which provided a resource guide for school libraries and history teachers. Diana 

Pedersen's Changing Women, Changing History: A Bibliography of the History of Women in 
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Canada, served as an important reference for Canadian history courses.
506

 Canadian feminist 

historians throughout the 1990s expanded scholarship, writing course materials that reflected the 

interplay of race, gender and class, thus broadening the general social discourse.  As scholarship 

increased and expanded, women's history leaked into more school history textbooks and resource 

materials-and took a more accepted place in history studies-but overall remained peripheral and 

supplementary. 

 

Chapter Conclusion 

 Clearly the availability of women’s history and social science resources was not an issue. 

There was a rich network of women’s resources in libraries, Board centres and within schools. 

As well, there were ample opportunities to network with other educators in academia and within 

broader educational communities. Yet only a small part of this wealth of material that was being 

produced leaked into course studies. The Toronto Board’s women’s committees and educators 

made great strides in making this outpouring of resources accessible to teachers. However, they 

did not teach how to integrate this material.  History course studies themselves have always been 

framed as masculinist understandings of the past: there were no strategies offered on how to 

holistically incorporate the experiences of women who were already a part of history; instead 

they were positioned as add-ons to male-focused narratives. The number of resources about 

women therefore provided only limited change. The Board did not offer the pedagogical support 

to delineate how to use these resources within established course curriculum. Resources, by and 

of themselves cannot be fully effective in the goal of attaining equity. The next chapter will 

demonstrate individual teacher practices in the integration of women’s history in Toronto 

classroom. 
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Chapter 5 

 

In Their Own Words: Positioning the Work of History 
Teachers in Toronto 

 

At the beginning [1970s] there was this tremendous surge-and you fed off of each 
other-and you had your little victories. Then people started to have different agendas. 

People stated that they were not just interested in women's issues….and it became 

diluted.
507

 

 
 

 

 This chapter examines history teaching practice, an area underrepresented in official 

educational documents.  This approach is two-pronged: it examines the various resources used in 

classrooms, as well as the way teachers interpreted these resources and thus provides a deeper 

understanding of how women were included or excluded in curriculum. By incorporating the 

experiences of teachers through oral histories, and providing a document analysis of the 

materials they used, this chapter provides a thorough examination of what teachers thought about 

learning resources, and their perspectives on their pedagogical positions within their classrooms. 

This chapter examines how interested teachers developed, promoted and disseminated course 

materials to ensure the inclusion of women's history. For this study, I interviewed twenty-three 

history teachers, nine men and fourteen women, who worked at various times in Toronto schools 

during the period 1965-1993. The majority of the teachers are now retired. Some teachers had 

become vice-principals, principals and/or had obtained positions of responsibility at the Toronto 

Board but at one point were history teachers. As well, I interviewed another sixteen individuals 

who also were educators in some capacity: publishers, Toronto Board employees, Ministry of 

Education employees, school board librarians, administrators, archivists and academics. 
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 Published records provided an excellent source for earlier chapters, however this chapter 

employs oral histories, allowing me to gain an understanding of teacher practice and how 

teachers interpreted it. Through these interviews I analyze in what ways, if any, secondary school 

history teachers in Toronto remembered how they incorporated women into their history 

teaching during 1970-1993, and the factors that influenced their work.  Having never observed 

them teaching or having performed additional interviews to corroborate their statements, these 

testimonies stand as interpretive texts, evidence of how they understood their own roles as 

history educators. The purpose of these interviews was not to evaluate their performances as 

history teachers, but rather to have some further insight into the ways in which social movement 

activism and educational reform had an impact on history teaching in schools in Toronto, which 

is a central question in this thesis. There are numerous methodologies to assess oral history 

interviews: the strategy in this analysis has been to let their voices stand alone, as experiential 

testimonies that are meant as another lens into the research. This chapter does not analyze 

contradictions or inconsistencies between testimonies, or the issues of subjectivity and 

objectivity, or verifiability of sources.
508

 Their interviews reveal common, intertwined concerns, 

but the perspectives of each teacher were unique.  My questions focused on the inclusion of 

women in history teaching: the resources they used, their access to resources, as well as any 

outside networks they felt aided in their inclusion of women’s history.  

 When teachers remember their teaching experiences they speak in terms of pedagogical 

practices and the access and use of resources: these are the teacher "tools."  Teachers who were 

interviewed recalled the inclusion or exclusion of women within this framework, of the tools of 

which they used. Therefore the chapter reintroduces some of the themes explored in earlier 

chapters, such as history textbooks and supplementary resources, but does this by analyzing 

teacher practice and their reflections on the ways in which learning materials were implemented.  

It allows us to understand the ways in which history teachers teach and the work they did to 

ensure that students were engaged in history studies.  As the interviews have shown, many of 

these teachers worked outside of the school, engaged in committee work and professional 

development as a way to define their own professionalism. Their dedication to this work recalls 
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the scholarship of Alan Sears, who argues that teacher education must ‘take the long view’ by 

engaging teachers with professional learning communities.  

 The aim of this chapter is to seek out how various people – particularly activists and 

teachers interested in reform—came to see gender inequality in the school curriculum as a 

problematic issue, how they tried to fix it, how this problem was understood and responded to at 

the institutional or community level. Clearly, the real picture is more complex. This is not a 

binary opposition between those who supported sex-positive curriculum change and those who 

did not. Some of the teachers consulted in this study did not see themselves as feminists, or 

radicals: they are a diverse group, and represent a cross-section of teaching professionals. The 

discussions which took place within the interviews, however, strictly embraced a binary gender 

framework: women versus men in the curriculum.  Most teachers noted that men, although not 

part of a homogenous grouping, held privileged positions within schools and history teaching. It 

was this established gendered order that made the addition of women’s history difficult to 

implement but which also created a somewhat unified gendered perception among feminist 

teachers.
509

  The discussions centred on creating space for women’s experiences in the history 

curricula. The selection criteria for this study were very particular in that the history educators 

chosen were known for their contributions to history pedagogy, and for being outstanding 

educators, and were identified for this study via their publications and/or by colleagues. They 

also all worked in Toronto schools; had a long history of teaching (most were retired); and they 

had all lived through women’s movement and social movement activism.   

 Furthermore, all the teachers interviewed demonstrated a deep understanding of the 

relationship between professional communities, good supplementary resources and good 

teaching. In their eyes, these were reciprocal relationships that defined good history teaching. 
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Sears further argues that the key to moving history teachers from the margins to the core of the 

profession can be found in three principles: changing history teacher’s identity from purveyors of 

facts to participants in a community of historical investigation; recognizing that becoming a 

history teacher takes an entire professional career; and establishing communities of practice to 

provide the best way of achieving these.
510

 The majority of history teachers in this study actively 

sought out supplementary resources from outside the school and refused to settle for outdated 

textbooks and course resources. They reached out to a variety of networks, both personal and 

professional in order to supplement their course studies. Historical communities were quite 

prevalent in the 1970s and 1980s. For example, the Toronto Board of Education, supported by 

the Ontario Ministry of Education, provided opportunities for history teachers to engage in 

communities of practice through lectures and events held at various historic venues. 
511

 A wealth 

of educational communities provided much needed support for interested educators.   

 The interviews provide an overall reflection of two areas: the ways in which teachers 

remembered including women in history course examinations in the time period under study, and 

the challenges they remembered facing in developing and delivering alternative units of study. 

Such challenges are explored in Peggy McIntosh's "Five phases" of women's history. 
512

 

McIntosh breaks down the steps it would take to include women into history curriculum. She 

suggests that teachers can move from simple inclusions of women, such as adding narratives of 
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great public women, to restructuring the curriculum to include "the stories of all men and 

women." So teachers move from asking questions such as "what did women do?" to "how did 

past women live their lives?” This addresses the crux of this thesis: the failure of the Ontario 

Ministry of Education to implement a holistic integration strategy meant that resources about 

women were ‘added on’ in a piecemeal, optional fashion, as discussed in earlier chapters. 

 Similarly, Toronto Board Affirmative Action policies were influential as an overall 

stimulus for equity, but also relied on voluntary action. Although by 1980 there were Board 

Affirmative Action representatives appointed to every school, it took until 1988 for mandatory 

measures to be implemented by the government. By the early 1990s these measures were slow to 

show results, despite the additional introduction of goals and targets throughout the mid 1980s to 

provide further impetus.
513

  In practice, policies often acted only as guidelines as schools and 

teachers made independent decisions about how best to implement policies in their schools and 

course studies. The interviews demonstrated an overall "confusion" amongst teachers about 

Affirmative Action policies, with participants providing personal reflections and interpretations 

that rested on their unique teaching circumstances. The lack of clarity of Affirmative Action 

policies, reflected in the interviews provides evidence of how policies did not always reflect 

practice: teachers did not always follow policies, and this resulted in a hands-off approach to 

ensuring equity in course studies.  

 The interviews provide insights into the daily practices of some of the women history 

teachers who struggled between two realities: on the one hand antagonistic male dominated 

school history departments and androcentric curriculum and textbooks, and on the other hand, 

supportive feminist committee networks and communities. Although feminist scholars have 

contributed significantly to our understanding of the ways in which women have challenged and 

been challenged by educational institutions historically, it is less clear the ways in which teachers 

have been able to reconcile the often conflicting realities of teaching that incorporate multiple 

demands from school boards, departments and their own professional practices. 
514

  Most 
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teachers in this study did not reflect on the inclusion of women as a central part of their teaching; 

this was not an ongoing struggle, nor was it something that they were challenged by each day. To 

be sure, they felt at times it needed to be addressed, as they "added women" wherever possible to 

course examinations. There was however a few self-identified "radical" teachers who presented 

themselves as women warriors, up against the system, male colleagues and outdated resources 

that acted as a barrier to their work to include women. Thus there were multiple kinds of 

teachers, but the self-defined "radicals" were in the minority. 

 The interviews took place in private homes, in cafes and at the university. My questions 

focused on four areas: history curriculum, history resources, personal networking and school 

history departments (see Appendix). My opening questions asked for their personal background, 

education and teaching experiences.  The teachers were divided over a number of issues, 

including support for Affirmative Action and changes to history course curricula. Women and 

men viewed history teaching differently.
515

  Some of the women teachers noted professional 

experiences that had led them to view education within gendered constructs.  Historically, 

teaching had provided an acceptable employment for women-an extension of their domestic role 

of "naturally" caring for children- but women had less of a presence in secondary schools and it 

was rare to find women history teachers. Women history teachers encountered challenges both in 

their placements in secondary schools in predominantly male history departments, and in the 

delivery of a hegemonic history curriculum that focused solely on the experiences of men.
516

  

The majority of history teachers felt restricted when it came to integrating women in course 

studies, while a number of teachers felt it urgent to address women's absence; this was an 

extension of their beliefs and involvement in social movement activism. Teachers frankly 
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discussed a myriad of challenges they experienced in their attempts to include women in the 

history curriculum.  Many of the women history teachers had been active in women's 

organizations outside of their teaching positions and had returned to university, while teaching, 

to do graduate degrees. A number of the teachers had published course materials, some had 

helped write textbooks, others had developed courses and several had won awards for their work 

as teachers. 

 Oral history as a methodology can provide valuable insight into the individual 

experiences omitted or marginalized from formal archival records.  Incorporating oral history 

into research work can provide opportunities to connect with those directly or indirectly linked to 

the research, thus uncovering unknown, misrepresented or underrepresented perspectives. In the 

introduction to the Oral History Reader the editors note that "oral history is predicated on an 

active human relationship between historians and their sources," which they suggest transforms 

the practice of history. Narrators do not just recall the past, they actively engage in its 

interpretation. 
517

  This "relationship" provides an opportunity for researchers to engage in direct 

communication and construct alternative narratives.  Although there have been a number of 

debates concerning the use of oral history, it provides an essential tool to understand how 

policies affect teacher practice. 
518

 Curricula policy changes reflect political, economic and 

socially driven objectives, but policies alone do not reflect implementation practices. Policy 

documents might not accurately represent all practices; the interviewees provide carefully 

constructed narratives of their own, constructed truths that speak to how these teachers see 

themselves and their work. Examining official curricula documents and texts lead to some 

understanding of the ways in which the women's movement had an impact on history resource 

materials but oral history provides valuable insight into the individual teaching experiences.   
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  Feminist scholars in the 20th century have contributed to our understanding of the ways 

in which women have challenged historically by educational institutions 
519

 but less clear are the 

ways women teachers have been able to reconcile the often conflicting realities of teaching: good 

teacher pedagogy, methodologies that incorporate social justice practices, provincial curricula, 

and school board expectations, while still including women. The interviews in this study reveal a 

few key themes: teachers acted independently in delivering curriculum and took on the 

responsibility of ensuring course examinations addressed all student needs; interested teachers 

found ways in which to include women through supplementary resources; and despite school 

board Affirmative Action policies, women teachers still faced hurdles in both accessing and 

including women's experiences in history course examinations. This chapter is divided into two 

sections: teachers' accounts of the resources and texts available for teacher use, and the strategies 

interested teachers took to implement change. 

 

The View from the Classroom 

 Textbooks have a long history of being contentious.
520

  Throughout this study period, 

textbooks changed considerably: there was a periodic re-issuing of texts to reflect larger societal 

shifts. However, textbooks, regardless of their political appropriateness, often remained in school 

systems beyond their expiration date, resulting in criticism of textbooks at both the teacher and 

Ministry level.  Studies emerging at the time supported the criticisms of the textbooks that 

teachers remembered so clearly in these interviews. Most history teachers indicated that at some 

point they taught mostly from the textbook, adding supplementary materials from their own book 

collections and books they found in public and school libraries over time. Teachers who began 

teaching in the 1950s and early 1960s found many challenges in providing engaging historical 

examinations. One teacher noted, 
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I began teaching in 1958. It was a difficult year because I had trouble taking my 
university knowledge and then teaching a group of adolescents who had little discipline 
and basically no interest in history. My Department head or Principal had no interest in 
providing support. I used the Encyclopedia for support-it wasn't what I was used to in 
terms of academic history, and in terms of my training. These were survey courses with 
little opportunity for analysis. You couldn't go deeply into the causes of history and I was 
not one to stress dates and events alone. "Why" is important in history and I couldn't do 

much "why" because we were under time constraints with provincial exams. 
521

 

 In Ontario, during the 1960s, history teachers were required to prepare students for 

provincial exams. Grade 13 history course marks were comprised of 50% classroom work and 

50% exam. This narrowed the historical narratives presented in history classrooms, forcing 

teachers to focus primarily on textbook and exam expectations-which did not include women. 

One teacher noted, 

Basically everything came from the textbook. I would lecture-we would discuss things-
writing-drawing diagrams-reading a little bit from Thucydides…  I had some primary 
materials which supplanted my teaching. There was no library and no resources at all. I 
mean the whole teaching was absolutely ridiculous-getting through provincial exams. I 

was a marker too-it was a terrible thing-to be taught that way. 
522

 

After the provincial exams were removed in 1967, some teachers found the opportunities for 

learning quite liberating while others, well-ensconced in traditional instruction, continued to 

follow textbooks and established course materials. One teacher noted, 

When I first started teaching grade 13 the requirements were that 18 out of 20 was graded 
for content and only 2 out of 20 for what it was to put together. Over time we added more 
analysis, more current events and students became more involved. I had enough 
knowledge to teach kids that there is more than one view of history-it’s not just a closed 
book. In the 1960s the Ministry changed grade 13: 50% your mark (classroom) and 50% 
(exam). This was still difficult, because you needed to focus on the 50% curriculum for 

the exam, but it was a bit more liberating.
523

 

 Since history textbooks played a major role in the teaching of history, it is worth briefly 

examining the subject. History textbooks used in schools were often a decade, or more, old, 
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concentrated on the narratives of predominantly white industrial and military men, and Canadian 

constitutional and political history.  Between 1940-1970, male university professors played a 

major part in the transfer of this discourse to secondary classrooms in Ontario as they were 

employed by publishers to write the textbooks, often partnering with other historians or 

prominent history secondary school department heads. The History of Canada for High Schools, 

for example, first published in 1944, was written by Dr. Duncan McArthur of Queen's 

University. He notes a "special debt of gratitude" to Professors A.L. Burt, Arthur S. Morton and 

R.G. Trotter and also gives credit to A. G. Doughty and William Smith, Dominion Archivists. 
524

  

 Canada-A Nation and How It Came To Be was written by well known historian A.R.M. 

Lower, of Queen's University who partnered with high school history teacher J.W. Chafe in 

1948. This book was revised in 1958 and many schools used the book until the 1970s. 
525

 One of 

the most well known history textbooks, The Modern Age, first published in 1955 and again in 

1963 was co-authored by British historian Dennis Richards and well known University of 

Toronto historian J. E Cruickshank.
526

 The most popular 1960s and 70s history textbook was 

Decisive Decades written by A.B. Hodgetts.
527

 Most teachers liked this book because it 

employed more opportunities for students to engage in analysis and critical thinking rather than 

memorizing constitutional and political facts.  

 By the 1970s the tide had turned, mostly as a result of a change in curriculum focus, and 

history textbooks were written predominantly by male secondary school history teachers, many 

of whom had Master’s Degrees. For example, Challenge and Survival: the History of Canada, 

first published in 1970, was written by three male high school teachers from Winnipeg and Call 

Us Canadians, a textbook published in 1975, was written by two male history heads of 
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departments in Toronto schools. 
528

  One teacher noted during an interview that history 

professors Donald Creighton, JMS Careless, Ramsey Cook and Michael Bliss, many of whom 

wrote the textbooks used in classrooms, continued to support male dominated departments, 

despite changes in numbers of females entering history departments. This teacher recalled that 

she spent most of her undergraduate years at the University of Toronto in the late 1960s trying to 

find the elusive "history club," only to discover that, like Hart House, it was only open to male 

membership. 
529

 Many of the male history majors ended up running history departments in high 

schools in Toronto supported by reference letters by male historians at the university and 

continued to follow established conventions. Another teacher noted that Innis, Fox, Creighton 

and others, reflected the "testosterone-rich nature of our communal studies." He noted, "The 

younger academics, just entering into their academic manhood dared to introduce new view 

points, but even there they were more interested in issues of domesticity, family, survival and 

settlement and in some cases of industrial maturity and the conflict was so engendered."
530

  

Another teacher noted, "I recall the department head was male and the assistant department head 

was a man. The history profession in high schools in those days was overwhelmingly male. 

There would be a joke or a facetious comment like 'I guess with women's lib now, we should 

consider calling it something different.'"
531

 

 In 1970 Marcel Trudel and Geneviève Jain published a comparative study of textbooks at 

the request of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. The commission that 

authorized the study was particularly interested in themes of nationalism and the ways textbooks 
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reflected relations between English and French cultures. Textbooks, they argued, formed the 

basis of student learning and as many students did not acquire post-secondary education, they 

defined how the majority of students were educated in Canadian history.
532

 Trudel and Jain did 

an extensive examination of the specific themes presented in each history textbook and examined 

a total of fifty books which then was reduced to a more specific examination of fifteen. The 

research revealed a number of themes. All textbooks included economic aspects of history and 

the role that government and industry played in shaping Canadian history and embraced a 

common focus in some areas such as narratives of Amerindians[sic].
533

  The study examined key 

elements of textbook writing. Each textbook reflected the objectives of the textbook authors, 

some to inculcate moral education and some to provide a basis for good citizenship. One striking 

omission in the study was the category of women. In a thorough examination of national themes 

of importance to all Canadians, women were totally absent. The omission or marginalization of 

women in historical narratives was a given at this time, both at the university and secondary 

school level. In fact teachers confirmed this by noting that for most of their careers only 

powerful women, such as monarchs, were the only women included in their history classrooms. 

One teacher noted, "I thought about the number of times women came up. There was Queen 

Victoria, Elizabeth I, and Boudicca the Celtic Queen, Joan of Arc and Florence Nightingale. 
534

 

 The textbooks reflected standard and traditional male historical examinations. One 

teacher indicated that his wife, as one of the few women, had been part of a writing team for a 

major history textbook in which the publishers had adopted a strong military focus for the 

textbook, despite her protests for broader narratives.
535

 Social changes that affected gender roles 
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were not apparent in history textbooks. As marginalized voices, the voices of women, 

immigrants, the working-class and minorities, were inserted periodically, but as supplementary 

to the main narrative. One teacher added, "My experience with Canadian history textbooks was 

always one of disappointment. They seem to me to have always been focused on a very general 

overview of the major topics with a few sidebar studies thrown in." 
536

   

 Women's history narratives were viewed as suspect, too political or part of the social 

sciences.  Their narratives had not held the test of time and did not hold the same weight as “tried 

and true” stories. The curriculum did not demand that women's narratives be included and so, left 

to the decision of individual teachers, they were viewed as less important. Publishers did not 

want to take any chances as textbooks were costly to produce.  As well, many history teachers 

had successful pedagogical practices, and were reluctant to change. One teacher noted, "In 

Canadian history, women were not represented as a distinct group from men but I don’t 

remember anti-women sentiments, not overt sexism – just male centric, with a strong male 

bias."
537

 Several teachers in this study had trouble remembering any women in the textbooks 

they used in classrooms. If they did, it was noted as a sidebar; "peripheral or of localized 

interest."
538

  Some teachers noted they dismissed the central importance of textbooks and linked 

dependence on textbooks with poor teaching skills. One teacher asserts, "Textbooks have always 

been looked at as godsends by ill-prepared teachers and those who depend on the assigning of 

classroom homework-prepping for rote responses from students." 
539

 

 When publishers made specific attempts to add women, they often did so in a haphazard 

and perfunctory manner. For example, Call Us Canadians, published in 1976, a popular 

                                                                                                                                                             

textbook editors for The Modern Era, and commented that the publishers wanted her to push the authors towards a 
greater "military emphasis, and never anything about women." 
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textbook, was the first textbook in Ontario to include a separate chapter devoted to women. In 

clear response to the United Nations International Women’s Year (1975) the book created a 

chapter entitled "Profiles of Canadian Women", but placed these profiles in the last chapter of 

the book.
540

  The small chapter begins with an introduction that the declaration of Women's Year 

by the United Nations was "a sign that countries around the world were beginning to recognize 

women's demands for equality" and notes that "throughout our history, women have contributed 

to shaping a strong Canadian society". 
541

 The decision to omit women for 350 pages of a 

chronological narrative of Canadian history with clearly an "add-on" section about women from 

different historical periods, and different parts of the country, resulted in a lack of historical 

cohesion. Identifying "outstanding" women in-between the dominant historical narratives 

presents a distorted portrayal of history and fails as a step towards integration. Many teachers in 

this study noted that most teachers did not get to the end of the textbook; placing women in the 

last chapter meant that those narratives would probably not have been included. 

 The idea of a women’s history textbook was tossed around feminist educational 

communities. Resource materials used in schools formed the basis for history studies and 

educators questioned the impact of "add-on" school resource materials on student learning. There 

has been a long history of Canadian women questioning the need for textbooks to better reflect a 

more holistic approach to history. For example, in the 1920s, members of the Women's 

International League of Peace and Freedom, who had actively attempted to stop the First World 

War, undertook a survey of history textbooks in Canada in order to assess in what ways history 

textbooks were used in schools to support militarism. They hoped to prevent another war by 

removing the glorification of militarism from student history textbooks. The report, 

performed under the auspices of the Toronto branch of the League and appraised by Professor 

Peter Sandiford, University of Toronto, was published in 1935; it served as an impetus for 
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discussions about the impact of historical narratives in school textbooks and the role of the state 

to decide in what ways historical examinations should be framed.
542

  

 History textbooks in the post war periods were altered to reflect changing societal 

positions about war, citizenship and national building, but did not reflect the changing roles of 

women. But women in the post world war period, and throughout the twentieth century, 

continued to challenge dominant school history narratives that omitted women's contributions to 

avoid or end war. This reflected the work of the VOW, which was founded in 1960. 
543

  Clearly, 

what was needed was a history textbook about women, yet none of the teachers in this study 

remembered any kind of activism around history textbooks. That might suggest a general 

acceptance by history educators of women's ancillary role in historical examinations, affirming 

the school Board’s position, that interested individual teachers accept the responsibility of 

accessing resource materials. 

 The inclusion of women into school history courses may in fact have been more 

successful if the project for a history textbook about women and by women had materialized.  

Alison Prentice was part of group of academic scholars interested in addressing the lack of a 

textbook about Canadian women. She notes, 

I was  involved in the organizing of a group of women to write the first textbook (in  
English) dealing with the history of women in Canada, which was of course intended to  
make it easier for teachers at all levels to find out about and understand women's  
history in this country. We were able to draw on the resources of OISE, as two of the 
textbook's authors, and Pat Staton, who did research on the illustrations, were research 

associates at OISE and I was a professor there. 
544

 

In her professional files, at the University of Toronto Archives, documents reveal the challenges 

faced by the "Textbook Collective", as the authors referred to themselves, in deciding on the 
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audience, format and publisher for the textbook. 
545

 The original title for the textbook was 

Setting it Straight: the History of Women in Canada but it became Canadian Women: A History. 

The minutes of the meetings reveal that the textbook authors intended to reach a broader target 

group than university students. Although marketed as an excellent university undergraduate 

history textbook, the authors hoped to also reach high schools students, college students and 

teachers of younger students. The minutes reveal that the authors also hoped the book would also 

be sold as a trade book-a "book that would be readable!" They wanted a documented book but 

"not a book choked with footnotes," to reach a broader audience.
546

   The Collective chose 

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich (HBJ) because "they were assured they would produce it in both hard 

cover and paper form and aggressively market it to trade as well as textbook outlets." The initial 

launch of the book was at the Learned Societies conference in Windsor in 1988 and the response 

was "enthusiastic." 
547

  

 Although the book was well received within the academic community, it did not find a 

place within secondary schools in Ontario. There may be several reasons for this. First, the 

archives document the many challenges the authors faced with the initial publisher and the 

questions of promotion and availability of the book. The book was difficult to access from 

bookstores because bookstores did not choose to carry large numbers of books. In a 

memorandum to the authors, Alison Prentice notes that the public was not able to find the book 

in bookstores. They were "not interested in stocking unless obtaining normal discounts." HBJ 

discounted 20% on a textbook, less than the regular 40-46% for other books. HBJ felt that the 
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textbook market was their key target base.
548

  Second, a letter from a college history instructor to 

the authors notes the value of the book for their classes but at the same time makes a request for 

"visual resource" suggestions to "use along with the book" in order to make the text more 

engaging for students. 
549

 Secondary schools teachers may have found the textbook too 

academic, also requiring visual aids, and this may also be one reason it was not popular in 

regular bookstores. But at the same time, despite its level of scholarship and engagement, the 

textbook did not become standard reading material for all university survey courses. Many 

faculty used materials from the textbook.
550

 Responding to my inquiry about the first women's 

history textbook, Prentice notes, 

We were very naive when it came to the textbook, Canadian Women: A History. We  
wanted to have an agent, as there were three publishers after the book - but the agent we  
attempted to engage refused to work with a collective [Hogtown] and we were too busy 
to pursue the question. When we selected Harcourt Brace to publish the text, we did so 
because we were very taken with the enthusiasm and dedication of the young woman 
who was soliciting our manuscript. But we had some difficulties when it came to the 
contract, and failed to get in writing our wish that the text be discounted as a trade book - 
although we had been promised this verbally. We went to a lawyer, but all we could get 
was a trade discount for the first few months of the book's existence. The result, we felt, 
was that Canadian women in general would never see the book - and that proved to be the 
case. It's been very popular and well-used as a text, but is not found in trade book stores 

and therefore many educated Canadian women are totally unaware of its existence.
551

 
 

A women's history textbook might have made greater inroads in bridging the gap between the 

work of women’s history scholars and the history content in schools, but this never took place in 

Ontario. 
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   Feminist teachers in this study spoke of the ways in which they were influenced by the 

broader feminist sphere. During this period, the ways in which women have been portrayed in 

educational materials was much discussed within academia and within and outside the school 

system. 
552

  Women history teachers have long grappled with a history curriculum that 

overwhelmingly reflects the experiences of men and the challenges involved in bringing the 

substantive women’s history scholarship into course studies.
553

   The interviews with self-

defined feminist teachers displayed how departments were altered from within by their practices 

and their presence. There is limited literature on the work of teachers to alter history teaching, 

and a paucity of new work that focuses on the persistence of inequality in history curriculum. 
554

 

 There are a few scholars who have started this scholarship. Alison Prentice, Ruby Heap, 

Rebecca Coulter, Elizabeth Smyth, Dorothy Smith, Chad Gaffield and Joy Parr are a few of the 

scholars who have examined the ways women educators have been challenged by the 

historiographical emphasis on patriarchal notions of progress within Canadian society.
555

 In her 

article "Why We Teach History: A Contesting View", Rebecca Coulter argues that history 

teachers in particular are called upon to either support or challenge state narratives.
556

  She 

argues that history teaching has always been political and situated within wider social structures. 

She notes, 

Historians are obligated to serve as socially responsible public intellectuals. One part of 
their task is to help fellow citizens assess the historical claims of politicians, journalists 
and social scientists; another is to promote a critically conscious understanding of our 
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shared history in the world. It is a large project redolent with pedagogical possibilities, 
not only for history teachers in the schools, colleges and universities, but for all those 

who teach history in less traditional ways. 
557

 

The interviews revealed that feminist history teachers were caught between their responsibilities 

as state employees and their need to recognize social change. Feminist teachers were not arguing 

for a separate feminist history, but rather the inclusion of women equally within all history 

curricula. Interested teachers have always challenged standard state supported learning materials 

and have engaged in the debate over their role as history educators. 
558

 So although a women's 

history textbook never appeared in school history departments, interested teachers still found 

ways to add women's voices to their course studies.  

 Teachers indicated that once textbooks included more on social history more spaces were 

allocated for women. One teacher noted, "Social history as a prevailing methodology by which 

to study the Canadian story is a post-1970 trend and that meant textbooks would be catching up 

by 1990. After mid-1980, new history textbooks began to include specific chapters on suffrage 

and women's role in the wider national story."
559

  Some themes were more common than others, 

for example, teachers indicated that suffrage was the most popular topic for Canadian studies. 

Others themes included women and factory work, women immigrants, women social reformers 

and issues related to families, schools and health-care. All teachers acknowledged change over 

time as by the 1990s women appeared in history textbooks in increasing spaces as social history 
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became more popular in textbooks.
560

 Teachers noted the ability to add women, once less 

emphasis was placed on political and military history. One teacher noted, 

 I think that one of the problems was that--and it’s the way that the textbooks are set 
up--that you’ll have a little section on women. The women’s stuff was not part of 
political history or economic history. Because of the way, I would argue, that the entire 
curriculum is set up, you are supposed to look at what the impact of economic and 
political structures are on daily life. That dilutes the importance of social history. I 
found my big challenge was getting enough original source documents that I could 
give them to read to supplement the text. Not just supplement the text, but actually go 

beyond the text.
561

 

Some teachers took deliberate steps to address these omissions by expanding textbook 

examinations in their own classrooms. One teacher noted,  

In the teaching of Canadian history right from the beginning I included questions about 
how events impacted women and how women impacted events because that was an 
outcome of who I was and certainly I came out of a feminist perspective in the 1960s 
which was really about challenging you-so that there was very much a revisionist 
paradigm that you brought to the classroom. Even in 1991 I would say that that 

represented what was typical of what was happening in my classroom….562
 

Social history helped teachers approached their history teaching by placing a greater emphasis on 

those marginalized in textbooks. One teacher said,  

I would say that I approached history as social history. It was about dealing with 
groups that were marginalized in history and marginalized in the texts. I spent as much 
time focusing on labour, and the family, and the poor working-class, as I did talking 
about women. That was fuelled by where I came from- I did a curriculum unit for the 
Board on how to integrate labour studies into the intermediate level panel. It was about 

                                                 

560
 See: Susan Wright and Andrew Griffith, About Face: Is anybody out there listening? A Study of Sexism in a 

Secondary School (Toronto: Ontario Status of Women Council, 1978).  After examining history textbooks popular 
in schools at the time they note how textbooks could trace thousands of years of world history with little reference to 
women. In the conclusion they wrote "women are excluded as individuals and as a force in history. Their 
accomplishments are downplayed and credited to men. …women students have no role models or heroes to emulate. 
A sense of pride is denied them for they are not taught the contributions women have made to world development." 

561
 Teacher Y. Interview by author: Toronto: March 17, 2012. 

562
 Teacher K. Interview by author, Toronto: Nov. 30 2009. This teacher noted, "That over time textbooks turned 

their attention more and more to colour, to side bars, to pictures, too photos, to primary approach- trying to be all 
things to all people and in trying to do this short changed analysis. The newer textbooks provide basic material but 
to really understand history you are going to have to go to other resources." 
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using primary sources and it also dealt with women in the labour force, immigrant 

women and I did workshops for teachers who didn't have a historical background. 
563

 

 The product of editorial teams, specific writers and existing markets, textbook narratives 

are often framed within clearly defined spaces and publishers are highly skeptical about adding 

new material, which may help explain why history textbooks in Ontario remained so committed 

to conventional narratives, despite policies that advocated for change. 
564

 Ken Osborne, for 

example, examined the ways in which Canadian history textbooks portrayed working-class 

Canadians. After examining a number of textbooks, published between 1948 and 1979, he 

concluded that textbooks had little or nothing to say about working people. Osborne argued that 

several factors caused this omission such as restrictions to space, writers, publishers' assumptions 

about what constitute essential narratives, and changes to formats. 
565

  Similar factors may 

explain the hesitation in adding women to an established published text.  

 With the publication of Spotlight Canada, in the 1980s,
566

 a popular textbook used in 

schools in Ontario, small steps were introduced to include women as the textbook provided a 

stronger focus on working-class and immigrant narratives.
567

  For example, chapter three is 

devoted entirely to the struggles facing immigrants at the turn of the twentieth century. Women 

                                                 

563
 Teacher K. Interview by author, Toronto: November 30, 2009. 

564
 Jason Nicholls, School History Textbooks across Cultures (Oxford: 2006, 7); Laura Hein and Mark Seldon, 

Censoring History (Armonk: East Gate Books, 2000, 4); Alvin Finkel and Margaret Conrad, "Textbook Wars: 
Canadian Style," Canadian Issues, 10 (2003). International research on school history textbooks has been pursued 
by historians and researchers and independent organizations. Laura Hein and Mark Seldon call them "sites of 
memory" and Jason Nicolls examines the ways they are culturally embedded. 

565
 Ken Osborne, Education: A Guide to the Canadian School Debate -- or, who wants what and why? (Toronto: 

Penguin. 1999), 15. Osborne suggests they "took for granted that the indispensible backbone of any treatment of 
history was political." the assumption that politics forms the foundation for historical divisions in history textbooks. 
Osborne argues that the narratives have elements in common that focused on adversity and survival. He adds 
"textbook writers seem to go out of their way to describe the hardships that Canadians faced-and overcome, for it is 
always made clear that in the end they were overcome." This, he suggests is tied into a state moral message that 
hardship was a natural state of life and that through work and determination could be overcome; something to be 
expected in the building of nation-states. 

566
 J. Bradley Cruxton and W. Douglas, Spotlight Canada (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1980). 

567
 J. Bradley Cruxton, Spotlight Canada. Oxford Press created small icons that featured themes used throughout the 

textbook, such as Canadian/American Relations, Multiculturalism, Labour and Politics. The "Women" icon (a 
woman’s head wearing a cloche hat) is placed throughout the text when women are mentioned in the historical 
narrative. 
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are included more widely throughout the textbook and featured with the appearance of a 

"women" icon. Women are included more prominently than traditional textbooks in chapters that 

examine the world wars: on the home front giving advice to housewives to ration and conserve, 

knitting socks, and working as munitions workers. There is three page spread about women's 

work during the war through letters, written by women, describing some of their experiences and 

a discussion over suffrage. Oxford University Press clearly made an effort to include women in 

this textbook, but the women remained supplementary.  In fact the "women" icons disappear in 

chapters that focus heavily on topics such as separatism, foreign policy, technology, politics and 

economics. 
568

   

 In 1980, an OISE study examined textbooks, resource books and reference books used in 

classrooms to teach Canadian Studies. The researchers concluded that many Canadian history 

textbooks and course materials were outdated, inappropriate for changing educational standards, 

and no longer reflected curriculum objectives.
569

  The authors were also highly critical of ways 

in which women were omitted or marginalized in textbooks. They added that "the patchwork 

quality and the limited nature of the coverage reinforced this impression." 
570

 The authors noted 

that textbooks still had a tendency to present the role of women in history "as outside the 

mainstream of Canadian history." 
571

 Another OISE study, in 1989 surveyed 66 Ministry 

                                                 

568
 J. Bradley Cruxton, Spotlight Canada. This textbook concludes with a chapter "Developing Our Canadian 

Identity" that features a number of women.  In a closing paragraph the authors note, "the struggle for Canadian 
women today is to bring about a change of attitudes and greater opportunities for women to be involved in the 
mainstream of Canadian society, now that they have achieved the vote, and the freedom to work", 379. The majority 
of teachers indicated that they employed a number of supplementary resources to ensure social history perspectives. 
One example given was Robert Harney and Harold Troper's book, Immigrants: A Portrait of the Urban Experience 
1890-1930 (Toronto: Reinhold, 1975). 

569
 Virginia Robeson and Christine Sylvester, Teaching Canadian Studies: An Evaluation of Print Materials, grade 

1-13 (OISE Press, Curriculum Series/40 1980. 
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 Canadian Women’s Studies in Education (CWSE/OISE Study, 1980), 131. See also, Susan Wright et al. About 

Face: Is Anybody Out There Listening? (Toronto: Ontario Status of Women Council, 1976?); Virginia Robeson, 
Christine Sylvester, Teaching Canadian Studies (Toronto: The OISE Press, 1980); Doris W. Ryan, Ontario 
Classroom Textbook Survey (Toronto: School Group of the Canadian Book Publishers' Council, 1982).  
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 OISE Study (1980), vii. In evaluating a textbook published in 1975, the authors of the report expressed 

disappointment at the decision to include a short final chapter as its location at the end of the book "made it appear 
as an afterthought." 
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Circular 14 approved history textbooks.
572

  None of the textbooks met the criteria of the sex 

equity policy. 
573

 This study revealed a disturbing fact. Sex equity policies, which were first 

developed in the early 1970s, had done little to alter formal history and social science materials. 

Integrating women was at the bottom of most history departments' priority lists. History teacher 

Peter Flaherty confirms this in an article that he wrote for the History and Social Science Journal 

in 1989.
574

 He was part of a curriculum writing team that produced material for the then new 

Ontario senior credit course Canada in a North American Perspective. The team approached 

teachers across Toronto and asked them to rank, in order of priority, the units they would most 

like to see developed by the curriculum team. Flaherty writes that "of the 16 mandated units in 

the Ontario Ministry Guideline, the one dealing with the women's movement in Canada and the 

United States came in last on every list." 
575

 The team decided to compromise by allowing for an 

independent study unit.   

 Moreover, history textbooks framed women's achievements within male perspectives, 

and therefore often distorted the historical examination. For example, the textbook Challenge 

and Change noted, "Women of Canada, because of their part in the war effort, intensified their 

drive for political, economic and social equality.....In their work they could count on help from 

prominent men in Canada." 
576

 This textbook, like others, took the achievements of women as a 

                                                 

572
 Circular 14 was the Ontario Ministry of Education official list of approved textbooks and resource materials 

allowed for use in classrooms in Ontario. Publishers focused on getting Ministry approval as their products were 
then featured in government publications provided to school boards. 

573
 OISE Study (1989) For details of the outcome of this study see: Beth Light, Pat Staton, Paula Bourne, “Sex-

Equity Content in History Textbooks," History and Social Science Teacher Journal (Vol. 25:1, Fall, 1989): 18-21 
The textbooks devoted roughly 12.8 percent of the book to include women, but that included any reference to 
women, such as "Elizabeth Simcoe who had accompanied her husband to Canada." 
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 Peter Flaherty, "HIStory and/or HERstory: One Man's Thoughts on Learning and teaching Women's History in 

High School," History and Social Science Teacher Journal, 25 no.1 ( Fall, 1989): 14-18. Flaherty was the only male 
teacher to write on the theme of women's studies in this issue. He notes in an interview, Sept. 16 2010. "History isn’t 
just his story it’s also herstory and we shouldn’t neglect the important contributions that women have made. [As a 
teacher] I became more interested in social history. I always had offbeat interests in history and remember doing a 
medieval paper for a history course on witchcraft when I realized that we were only getting one side of the story. 
These men, mainly church men, who were quite misogynistic, were presenting their version of what witchcraft 
was…I thought there has to be more than this. Somehow through my reading on that particular social history topic I 
discovered some alternative interpretations that women historians had developed about witchcraft. I thought wow 
this is quite interesting. So if that`s true of witchcraft, it's probably true of other things." 
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 Peter Flaherty, History and Social Science Teacher Journal, 15. 
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 H.H.Herstein et al, Challenge and Survival: The History of Canada (Toronto: Prentice Hall, 1970), 324. 
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product of supportive men.  One teacher acknowledged, "There was no integration of Canadian 

women and their contributions in any textbook that I can recall using."
577

  And another teacher 

confirmed this when he noted,  

To consider how they responded to gender inclusively makes a mockery of the reality. 
Writers only began to ‘throw in’ bits of gender as the publishers kept up with general 
societal trends. The two basic Canadian history texts remained visually male and only 

marginally responsive to gender issues. 
578

 

 Most teachers indicated that over time they moved away from the textbook and this 

allowed them to incorporate a wider range of learning resources. One teacher noted,  

At the beginning [of my teaching career] I was more textbook centred. Even though I 
wrote textbooks, and I still see a value for textbooks, as I became more 
knowledgeable and more confident, I really moved away from the textbook and 
brought in supplementary materials. I probably broke my department budget with my 

photocopying.
579

  

Another teacher noted that the increase in available supplementary materials made the textbook 

less central. She noted, "When I look back thirty-five years, there are two things: one, that the 

textbook became less and less important and two that I found as a historian not only were they 

used less and less but they did a poorer and poorer job in providing insight into history." 
580

 

Some teachers challenged the norm through their own activism and found ways to enhance 

traditional examinations through supplementary resources. Clearly teachers were aware of 

history textbook limitations and welcomed the increased availability of supplementary resources-

which was especially true when including women. Of course, that raises the question of why 

school boards continued to spend thousands of dollars on history texts that were not 

representative of Affirmative Action policies or the evolving state of history education. In some 

cases teachers took the highly committed step and developed their own courses or course units. 
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 Teacher O. Email interview, November 18, 2009. 
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 Teacher U. Interview by author, Toronto: September 16, 2010. 
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 Teacher K. Interview by author, Toronto: November 30, 2009. 
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Strategies for Change  

 Interview subjects noted that since individual history teachers had little input into 

textbook contents and textbooks were outdated and disconnected from current political issues, 

interested teachers made the decisions to modify or enhance textbook materials through the use 

of supplementary materials.  The Ontario Ministry of Education did not specify how to deliver 

curriculum: teachers made those decisions. The policy framework taken up by governments and 

school boards to demonstrate a commitment to women’s equality involved little change to 

existing power and economic arrangements and only minimal change in schools. In response, 

interested teachers supplemented gaps in the curriculum. One could argue that their work as 

teachers was more effective in changing history education to include women than were Board 

policies. One teacher summed up what the majority noted in this study, "My greatest textbooks 

and resources were not on Circular 14." 
581

   

 Studies have examined the ways in which teachers have exerted their own agency in 

order to challenge, alter or expand curriculum course materials. 
582

  This was confirmed with this 

study. Faced with outdated and biased textbooks, interested history teachers sought ways in 

which to supplement the curriculum expectations with additional materials which aimed at 

providing a more balanced, and, they argued, a more meaningful historical examination. The 

teachers interviewed agreed that the only responsible way to provide a balanced examination of 

history was through supplementary materials and directed assignments. The work of teachers as 

independent professionals is an essential part of this study.  One teacher noted, "The only 

effective way by which to provide for a fair overview of the role of women in our shared history 

was through supplementary materials and specific assignments. This is the stuff of "history 

material." 
583
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 Teacher L. Interview by author, Toronto: February 12, 2010. This teacher noted that he regularly used his own 
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 See: Nina Bascia. Unpublished manuscript: How Teachers Change the Curriculum: Case Studies of Teachers' 
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1992): 363-461;  Brock Education, 20, no. 2, (Spring 2011): 1-3. 
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 Supplementary materials included journal articles that teachers photocopied, filmstrips, 

films and books that teachers borrowed or purchased. Some teachers displayed student projects 

about women on the walls of their classrooms or schools, and women's voices entered history 

classrooms as a result of independent research work by students. 
584

  Because resources were not 

always available in schools, teachers and students turned to Board resource centres, public 

libraries, bookstores, and a variety of locally developed venues in which to bring the experiences 

of women into their history classrooms. As one teacher added, "Most of our resources were 

home grown, self-made and invented on site." Women were included in these "home grown" 

independent research studies and field studies. This teacher also added,  

Field studies in history in Toronto were easy. There is so much to see and study. There 
was always a focus on the achievement of women. Colonial industries were run by 
women. Victorian manufacturing required women and had female leadership. The early 
labour movement had female leadership and the health movement was dependent on 
women. The study of domestic architecture focused on the roles of women. The stories 
were available outside the classroom. Independent studies were designed to allow 
students to highlight women's narratives. Studies of ethnicity, industries, crafts, religious 
groups, education and feminism specifically, urban conditions, temperance, family 
structure in various eras, literature, themes in art and special interest topics were available 

for students to pursue.
585

 

They used academic articles found through various publications. Teachers noted the job of 

accessing resources through trips to resource centres. One teacher noted "I felt back then, it was 

crucial, and what's crucial today is what's online."
586

  Like the women's resource centres and the 

Board centres, teachers had file-cabinets where they stored additional articles for independent 

research projects; most indicated they included articles about Canadian women. 
587

 

 All history teachers in this study noted the importance of films in their teaching of 

history. Beginning in the 1970s, teachers were acquiring films through the school boards, the 
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 Teacher O noted, "Our school had a long hall of photos and biographies of Canadian women that were displayed 
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Toronto Public Library and audio-visual departments, recording movies off television programs, 

renting videos from video stores, purchasing films or renting through the NFB, which had offices 

in Toronto. One teacher noted that he was on the Toronto Board Film Committee, founded in 

1977, which consisted of a group of approximately ten teachers who met regularly at the Toronto 

Board offices and examined history films. The committee was focused specifically on history 

and social science films and made recommendations to the Toronto Board on which films would 

support the history curriculum. The committee viewed the films in a special viewing room on the 

fifth floor of the Board offices and then had discussions afterwards, continuing their talks over 

dinner.  

 Teachers rented films from the Etobicoke, York and North Boards of Education as well 

as the OISE library and a special Toronto Public Film Library that was located at Avenue Road 

and St. Clair. The film library was eventually closed and films were scattered throughout the 

Toronto Public Libraries, many going to the Toronto Reference Library.  Many history 

departments had copies of the annual NFB catalogues for schools, and films, available through 

the NFB, could be rented for three days or longer if requested. 
588

 Teachers found time to access 

resource materials, often working with colleagues on professional development days. One 

teacher noted, 

I shouldn’t say this probably, but you know when we had those PD days? We never went. 
We went to the OISE Library and spent our day there finding things to use in our classes. 
There was also a lot of good stuff on public television, channel 17 at that time, and we 
taped everything. Some of those films are so classic that I could even make a case for 

using them today because (in) some areas things haven’t changed all that much. 589
 

  Other teachers noted they accessed films about women from the Toronto Board Women's 

Resource Centre. One teacher noted, "Teachers would make appointments and come to the 

Resource Centre. They would call and order what they wanted. 
590

 Many history departments 

had their own film collections; some were quite substantial, and many teachers indicated their 

expertise in taping videos from TVO and PBS-educational materials to show in their history 
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classrooms. Teachers ordered their own film catalogues and purchased their own films as a way 

in which to include women's narratives. Most teachers in this study could name films about 

women that had been used in their history departments or classrooms, in order to fill curriculum 

gaps.
591

 

 As previously noted, many of the films about women used in history classrooms were 

available through The NFB's Studio D.592  One teacher noted, 

I am a film person. One of the reasons why I liked to show things is that it created a 
common ground for all the kids in that classroom. So everyone understands the 
discussion because you are not coming from one person’s perspective, we are discussing 
something that we all have access to. There was this wonderful NFB film called “Maria.” 
It was about a woman who wanted to start a union in Toronto in the garment district. We 
were talking about the Winnipeg General Strike in class and you could find things about 
Nellie McClung and Emily Murphy. You could find biographies about famous women 
and use them. But there wasn’t much about the ordinary average woman that these kids 
would have a connection with. With this film "Maria", well, you always look for these 

hooks to grab the kids in.
593

 

This teacher, and many others in this study, wanted to include historical narratives that were 

relevant to their students, something lacking in traditional textbooks. They wanted to link what 

students were learning in schools with events taking place in their own homes and country. Films 

provided this opportunity to provide relevance and include the experiences of women. 
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 A number of teachers indicated they had hundreds of videos in their school history departments-many which 

they had taped or bought themselves. They indicated they had purchased special equipment to video tape films and 
to copy films as teachers from other departments, such as English, borrowed the tapes for their classrooms and it 
provided "a good bank of resources" for the history program. One teacher noted, "Thank God for the National Film 
Board and the newly invented videotape and videotape recorder." (Teacher D, August 12, 2011). 
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to Choice: Native Women in Canadian Literature. The Corrective Collective published She named it Canada 
(Vancouver: Press Gang Press, 1971). There were several copies of this book at the Toronto Board of Education. 
See: NFB film discussion in a report on the NFB/Educators Forum on Women’s Studies in Secondary Schools. 
(Montreal, 1986) and Gail Vanstone, D is for Daring (Toronto: Sumach Press, 2007).  
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Activism and Support Through Outreach 

 Teachers also developed strategies to address omissions in the textbook by independently 

accessing resource materials for their classrooms but some teachers noted the difficulties and 

resented the demands on their time and expertise.  One teacher noted that although scholars had 

published materials broadly on women's history, it was not always suitable for use in classrooms. 

She said,  

The problem was that you had to translate the academic stuff down to a level that is 
accessible to high school students. So you had to make summaries and most teachers just 
don't have the time or energy to bother doing that kind of thing. My experience with 
teachers was they just teach the same old curriculum each year. People like to know what 
they know and they don't want to take on the task of doing something different-unless 
they're forced to by changes in the curriculum. Even then, they do it with a great deal of 

resistance.
594

 

In other words, this might suggest a particular teacher culture, wherein incorporating new 

curricula ideas brought additional challenges, not always welcomed by all teachers. However, it 

is clear that many teachers looked for historical materials that provided a more thorough 

examination of curriculum units than was provided in textbooks and school resources. For 

example, one teacher noted, "We used historical writing at the time. We did our own research. 

We went to the Reference library." 
595

 But not all teachers in this study reflected on accessing 

particular resources about women unless they had curricular reasons. One female history teacher 

noted, "When I was teaching history, I don't think I was thinking so much about the absence of 

women in history. The courses that I developed were labour history courses-and women were in 

there. We looked at major strikes in history-what was the issue, the economy, and the strike was 

an entry point." 
596
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 And teachers approached the learning environment in different ways, many who noted 

the influence of organizations and groups in which they are members. Teachers who identified 

themselves as feminist were members of multiple women's organizations. One teacher stated,  

I was a member of the Affirmative Action committee. I ran workshops at schools for the 
sexual harassment policy and there were things happening in the city-a general awareness 
of women and racial minorities. I think in the 1970s, the Board power structure was the 
old boys but things were changing-they were changing dramatically especially in the 
1980s with the appointment of women. There were resources at the Board that I could 
access. But the other important thing is that I was doing graduate work at the university.  
So in my graduate course work and resources, I did lots of social history and feminist 
analysis of history, and so that percolated into my teaching and it ended up in the 

classroom.
597

 

And as well a number of teachers were able to obtain positions on curriculum writing teams 

where they were able to input women's perspectives and argue for women's narratives in history 

studies. One teacher noted that she worked on history curriculum units for several summers. She 

stated, 

One summer we developed a unit of material on women's suffrage and made links to 
labour studies and the development of women's unions. The units developed into binders 
of materials for teachers to use. Teachers would get a binder and we taught them in 
workshops on how to use the materials. Teachers could teach right from the binders 

because it had aims and objectives, tests and charts. They got to keep the binders.
598

 

 A number of teachers wrote books and developed materials, many that focused on 

women. Some of their scholarship is evident in published collections of articles and also as 

books. 
599

 Janet Ray, a teacher-librarian at Bloor Collegiate in Toronto, published a number of 

women's resources materials and books such as Emily Stowe and Towards Women's Rights.
600

 

These books provided unique examinations of the lives of individual women and provided a 
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trigger for further study. As well, some teachers had opportunities to work collaboratively with 

academics in the field. Myra Novogrodsky, for example, a Toronto teacher wrote Claiming an 

Education: Feminism and Canadian Schools, which she wrote with scholars Jane Gaskell and 

Arlene McLaren.
601

 This book brought together three self-defined Left-leaning feminist 

educators who each played a role in advocating for and then setting up women's studies courses 

and programs at various levels: schools, university and the Ministry. They jointly wrote this 

book to reflect on the work of the women's' movement to "rethink educational issues" at all 

levels and how feminist politics influenced change.     

 Finally, a number of teachers used supplementary published series, such as the Prentice-

Hall series of Canadiana History Scrapbooks. The scrapbooks provided an excellent source of 

primary documents, primary visuals and statistics in which women were featured throughout. 

Canadian history teachers used the narratives and photos about Canadian women as a spring-

board for further research.
602

 All the scrapbooks included women-primary documents that were 

not formally presented to history students before the series. The series was extremely popular 

because of the primary documents: photos and letters, newspapers and statistics and other visuals 

were included in each scrapbook. Teachers took pride in accessing excellent supplementary 

materials to support a more inclusive curriculum. 
603
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 Jane Gaskell et al, Claiming an Education: Feminism and Canadian Schools (Toronto: Our Schools/Our Selves 
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primary documents that were less manipulated by publishers, relying instead on their own pedagogical techniques. 
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Stand-alone Courses 

 Beginning in the 1970s, a few Toronto teachers also created stand-alone courses, to 

address the problem of "adding women" to traditional course examinations. One teacher noted 

her women's history/women's studies course, as one of the first secondary school history courses 

about women (1980). Her response to my inquiry about the course, of which she still has a copy 

of the original syllabus, and the letter from the Ministry, in which they noted that the course 

presented "an angry tone," indicates a strong commitment to social justice. She notes,  

I taught Man and Society. One year-and in fact that was the impetus for the first time 
when I did anything really significant around women's position in society- because 
one year there were huge numbers of girls in the course. Students asked why it is 
called Man and Society. They argued that there should be a course with materials 
about women. In fact in those days I could have just taught it-guidelines allowed you 
to altered the materials and still give the credit. But we didn't. I wanted to create this 
course-it was part of a political act. We wanted to make a statement that this should be 
there. Women are not in the curriculum and we wanted a course called Women and 
Society.

604
 

 
Most teachers recalled the ways in which female students demanded materials about women, 

particularly when required to do independent research assignments.  One teacher noted, "My 

teaching style was to bring students’ voices into the class – might not always like the opinions 

that they contribute – but I wanted the class to work as a team. Many of the contributions of the 

students that I used came from female students in my classes." 605 Another teacher noted, "Two 

girls from Barbados came to me and said they wanted to do something on the contributions of 

Black Canadian women. They introduced me to Mary Ann Shadd and others."606  Another 

teacher noted, "Research topics were always feminized by an activist group of female students, 

even in the seventies."  Curriculum developed at the level of individual schools reflected the 
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 Teacher M. Interview by author, Toronto: March 2, 2010. 
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 Teacher C. Interview by author, Toronto: January 11, 2010. This teacher added, "I wasn’t trying to make mini 

historians, purely trying to make students enjoy the subject." 
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 Teacher J. Interview by author, Toronto: January 10, 2010. When I asked where this teacher found resource 

materials for these students, he indicated that multicultural resource materials, some which he had been directly 
involved in writing, had been developed that supported research work in this area. 
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sensitivity of the teachers. In most cases the inclusion of gender depended on the demands of the 

students and the receptivity of the teacher.607  

 In an effort to find a space for women in the curriculum a number of the teachers 

developed their own courses.  Locally developed courses, also referred to as stand-alone courses, 

were permitted by school boards to address omissions in the curriculum and particular school 

needs. This allowed women teachers' opportunities to fill gaps in historical narratives. Their 

inclusion depended on individual principals' support. One teacher, who developed a course on 

women's history in the late 1970s recalls,  

My Principal was a feminist and a mover and a groover. There was an initiative at that 
time to develop experimental courses. I went to her about a course on women's studies 
and she supported beginning the course the next year. She wanted a level of 
‘legitimacy’ to this course so she said ‘let's add a history component’. We sent it off to 
the Ministry and their only criticism was that they wanted us to add women in the 
military, because they felt that military history should be there- to provide a few women 
heroes.  The course was called The Canadian Women. There were four separate classes 

the first year and that was a big thing.
608

 

Many of these courses grew out of women's studies units, available through universities, and 

those developed by school board consultants and interested teachers. 

 Some teachers made adjustments to their pedagogy to reflect local school needs, and this 

often provided a space to include women. Other teachers networked with local communities, and 

worked outside of the school, where they brought materials in. The diversity of these teaching 

strategies reflects the diversity of the teachers themselves. Teachers worked within local 

communities to develop and acquire course materials. One teacher, for example, indicated that 

the school in which he worked supported a large immigrant student population. In an effort to 

improve student learning, the history and social science department planned and created unique 
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 Teacher O. Email interview, November 18, 2009. 
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 Teacher Q. Interview by author, Toronto: November 12, 2009. This teacher noted the four classes had attracted 

over 100 kids. She also noted that the principal gave her considerable backing. The principal said "I'm going to be 
your department head, make sure you get the money that you need, the resources that you need-- and so she deserves 
a lot of credit for that. She had been the first principal of a high school in Toronto so she got lots of reaction. She 
was very gutsy and wore these giant hats. I made up my materials for my part of the course-which was all 
contemporary stuff- and Sheila took most of the history material from a course by Jill Conway, UofT." This teacher 
is referencing materials from Jill Conway's first women's history course at the University of Toronto. (1971). 
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course units to support student learning.  They did substantial research to create biographies and 

fictional case studies, many which included women's narratives. He noted,  

I remember we did Barbara Edwards settling in the West. We did all that great research 
and then personalized it into somebody’s life. Our focus wasn’t just women, it was 
minorities too. We did a case study about a Chinese Canadian working on the railway. 
We did many units on working conditions. We had all this raw data and then we’d make 
a case study out of it. It was those kinds of materials designed to make the history come 
alive through the first person narrative. 609  

Another teacher indicated that there were few resources available for a course he was teaching 

on urban studies. He did significant research work to access studies of local housing trends, to 

develop "an understanding of evolving living forms and the nature of domestic architecture were 

all studies through local options and materials." He "even studied how “fast food” architects 

organize their space in order to produce a high turnover. Here, he added, "There was always a 

focus on women and their contributions."610   

 Finally, teachers indicated that they attended school board events, often to access 

resource materials and, as noted in the previous chapter, the Toronto Board held regular evening 

events that featured "women's topics": societal and educational issues that often included keynote 

speakers, feminist films and curriculum activities. 
611

 One teacher suggested that the lack of 

support for teacher outreach was a gendered issue, 

 If there were teachers who were intrigued by the experience of women in Canadian 
history, they got there on their own, and without any support of preparation or teaching 
materials, and they did so in an environment where the expectation was totally male 

and where most history departments were staffed by males. 
612
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 Teacher P. Interview by author, Toronto: October 28, 2009. Interviews performed for this study indicate that 

many women teachers choose to embrace equity policies by accessing new resources from resource centres and 
libraries. The Women's Liaison Committee at the Toronto Board received a sizeable grant to allow school libraries 
the opportunity to purchase books about women that portrayed women in a more equitable way, thus making 
resource materials available for teachers in schools.  
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The study also reveals that the vast majority of women history teachers shared a drive, 

commitment and common activism in challenging the status quo through their work in curricula 

and Affirmative Action. One teacher represents the position of many when she recalls, 

I was on the Board's women's committee. We met once a month at the board office and 
there was a sub-committee. I was one of three who helped write the board policy and I 
ran workshops at schools for sexual harassment policy. There were things happening in 
the city-a general awareness of women and racial minorities. In the 1970s the board 
power structure was the old boys but things were changing-they were changing 

dramatically especially in the 1980s with the appointment of women.
613

 

 Another teacher noted, 

I was very active from 1975 on the Women's Liaison Committee, the Status of Women 
Committee, and the Bias Review in Education Committee. I worked on lots of curriculum 
documents such as the Curriculum documents in the classroom and girls. I did workshops 
on women. I worked on a lot of projects for the board. I did summer writing projects- 

History and Social Science department summer writing projects.
614

  

 The common narrative from all the self-identified feminist teachers in this study was the 

ways in which they worked with other women and the excitement and positive energy of the 

time. Kincaid sums up what many noted about their own activism, 

The whole organization was very important. We put it together- there were six of us who 
founded that – Women in Educational Administration Ontario (WEAO for short). 
(1980/81) We created it because of the lack of women in positions of responsibility in 
education. We were so successful that those of us who were teaching were invited to 
school boards to do sessions because there was this recognition that, yes, probably we 
could teach very well… That was a great organization. Again, the excitement of it and all 
the things that were accomplished in terms of women, women getting together, women 

discussing things, like curriculum.
615

 

But not all teachers supported Affirmative Action or sex equity curriculum workshops. One 

teacher reflected,  

My experience in workshops was that they were often delivered by persons with an 
aggressive approach and one that disparaged what had been going on in the classroom at 
the time. Teachers who were successful in the development of gender equity history in 
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the classroom did so because they were personally interested and struck out on their own 
creative impulse to serve the needs of the students and who were perhaps further ahead in 

their expectation of the nature of history curriculum.
616

 

 This study suggests that some teachers saw Affirmative Action course implementation to 

include women as something that was only of interest to "feminist" educators, or alienating to 

some educators, which might explain why policies were slow in finding support amongst 

teachers. As has been previously discussed, not all teachers interviewed identified as feminists; 

some teachers made reference to their activism within the women’s movement, while others felt 

removed from those communities or as neutral because of their status as professionals. The 

concept of ‘feminism’ was a common thread between all interviews, although I was careful not 

to frame it in that way. Bringing women into the classroom was automatically seen by the 

teachers as a feminist act, not just a means in which to achieve gender equity in the history 

curriculum.  

 Teachers in this study made many references to the ways in which feminism had 

blossomed, been tested and transformed throughout the years in which they taught. Most 

teachers began their teaching career in the late 1960s and early 1970s and therefore were 

working at the time of the second wave women’s movement, and as such were witness to when 

feminist demands for equality and social justice took on new directions. The interviews 

demonstrate that teachers were well aware of public feminist demands for social justice, the 

political mobilization of women, Affirmative Action initiatives and the broader feminist activism 

taking place outside schools.  One teacher, who offered a women's studies course noted, 

The students did an action project-collecting materials from newspapers-helping in a 
shelter-it was a hotbed of feminism consciousness and all in the media- and marches-
we went on marches and the kids really got into it-even though the kids came from 
very traditional families. They did women in sports and of course we did studies 

within our own school.
617

  

 The women teachers, however, placed themselves in different spaces in terms of 

feminism’s direct impact on their private and professional lives. As strong and independent 

thinking women, their commitment to "feminism" was nuanced and reveals the complexities of 
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the issues women faced in situating themselves socially and politically. One woman teacher 

noted, "I was a feminist in my own way-I just wasn't out there like some of the others- I probably 

became that later, but not at that time."  But this same teacher also noted the excitement, 

commitment and dedication during the early years of the women's movement, when she was a 

member of several committees. She noted, "There was excitement-International Women’s Year- 

there were exciting people around, Rosie Abella, Lorna Marsden, Joni Mitchell, Rita MacNeil- 

there were people doing things!" 
618

  Another teacher reflected,  

In my teaching of Canadian history, right from the beginning, questions about how the 
events impacted women and how women impacted events were there-because that was an 
outcome of who I was and certainly I came out of a feminist perspective in the 1960s 
which as really about challenging the old history so that there was- very much- a 

revisionist paradigm that you brought to the classroom.”619
   

 Some were reflective of the term feminism and their connection to the movement. One 

teacher noted, "In those days I do not think that I would have described myself as a feminist-not 

sure that I was completely aware of women's issues-even though I had gone through university 

when some of that was starting-I went to UofT and my experience of history was only 

white/men." 
620

  Understanding definitions of feminism was central to these interviews. 

Although I did not specifically ask teachers for their definition of feminism or if they self-

identified as feminists their commitment to feminist ideology was revealed through their 

answers. A number of teachers, however, did self-identify as feminist teachers.  The majority of 

the women teachers indicated they had and continued to proudly support women’s organizations. 

The organizations included women teachers' unions, (members of ETFO or FWTAO) women’s 

history organizations (OWHN), women’s political organizations (the feminist party of Canada/ 

or NDP women’s caucus) and women’s cultural groups (NFB-studio D) Teachers agreed that 

women’s organizations provided important opportunities to network with a common community. 
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Others felt that their feminism and activism directly affected their work as teachers and others 

were cautious of making those links- distancing themselves from pre-defined positions.
621

   

 One of the most commented upon themes was that of colleagues' resistance. To be sure, 

not all teachers framed their personal narratives in this way. However, it did emerge as a 

common thread, as many teachers commented on the lack of support they received from male 

colleagues and administrators but also noted the ways in which they took action. Many teachers 

spoke about the ways in which they looked for additional resource materials to fill the void in 

mainstream textbooks and resources, as there was little support to purchase departmental 

materials. Many of the women teachers noted their need to work independent of history 

departments and to make individual decisions about curriculum resources for their classes. Their 

memories as 'women warriors' were central to many of their narratives. One teacher noted, "If 

sexism came up, things like ‘You’re pregnant? You picked a good time’- My take is that there are 

ways to say that to someone, you say it as a joke, but then if you’re an Admin. that’s a serious 

statement-there were layers and layers of that." 
622

  Another teacher noted,  

The composition of most history departments in the city throughout the 50s, 60s and 
70s was that it was overwhelmingly male and in my department I was the only woman 
until the late 70s, then over time two others were hired. It was a typical curriculum- a 
male focus that was the standard. But I didn't feel at all intimidated by that because it 
was a department of bright male teachers and their knowledge meant they were open 
to change and receptive to new ideas. The head of the history department was old 
school and I think the role of women never crossed his head but he was a gentleman 
and I could get into historical debates with others in the department and he wouldn't 

interfere.
623

 

For some it was more hostile. One Administrator who gave workshops on how to alter traditional 

curriculum to include women recounted, 

Lots of women teachers wanted change. If you were re-thinking your course there 
were ways to make your course gender fair. But there was one teacher at one 
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workshop that picked up a chair and started chasing me around the room. Everyone sat 
there. This was violence ...people just sat there. I called the Superintendent about his 
behaviour. I felt unsafe. There was quite a bit of resistance!! Big time!! There were 60 
people in the room. This teacher was known for his "temper tantrums." I wondered, 

what happens when he shuts his door with vulnerable 14 year olds? 
624

 

For many, hostilities were a product of a public perception that Affirmative Action was based on 

male hatred. One teacher noted,  

At one of the first workshops, one fellow in question period asked 'why do you hate 
men?" I said where did you get that? Define sexual stereotyping for me. Don't tell me 
that boys in this world are allowed to do anything they want- look at the male child 

who wants to become a ballet dancer-you think that's easy? But he was still angry.
625

  

When asked why she thought some people made the link between Affirmative Action and "male 

bashing" this teacher replied, "This whole thing is all about being afraid of women's power." She 

added that teachers who wanted to do things were being "punished" by their colleagues. She 

notes, "That whole men/women thing, but it was also a women/women thing. You know what it's 

like to be working on various school staffs where you're the pariah?" 
626

  

 The hostility towards them as women advocating for women was clearly part of their 

work experience: a barrier to overcome. A male teacher noted that his department continually 

made critical remarks about including women's narratives, despite their impressive "knowledge 

of history and progressive views of politics." He noted, "Male teachers had a blind spot when it 

came to women. It was hard for them to take women seriously, as both colleagues and as objects 

of historical study. They reacted to the extremes of the women's movement." He added," Back 

then it was, 'These crazy bra burning martyrs, what they need is a good man to straighten them 

out. They're all frustrated or lesbians'." 
627

 Another teacher, who later became a principal, noted 

the ways in which the hostility became school- wide. She asserts, 

There were always people who were politically correct and those who were jealous. But I 
never let that stop me. At the school where I was working, there was a group created by 
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some men on staff called PLOT (Potential Leaders of Tomorrow) to challenge our 
already established group called OWL (Ontario Women in Leadership). They were not 
really a group- but just created to challenge our work. They went so far as to make 
announcements [over the PA system] about their meetings and wrote letters to the 
editors: Affirmative Action treatment for the school! But despite this, I felt that I was 

doing the right thing-it wasn't all smooth sailing. 
628

 

 Women teachers who later became principals, superintendents, directors or held other 

positions of responsibility remember the same hostile environment they faced as teachers; they 

always had to fight for equality and recognition. Their change in status, both financially and in 

terms of position, did not change the narratives, as these problems flowed freely back and forth 

between the classrooms, schools, school board communities, positions as teachers or as 

administrators. The positions were interchanged continually with little reference to class, race or 

status; they presented their past as either part of a supportive community (like-minded feminists) 

or part of hostile communities (males and females resistant to change). One teacher who later 

became an administrator commented that she refused to ask her secretary to get coffee or do 

chores for her, unlike the male administrators who had preceded her. Another commented how 

events allowed administrators, educators and staff to join at tables together, thus allowing people 

from different work areas to network. Placing women together, despite differences in salary, 

status or experience was central to some interviewee’s narratives. Their current or ongoing sense 

of equality clearly shaped their historical memory, despite admitting to conflicts with women 

teachers and colleagues at schools and school boards. The memories of some women teachers 

were encased in heroic narratives of ongoing battles, thus diminishing the ways in which other 

factors may have played a part in their experiences. In recreating their past, they have situated 

themselves as champions of gender equity-and focused on those narratives that situated barriers 

to their work to make change. Recurrent narratives focus on how they were ridiculed, 

marginalized and dismissed by schools and school history departments. Their memories were 

also shaped by their efforts to preserve and support communities in which they networked.  

 The women teachers recalled similar narratives about women's activism, school board 

gender equity or Affirmative Action initiatives and the development and dissemination of 

women's historical recourses-also situated within a gendered ideology. The men recalled their 
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teaching within different frameworks- and outside the gendered discussions of the time-

reflecting on gender issues in curriculum within broader discussions about overall political 

curricular changes throughout their teaching career.  The interviews did not reveal very much 

middle ground because the interviewees expressed their experiences in an either/or binary, which 

is very much reflective of their own place and time.
629

 

 

Chapter Conclusion 

 A number of the women teachers eventually became principals or took positions of 

responsibility within school boards or at the Ontario Ministry of Education. Since the number of 

male history teachers at this time far outnumbered women teachers, it might explain why the few 

practicing women history teachers sought membership in feminist communities. Many of the 

women teachers developed, advocated for, and were active in the sharing of women's history 

resources. The teachers used a wide range of strategies to bring women's narratives into history 

classrooms, and faced a number of barriers, but many were united in their resolve to provide a 

greater equity balance to traditional history curriculum. 

 Many of the interviews ended with their reflections of despair, as gender equity work had 

not produced the expected end results. If the opportunity arose in the interview, I asked why they 

felt so much work by so many feminists led to so few changes in history curriculum.  I asked 

why textbooks and resources continued to reflect a traditional and predominantly male narrative. 

These questions made some teachers despondent. One teacher lamented, 

It was not an easy time to be very outspoken. Materials developed at the Board at first 
made people uncomfortable -the Ministry, the school board and the teacher federations 
were all driving forces. The work was to insert women's history, everything about 
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women, into the curriculum, because the heavy handed approach was not going to 

work. For the Ministry to change its policies-well it happened very gradually. 
630

  

The majority of the teachers believed that the Ontario school board amalgamation (1998) marked 

the end to any momentum of their work in equity. One teacher who had reluctantly become a 

principal noted,  

Gender equity was high on the list at my school-with new teachers-this was beyond 
discussion stage-this was policy. It was a formal commitment. It was the energy of 
change-there was excitement about it because we had support of the school board 
trustees-and then when Right wing trustees entered with Mike Harris-it is a cycle-you 
cannot let the cause go because you don't always have the right person in positions of 
power. Amalgamation broke that up…. I left the year before amalgamation on purpose 
because they took the principals out of the union. The loyalties weren't there anymore-
you had to work with someone who didn't have the same commitment- it was like 

starting all over again. 
631

 

 I choose to end this study in the 1990s, because teachers articulated this time as a shift in 

education: in the focus on educational objectives; on developing a common curriculum; in the 

expansion and use of computers and technology; in the tightening of teachers’ independent 

curricula decision making and decisions over resources and pedagogy, and in the support for 

gender equity. 
632

 One teacher noted, "Now education is into evaluation and cost-saving. I was 

part of the golden age of education with the development of materials and support for 

workshops.  For younger women now all the battles have been fought-the feeling today is that 

people don't realize what happened in the past." 
633

 

 I wonder in what ways time had altered the ways in which these teachers remembered 

what happened in their history classrooms. Hundreds of students had passed through their 

classrooms doors- and engaged in hundreds of history lessons. Did their feminist beliefs intensify 
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or diminish over time? Was their work to include women in their history courses central or 

supplementary to their actual teaching?  It is important to contextualize the narratives in order 

that we can understand how discourses change over time. Joan Sangster notes that "we need to 

ask how these narratives reflect as well as shape women's social and economic lives; why certain 

narratives emerge and take precedence; and who these particular scripts benefit," adding that 

"women's narratives do reflect certain knowable experiences, always mediated by cultural codes, 

which may in turn come to shape their interpretation of experience in a dialectical sense." 
634

  

 Many women history teachers situated their work within the feminist communities where 

they were active members.  Women teachers joined feminist organizations and school board 

committees to be part of a common community; they independently reached out to feminist 

scholars, women's bookstores and attended conferences to access resources for their classrooms. 

Their work within classrooms and schools occupied a great portion of their teaching experience, 

yet their recollections continually returned to memories of the central role of feminist 

communities outside of the schools. Perhaps this suggests that the real work of teachers to bring 

women into history course studies was not taking place in school history departments, but was 

more significantly concentrated in the feminist initiatives and organizations outside of the 

schools. Their success was more evident in these outside communities as they were able to 

influence policy change and publically support feminist work in that arena.  The next and final 

chapter in this study examines in what ways communities outside the schools provided support. 
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Chapter 6 

 

"It takes a team": Grassroots Organizations and Educational 
Communities Influencing Curricular Change 

 

Regarding the importance of such [women's grassroots] organizations in 
influencing public perceptions of the teaching of history - I would have to believe 
that taken as a collective such groups have made a difference. [These] groups have 
ensured some kind of public program where they have encouraged the teaching of 
women's history, the respect that it deserves, and the resources needed to carry it 

forward.
635

 
 
 

 

 The teacher interviews in this study exposed a striking revelation: history teachers 

interested in integrating women in their classrooms were forced to find common communities 

outside of their schools. The questions posed in the interviews about school practices and 

pedagogy often resulted in interviewees reflecting on their own activities away from the school 

in various women’s networks and grassroots communities. Based on my research from this study 

it’s clear that history teachers networked outside their schools in order to access, develop and 

share curriculum materials about the history of women.  

 This sixth chapter looks at two broad areas that reflect the work of grassroots 

organizations. First, it explores the work of feminist academics, educators and researchers linked 

to a wide range of educational communities and organizations that provided resources and 

opportunities for Toronto educators to network and take part in the development and sharing of 

women's history curricular work. These included the Canadian Women's History Project (WHP) 
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and the Canadian Women's Studies in Education (CWSE) at the Ontario Institute for Studies in 

Education (OISE), The Ontario History and Social Sciences Teachers' Association (OHASSTA) 

and small independent publishers. Their work was instrumental in offering accessible resources 

for educators, outside the classroom, and in providing opportunities for a shared community in 

which interested teachers could network and develop professionally. Second, this chapter 

examines the work of the Ontario Women's History Network (OWHN), a group of feminist 

academics and educators in Ontario that are based in Toronto. This group was founded to engage 

and support educators in Ontario by providing venues, opportunities and networks to recognize 

and share scholarship in Canadian women's history. 

  In examining these organizations, professional and voluntary, this study provides further 

insight into the multiple ways in which some individuals, interested in expanding the accepted 

standards in history education, offered alternatives. This group of interested educators advocated 

for and distributed Canadian women's history materials to teachers seeking resources for course 

studies. This chapter provides further proof that external support networks, although less visible 

than mainstream state related networks, were accessible to Toronto teachers. Feminist 

organizations and small independent presses contributed to re-shaping history curricula by 

offering resource materials about women's history and fostering support for new scholarship. The 

building of alliances was central to the women's movement feminist agenda and reflects a long 

history of women organizing in order to make systemic change. The Royal Commission spawned 

hundreds of women's organizations across the country.  Adamson et al described the multiple 

roles and formats of women's organizations: "the women's movement is not one organization but 

the totality of a variety of organizations and individuals struggling to end the oppression of 

women." 
636

 Most feminist organizations focused on educating and therefore were instrumental 

in building support for the movement, through consciousness-raising, event attendance, talks and 

course work.   

 The history of Canadian women organizing is a long, illustrious one. Organizations 

provided opportunities for women to network, find support, as well as develop a wide range of 

leadership skills.  The second wave women's movement increased the number of women's 
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organizations and feminist presses proliferated across Canada. Their work provides some insight 

into the ways in which the grassroots activism of the 1970s and 1980s influenced school 

curricula.  The city of Toronto offered a wider range of options: women's organizations, 

grassroots organizations, publishers, bookstores, conferences and events and teachers acquired 

materials through membership in various organizations, who based their success on the 

development and maintenance of strong networks. Women's groups that focused on local issues 

were linked to the broader issues and movements taking place globally and across Canada. 

School administrators, both men and women, seldom provided opportunities for teachers to 

engage in gender discussions. A number of teachers found themselves networking outside their 

schools in various grassroots communities in order to access, develop and share curriculum 

materials about the history of women. 

 

 Educational Communities 

 Collaborative work between scholars and educators was central to the women's 

movement. The Canadian Women's History Project (WHP) at the OISE in Toronto was an 

excellent example of the collaborative work that took place in women's history education and 

demonstrates the ways in which interested scholars worked to bridge the gap between new 

scholarship in women's history and teaching practice across the province. The WHP staff 

members were involved in projects and research work "aimed at redressing the lack of materials 

on women in the curriculum." 
637

 The projects included the research and writing of documentary 

histories, the first comprehensive book on Canadian women's history, presentations at 

conferences, workshops for teachers and consultations for a wide range of groups and 

educators.
638

 Teachers requested materials about women and turned to the newly formed 

Women's Education Resource Centre (WERC) at OISE for support. Frieda Forman, who joined 
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the centre in 1974, 
639

 noted that the centre was a "magnet for students and researchers." She 

adds,  

Not only was our office a welcoming and stimulating place, but it also contained a 
growing collection of feminist resources: books, periodicals, archival documents and a 
range of ephemera, such as posters and flyers from across the world. Word spread about 
our project and we became known as the Feminist Centre. The founding and development 
of the Women's Educational Resource Centre is a glorious event in the history of 

Canadian women' studies.
640

 

She notes that the office moved to join "our two sister projects", the journal Resources for 

Feminist Research (brought to OISE as a feminist research newsletter by Margrit Eichler) and 

the Canadian Women's History Project.
641

  Historian Alison Prentice joined the Women's 

History Project (WHP) in 1975 along with Marion Bryce and Beth Light. She moved to join the 

Women's Studies in Education (CWSE), founded in 1983, in order to establish permanency in 

the institution.
642

  Prentice drafted the Centre’s constitution and acted as its first chair, noting the 

challenges of fitting "a feminist centre into an institution whose practices were so gendered." 
643

 

She explains that the major goals were in establishing the field of women's history "at all levels 

of schooling" and to challenge and develop the field. She adds: "We no longer wanted to fit 

women into previously constructed stories about historical movements and events; we were 

ready to show that they were also movers and shakers. Moreover, their history as mothers and 
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daughters, sisters and workers was important." 
644

  Forman adds that the maintenance and 

growth of the Women's Resource Centre was "a labour of love and sometimes just plain labour, 

of many devoted and dedicated feminists." Interested teachers came regularly to the centre which 

contained non-sexist resources that reflected diversity and contained Canadian content.       

 The intellectual cross-pollinations happening in Toronto between the classroom and 

academia were numerous. One place in which this happened was at the WERC. Teachers came 

to the centre while working on courses at OISE. Many teachers returned to OISE to do graduate 

work, taking courses in women' studies, many of which were offered in the evening. Affirmative 

Action programs at the Board had provided greater opportunities for teachers to find positions as 

principals and this provided the impetus for teachers to enroll in graduate studies. Forman notes 

that the women's movement was about the intellectual and spiritual aim of the movement but 

also about the development of the women's bookstore, publishing, women's studies, and women's 

centres. She adds that Canadian women's history was new and named scholars Alison Prentice, 

Ruth Pierson and Mary O'Brien. Prentice notes that over the years the WHP team, in 

collaboration with other scholars, published a wide range of materials.
645

 

 Prentice was appointed to the history department of Atkinson College, York University in 

1972 and in 1975 she had accepted a position in the department of history and philosophy at 

OISE. Her research focused on the origins of public schooling in Canada, the history of women 

and education, and the history of teachers.
646

  A founder of the WHP at the CWSE, she was the 

Editor of The Documents in Canadian Women's History Series published by New Hogtown Press 

and saw the compilation of three volumes of documents in the history of Canada, each of which 
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contains a chapter on education. She notes, "The WHP project was dedicated to the 

dissemination of women's history and to encouraging research and writing in the area."
647

 

Prentice was central to the Toronto feminist historians’ movement; her research projects and 

publications were collaborative and involved multiple communities of scholars and educators. 

Many research projects were part of the WHP, which was in operation for ten years and for 

which Prentice served as principal investigator. One of the projects that came out of the centre 

was Speak with their Own Voices, a documentary history of the Federation of Women Teachers' 

Associations of Ontario and the women elementary public school teachers of Ontario.
648

  

 The WHP was originally designed with the purpose of investing problems and needs in 

the history of Canadian women. In 1976, under the direction of Prentice, the WHP project 

applied for funding in order to expand into a major programme of research and development. 

The year 1982-1983 marked a change in direction for the project as it began to research the 

development of textbooks, teacher's guides, summer institutes and other aids to support teaching 

in the history of women in Canada. The WHP intended to produce and publish two textbooks in 

women's history, one to fill the needs of senior high school, community college or first year 

university students, and the second to address intermediate students. As a result of the growing 

scholarship in women's history there were sufficient materials to develop women's history 

textbooks.
649

  The WHP made direct links to Toronto teachers, but making change clearly had its 

challenges. Prentice notes, 
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Through the Women's History Project at OISE, I did attempt to make some impact on 
Ontario curriculum. I responded to an invitation to participate in curriculum revision in 
social studies, and Beth Light and I ended up on a panel that dealt with this. We were not 
able to make much of an impression, but we did at least get an acknowledgment that 
there should be some women's history taught. My only memory of it now was the 
discouraging tale that somehow came to us to the effect that most social studies teachers 
fulfilled this part of the curriculum by showing a film on women sometime - usually at 

the end of the year- when they had run out of other things to do.
650

 

The WHP applied for two summer institutes, to be held at OISE, and designed to bring together 

"lay groups, teachers and professional historians to study and develop resource materials. 
651

 

WHP submitted proposals to the Ministry of Education, the Canadian Studies Foundation and to 

The Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada. (SSHRC) They were denied 

funding for some of their projects. For example in the proposal for grants under the "Canadian 

Studies, Research Tools program,"the WHP proposed to produce a comprehensive "bibliography 

and interpretive guide" for the study of women in Canada. The bibliography was to "build on the 

OISE Women in Canadian History Project's previous work," Beth Light and Veronica Strong-

Boag's True Daughters of the North. This project intended to take a wide and more 

comprehensive approach, in recognition of the increased interest in women's history in the 

educational community.  The decision not to fund the proposal was based on the committee’s 

report that the project was "too broad in scope." 
652

 Prentice also made submissions to the 

Ontario Ministry of Education, Learning Materials Development Plan, to request funding for a 

Canadian Women's History textbook for schools. 
653

 Paula Bourne notes that funding usually 

came through transfer grants from the Ministry of Education that merged projects together.
654
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 Despite public support for women's equity issues, formal institutions were not ready to 

take the substantial steps necessary to support meaningful curricula change. Grant funding, 

institutions and school boards continued to ignore the growing scholarship taking place in 

women's history, turning away opportunities to support foundational change.
655

 Supporting the 

development of women's history textbooks for all students would have been a substantial change. 

The work of the WHP to create Canadian women's textbooks specifically for schools represents 

an important moment in time: the energy and focus and scholarship were there. The staff 

members of the WHP had spent years investigating problems and needs in the history of 

Canadian women, and responded to these needs through the research and development of 

appropriate teaching materials and methodologies for senior secondary and university 

students.
656

  No other Ontario project organization would take up the challenge in the same way 

for the next 30 years. 

                                                                                                                                                             

advanced intermediate students," noting that the textbook would "permit the integration of the history of Canadian 
women of all classes, cultures and races." In an interview with Prentice she adds, "We were able to draw on the 
resources of OISE, as two of the textbook's authors and Pat Staton, who did research on the illustrations, were 
research associates at OISE and I was a professor there." (Email interview, March 05 2010) The WHP was able to 
obtain funding from R&D/FD for the "Women in Canadian History: Materials and Methodology Project" 
(1981/1982). 
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 A women's history textbook for secondary schools would certainly have provided a link 

between the academic changes that were taking place in universities and the scholarship taking 

place in women's history to enter public school history programs in Ontario, where the curricula 

lagged significantly behind in integrating women into course materials. However, it is still 

questionable how well the textbook would have been employed without the support of the 

Ministry of Education Circular 14.
657

  As previous chapters have demonstrated, resources that 

were not listed on Circular 14 were left up to the teachers to find. Educators were channeled to 

believe that if they cultivated enough awareness about women's issues, teachers and schools 

boards would alter the curriculum as they would be educated to think differently; but this did not 

materialize. The lack of support for a women’s history textbook re-enforces this viewpoint.

 However, by 1989, the overall interplay between gender equity policies and women's 

history inclusion in various curricula in Ontario education was taking some shape, as educators 

became aware of the need to address holes in the curriculum.  As we have seen, social history 

provided one such lens.  History educator Sharon Cook notes a historical "moment" when "both 

the first wave of women's history as a sub-set of social history in Canada aligned with much 

interest in this province about equity issues." 
658

 There was a growing awareness by teachers of 

the need to present a broader and more diverse historical examination. But despite the growing 

awareness, studies found that history textbooks did not meet the criteria of "sex equity" 

policies.
659

  The study was conducted by the Centre for Women’s Studies with funding from a 
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Ministry of Education Transfer Grant. The grants were to develop a series of teacher resource 

guides designed "to implement the Ontario Ministry of Education sex-equity policy within the 19 

courses in the History and Contemporary Studies Guidelines." 
660

 The study revealed that on 

average 12.8 percent of the content in the books had any reference to women," although this 

ranged from less than one percent to over 43%, and included references to wives and family 

members. 
661

 The researchers noted, "The textbooks surveyed sometimes underline the 

assumption that women are marginal to society and the shaping of history. Focuses or 

biographies on women commonly appear boxed off outside the main prose, reinforcing their 

considerations as asides or afterthoughts." 
662

  Fundamentally, history departments were 

reluctant to change. Fortunately for educators in Toronto, a wide range of small independent 

publishers, interested in scholarship in women's history were challenging mainstream publishers 

by providing diverse, unique publications.  

 

The Role of Independent Small Publishers in Toronto 

 Teachers and school libraries sought out resource materials for students and staff. This 

escalated the need for course materials by and about women. Small publishers and women's 

organizations responded.  The Women's Press, Garamond Press, New Hogtown Press, Green 

Dragon Press, House of Anansi Press, Second Story Press, Sister Vision Press were some of the 

small presses that made materials about women available to educators in Ontario. Sister Vision 

Press and Women's Press were focused solely on materials about and by women. 
663

  The 
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independent presses played an important role in publishing materials about women that were 

innovative and that often challenged mainstream publications. New scholars noted the support 

they received from small publishers who aimed to provide a space for alternative narratives. 

Russell Hann of Hogtown Press noted, "The goal initially was to create as broad a political 

spectrum as you could on the independent Left."
664

  Mainstream publishers were reluctant to 

take risks with alternative narratives so scholars of women history first turned to the small 

presses or established collective presses themselves. They provided a welcomed venue for 

feminist scholarship and educators.  Three independent publishers Women's Press, Green Dragon 

Press and Hogtown Press published resource materials about Canadian women and actively 

worked to make links between teachers in the province; these presses were singled out by the 

interviewees as prime sources for materials.  

 The Canadian Women’s Educational Press, more commonly known as the Women’s 

Press, (WP) was started officially on a grant from the Toronto Local Initiates Project (LIP) as a 

socialist feminist collective publishing feminist fiction, non-fiction and non-sexist children’s 

books.
665

 It was founded in 1971, by a subgroup of the Toronto Women’s Liberation Movement; 

one of the first feminist political organizations in Toronto. The archival documents, held at the 

Canadian Women's Movement Archives (CWMA) at the University of Ottawa, note that 

Women's Press was "a small publishing group committed to publishing material by, for, and 

about Canadian women, [which] began operating in Toronto in February 1972." 
666

  The 

initiative for the press grew out of dissatisfaction with the mainstream publishing community 
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which had rejected their first feminist publication entitled "Women Unite!" Their mandate was 

"to provide an alternative means of making feminist ideas widely accessible and continue their 

involvement in the growing Canadian women’s movement." 667
  

 Canadian publishers at that time faced a number of challenges because of the virtual 

monopoly of their market by US publishing and distribution companies. Documents in the 

Women's Press Archive files indicate that "distribution costs alone absorbed half the value of the 

book, making it quite untenable for small, non-profit publishers" and noted that The Women’s 

Press was meeting these obstacles "by undertaking their own distribution through cross-Canada 

contacts." 
668

  Women’s Press was different because it was a non-profit organization that 

employed people on a "rotational basis": everyone did all the jobs. There were sixteen members 

of the Press at that time consisting of paid and unpaid workers; it operated on a collective basis 

such that all staff participated in the decision-making.  Funds were received by personal 

donations and grants from the Department of Manpower and Immigration (for salaries for the 

first year) and revenues from publishing. The archival documents indicate that the women were 

committed to having a Women’s Press and so were also willing to work as volunteers. They 

noted, "The primary goal is to provide incentive to women in Canada who want to have their 

writing published."
669

  Publishing had generally been controlled by men, and women writers 

were often placed in disadvantaged positions with their manuscripts rejected: the press provided 

a space for women's voices.
670
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Women's Issues in English Canada, 1966-1971 (Waterloo, ON : Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2001); Janice 
Fiamengo, The Woman's Page : Journalism and Rhetoric in Early Canada  (Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 
2008); Majory Lang, Women Who Made the News: Female Journalists in Canada, 1880-1945 (Montreal : McGill-
Queen's University Press,1999).  
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 Teachers found materials from WP through a variety of contacts: first as authors and as 

friends of writers; second through ads placed within journals, periodicals and newspapers; and, 

third, through course work.
671

  Some of the history materials WP published included 

foundational work in Canadian women's studies and history courses such as A Harvest Yet to 

Reap: A History of Prairie Women by Linda Rasmussen, A Not Unreasonable Claim by Linda 

Kealey, Women at Work edited by Michael Cross, Never Done: Three Centuries of Women’s 

Work in Canada and She Named It Canada, Because That Was What it Was Called both created 

by the Corrective Collective.
672

  Historian Barbara Todd recalls the story of She Named It 

Canada. A founding member of the Vancouver Women's Caucus in 1968, Todd recalls 

organizing a conference to bring a group of Vietnamese women to Canada to meet American 

activists to stop the war. Newly elected Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau attended one of the 

meetings. The Vancouver’s Women’s Caucus was put in charge of organizing the meeting. Todd 

notes, 

 Amongst other things that we discovered was that the Americans were a little bit hazy 
about recognizing the independence of Canada. For example, they were shocked that they 
couldn’t use American postage in Canada. So a group of us decided maybe we can take 
this opportunity to teach our American colleagues a little bit about the history of women 
in Canada. A little group of us started up a little pamphlet book called "She Named it 

Canada. 
673

  

                                                 

671
 Ottawa: CWMA: CWEP (X10-12) Advertisements in Periodicals (Box 157, File 157.10) Archival documents 

indicate the following journals in which Women's Press (WP) advertised their books. A small sampling in the 1970s 
includes; The Canadian Teacher, Sept. 1973 and again Oct-Nov.76, Community Schools May/June 1973, Books in 
Canada, Sept. 1974-76, City Magazine, Jan 75, Canadian Forum, Feb 75, This Magazine 75, Quill and Quire, June 
75, Last Post, Dec. 75, The Varsity, Dec. 75, Saturday Nite, Nov. 75, Globe and Mail, Dec. 75, Books for Everybody 
Catalogue 76 (a catalogue put out by a Special Selection committee which consisted of representatives from the 
Canadian books sellers Associations and the Canadian Book Publishers Council), Canadian Voice June 77, 
Canadian Forum 77, Saturday Night Review Nov. 77, Globe and Mail ads 77, Books in Canada 1978, Educational 
Catalogue Provincial News 1978-1979. Books from WP were also featured in a variety of book catalogues, 
demonstrating the ways in which WP books were well advertised to educators in Canada. 

672
 Ottawa: CWMA: CWEP (X10-12/Box 157/File 157.12). The 10th Anniversary Catalogue noted a significant 

number of Women’s history books. 
673

 Barbara Todd. Interview by author, University of Toronto: April 13, 2010. Todd adds, "Colette French did the 

sketches. We mailed boxes of these things to the people who were coming. It was put together in my basement. We 
mailed it to people who were going to attend this conference, sending them to the States in advance. It was a big 
gathering- in the big theatre/concert hall in Vancouver. There would have been 1000 Americans attending. We 
distributed copies of She Named it Canada. Todd adds,"There was the American anti-war, lefty movement. They all 
came up. And maybe they learned a little bit about this cartoon history of Canada, with a lot of gender in it. We 
called ourselves the Corrective Collective." As a member of the Vancouver Women's Caucus, Todd was also 
involved with their paper, The Pedestal. (Copies of the paper held at the CWMA). 
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The Corrective Collective also developed the book, Never Done, Three Centuries of Women's 

Work in Canada, which followed She Named it Canada. Todd notes that the success of the first 

book prompted the Collective to continue producing materials for educational purposes. Todd 

notes, "Then there was the book, Never Done; the Ontario school system bought ten thousand 

copies in 1974 to distribute to the schools." This, she adds, was quite significant for that time.
674

  

  A number of teachers were aware of the work of the WP. Margie Wolfe, long-time 

Women’s Press Staff Person and current Publisher at Second Story Press, worked to bring the 

Women’s Press books and learning resource materials to the attention of teachers in schools. She 

notes, "We wanted our children’s books in the schools and were even able to get financial 

support to develop materials from the province." 
675

 Despite repeated efforts however, Women's 

Press materials were never placed on Circular 14, the approved list for Ontario schools. In an 

interview with Margie Wolfe she notes that “We [WP] were looking to find a way to get into 

classrooms through the back door because the front door locked us out.” 
676

 

 The challenge of developing and publishing books about women was exacerbated by the 

challenge of getting them into classrooms. Russell Hann of New Hogtown Press notes, "The 

largest part of the market was the university and college market." He notes his efforts to break 

into the high school market. He adds, "I was trying to get the name of a high school teacher who 

was on the group that was part of Circular 14.” 677
 The small presses were situated in the 

university centre and often used each others’ facilities. Hogtown Press and Women's Press were 

one block apart.  

 This study reveals that interested teachers advocated for, developed, and sought out 

materials about women for their history and social science classes; accessing those materials 

involved a greater set of challenges than approved textbooks and resources. Wolfe notes that A 

Harvest Yet to Reap: A History of Prairie Women and Never Done: Three Centuries of Women's 

                                                 

674
 Barbara Todd. Interview by author, University of Toronto: April 13, 2010. Todd adds, "It [The Collective] was 

incorporated as non-profit and eventually The Collective was dissolved." 

675
 Margie Wolfe. Interview by author, Toronto: July 8, 2010. 

676 Wolfe. Interview by author, Toronto: July 8, 2010. 

677 Russell Hann. Interview by author, Toronto: November 25, 2010. 
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Work in Canada were a success and this led to the development of teacher's guides.
678

 Publishers 

met the challenge of exposing teachers to these new kinds of resource materials about women by 

finding venues where teachers might be present. Teacher conferences held on Professional 

Development (PD) days were popular for publishers to display their books. Wolfe notes, "We 

spent a lot of time attending conferences, doing book tables etc. We would also go to the 

Teachers Federation conferences." 
679

 Another popular place for history teachers to access new 

learning resource materials was at the annual Ontario History and Social Sciences Teachers' 

Association (OHASSTA) conferences held each year in Toronto; this gathering brought together 

dozens of publishers and bookstore owners and was attended by history teachers from across the 

province.
680

   

 School history departments were not always receptive to new resources so bringing new 

materials into history classrooms was often the work of individual interested teachers. Book 

publishers were aware of the limitation of the overall school board structures, the lack of overall 

support for their work and the institutional blocks that prevented their books from establishing a 

foothold in schools. Wolfe adds, “The overall structures didn’t exist within the school system 

and within the curriculum that told teachers that they had to include women’s history. You 

needed to be a committed and very creative teacher to figure out how to get [women’s history] 

in.” 
681

 Some of the materials published by Women's Press ended up in specialized bookstores. 

Bookstores provided important places to access current resource materials for courses. Getting 

women's books out to the public and into schools required commitment and energy. Wolfe adds,  

The point was to get our feminist belief system into the larger community.  If there was a 
demonstration, we had a book table there. If the NDP had a caucus meeting, we were there 
with a book table. If CUPE had a conference, we were there with a book table. We had 
book tables at concerts and benefits. We were driven by a belief system that we cared 

                                                 

678 Wolfe. Interview by author. Wolfe adds, "Both books were huge successes, which is why we thought we should 

create guides for them, so teachers can figure out how to get the books into the classroom. One teacher’s guide I did 
on my own, the one for A Harvest Yet to Reap I did with Judy Coburn. She was a classroom teacher at the time. I 
think the guides were received really well."  

679 Wolfe. Interview by author, Toronto: July 8, 2010. 

680  Wolfe. Interview by author, July 8, 2010.Wolfe added, "We got a lot of requests from publishing companies for 

our Canadian Women Hall of Fame series and our picture books." 

681 Wolfe. Interview, July 8, 2010. 
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about. We were part of the larger feminist community. 
682

 

 
 Numerous small bookshops and independent presses existed in Toronto during the 1970s 

and early 80s, before the mega bookstores and publishers took over the market. I asked Margie 

Wolfe if Women's Press was in competition with other small presses. Wolfe responds, "The 

relationship between the small presses in Toronto was good. We sometimes shared book tables, 

space and resources. Everyone was struggling so there was not that much competition." 
683

 But 

clearly the market for women's history materials for secondary schools would have been quite 

small since placing women into history narratives was not mandatory or listed as a major 

component of the history curricula. 

 Moreover, once the Toronto Board embraced race relations the struggle for gender equity 

became more complex.   Marie Hammond examined the growing attention of the Toronto Board 

towards race relations and the formation of an Equal Opportunity Office to deal with broader 

issues related to equity education. Hammond notes some of the tensions, suggesting that feminist 

initiatives at the Toronto board were" impeded by the very structure within which they had been 

organized." 
684

 She adds, "The functions of Race Relations policy were not divided between the 

Curriculum Department and Equal Opportunity Office the way Feminist initiatives were at the 

Board. Though the Equal Opportunity Office had a curriculum function for both race and 

women's issues, there is a strong suggestion of resistance by the Curriculum Department to the 

feminist reforms being attempted there." 
685

 Several teachers indicated that the examination of 

labour studies opened up a window to include women in course studies but that the school board 

                                                 

682 Wolfe interview, July 8, 2010. 

683 Wolfe. Interview, July 8, 2010. 

684 Marie A. E. Hammond, Sexual Equality for the Schools: Women' Studies and Affirmative Action at the Toronto 
Board in the 1970s (University of Toronto M.A. Thesis, 1990). Hammond notes that by the end of the 1970s, 
Affirmative Action was receiving active attention from the Board. Race relations were growing in priority and both 
policies joined forces under the jurisdiction of the "Equal Opportunity Office," 119. 

685 Marie A. E. Hammond, University of Toronto M.A. Thesis. Hammond quotes Myra Novogrodsky whom she 

states said the following in an interview. "The Curriculum division didn't like the way Affirmative Action and 
Women's Studies worked together." The 'turf' war caused further tensions between departments. Novogrodsky added 
that there was more "clout" for Affirmative Action than Women's Studies "because it had pay equity,"  while there 
was "no law to promote a non-sexist classroom." She notes the "whole political movement behind Affirmative 
Action, which there wasn’t behind Feminist pedagogy and curriculum," 128. 
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also expected teachers to pay attention to issues of race. I asked Wolfe if the focus on race 

relations had an impact on the publication of materials about women. Wolfe responded,  

I think that it did have an impact. We tried to combine the two. There were times when 
race and gender issues were very complementary. We did a book in 1978 called Come 
with Us: Children Speak for Themselves, which received a huge critical and popular 
response. It was truly a path breaking book. We were quite conscious in '78 that we 
wanted to do those kinds of books. It got lots of attention, and we worked really hard to 
get it into schools. The reviews were spectacular. There was a fair bit of attention, but I 
don’t think it actually had a big impact in the school system outside the downtown core 

of Toronto.
686

 

 The number of independent publishers increased during the 1980s as individuals sought 

ways in which to publish diverse narratives. Toronto's Sister Vision: Black Women and Women 

of Colour Press, for example, was co-founded in 1985 by Makeda Silvera and Stephanie Martin. 

As noted earlier, finding publishers interested in women’s scholarship was difficult and Makeda 

Silvera struggled to find mainstream publishers to publish her work Silenced: Talks with 

Working Class Caribbean Women. The result was the founding of another women’s independent 

press in Toronto, one which has provided important support for scholarship related to women in 

the Caribbean, Britain, Southern Africa, North America and India.
687

 Branching out to publish 

more diverse women’s narratives may also have reflected Toronto classroom needs as 

multicultural policies in the 1980s provided a forum for educators to embrace more diverse 

narratives into history course studies.
688

 

 Green Dragon Press, an equity press in Toronto, also provided important resource 

materials for history teachers in schools. Pat Staton, the founder and publisher notes, "My goals 

were to get materials into the schools."  Staton first worked with Women’s History Project as a 

researcher at OISE, which resulted in the book Canadian Women: A History. In 1987 she started 

                                                 

686 Wolfe, Interview by author. July 8, 2010. 

687 Makeda Silvera, Silenced: Talks with Working Class Caribbean Women about their Lives and Struggles as 
Domestic Workers in Canada (Toronto: Sister Vision Press, 1989. [2nd ed.]  See also, Library and Archives Canada: 
Celebrating Women’s Achievements. http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/women/030001-1212-e.html 

688
 See: Ontario Ministry of Education, Race, Religion, and Culture in Ontario School Materials: Suggestions for 

Authors and Publishers (Toronto, 1980); Toronto Board of Education The Race Relations Report (Toronto: School 
Community Relations Dept., Curriculum Division, Toronto Board of Education, 1979); Toronto Board of Education, 
Multicultural, Ethnic and Race Relations Policy, 1987; Tim McCaskell, Race to Equity (2005). 

http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/women/030001-1212-e.html
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her own publishing company because a female author, Sheila Amato, came to her with a 

manuscript on women in non-traditional jobs that needed to be published.  In 1987, Making 

Choices: Women in Non-traditional Jobs became the first women’s book published by Green 

Dragon Press. It was not curriculum- based but teachers and librarians bought the books to 

provide girls with alternative and non-traditional job goals. At the same time that Staton was 

working on the book, she was also working on a SSHRC grant about women in non-traditional 

occupations, which led to the 1985 report "Toward the Future." Although not a history book, it 

was bought by schools in Toronto for social science teachers and used in family studies, 

women's studies, politics, sociology and law courses, but not though, in history courses. The 

links to multiple subjects was evident with most women's curricula materials: because women’s 

history was believed to entail a social science rubric of women’s issues, the publications that 

were accepted often fit into multiple disciplines with a distinct issues-oriented tone. Staton notes,   

 I considered myself as a historian but I also became very interested in gender equity. 
Because I was the coordinator of the women's centre, people expected me to become 
involved with more than history. One of the first things I got involved in was about 
teaching children to think critically about sexism and other forms of bias. No one was 
interested in publishing this so Green Dragon Press published it and we sold a fair 
number of copies.689 

 

 Staton notes that the Women’s History Project at OISE received a grant from the 

Ministry of Education that had a mandate on gender equity to look at curriculum and to gather 

resources that might be useful for teachers. They could not find a publisher for the guide they 

had developed, which she notes, "happened frequently at OISE as publishers could not see a 

profit in it." She decided to connect the materials to the courses in the Ontario Curriculum and 

create a guide with resources that would "compliment the history and contemporary studies 

courses.” 
690

 Green Dragon co-published the book with the Ontario Women’s History Network. 

                                                 

689
 Pat Staton. Interview by author, Toronto: October 20, 2010. Staton notes "Out of this I did a fair number of 

presentations with Paula Caplan and Margaret Gilbert from the psychology department at race, class and gender 
conferences at York University and a TV Ontario Panel on equity in the classroom." 

690
 Pat Staton, Claiming Women's Lives: History and Contemporary Studies grade 7-12/OAC (Toronto: Green 

Dragon Press, 1994.) The material in the book supported units within OSIS English, Guidance, Geography, Business 
studies, Family studies, Physical Education studies, Visual Arts and History. In 1992, historian Diana Pederson, at 
Concordia, came to me with a wonderful bibliography of the history of women in Canada but she had not been able 
to find anyone to publish it, so Green Dragon Press published it.  See: D. Pederson, Changing Women, Changing 
History: A Bibliography of the History of Women in Canada, 1992. 
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The book used documents, first person stories, and photographs and had a large bibliography and 

filmography. Claiming Women's Lives was published in 1994.
691

  Staton notes the challenges 

facing women's presses during this time. She asserts, 

Green Dragon Press had a small catalogue that I distributed everywhere I went. I would 
go and speak at classes, PD days, I spoke to librarians and teachers, and I spoke on TV 
Ontario about four or five times. I would get a lot of angry phone calls from men who 
said that all the problems in the world were due to the fact that women did not know their 

place; their place was in the home.
692

   

Pat Staton, under contract with the Toronto Board of Education, also developed a "Gender Box" 

which was a big plastic box filled with books, posters, games, pictures, dolls, documents, 

activities, videos and other materials for teachers to use in their classrooms. Green Dragon Press 

sold a variety of equity materials for teachers of all grades, but its primary role was to spread 

women’s history to school history programs. The list of Green Dragon Press books in Canadian 

women's history is wide ranging and substantial and provides teachers with important resource 

materials for their classrooms. 
693

  

 One of the key strategies for getting women’s history into the classroom has been the 

Green Dragon Press annual women's history poster for Women's History Month in October; the 

poster is sent to thousands of students in Ontario. These posters were crucial because they 

provided a visual springboard for discussions about women’s history in the classroom; the 

posters also made links to online resources and were designed to encourage further research. 

Since 1992 in recognition of Women's History Month, Green Dragon Press has published an 
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 Pat Staton. Interview by author, Toronto: October 20, 2010. Staton was inspired by a conference she went to in 

1990s in New York where the publisher’s display had many books on women. This book preceded Pat Staton et al, 
Unfolding Power: Documents in Canadian Women's History (Green Dragon Press, 2004). 

692
 Pat Staton. Interview by author, Toronto, March 2009.  Staton recalls that she received phone calls because the 

TV station ran the phone number of Green Dragon Press at the bottom of the screen so that people could order 
books, such as a booklet on "African Heritage" and one on "Women in Science and Technology". There were over 
300 elementary schools in Ontario.  

693 Toronto: Green Dragon Press: Some of the history publications in the 1980s-90s include: Pat Staton, Making 
Choices: Women in Non-Traditional Jobs, Interviews by Sheila Amato (1987); Moira Armour and Pat Staton, 
Canadian Women in History: A Chronology, 2nd ed. (1992); Diana Pedersen, Changing Women, Changing History 
: A Bibliography of the History of Women in Canada (1992); Pat Staton and Paula Bourne, Claiming Women’s 
Lives: History and Contemporary Studies grade 7-12/OAC  (1994); Joyce Scane, I’ve Something to Tell You: Stories 
of Immigrant Women (1996); Marguerite Alfred and Pat Staton, Black Women in Canada, Past and Present (1996) 
Alma Greene, Forbidden Voice: Reflections of a Mohawk Indian (1997). 
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annual Canadian women's history poster. Status of Women Canada funded the first two posters 

and requested that Green Dragon Press create a bilingual inaugural poster. It listed the names and 

accomplishments of dozens of Canadian women. Staton explains her interest, "At a presentation 

that I was giving for a school board in 1990, a man at the back of the room interrupted stating "I 

don't see why we should put women in the curriculum because they didn't do anything.
694

  Staton 

recalls that she went back to OISE, where she worked as a Research Assistant, and put a paper 

box under her desk. She adds, "every time I noted a woman’s historic accomplishment I wrote it 

down and put it in the box." 
695

 The first poster, published in 1991, was on parchment coloured 

paper and contained 380 names, dates and deeds of women in Canadian history.  Staton 

developed teacher’s guides to accompany the posters.   

 Beginning in 1994, Green Dragon Press sought funding for the poster from school boards 

and other supportive agencies. The third poster, Creating a World of Equality, was jointly 

sponsored by the Ontario Women's History Network (OWHN) and the Toronto Board of 

Education Equity Studies Centre, which would continue to support a number of posters and 

course materials throughout the years.  The posters often reflected the theme of the annual 

conferences and illustrated the broad experiences of women. Thousands were placed in schools 

and school boards across the province. They provided a visual representation of the diversity of 

women’s experiences and challenges and celebrated the achievements of women from many 

racial, ethnic and social backgrounds, from different areas of the country, and from various 

historic periods.
696

  Posters also came with direct links to teacher resources. The popularity of 

the posters was undeniable: teachers posted them in classrooms and administrators in offices. 

Teachers had students incorporate materials from the posters and to perform further research. 
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 Pat Staton. Interview by author, Toronto: March, 2009. 
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 Pat Staton interview, March, 2009. Staton adds that support for the posters from school boards remained 

constant until school board policy changes in 1999. 

696
  Collaboration on the poster sometimes included multiple partners: in 1997, for example, the poster Women in 

Science and Technology was co-sponsored by OWHN, the Toronto Board Equity Studies Centre and four school 
boards. Boards of Education included Etobicoke, York, North York and Scarborough. The 1998 poster, Women in 
Sports, was sponsored by the Canadian Association for the Advancement of Women and Sport and Physical Activity 
and the Ontario Federation of School Athletic Associations, as well as by a number of school boards. In 2002, the 
Celebrating Immigrant Women poster had eight sponsors, including school boards across Ontario and the 
Ottawa/Carlton Elementary Teachers' Federation. 
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Although the posters continue to receive enthusiastic endorsement each year, accessing funding 

remains a constant struggle.  Green Dragon Press continues to develop, publish and promote 

resource materials about Canadian women's history for teachers.
697

 

Finally, New Hogtown Press (originally named Hogtown Press), another key independent 

Toronto publisher, produced materials about women, albeit not specifically for schools. 

However, it was influential because of the networks it created, and the relationships it developed 

with scholars, educators and feminist groups in Toronto.  Hogtown Press had its origins in the 

student movement of the 1960s. In 1969, the Canadian Union of Students (CUS), a national 

university student union formed in 1930s, lost what would be its final decertification referendum 

on the campus of the University of Toronto and was disestablished as a student government 

national affiliate. It had taken positions of solidarity with the developing world, with Vietnam, 

with feminist groups and with many anti-establishment, left-leaning organizations.
698

   CUS had 

become the national lobbying agency of university students everywhere. After the referendum 

loss in Toronto, CUS decided to wind up the national organization while it still had resources 

and turned its literature service into a small press. The literature service was then set up as 

Hogtown Press.
699

  Publisher Russell Hann notes that the materials contained a mix of things, 

related to working-class history, the student movement and women’s liberation.   

The press reflected the social activism of the moment: all of these so-called ‘subset’ 

themes became major voices for systemic change. Women’s voices were one of the many, and 

were united in the call for equity for all people. During its brief history, Hogtown Press 

distributed and published material in a wide variety of areas (Canadian social history, world 

imperialism, women's liberation, economic theory etc.). Russell Hann notes," most of the 

publications were not typeset and were printed in a "movement" literature style (mimeograph 

output)." He adds, "Hogtown Press was somewhat blasé about the niceties of publishing -- things 

                                                 

697
 See also: Pat Staton, It Was Their War Too: Canadian Women and World War I (Toronto: Green Dragon Press, 

2006); Marguerite Alfred and Pat Staton, Black Women in Canada: Past and Present (Green Dragon Press, 2004); 
Pat Staton, Rose Fine-Meyer, Stephanie Kim Gibson, Unfolding Power: Documents in 20th Century Canadian 
Women's History (Green Dragon Press, 2004).  
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 Russell Hann. Interview by author, Toronto: November 25, 2010.   

699
 Russell Hann Interview. Hann adds that one of the people involved in the administration said "why don’t we just 

form a little press here with whatever money you have left and whatever resources and pamphlets." 
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like dating publications and clearing copyright and permissions." 
700

 At the end of a couple of 

years, Hogtown Press and its assets were turned over to SAC, which agreed to house and fund a 

publishing venture based on Hogtown's assets, creating New Hogtown Press (NHP) 
701

  By the 

spring of 1974 it had decided on a programme to publish original book-length material. The 

1975-76 catalogue described the programme this way:  

New Hogtown Press is a non-profit publishing and distributing enterprise based in 
Toronto. Our aim is to make available a comprehensive selection of popular 
literature presenting a socialist critique of capitalist society. We are particularly 
interested in historical and strategic perspectives on the working-class in Canada 
and Quebec and writing from the Canadian Left in general. We publish original 
material and distribute books, pamphlets, and periodicals published by other 
progressive groups which might otherwise have a limited readership. We 

welcome manuscripts for consideration.
702

   

 The Student's Administrative Council (SAC) office was in the observatory building in the 

circle south of Hart house, and had been there since the 1930s. While SAC was supportive of 

NHP, the support was given with the understanding that the press would ultimately become self-

sustaining.   For a couple of years the NHP offices were on the ground floor of the SAC office. 

As well, space was provided for small print shop called Better Read Graphics in the basement of 

the office. These were both regarded as progressive initiatives by subsequent SAC 

administrations. By the mid-1970s, both NHP and Better Read had attracted the ongoing 

attention of conservative members of the university community.
703

 Better Read decided to 

disband in 1976.
704

 SAC moved NHP to less noticeable space elsewhere on campus. 
705

 A 1975 

                                                 

700 Russell Hann. Email correspondence with author, July, 2012. 

701
 Russell Hann. Email correspondence. Hann notes "Its principals were Krystina Dobrowolski (a staff member 

initially paid by SAC), Richard Wright, Manny Gordon, and Joel Lexchin. This group reached out to friends and 
colleagues for publishing ideas and manpower. Gregory Kealey joined the managing collective about 1974. The 
collective expanded to include a broad cross-section of the Toronto Left. Greg's partner Linda Kealey was a member 
of the Women's Press Collective. At this stage there was an informal agreement that NHP would not publish in the 
area of women's history."  
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 Russell Hann Interview. Ulli Diemer, "New Hogtown Press After Retrenchment, A Few Steps Forward", 

(Toronto: The Varsity, October 31, 1975). 
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 http://www.connexions.org/CxLibrary/CX7143.htm 
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 Russell Hann. Interview by author, Toronto: November 25, 2010. Hann notes "If a revolution broke out we 
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publication on their own was a thing called 'The Marijuana Farmers', and it was about marijuana cultivation. A sort 
of semi-practical guide, it was actually known within certain groups all over the place." 
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article in the University of Toronto The Varsity paper noted the links to student activism and the 

social movements at this time, 

Hogtown’s history is in many ways a microcosm of that of the radical student movement 
as a whole. In 1975, as in 1968, the goals remain the same: socialism, women’s 
liberation, an educational system serving the needs of society rather than the needs of 
corporate rationality. But the tactics have of necessity changed. The large, activist 
movement of the sixties relied on confrontation and mass pressure, while the socialists of 
the seventies have had to retrench and devote themselves to laying the groundwork, 
through education, for another upsurge sometime in the future. In some ways, this reflects 
the biographies of student radicals of the sixties as well, many of whom have gone on to 

become radical teachers and professors. 
706

 

 In contrast to mainstream publishing houses, Hogtown maintained its reputation as being 

a publishing house for academic and radical thought but it relied heavily on the volunteer hours 

of its staff. The Varsity noted, "Publishing of any kind is a precarious venture in Canada, but 

publishing radical pamphlets is all the more financially unviable." 
707

 The goal of the press was 

initially to create as broad a political spectrum on the independent Left. Hogtown’s first book, 

On Active Service in War and Peace, documented the activist role of the American historical 

profession "in serving the corporate power structure in the United States."
708

 Many of their 

books focused on working-class narratives and working-class history; labour historians, such as 

Greg Kealey, played a central role in the writing, networking and publications. 
709

 The press 

published a bibliography of primary sources in Canadian working-class history that was widely 
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 Russell Hann. Interview by author, Toronto: November 25, 2010. Hann notes that the transit hut near the old 
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received at a time when social history and working-class narratives had entered history 

curriculum.  Their commitment was in linking the university and the broader community through 

materials that focused on social issues; these included teachers and students.
710

 

 In the 1970s, Hogtown Press published a number of books on the history of Canadian 

women such as A History of the Rise of Women's Consciousness in Canada and Quebec and The 

"Hidden History of the Female: The Early Feminist Movement in the United States. It partnered 

with the "Toronto Literature Committee" and the "Toronto Women's Liberation" to produce a 

collection of poetry on women's liberation, as well as publishing The Origin of the Family in 

1973. It also published the famous book, The Political Economy of Women's Liberation by 

Margaret Benson, which had widespread impact in North America.
711

 Alison Prentice came to 

New Hogtown in the 1970s and worked with Beth Light on her book Pioneer and Gentlewomen 

of British North America, 1713-1867 and contributed to a collection of articles on women's paid 

and unpaid work in 1985. 
712

  

 Despite the scholarship, Hann noted the difficulties of getting publications into the 

schools. Pat Staton, who also volunteered at New Hogtown Press in the work on women's labour 

history, noted that the books that NHP published spoke about ordinary women, and were used by 

teachers but were not approved for Circular 14. She asserts that this was reflective of the 

challenges facing independent small presses at the time, which had limited marketing, little 
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school board support, and faced marketing challenges in promoting their materials.
713

  Prentice 

concurs,  

As editor of the New Hogtown Press documentary series in the history of women, I tried 
to get documents on Canadian women's history into teachers' hands; so that they  
could enliven their classes with some source material that took students more deeply into  
the lives of the women they were studying - if indeed they were studying women! New 
Hogtown was a delightful collective. The books were beautifully produced, but could not 
be marketed. The Collective simply didn't have the resources. In addition, the volume 
dealing with New France and Acadia never was produced, so the series dealt only with 
English Canada, which was a pity. My passion for teaching with original documents was 
probably not shared by many history teachers - and most probably never heard of the 

series, even if they had wanted to use primary sources in their teaching.
714

 

The Varsity recognized the challenges in 1975. Distribution remained a problem, it noted, 

"because of the structure of the Canadian market, which is controlled by a few large commercial 

distribution firms whose reluctance to carry radical materials" 
715

 

 Throughout this period, the small presses in Toronto were actively engaged in providing 

support materials for teachers.
716

  Yet Russell Hann notes that by the 1990s it became more and 

more difficult to sell materials for educational purposes. He adds, 

When I would go to the Word on the Street in the 90s [an outdoor book fair] I was selling 
for ridiculously low prices. I do recall getting something that said please don’t send us 
free books anymore, we don’t have any place to put them, we’re just the people of the 
Ministry of Education. Things got photocopied and put into course kits. Find a teacher 

with a roll of dimes and a photocopy machine and they got whatever they needed. 
717

 

 The work of the small independent publishers in Toronto and the scholarship contained 

within their publications was extraordinary and could have had a larger impact on history 
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education in schools in Ontario, but only a small number of the books and pamphlets found their 

way into history school programs. These publishers shared a deep commitment to social justice 

and to the work they were doing in educating the public. However, small presses faced the 

Ministry of Education and the school boards’ reluctance to support radical new scholarship and 

to continue to support large publishing companies by granting their publications approval on 

Circular 14 approval lists. Small publishers found it impossible to obtain [Ministry] approval for 

their materials as the Ministry remained unchanged in its overall objectives of maintaining 

standard history curriculum to fit established liberal agendas.  

 Many principals, who delegated the responsibility of ordering text materials to the heads 

of history departments, expected the new texts to be derived from the approved list of resources 

materials. However, they turned a blind eye to supplementary materials used in individual 

classrooms. According to the interviewees, history department heads, many of whom were 

taught within traditional historical frameworks and comfortable with established learning 

resource materials, were unlikely to change.  An article written in the 1970 Canadian Journal of 

History and Social Sciences noted that teacher innovation didn’t necessarily rest with the 

department heads and was often dictated by "the manner in which the principal operates the 

school." It further noted that principals who ran a "tight ship" tended to control and limit teacher 

innovation, while others allowed "grassroots innovation." 
718

 The article acknowledged the role 

of the principal in providing a space for innovative new ideas and resources.  Some 

administrators followed traditional patterns when ordering course texts and others allowed 

individual teachers to engage in innovating purchasing. Principal Myrna Mather noted the 

important support of her first principal, Smibert, when she was a teacher. Smibert was a strong 

feminist and supported her work to purchase resource materials for a women's studies/history 

course in the school. Administrator's attitudes played a role in teacher's access to resource 

materials on women's history.
719

 

 The lack of resource materials about women in history classrooms by the 1990 was 

certainly not because the materials were not available. It was related to an education system that 
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continued to question the place of materials about women in traditional curricula in schools. Pat 

Staton sees it holistically. She notes,  

It is all about what goes on in the [school] halls, what goes up on the walls, what 
happens in the classroom. It’s about how many trophies the boy’s sports teams win and 
how much money is given to them, why all the pictures of former principals in the 
hallways are of older white males, and why there is nothing in the textbooks about 

women.
720

   

 The independent small publishers in this study indicated the ways in which they were 

forced to promote their materials. Wolfe of WP stated "There used to be a joke that every 

Saturday people would see me with my bundle buggy full of materials going down St. George. 

We had people selling books right across the country."
721

 The decision to continue for 

ideological reasons, despite financial challenges and disappointment, was expressed by several 

small publishers. Wolfe recalls, 

What we tried to do at Women’s Press was to learn all the skills we needed to know from 
traditional publishers and use whatever we felt comfortable with. If there was something 
we found ethically wrong we didn’t use it. We ran a publishing house… but we also 
came with a mission. We were driven by something that we cared about, and we felt part 

of the feminist community. If someone was doing an event, they would call us. 
722

 

 The growth in the field of women's history, however, soon meant that mainstream 

publishers were eager to publish new scholarship, which added further challenges to the survival 

of the small presses in Toronto. However, the small presses provided an important link between 

academic text materials and history educators interested in accessing women's narratives. 

Alternative Access Points: OHASSTA and History Teacher Magazines 

 Mainstream teacher organizations during this time. Educational resources were regularly 

made available at teacher conferences and through teacher newspapers. One element that is 

striking is the conflicting ideologies over pedagogy and content that surfaced within these 

publishing communities: radical presses framed women’s history as essential to social change, 
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which would directly affect curriculum. Other publications viewed new scholarship in women’s 

history as an adjunct to their historical studies and not necessarily central to the discipline. 

 The Ontario History and Social Sciences Teachers' Association (OHASSTA) held annual 

conferences each fall in Toronto. The conferences provided an opportunity for history/social 

science teachers, school board administrators, academics and history educators to connect for 

two days of workshops. Many history teachers attended these workshops, received learning 

resources for their classes, and found a wider range of learning materials offered in the 

publishers' tables. The publishers were predominantly mainstream as the cost for tables was high. 

723
 Some of the materials and workshops focused on women. OHASSTA, although traditional in 

its historical focus, did provide an opportunity for teachers to present "best practices" and to 

network with educators in history and social sciences.  Teachers interested in pedagogy on 

women's historical narratives found a venue in which they might share their work. 

 OHASSTA published an annual magazine entitled Rapport which was sent to history and 

social science teachers across Ontario. It had articles by history educators, history teachers and 

provided updates on resources materials, events and conferences.  Although articles about 

women's history appeared infrequently in the magazine, it did provide a space for teachers to 

view new publications and to share best practices. 
724

 An article written in the 1990 edition of 

Rapport, for example, noted the newly formed The Ontario Women’s History Network. It quoted 

the mandate of the organization and wrote about the first OWHN conference held in 1990 which 

featured historian Wendy Mitchinson. The article noted that Mitchinson had stated that her 

research into women’s history had made her a feminist. The writer responded that "it is difficult 

to conceive writers of women’s history as not being feminists."725
  The need to label women’s 
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history as operating only within the framework of the political ideology of feminism was 

reflective of the political climate in education which saw women's scholarship as stemming from 

political activism.  In general, there were few articles that addressed women's history as the 

magazine tended to reflect the OHASSTA executive, which supported traditional points of 

view.
726

  

 Looking through past issues of the magazine and the OHASSTA conferences, it is 

striking to see the common themes presented in workshops: best practices, teacher strategies and 

student skills.  Innovation seemed to stem from new pedagogy and not from new content. This 

reflected the overall approach to history teaching: teachers were less concerned over content and 

more concerned over pedagogy. The move to provide student centred lessons may have 

encouraged this central focus. Teachers seemed more concerned about finding newer ways to 

teach established curricula than finding new scholarship. They did not interpret the inclusion of 

women as a new pedagogy, but rather as a content area. One teacher noted, "I wasn’t trying to 

make mini historians, I was purely trying to make the students enjoy the subject."
727

  

 It may explain why new scholarship in women's history was only embraced by interested 

teachers. Several teachers interviewed for this study indicated that they did not specifically seek 

out materials about women and integrated women only when particular narratives were central to 

the study. For example, one teacher noted, "I didn’t do it [include women] as a political act- [I] 

                                                                                                                                                             

accessibility."OWHN Archive boxes are stored temporarily at the home of Pat Staton, soon to be moved to the 
Archives of Ontario.  
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never taught for political reasons. I didn’t include women just because more resources were 

available."
728

  His comment links women's narratives with politics, including the idea that 

women's history meant engaging in feminist activism. His resistance to teaching for "political 

reasons" may be a reference to his personal feelings about Affirmative Action policies. Several 

teachers in this study did not see the link between Board’s Affirmative Action policies and 

history curricula.  As well, the magazines make the same division: they do not connect women’s 

history with mainstream history discussions. 

 Other Ontario teacher magazines, such as The Forum, the Ontario Secondary Teachers 

Federation (OSSTF) magazine, rarely featured discussions of history curricula; it focused more 

predominantly on union issues such as working conditions, salaries, Ministry of Education 

changes and political issues. Several short articles in the 1980s addressed issues related to 

Affirmative Action.
729

 It encouraged OSSTF members to actively participate in public forums 

across Ontario on women and Affirmative Action.
730

 History education appeared on occasion. 

One example was an article written by history teacher Alan Skeoch in 1983 that addressed the 

serious issue of declining enrolment in history classrooms. He noted that his once full history 

classrooms were struggling to maintain student enrolment due to the curricula changes that 

focused more on Math and English. Skeoch noted, "Most often history is greeted now with one 

long yawn. It's a tragedy for our whole society since what is being rejected is ...the collective 

memory of the past."
731

 The 1970s and 1980s brought the option for students to choose subjects 

freely while others were mandatory. History became optional after one year and this meant that 

history teachers turned to new strategies for teaching.  Skeoch acknowledges this by stating that 

"I've passed the mid-way point in my teaching game, by right of inertia I should be allowed to 
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continue-routinely-for the next half of my career. But suddenly I've been forced to think." 
732

 He 

resented having to cater to students who did not want courses that make too many demands or 

they will drop out, and he resented having to access new resource materials. This might provide 

further insight into why many teachers were less likely to bring women's narratives into 

classrooms: they were just too resistant to change. Clearly curriculum change rested on the 

shoulders of individual teachers, who resisted or embraced equitable historical examinations in 

their courses. 

 

The Ontario Women's History Network (OWHN) 

 Grassroots organizations concentrated on networking and fundraising through 

conferences, publications, special events, and workshops. A number of universities provided 

venues for these events, and teacher education faculties and women's studies departments 

promoted productive partnerships among women's groups, school board educators, scholars, and 

teachers. For example, beginning in 1987, York University held annual equity conferences that 

brought together Toronto educators. 
733

  The conferences entitled "Equity in the Classroom, 

Equity in the Curriculum" provided a wealth of resource materials for teachers to use in history 

and social science classrooms. Workshop speakers included well known scholars who were 

active in grassroots organizations, which provided opportunities to build links between the 

academic community and educators in schools. The conferences were jointly sponsored by five 

or six school boards that formed the Toronto area, the Toronto Board Equity Department, as well 

as the York University Centre for Feminist Research. Feminist organizations formed strong 

advocacy groups to promote educational change.  The women's organizations that emerged at 

this time in Toronto and other cities across the country mobilized educators and resources to 

improve curricula. 
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 Linda Christiansen-Ruffman has explained that the Canadian Research Institute for the 

Advancement of Women (CRIAW) was able to counter the dichotomies between the worlds of 

academe and political activism to bridge gaps through on-going activities.
734

 CRIAW focused on 

networking, maintained through regular newsletters, conferences, publications, and the work of 

researchers. Muriel Duckworth, national president from1979-1980, stated that CRIAW was "a 

place where academics could present their research, a place where women who need information 

might find it, and a place where scholars in different disciplines might interact."
735

 The support 

for a shared feminist project and opportunities to network was evident in a number of women’s 

organizations such as The Canadian Federation of University Women, The Federation of Women 

Teachers' Associations of Ontario, Educators for Gender Equity, The Ontario Secondary 

Teachers’ Federation, The Congress of Black Women of Canada, The Native Women's 

Association of Canada, and the Canadian Committee on Women's History to name only a few. 

736
 These organizations concentrated on networking and fundraising through conferences, 

publications, special events, and workshops and acted as models for newly formed women's 

organizations. As active members in women's organizations, feminist scholars and educators 

sought out new networks with each move or change in career.   

 Like other women scholars, Alison Prentice was an active member of the CCWH and the 

OWHN, where she was both a founding member and first chair. Later, after moving to Victoria, 

she became active in the WHN/BC. She notes "both OWHN and WHN/BC were concerned with 

spreading knowledge about women's history to the wider world and we were especially 

concerned with getting more women's stories into history or social studies courses in schools."
737

 

Feminist organizations formed strong advocacy groups to promote educational change. EDGE, a 

group of teachers and members of the Status of Women Committee of the Ontario Secondary 

School Teachers Federation (OSSTF) in London, Ontario, sought to "develop and maintain a 
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network to promote curricular policies, programs, resources and practices related to gender 

equity in elementary and secondary education." The group, like others in the province, was 

anxious to find ways to alter curricula and provide a platform for collaboration.
738

  Other 

examples included the Ontario Women's History Network (OWHN), the Women's History 

Network of British Columbia (WHN/BC), the Women and History Association of Manitoba 

(WHAM) and the Women's Association of Saskatchewan's History (WASH) and the Canadian 

Committee on Women's History (CCWH). WHN/BC members parallel those of OWHN, 

including "archivists, teachers, professors, writers, genealogists, students and others interested in 

the field of women’s history."739
   

 The Ontario Women's History Network (OWHN) provides an excellent example of the 

grassroots activism taking place in Toronto during the 1980s.  The organization was formed to 

address many of the issues previously noted in this dissertation: the lack of integration of 

women's history materials into schools, and the problems teachers faced in accessing scholarly 

materials. The original mission statement outlined:   

The goal of the OWHN is to stimulate the study and further the knowledge of women's 
history in Ontario. Anyone interested in women's history can join. Our twice yearly 
conferences in centers across Ontario provide an opportunity to meet others who share 
your interest in women's history, to learn more about women's history and to discover 

new avenues and information for learning and spreading women's history. 
740

 

Educators required support in accessing relevant resource materials about Canadian women and 

the general public had an interest in both sharing their knowledge, experiences and learning 
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about others and OWHN focused on providing the linkages between various communities. 

OWHN focused on providing links through the development and dissemination of women's 

history course materials to schools across Ontario. OWHN members, mainly feminist academics, 

were committed to engaging with diverse communities through a dedicated plan that included 

twice-yearly conferences and meetings, the publication of resource materials (including women's 

history posters), support of women's presses and bookstores, the publication of an annual 

newsletter, support of women’s heritage and local history, and the establishment of an effective 

system of networking. Its accomplishments provide insight into the efforts of grassroots 

organizations to affect curriculum change in schools. Oral histories and archival materials 

demonstrate the ways in which OWHN's grassroots activism was instrumental in affecting 

educational outcomes. This web of like-minded women was an essential part of bringing 

women’s history into schools in Ontario. 

 Sparked by the work of Alison Prentice and research associates at the Canadian Women's 

History Project and the Centre for Women's Studies in Education at OISE (Pat Staton, Paula 

Bourne, Beth Light), OWHN's first meeting took place in June 1989.  OWHN was modeled after 

a number of organizations already in existence such as the Women's Studies Research 

Colloquium which involved scholars who met regularly at York University and the University of 

Toronto to "share papers, discussion and dinner", and the CCWH, which was founded in 1975 

"to promote teaching and research in the field of women's history." 
741

 Academics, educators, 

archivists and private scholars gathered to focus on two proposals: the development of an 

archival research tool for Canadian women’s history and the formation of an Ontario women’s 

history society. 
742

  The executive for the society elected at the meeting included Prentice, 

Department of History and Philosophy at OISE; Deputy Chair Barbara Craig, Archives and 
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Special Collections at York University; Secretary Paula Bourne and Treasurer Pat Staton, both 

research associates with the CWSE at OISE. Directors-at-large included historians Jane 

Errington from the Royal Canadian Military College and Elizabeth Smyth, Project Director at 

OISE.  

 At this first meeting, members discussed the challenges related to acquiring funding, 

establishing links with other organizations and developing a mandate. Stressing the members’ 

core objective of providing a platform for discussion and exchange of ideas, it was agreed that 

the group constitute itself as a "network" rather than an association or society. The meeting 

mirrored the ways in which other women’s organizations were mobilizing personal and 

professional networks to raise awareness of issues and initiate change. Working groups were 

immediately established to organize networking, the development of resource guides, and 

funding. The networking committee examined ways to publicize the group. It compiled a list of 

organizations to notify, and Jan Noel agreed to draft a “birth announcement” and membership 

form. Members decided to develop historical walking tours of landmarks in Ontario that featured 

women.  They also established a Speaker's Bureau to link experts in various fields with 

schools.
743

 A third goal of the networking group was to establish a "literature table" for display 

at various education and library conferences.  

 OWHN planned to develop resource guides to link teachers and other users to archival 

sources. The archival research work was to form the basis for collaboration between teachers and 

community members to develop women’s history units for local schools and colleges but the 

organization did not succeed in raising the necessary funds.  A letter from Alison Prentice to the 

Canadian Women's Movement Archives, for example, provides insight into the original plans for 

OWHN. Dated Nov. 14, 1990 Prentice explains, 

OWHN aspires to be an umbrella organization that brings people together that want to do 
anything connected women’s stories in Ontario: promote archives women's materials, 
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promote the cataloguing of papers in existing archives, promote materials to teachers and 

promote teacher training in women’s stories.
744

 

 She also denotes the distinction between other women’s academic organizations and OWHN. 

Prentice adds,  

We are a subcommittee of the CCWH and are not seen as competing with that 
organization. The CCWH has a more scholarly agenda and is essentially an organization 
of historians; we see OWHN as trying to bring together academic historians, archivists, 
teachers and if we can attract them, local and independent scholars who have no 

academic affiliation.
745

  
 

From its beginning, OWHN clearly fulfilled a unique need within the feminist historian scene in 

Ontario. The new organization focused attention on networking and the development of annual 

conferences for educators across the province.  

 The founding conference held at OISE on 22 September 1990 was entitled Bridging the 

Gap: Women’s History in the Classroom and was funded by FWTAO. Workshops included 

multiculturalism and Native Studies, Community resources and Black history.
746

 After this first 

conference, OWHN sponsored annual conferences in centres across Ontario which provided an 

opportunity for educators to share resources, to learn about women’s history and to discover new 

avenues and information for spreading women’s history. The organization provided resource 

materials for teachers at all conferences, and these resources became one of OWHN's greatest 

strengths. Teachers had limited time and opportunity to access materials and the few school 

resources that did include women tended to focus exclusively on the same women. OWHN 

wanted to provide workshops and materials that included the histories of Aboriginal, racialized, 

and immigrant women.
747

  The theme of the 1991 conference was called Breaking the 

Stereotypes: Women in Society, Past and Present and included a panel on interpretations of 
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Aboriginal women in fur trade society and an exhibit about Chinese women in Canada.
748

 Since 

its membership included a wide circle of educators and researchers from a variety of 

backgrounds, the organization had a rich foundation from which to draw.  OWHN invited 

speakers from diverse backgrounds to highlight the importance of race and ethnicity and asked 

graduate students, independent scholars, and representatives from various communities to 

present their research material or speak about their personal experiences at each conference. 

 OWHN conferences provided a vehicle for new scholarship at a time when there were 

limited opportunities for non-academics and academics to share their work.
749

 Peggy Hooke, a 

teacher with the Toronto Board and a member of OWHN noted, "The conferences were 

motivating- and exposed me to experts in their field. They provided me with an awareness of 

larger issues and concepts that I could integrate into my teaching." 
750

 The spring conference and 

annual general meeting took place in Toronto each year, with the fall conference held in another 

Ontario city in order to provide opportunities to partner with different school boards. Anyone 

interested in women's history and women's issues was welcome.  

 Resource materials generated at the conferences included: copies of keynote speeches; 

handouts, including biographies provided by panels and workshops; articles and full 

bibliographies of materials related to the conference theme. The Teacher’s Guide to Resources in 

Women’s History and Contemporary Studies, a project endorsed by OWHN, was near 

completion by the time of the 1991 conference.
751

 As well, Staton and Prentice received funding 

for a two-year project entitled Multicultural Resources for Women's History-a Computer Model. 
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The project was intended to support a curriculum containing narratives about women from a 

variety of cultures. The plan was to use a computer networking model that would respond to 

teachers' requests for curriculum materials. The project reflected the challenges facing 

organizations such as OWHN in making extensive and sustained teacher connections and was 

ultimately unsuccessful due to disparate regional resources. 

 When the Status of Women Canada introduced Women's History Month in 1992, school 

boards sought ways to feature women during October. OWHN's 1992 conference was held in 

Ottawa on Parliament Hill and celebrated women's history month. 
752

 Prominent leaders and 

political figures included Mary Collins, Minister for the Status of Women and National Defence; 

Audrey McLaughlin, Leader of the federal NDP; Monique Bégin, Dean of Faculty of Health 

Sciences at University of Ottawa; Jacqui Hotzman, Mayor of Ottawa; Senator Florence Bird; 

Margaret Wilson, Secretary-General of the Ontario Teachers’ Federation. Materials distributed to 

delegates included biographical sketches about prominent women in politics. Over one hundred 

delegates from all over the province attended this conference, demonstrating that OWHN had 

developed a network across educational communities. 
753

  

 During the 1980s and the 1990s the OWHN membership oscillated between one hundred 

and two hundred members. Membership fees remained twenty dollars and as a result funds were 

always limited.  Early efforts to acquire Ministry of Education funding were not successful and 

Staton notes that OWHN never developed an endowment fund.
754

 Except for the founding year, 

OWHN did not apply for major funding from academic or non-academic sources, relying instead 

on funds raised through memberships and conferences. Resources provided at conferences were 

donated by members and workshop leaders, reflecting a common reality for many ‘not for profit’ 
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volunteer-based women’s organizations.  As a small organization, it was a constant challenge to 

access annual dues from a fluctuating membership pool.
755

  Posters, journal articles, and books 

were offered by co-sponsors and publishers, who set up tables at each conference, supplementing 

the materials provided in the conference packages. However, OWHN’s financial reality limited 

its ability to effectively distribute resources to schools across the province. 

 In keeping with the organization’s objective to focus on teachers, OWHN conferences 

were often co-sponsored by faculties of education.  This collaboration was also a natural 

development for an organization whose executive was composed largely of academics, several of 

whom worked in faculties of education.
756

 All conferences held at OISE or York University 

included teacher candidates and was supported by Education faculty members.
757

  In 1994, 

OWHN partnered with The Royal Military College (RMC) and the History Department and 

Faculty of Education of Queen’s University to focus on women and Canada's military past. 

Placing conferences within schools and school boards also allowed for more participation from 

public school educators. Women’s History: New Technologies and New Resources, held in 1997, 

was a one-day conference at Martingrove Collegiate specifically aimed at Toronto teachers. 
758

 

The Toronto Board of Education had created a women and labour studies resource centre and 

computer lab at the school and OWHN, partnering with the Etobicoke and Toronto Boards, 

gathered teachers, resources and speakers to showcase women's history.  

 Some conferences were particularly well-attended because they brought together groups 

that had previously little formal association. The conference, Women of Steel: Mining Their 

History, held in 1999 at Laurentian University in Sudbury provided one such example.  
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Following the weekend conference, The Sudbury Star published an article acknowledging the 

importance of integrating the work of academics and women working in the mining industry, 

reflecting on the ways in which the organization linked the themes of the conference to the 

politics and economy of the hosting institution/city.
759

  The history of Aboriginal women 

conference, held in 2004 in the new Indigenous Studies building at Trent University in 

Peterborough, was co-sponsored by Trent’s School of Education and Professional Learning, the 

Indigenous Studies Department and the Kawartha Pine Ridge District School Board, providing 

opportunities for local educators to network.
 760

 The poster that fall was Native Women in the 

Arts. 
761

 In order to network with beginning educators, OWHN invited teacher candidates to 

attend all conferences at reduced costs and supported their workshop leadership.  

 Feminist academics regularly presented their research at these conferences. By 1998, 

OWHN had managed to hold a wide range of conferences across the province; one conference 

brought Canadian and American women together.
 762

 The fall 2002 conference held at Seneca 

Falls, New York included the United States National Historic Sites and Park Rangers and Parks 

Canada 763
 and provided a unique opportunity for collaborative work from both sides of the 

border.
 764

 Conferences provided a means to bridge the gap between policy and practice and 

created possibilities for collaborative projects between historians and educators.  
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 Elementary and secondary school teacher unions in Ontario supported OWHN. A number 

of OWHN members were teachers and union members. The Elementary Teachers Federation of 

Ontario (ETFO) and Federation of Women Teachers’ Associations of Ontario (FWTAO) 

provided financial support for publications, posters and events; collaborative projects provided 

additional opportunities for networking, although constantly changing educational agendas 

affected long term commitments.
765

  Conferences continued to provide the central focus of the 

organization as members felt that even limited networking produced valuable associations and 

opportunities to share resources. Historian and founding member Sharon Cook points out, 

"OWHN ensured a public program that encouraged the teaching of women's history, the respect 

that it deserved, and the resources needed to carry it forward."
766

   

 OWHN was unable to conduct studies on the impact of conference materials in 

classrooms as members of the executive had full-time jobs and were active in a number of 

organizations; these circumstances limited their ability to respond to follow-up requests, 

inquiries, or studies. As well, the Chair's limited one-year term added to the difficulty of 

developing lasting partnerships with conference participants or to develop long-term projects.
767

  

However, the organization's mandate focused on providing a forum in which groups of educators 

could network and throughout the years, members continued to support situating the conferences 

in venues across the province, opening opportunities for individuals to participate as workshop 

leaders.
768

  Members of OWHN indicated that they valued the friendships and networks they 

developed and the opportunity to collaborate with like-minded colleagues, especially in the early 
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1990s when there were limited opportunities for women's history educators to share resources.
769

  

OWHN provided a space in which women's voices could be heard and supported. Constance 

Backhouse notes,  

There was a great deal of resistance to feminist research and publishing in the 1980s 
and 1990s, from historians, from legal academics, from university administrators, and 
from some in the public sector as well.... How did we respond?  We kept going.  We 
tried to spend as much time as we could in the company of other feminists, who could 
offer support, protection, and friendship.  We also took inspiration from the history of 

women who had resisted patriarchy and sexism in decades past.
770

 

 Feminist scholars recall the link between feminist activism and scholarship, as equally important 

strategies for change.
771

  However, the drive that united the founding members lessened as 

scholars and teachers took up the process of recognizing women in history course work. In 

advocating, and one could argue in publishing women's history resource materials, feminist 

educators had challenged the traditional historical narratives present in school history courses.  

Advances made to women’s place in school history education today stem from the work of 

women’s organizations such as OWHN to make educational change within schools. Sharon 

Cook notes the work of women’s organizations to network for change: 

Like the nineteenth-century temperance women that I came to know through my 
research, I have worked at altering public education to make it more gender-sensitive 
through an interlocking network of organizations, OWHN included. My work in this 
has also been representative of how I have observed other women organizing their 
activism: I encounter many of the same women in a wide variety of interlocking 
organizations as we all chip away at what we regard as male-line institutions and 

knowledge systems.
772

 

 Over the years, OWHN developed important relationships with feminist scholars at 

faculties of education. Originally established by educators at OISE, OWHN developed from a 
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shared association between scholars and teachers, but the institutional links to OISE were 

eventually severed and the organization lost an essential foundation for support. 
773

 The creation 

of local chapters in regions across the province might have provided a foundation for growth but 

this would have required additional work for the executive.  Gail Cuthbert Brandt, founding 

member, suggests that as with all volunteer organizations, especially made up of busy people, it 

was difficult to follow through on major initiatives in a sustained fashion.  She suggests the 

membership was probably not large enough to support central and local chapters.
774

  The goals 

of the organization remained focused on networking and building alliances, which was 

interpreted by members to be flexible and mobile. Local chapters might, however, have reduced 

the burden on conference planners and supported follow-up initiatives in local communities 

where conferences had been held. However, local chapters would have required more funding, 

resources and a permanent executive, all which remained in short supply.  

  First supported by the Centre for Women's Studies in Education at OISE, then affiliated 

with the Toronto Board of Education Equity Studies Centre, and finally headquartered from an 

executive member's office, by 2000 the organization no longer had a permanent home. To some 

extent the organization had become dependent on its institutional links, first at OISE and then 

with the Toronto Board. Structural changes to these institutions, funding cuts in the 1990s and 

the loss of key individuals such as Prentice and Staton from OISE, and Novogrodsky from the 

Toronto Board, made it difficult for OWHN to remain influential. This lack of institutional 

support put a strain on the stability of the organization. Conferences drew smaller numbers, 

membership decreased, and the organization lost its former cohesion and direction.  One of the 

problems was that the only access to computer networking was through a website linked to 

affiliated organizations, but not maintained by OWHN.
775

 Relying on phone contacts and twice a 
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year mailings to members limited the ability of the executive to expand the organization. 

Remaining members recognized the urgent need to place the organization within a new 

environment, and 2007 was a year for regrouping. Under the guidance of Gail Cuthbert Brandt, 

the History Department of the University of Waterloo became the new home for OWHN and a 

new website was set up within a year. 
776

  

 By adapting to changing realities, the organization also moved to one annual meeting and 

conference each year that alternates venues between Toronto and another Ontario city.  The 2009 

conference in Ottawa entitled The Persons Case and Canadian Women's Political Activism, co-

sponsored with The Women's Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) Ottawa, demonstrated 

OWHN's ability to continue to partner with other women's organizations. After thirty-five 

conferences, seventeen women's history posters, co-publications of practical educational 

resources as well as lobbying the Ministry of Education on the primary importance of mandatory 

history courses, the organization could proudly declare they had provided a wide range of tools 

and resources to incorporate women's narratives into history and social science curriculum. 

 In some ways, the Ontario Women's History Network reflects the experience of other 

women's organizations: its limited size and financial status, and shifting networks restricted its 

ability to expand, but not its commitment in attaining reforms. Gail Cuthbert Brandt adds,   

I am struck by the way in which the history of OWHN as an organization compares to 
some of the first wave women's organizations. The standard analysis of why the suffrage 
movement ran out of steam in the 1890s was that there was a hiatus between the 
leadership of Emily Stowe and her daughter Augusta Stowe Gullen. To some extent, 
OWHN faces the same challenge- how do we attract younger women of diverse racial 

and ethnic origin? 
777

 

The ability to attract new members has been a challenge for many organizations which were 

initially formed during the height of the women's movement. OWHN was affected by the 

broader changes that were affecting society and women in the late 1980s and 1990s. Feminism 
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was changing and thus put pressure on established women's organizations to find ways in which 

to remain relevant and active. The urgency to create new resources and networks, so immediate 

in the 1970s and early 1980s, no longer drives the organization and policy changes in the 

province’s school system challenge the organization to move in new directions. As current 

educational policy focuses more on balancing budgets and standardized testing, feminist 

organizations are forced to create new strategies.
778

  

 Despite the substantial efforts of second wave feminists, feminist scholars, and women's 

organizations such as OWHN, the schools boards continued to be skeptical about the value of 

women's studies and/or the integration of women's narratives into course materials.
779

  This 

continues to represent a challenge for women's organizations; however, it also reaffirms their 

importance in providing a platform for women's voices. OWHN struggled to influence change 

within schools in Ontario and the conferences and resources were products of its labour. Its 

members’ work was essential in creating networks and providing venues for teachers to access 

women's resource materials for their classrooms in Ontario.  

 The work of the Ontario Women's History Network was fundamental in bringing 

women's historical narratives into classrooms in Ontario at a time when teachers had limited 

access to resources about women. The annual conferences, which featured diverse communities 

and resources, provided important opportunities for scholars, educators and others to share 

knowledge and expertise. Influential support networks were developed and provided one of the 

few links between research work in the field of Canadian women's history and the work of 

teachers in classrooms. The collaborative work to produce annual posters and published 

materials each year also provided meaningful long term relationships, particularly with teachers’ 

organizations. Teachers in Ontario continue to shoulder the responsibility for accessing course 

materials they personally feel are missing from formal curriculum documents and will continue 
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to draw on feminist networks, such as OWHN, to provide resources about women in order to 

transform history education. Perhaps, the goal for organizations such as OWHN is to develop 

creative new ways to network. The work of the Ontario Women's History Network was 

fundamental in bringing women's historical narratives into classrooms in Ontario at a time when 

teachers had limited access to resources about women. The annual conferences, which featured 

diverse communities and resources, provided important opportunities for scholars, educators and 

others to share knowledge and expertise. Influential support networks were developed and 

provided one of the few links between research work in the field of Canadian women's history 

and the work of teachers in classrooms. The collaborative work to produce annual posters and 

published materials each year also provided meaningful long term relationships, particularly with 

teachers’ organizations. Teachers in Ontario continue to shoulder the responsibility for accessing 

course materials they feel are missing from formal curriculum documents and will continue to 

draw on feminist networks, such as OWHN, to provide resources about women in order to 

transform history education. 

 

Chapter Conclusion 

 The objectives of women's organizations and independent publishers to expand 

networks, form alliances and coalitions, increase consciousness raising, improve the status of 

women in schools and increase the exposure and implementation of women's studies within 

course studies in schools was achieved. The women's movement activism, belief in social justice 

was the driving force behind these activities. As Adamson notes, "In the early 1970s there seems 

to have been wide-spread agreement on the need for revolutionary change if the demands of the 

women's movement were to be achieved."
780

 However, as many scholars have noted, by the late 

1980s this solidarity had splintered over issues of race, class and gender and the rise of the Right.  

Developing course units that were focused on women's history was possible throughout 

this period. Teachers, many of whom were members of feminist, leftist and activist 
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organizations, or as participants in workshops, conferences and events, were exposed to a rich 

dialogue about women's social and economic experiences, and supported by independent 

publishers and women's groups who made available new scholarship in women's history. In their 

determination to change curriculum content, teachers reached out to grassroots organizations, 

resource centres, independent publishers and educational networks where they could access 

supplementary course materials. Teachers responded to policies that recognized changes taking 

place within society and by organizations and publishers that provided support for curriculum 

change.  By unstructuring the curriculum in order to integrate women into historical narratives, 

Toronto teachers had a wealth of materials and resources in which to support student learning.  

Including women in the curriculum meant different things to different people: the variety of 

women’s organizations, publishers, networks, and teacher organizations all had different ideas 

about how to implement equity in the classroom. The sheer diversity of options meant that 

women’s history was a 'grab-bag' of content, pedagogy, social activism, and the maintenance of 

the status quo. The failure of the Ontario Ministry of Education to develop a clear and unified 

vision for the integration of women's history resources into the curriculum, that included the 

means, method and materials, meant that teachers were left with the responsibility to sort through 

and implement a varied and often contrasting range of history materials.  Interested teachers took 

up the challenge. 
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Conclusion 

 

 The social activism of the 1960s laid the groundwork for educational change in Ontario. 

The students of the 60s became the teachers, scholars, publishers, administrators and community 

activists of the 1970s and demanded and developed new perspectives within curricula. The times 

really were "a-changin’", as schools focused more on individual student needs, provided greater 

course options, and supported teachers in their efforts to provide more diverse historical 

examinations. The women’s movement activism throughout the 1970s provided space for 

women's voices in the curriculum.  The work to include women in history courses relied heavily 

on a variety of community networks that allowed for women’s experiences to leak into 

classrooms. The efforts to make change remained a constant and passionate focus of education 

reformers throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Grassroots organizations, individual teachers and 

independent publishers continually faced barriers that restricted or limited the changes they 

hoped to create, however, it did not stop them altogether. Their persistence was central to 

creating new curricula resources and in altering attitudes.   

 However, advocating for women, on a curricular or professional development level, was 

complicated. There were multiple players working in diverse areas within the school system who 

were cross-pollinating to affect change. At the Toronto Board level were women’s committees, 

teacher-librarians in resource centers, Affirmative Action representatives, individual teachers and 

administrators. Within the public were concerned parents, activists, educational reformers, 

political leaders, and public historians who lent their voices to the equity policies and how 

change should take shape in schools. In addition, publishers of women’s presses, a network of 

resource centers, historical societies and women’s organizations, and individual feminists and 

scholars were actively involved in publishing and sharing women’s history materials. Finally, 

diverse history teachers were influenced to various degrees by the social moment in which they 

were living. Some teachers enacted a feminist pedagogy, despite opposition, and others were not 

so personally committed.  
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 This interplay of interested reformers both helped and hindered feminist activist 

objectives. The creation and support of women specific history resources helped provide 

materials for teachers to utilize in classrooms, but also separated women's voices within history 

course studies. The accepted fragmentation of women's units of study to the overall history 

curricula was supported by a wide range of constantly shifting Toronto Board equity policies and 

committees that established gender equity as extraneous. Many teachers felt that there was no 

place to insert women’s narratives, as they were already overburdened with an overloaded 

curriculum packed with course expectations.  

 The powerful spirit of cultural change of the 1960s and 1970s did not fully translate into 

gender equity like committed activists and educators had hoped. The Ministry did not take steps 

from the start to ensure that women appeared in the curriculum in a fair and equitable way, but 

instead focused on women as 'add-ons' to course studies. The Toronto Board’s support of gender 

equity was viewed by a number of educators as progressive and successful. But the 'add-on' 

approach also created limitations for integration. The assumption that introducing women into 

the curriculum would eventually lead to equitable curriculum did not happen. Curricula materials 

about women remained supplementary and marginalized from the central history curricula and 

the increase in women leaders and principals within the school board did not translate into a 

more balanced curriculum. As well, in presenting a plethora of initiatives, the Toronto Board 

appeared to be appeasing both activist and conservative demands, incorporating a wide number 

of strategies to address equity issues. This proved confusing to many educators who noted that 

despite the many Affirmative Action initiatives, systemic change appeared to be slow.  

 However, interested teachers, supported by a wide range of educational reformers, 

remained committed to implementing change and included women in history course studies. 

Their work demonstrates the potential influence of grassroots activism in making institutional 

change. This study provides evidence to argue that curricular change was not entirely directed or 

dependent on 'top-down' directives or initiatives. Although the Ministry of Education and the 

Toronto Board of Education can be awarded considerable credit for the number of Affirmative 

Action and sex-equity curriculum initiatives, including women into the curriculum was executed 

as a curricular choice, thereby diminishing its status, and splintering the possibility for major 

change.  
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 There was great potential, as this study has shown, particularly in Toronto. Robust, well-

formed scholarship and materials from feminist scholars in academia and activist circles was 

wending its way into the classrooms, through a variety of ways: conferences, workshops, and 

individual teachers who belonged to academic communities, and who functioned as interlinking 

presences, effectively bridging the gap between academia, community groups and the school 

system. These diverse communities built up a momentum. Public activism, coupled with support 

from local feminist teachers, resulted in the Toronto Board beginning a series of reforms that 

reflected a more generalized concern with inequality that had percolated through society.  Major 

projects, committees’ work, newsletters, conferences, learning resources and promotions were 

substantial, but they did not add up to systemic change.  

 This grassroots activism did however affect the practice of history teaching. The 

interviews demonstrate the ways in which individual teachers made independent decisions to 

stray from what they termed the “traditional” treatment of women within formal history 

curriculum: integrating women as major players, not just as supporting actors. The essence of 

their commitment lay in their personal social justice orientation, in and of themselves and for 

education. Curriculum change in individual classrooms was the result of dedicated and 

purposeful work carried out by special interest groups and dedicated communities who deeply 

believed that changes within the education system were essential components of broader social 

change. The cross-pollination of social activist groups, independent publishers, women’s 

organizations and a multitude of others meant that they could access a wellspring of equity 

materials at their fingertips, for those who were looking for it. Those networks allowed for 

women’s history resources to leak into classrooms. 

 The introduction of the "Hall-Dennis" Report and the work of social advocates in the late 

1960s challenged inequities within Canadian society and the school system. The idea of Canada 

and the historical narratives that Canadians were socially invested in began to shift, reflecting 

social changes taking place at the time. This was a time of great potential educational reform. 

But as R.D. Gidney has noted the Hall-Dennis Committee was quite selective in its 

recommendations and although "reflective of the larger mood and rhetoric of the times" the 
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report was "hardly the catalyst for change and innovation".
781

  However, the climate for 

educational change was there and the report reflected the progressive ideas and values of the 

time. Educational reformers joined organizations, developed networks and lobbied governments 

that resulted in Affirmative Action policies. Their activism played an important role in arguing 

for social change. However, the educational policies that followed, although full of potential to 

address inequities within curriculum, were celebratory ‘first steps’ without proper well-

developed integration methods: an oversight which would prove to be a fatal omission to equity 

in curricula. Without a plan for full integration, these policies fell flat, in terms of their ability to 

make substantial curriculum change. 

 The rise of the Right in politics during the 1980s also played a powerful force in 

redirecting gender equity work on a host of levels and fronts. This political turning point 

modified the momentum towards which activists were building. "Back to the basics" narratives 

and a shift to a more interdisciplinary approach to history placed greater restrictions on teacher 

pedagogy. Activities were also truncated by a strong political shift wherein 'top-down' 

curriculum decisions became the norm, and gender equity was not seen as a major factor.  A full 

integration of women into history studies would have demanded a complete overhaul of the 

history curriculum and as that was not done, the decision instead to continue to add bits and 

pieces of resources ultimately became the accepted norm.  

 Scholars have examined the difficulties inherent in making systemic change. 
782

 Charles 

Reigeluth argues that change can be implemented in two ways; as either "piecemeal change," 

which involves making modifications to the existing whole or as "systemic change," which 
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involves "a paradigm shift" and entails replacing the whole thing. 
783

  He notes that systemic 

change is comprehensive and therefore "difficult and risky."  Societal changes are often not 

reflected in schools, which Reigeluth argues are slow to respond due to the bureaucratic nature 

and history of the institution.  Major changes to educational systems are often viewed as 

“radical” and unwelcomed by governments, administrators, and some teachers. People tend to 

expect the same things from schools that they experienced themselves. Therefore, by the very 

nature of the educational system itself, a full overhaul of the existing structure was problematic; 

changing curriculum in incremental steps became the preferred model. This study argues that the 

"getting a foot in the door" approach always kept women's issues on the periphery. Including 

women in history or social studies brought separate independent issues, labelled as "women's 

issues" into established dominant curriculum. Women’s topics were often examined separately 

and with limited integration into the main historical study.
784

 This approach to gender equity 

constitutes what Reigeluth calls a "piecemeal change" and demonstrates the government's 

approach to curricular change during this period. 

 This study ends in 1993, a year which demarcated a political shift in Ontario, after the 

election of the New Democratic Party (NDP) under the premiership of Bob Rae. The NDP came 

into power in 1990 after a 30 year period of conservative rule, and a brief four year term of a 

liberal government in 1986 under David Peterson.  Rae established the Royal Commission on 

Learning in 1993 and the NDP government took steps to respond to a growing public demand for 

education to be more accountable in quantifiable terms.
785

 The NDP ushered in marked shifts in 
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education policy with the establishment of the Educational Quality and Accountability Office 

(EQAO), which included an assessment of students at various grade levels, by an arms-length 

agency that reported results aimed at improving student learning. The Rae policies of 

accountability morphed into stronger curriculum controls under the Mike Harris conservative 

government’s "Common Sense Revolution" mandate.786
   

 These political changes instituted new educational priorities in Ontario which had an 

impact on history education. A short perusal of the popular press reveals that public perceptions 

of education in the 1990s were echoes of earlier criticisms, including the recognition that gender 

equity had yet to be adequately addressed within the curriculum.
787

 Similar to the early 1970s, 

equity work in the 1990s rested on the shoulders of committed and passionate individual 

teachers. 
788

  By the 1990s, the Board was holding ongoing conferences with well known 

speakers about “women’s issues.” 
789

 The commitment to find ways to include women in 

curriculum did not disappear with new educational reforms to make schools more accountable. 
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But 'accountability' did not focus on gender equity education but rather on how to measure 

improvements in literacy and numeracy. This hampered the potential of major reform to 

adequately respond to the changes taking place within many classrooms. The grassroots activism 

could well have resulted in real change if the Board had responded by implementing an equitable 

plan of integration from the beginning, and if the 1990s had not produced a political shift in 

priorities.  

 Theories about educational reform have focused heavily on the role of the Ministry and 

school boards’ 'top-down' policies and initiatives. Curriculum change traditionally involves input 

from curricular committees, writing teams, reviewers, stakeholders and the public. This provides 

an incremental and politically safe response to educational change but, as this study 

demonstrates, provides only a limited reflection of what can take place in classrooms. The gap 

between theory and practice is evident in the ways in which gender equity policies were 

implemented in classrooms. Teachers opted in or out, thus demonstrating the limitations that 

policy can play in determining the delivery of curriculum. Teachers in this study all 

acknowledged awareness and knowledge of sex-equity policies, yet surprisingly only some felt 

required to fully implement the policies. Clearly gender equity curriculum actions by the Toronto 

Board provided enough of a message that equity was optional in course work, or at least less 

paramount than other considerations.  

 Transformation in curriculum takes place when teachers link socio-cultural realities with 

pedagogy.
790

  Interested educators have demonstrated that democratic practices can be 

implemented in practice in classrooms. In addressing the absence of women in history curricula, 

education reformers in this study understood the importance of making curricula more 

representative of the social realities in which they lived, and thus in many ways were challenging 

entrenched notions of power within the educational institutions in which they worked. By 

developing a new framework, one that considered gender equity not in terms of additions to the 

curricula, but rather as a central issue of human rights and equity balance within all course 
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examinations, Toronto teachers may have been able to generate greater curricula equity. For a 

while, the kind of revolutionary and radical change needed to make a more equal society 

'worked' and it seemed to be within reach for many people, before it imploded in the face of 

competing demands for 'equity' on all sides. The struggle for 'equity' within bureaucratic 

structures seemed to devolve into measuring 'outcomes' while discussions of the principles and 

promise of a genuinely equal society are lost in the dust. Instead, the results were minor changes 

to established resource materials. Feminist educators argued for new curricular frameworks and 

broader interconnections between disciplines. As Wendy Brown has argued, women’s history is 

not just about incorporating women positive content: it’s a framework dedicated to questioning 

traditional frameworks, and demands a re-thinking of history disciplines, and accepted 

epistemological categories.
791

 

  This did not happen fully at the Toronto Board of Education. The Toronto Board focused 

essentially on finding ways to ensure women held positions of responsibility and in allowing 

Board women's committees the freedom to hold events and distribute resource materials but left 

curricular accountability to individual teachers. Furthermore, the Board did not provide 

opportunities to demonstrate how curriculum could be torn apart and re-structured along equity 

lines. Instead, bits of women’s history, Black history, working-class history and Aboriginal 

history were haphazardly thrown into an existing structure, which could not support equity 

without losing its structural integrity.  Systemic change is often not an expedient course to follow 

in our system of public education that is, of necessity, extremely sensitive to a wide range and 

variety of democratic pressures, including fiscal and political ones. The 'band aid' solution which 

was immediate and showed results provided short term improvement but left the deeper 

underlying disease to be addressed in the future, when more time, money and thinking would 

provide a more relevant outcome.
792
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 What needed to take place was a re-structuring of the entire history curriculum so that 

new categories were created as an integral part: where women were not outside to be squeezed 

in, but already present within the very fabric of the narratives themselves. 
793

 Many teachers in 

this study were extraordinary in their contribution to gender equity, and rose to the challenges to 

implement equity within their own classrooms. What this study brought forth was not just the 

remarkable work of these individuals and groups but the magnitude of all their efforts to bring 

women’s history into classrooms and the networks they created.  

 Finally, it is evident that the educational system, and the people within it, had much to 

learn from the women’s movement, in the very ways in which it was organized, and the 

networking that it created. This was not merely on a content level: the women’s movement 

provided a structural model for others to emulate, based on linkages, webs, networks and support 

systems; systems that could, as activists argued, improve education.  What the feminist 

movement excelled at was bringing in multiple communities, developing and sharing 

supplementary resources, and opening up and expanding the definition of learning.  Educators 

who emulated this model were bringing relevant social issues into history classrooms to make it 

more relatable and more meaningful to students. At bottom, what dedicated teachers and feminist 

groups shared was a firm belief that the inclusion of women in the curriculum was essential for 

any meaningful exploration of the human condition, a core element of the humanities.   

Education reformers' equity work enriched individual history teaching, but did not make 

systemic change. However, larger discussions about women from a host of communities 

eventually penetrated history teacher pedagogy and historical resources. The evidence of their 

work lives on to some degree within curriculum resources, textbooks, and teacher pedagogy 

developed throughout this period of time. Today, there are more women in the textbooks and in 

history resources than ever before. 
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Appendix 

Interview Research Questions 

General: 

1. In what ways were you actively involved with women’s issues or women’s history 
related specifically to education in the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s or early 1990s? What 
organizations and/or groups were you a member?  

2. In what way were you a participant in the development or dissemination of educational 
materials that focused on Canadian women’s history?  What was your role and what were 
the outcomes? What resources did you employ? How did your work or activities impact 
changes to history education in Ontario? 

3. What were the difficulties that you faced, if any, in your efforts to develop, deliver or 
support educational materials that reflected a more balanced approach to gender? In what 
ways did you counter these difficulties? 

For those active in "grassroots" organizations, such as OWHN: 

1. What impact did local historical associations, active in the dissemination of women's 
history, such as ... (OWHN)…. have on public education? 

2. How did their work facilitate other women’s history networks or contribute to larger 
networks? 

3. Did local initiatives change public perception of the teaching of history, if at all?  
4. Are local chapters of historical associations distinct from each other? If so, in what way?  
5. In what ways did their work impact women's' studies or gender equity initiatives in 

education? 
6. In what ways did this work impact or alter curriculum materials, especially in terms of 

the history of women?  
7. In what ways did grassroots initiatives to change history materials to include Canadian 

women's narratives impact overall changes to history materials used within secondary 
school programs? 

8. Were you involved in lobbying either informally or formally for changes in the history 
curriculum? What were the outcomes? 

9. What informal or formal networks were you engaged as a member? In what ways did this 
impact the inclusion of Canadian women's history in classrooms? 

10. In what ways were you active in developing, lobbying or implementing Canadian 
women's history narratives into history programs in Ontario? 

11. What were some of the challenges that you faced, if any, in including women in history 
course studies?  In what ways did you overcome/or work with those challenges? What 
were some of the outcomes? 

12. Are you the author of any publications about the history of Canadian women? Were any 
of these publications aimed at secondary schools? Were these publications implemented 
into school history programs? 
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For History Teachers: 

1. In what ways did you find the history curriculum in Ontario supported gender equity in 
history teaching in the classroom? 

2. What changes (if any) did you see throughout your teaching career that addressed 
changes in the history curriculum towards a more gender equitable curriculum? 

3. Textbooks: Did you find that most history textbooks included Canadian women's history 
narratives? Were the narratives about Canadian women integrated into the textbook? In 
what ways were narratives similar to/different than the other narratives within the 
textbook? What did you feel was missing in the textbooks in terms of Canadian women's 
history? Did you find that history textbook materials contained a bias or presented a 
perspective about Canadian women? Did you notice changes over time? 

4. How did history textbooks change to reflect the growing interest in social history? In 
what ways did the textbooks reflect these changes? Specifically, what changes took place 
within history textbooks that reflected/included  narratives about Canadian women? 

5. Supplementary materials: Were you active in including Canadian women's narratives 
into the curriculum when you were teaching? In what ways did you do this? What 
supplementary materials did you use in your classrooms that provided narratives about 
Canadian women's history? Can you name specific books/films/filmstrips/booklets or 
documents which you used to supplement your history teaching to include narratives 
about women? And how/where did you obtain these supplementary resources? 

6. As a teacher, did you find support for your work in your efforts to bring Canadian 
women's narratives into your classroom teaching?  What challenges did you face in 
including materials about Canadian women in your history classes? 

7. In what other ways did you supplement your history teaching to include narratives of 
Canadian women? How was this successful/unsuccessful?  

8. What challenges did you face both in the workplace and within your classes in your 
efforts to include the narratives of Canadian women in your history teaching? 
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